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A none-too-subtle
prophecy about
the future of
loudspeakers.

U.S. Retail
$995 -$2,195 per pair

Never before have speakers this affordahle played true
to the standards estahlished hy their more costly
brethren, producing asound that is, well, arevelation.
Introducing the Revelation Series music and
home theatre loudspeakers from Hales Design Group.
Four models, including adedicated center channel,
faithfully travel that narrow road of performance, quality
and value—all Hales trademarks—all in e
qual measure.
While you will have to visit your authorized Hales dealer,
you won't have to step through the pearly gates to hear
sound this good. And with their down-to-earth price,
the Revelation Series is hound to make even the most
intractable unbeliever change their tune.
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es the voice that grabs you first, balanted preternaturally high in the mix.
As the singer effortlessly projects the
vocal line, imperceptibly grabbing breath
without disturbing the long, meandering
melody, you can't help but realize what a
superb instrument she had. As the song's
harmonies modulate their way to the
dominant, the bass guitar stubbornly sticks
to the tonic so that what would otherwise
be a conventional chord progression is
transformed into ayearning series of suspensions echoing the lyric's despair. As
g,uitarist Joe Peluso hammers down on his
power solo, his instrument so fuzzed and
compressed that the very plectrum strokes
are thrown forward as disconnected transients, it becomes evident that there are
layers upon layers to the backing vocals,
each carefully placed upon the others by a
master orchestrator, each appropriately
filling in the gaps in the harmonies without turning the mix to glutinous syrup.
And as the coda, based on simultaneously descending bass scales and
ascending choral "aaahs" over which
Peluso reprises his solo, fades away, asob
catches in my throat — as if, for abrief
period, adoor had opened upon musical
perfection but had gently closed, leaving
me with asense of loss.
Yes, Iam not ashamed to say that, on
my drive back to New Mexico from HIFI '98 in June, the Mojave Desert northeast of Barstow witnessed me listening to
the Carpenters' "Goodbye to Love" on my
regular traveling rig of RadioShadc CD3400, HeadRoom Cosmic amplifier, and
Grado SR-125 headphones. (Given the
choice, Iprefer to drive rather than fly, the
solitude of the drive allowing me to
become immersed in my music to an
extent Ionly rarely experience at home.)
And as the Carpenters cut ended, I
became aware that the temperature gauge
of my 1976 Mercedes coupe was pe l4
led
into the red, and that hot water was spraying from beneath the hood!
Using my drinking water to keep the
radiator topped off, Itook advantage of
some underpass shade to call AAA for a
tow to aLas Vegas repair shop, an activity
that gave me plenty of time to think back
on all the good things I'd seen and heard
at HI-FI '98 in Los Angeles (full report to
appear in the September Stereophi/e).
A highlight of the Show for me was the
public debut of Sony's and Philips' Super
Audio CD (SACD). This hybrid twolayer disc features arear layer conforming
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in afuture Stereophile, as well as futureto the "Red Book" CD standard and an
proof our recording projects.
intermediate, high-density DVD-type
But, reflecting on HI-FI '98 in the cool
layer carrying high-definition audio data
of that I-15 underpass, it struck me that
encoded in Sony's Direct Stream Digital
perhaps the most exciting thing Iheard at
(DSD) format. Forget the alphabet soup
the Show was neither hardware nor soft— Ithought the sound of multichannel
ware, but an algorithm for compressing
orchestral recordings stored on this proposed new medium, played back on a audio data into asmaller space without any
loss of quality. MLP, for Meridian Lossless
Sony DVD transport via asystem featuring anew version of Sony's excellent SS- Packing, was developed by Peter Craven,
the late Michael Gerzon, and Meridian's
M9 loudspeakers, sounded stunningly
Bob Stuart to squeeze (for example) six
real. And then, in amoment of audio thefull-bandwidth channels of linear PCM,
ater, the Philips spokesman demonstrated
the backward-compatible nature of 96/24 data onto aDVD without compromising playing time. (Even the 4.7Gb of a
SACD by playing the same disc in aCD
DVD layer is not sufficient for this withboombox!
out some form of data reduction.) Unlike
Telarc, DMP, and Mobile Fidelity all
Dolby Digital or DTS, the bits you get out
declared their support for SACD and
of an MLP-compressed digital recording
DSD at the Show, the notion that
record retailers will have to stock only a are exactly the same bits that went in.
Meridian is amember of the DVDsingle inventory being amajor factor in
Audio Working Group 4, and Bob Stuart
the medium's potential success in the
flew to Japan after HI-FI '98 to continue
marketplace.
his efforts to get MLP adopted as part of
No DVD-Audio discs were to be found
WG-4's v1.0 DVD-Audio specification.
in Los Angeles, but both Chesky and
Most important, it was announced at the
Michael Hobson's Classic Records were
Show that Dolby Laboratories had agreed
playing their DADs: DVD-Video discs
to handle the licensing of MLP. This will
carrying two channels of 96kHz/24-bit
be asignificant factor in persuading memaudio data. These can be played back on
ber companies of the DVD Forum to take
conventional DVD-Video players, and
the idea seriously. Already, chipmakers
though most current models downconvert
Motorola, Crystal Semiconductor, and
the data to a48kHz sample rate, they still
Analog Devices have reportedly shown
sound good enough to reinforce the idea
interest in licensing MLP.
expressed by Michael Fremer in this
But MLP can also be applied to conissue's review of the Bow Technologies
ventional CDs, the digital datastream
ZZ-Eight CD player: As far as highestfrom your existing CD transport being
quality digital sound reproduction is contaken to arelatively inexpensive outboard
cerned, the 44.1kHz/16-bit CD standard
DSP engine. An MLP-encoded CD can
is the limiting factor.
carry three or four channels of 44.1/16
And perhaps even 96kHz sampling is
insufficient. Mainly due to the efforts of audio data, or it can be used to carry two
channels of high-resolution audio data,
Samsung, asampling rate of 192kHz is
either with an increased word length (20
incorporated into the provisional DVDor 24 bits) or with an 882kHz sample
Audio standard, and Nagra and dCS disrate. Bob Stuart demonstrated both for me
tributor Canorus were demonstrating
at HI-FI '98, playing an MLP-encoded
192kHz stereo master tapes, each channel
CD-R via aMeridian 861 processor. The
being played back from a four-channel
861's prototype MLP decoder autoNagra-D with the two machines' word
matically sorted out whether the data repclocks synchronized. The piece of modern
resented multichannel sound or higherGerman chamber music being played was
definition stereo. Icame away jazzed!
completely unfamiliar, however, as with
In this month's "Letters," reader Ali
live music but certainly not CD, the lisElam complains that there are no radical
teners were drawn into the musical expeimprovements happening in audio these
rience almost despite themselves.
On my return from Los Angeles, I days. Idisagree. MLP opens adoor to the
future of sound reproduction that excites
bought adCS 904 A/D converter, which
me enormously. Ihope that political preswill output both linear PCM at up to
sure from the record industry doesn't
192kHz and aDSD datastream. Itherefore will be able to report on the sounds of mean that that door will be prematureilï
closed.
these new high-resolution digital formats
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TRIODE ...CARY S-YLE
If you're like most of us, recreating the emotions of alive musical
experience in our homes is more adream than areality.
The single-ended series of triode amplifiers from Cary Audio
genuinely brings that dream closer to reality.

ale

The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
Amplifiers have the high-end audio community
in astate of complete reappraisal of what hi-fi
truly is. We took classical circuits of the golden
years of audio and combined these designs and
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.

ACary Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
instrument — not some "auditory hi-fi spectacular, unemotional and ear-bleeding apparatus"!
ACary Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in your home.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.

szdiogi5esirt
111-A WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT

• CARY, NC 27511

•

• 919.481.4494

•
• FAX 919.460.3828
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Letters
bacon on more than one purchase.
nevertheless limited to "dynamic"
Were it not for the efforts of
speakers in aIox and two channels
Stereophile and the other magazines,
(never mind D
diby
n Surround).
Love your magazinemll
Any storag
edium today — tape, there would not be aHigh End. I'm glad
LloydJ. Davis
Laura White
pinklloyd@worldnetattmet DVD, even C — can be coded to carry you're here!
Marah@cnnw.net
four or five etannels for appreciable
lengths, plus video. Compare that to
Hates the magazine
trying to squeeze two (bandwidth-limi- Take arisk, guys!
Editor:
ted
and rapidly wearing off) channels Editor:
Question: Which of the following stateIwas just reading "Letters" in the June
onto aCD-4 record! Yet people were
ments are true?
Stereophile, and, along with expressing
a) MC's idea of audio nirvana: doing just that.
Maybe manufacturers are still licking mixed feelings on Petersen Publishing's
Avantgarde 103dB/W-sensitive horns
and 600Wpc Krell (June '98, p.97). their wounds. Or worse — perhaps the acquisition of the magazine, Iwould
Sounds like audio hell to me. Cancel my more experimental minds have moved like to offer some additional insight on
on to software programming or movie the numerous "Generation X" letters in
subscription.
b) Avantgarde 103dB horns and animation, where there is more money. that issue.
First of all, Ihave to say Amen! Too
Krell?? Wake up and smell the triodes. The bottom line, though, is that if
tomorrow I wanted to spend any many high-end stereo sales organizaCancel my subscription.
c) Itried the Avantgarde horns and amount of money to buy adisc of gen- tions just don't seem to care about the
Krell, as recommended by MC. Iam uine audiophile "software" that will fool younger generation. Iwork at alocal
now deaf and no longer need your me, if temporarily, into believing that stereo store in Vermont — not a real
Nina Simone is singing in my living high-end salon, but we do carry
advice. Cancel my subscription.
room, with video and the equipment to Paradigm, B&W, Adcom, and JoLida,
Answer: All of the above.
fat?!es Mattheis play it on... well, Icannot. For any among other entry-level high-end
Sumner, WA amount of realism Istill have to rely on brands. I'm 20, and have been afan of
the quirks of speakers that "image" well, good sound since Iwas about 16 and
Audio has become boring?
1
and other snake oil (some of which, began to realize that certain systems
really did sound better than others. Itry
Editor:
dmittedly, works).
Iam sitting here pondering whether I , And, unfortunately, you have to keep to realize that people my age really can
should renew my Stereophile subscrip- •
¡writing about it.
Ali Elam be interested in hi-fi, and, as we are
don. Part of the reason, like some of ^
New York, NY located in the same town as arather
your other readers, is Iam mad at all the
Ali_Elam@usccmaiLlehman.com expensive private college, many of our
customers are affluent youngsters. The
Mook-disc/optical-better-than-coaxial
thing is, younger people seem really
Glad we're here!
nonsense you go on about like gospel.
surprised when we take the time to talk
Editor:
But that is not it; Ican live with that.
No, the real reason is that hi-fi has Please keep up the good work. to them about the products and the
become unbelievably boring. In the past Regardless of the price of equipment sound.
And Ilcnow why this is ... Iwent to a
(late '70s, early '80s), when $1000 was a reviewed, Iwould not be able to make
lot to pay for anything, so many manu- an informed decision without your Circuit City — yes, aCircuit City —and
facturers were trying to improve things reviews,, or having the opportunity to was 100% ignored when Iwent into the
radically: four-channel sound, plasma evaluat your opinions, good or bad. "hi-fi" listening rooms. Ileft in disgust
speakers, direct-to-disc recordings, You guys (and gals) have saved my (and not just Incause it was aCircuit
City). Even the bottom of the barrel in
Ambisonics, Barclay-Crocker prerehi-fi ignores my generation. Let me tell
corded open-reel tapes..; Two months
you, it's not fair. Ipurchased all my
Letters to the Editor should be sent to
would hardly go by before something
equipment from my employers, and not
The Editor, Stereophile, P.O. Box 5529,
really promising was announced that
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. Fax::, just because of the employee discount.
had us all counting our change and runIalso agree with the several corre(505) 983-6327. E-mail: John At-**
ning to the shops. Frankly, many of
spondents who mentioned the lack of
lcinson, jatkinson@stereophile.com
these floundered because of the absence
any real effort Stereophile puts into the
or Letters@stereophile.com .Unless
of two things that are very plentifully
reviewing of rock and other currently
marked otherwise, all letters are
available today: willingness to spend as
assumed to be for possible pub4 i popular forms of music. Ialso write
much as acar on one's stereo, and accurock/pop/electronic/dance music relication. If you have problems with
rate, wearproof, multichannel recording
views for Ultimate Audio magazine —it
your subscription, call (800) 444capability.
seems to take anew high-end audio
8908 or visit www.stereophile.com.
Today, when the average Stereophile
I publication to "risk" writing about new
reader spends $12,500 on asystem, he is
Loves the magazine
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popular music. Ultimate Audio is still in
its infancy, but if a big name like
Stereophile were to admit to the popularity of popular music, even among the
"golden-eared," it could really open up
the audio industry to the younger generation, and perhaps even make all the
stuffy, holier-than-thou audio establishments take notice when aguy with a
goatee, Nikes, and aSouth Park T-shirt
walks in.
Take arisk, guys!
Matt Winuner
wimmer@panthermiddleburyedu
Congratulations, guys
Editor:
Congratulations to John Atkinson,
Larry Archibald, and the rest of the
Stereophile staff for some serious recognition, by amainstream publisher, of ajob
well done! Having said that, Ihope that
Stereophile's new owners, Petersen
Publishing LLC, recognize that during
the past 25 years, while High Fidelity died
and, arguably, Stereo Review and Audio
are in the process of dying, this magazine grew! All this in an industry that
itself is static or contracting. (I'm not
counting Home Theater.)
Of the car mags (I read all four), one
could say that Motor Trend is the Stereo
Review of the group, and that's not a
compliment. So Ihope the Petersen
folks don't try taking Stereophile down
that road; it's adead end.
R. Bruce Beckner
bnrcebeckner@worldnetattnet
The beginning of the end?
Editor:
Iwonder what the Petersen acquisition
holds for Stereophile and its readers. Are
we seeing the beginning of the end?
[The High End] is such a pathetic
minority out here ... will Petersen, with
its urges for more subscriptions, tend to
water down the delicate and beautiful
findings of Mikey, Martin, Larry, and
Jonathan, among others? Scull's and
Fremer's meanderings are precious at
times...they need to continue to be
unleashed.
Leonard Weldon
len999@ibm.net
The end as we know it?
Editor:
Iwas saddened when Iread on your
Web site that Stereophile has been sold to
Petersen Publications. This event marks,
Ithink, the end of the magazine as we
know it, much more so than its earlier
sale, when Larry Archibald bought it
from J. Gordon Holt in 1982.
There is no way that Stereophile can
survive in anywhere near its current
10

state as apart of Petersen. Iremember
reading the Petersen rags in the '60s as a
teenager .... and I remember being
struck even then by the essentially total
lack of content of those magazines —
they were all pictures and ads. Iimagine
the same thing happening to Stereophile
as it now tries to compete, not with The
Absohne Sound, Positive Feedback etc., but
with Stereo Review and Audio. Current
readers will drop it like ahot potato.
Potential new readers will laugh at the
high prices of the equipment reviewed.
Good luck. Imay stick around if the
[subscription] price is right, but only out
of amorbid curiosity. Ionce had aletter
published in Stereophile in which I
claimed that John Atkinson had ruined
the magazine. Iwish Ihad saved sending that letter for this occasion.
Tim: Larson
Tucson, AZ
The dangers of corporate culture?
Editor:
Please tell me that the acquisition by
Petersen will not force adverse changes
on Stereophile's editorial style and viewpoints —particularly with respect to
your "manufacturers pay for adverts, not
for reviews" attitude. As alongtime subscriber (since 1991), I have grown
exceptionally fond of "my" magazine; it
almost seems as if, over the years, you
have tailored it to suit my specific
requirements. Thank you.
Please don't let large corporate culture dilute what Stereophile does so well.
David S. Dodd
webmaster@ccspace.com

ately. You didn't ask me or the other
people who support you by subscribing
if you should do this, and in truth you
didn't have to. But you should have. I'm
reminded of the movie Caddyshack
where Jackie Mason turns the country
club and golf course into an amusement
park. It feels like that is about to happen.
Iwill be watching!
ChrisJohnson
ujohnson@palmnetnet
Shocked & disgusted
Editor:
As along-term Stereophile reader, Iam
shocked and thoroughly disgusted at the
newly announced association with
Petersen. Purchasing Stereophile now
means my dollar is cross-funding the following magazines from the same stable:
Gnus & Ammo, Handguns, Bowhunting,
Hunting, Shot Business, Shotguns, and Rifle
Shooter, among others. It ought to be
clear that you can consider my support
terminated permanently forthwith.
Arguments suggesting that the interests
supported by these titles are legitimate
can come only from acountry where
school killing by juveniles has become
the norm.
Print this letter if you dare!
C. Bernard
palladio@ozemail.com.au

Ti) take the last lettersfirst: While Iam acommitted supporter of handgun control and
deplore the spread ofgun-canying by children,
Ido recognize that shooting gun ownership,
and hunting are all kgal activities in the
United States, and that Petersen Publications
has every right to publish magazines covering
these specialized interests. (There are even
He'll be watching
Stereophile writers who might well start to
Editor:
contribute to some of these magazines.) Please
Iwish to express my doubts and misgivunderstand, Mr. Bernard, that Petersen, like
ings concerning Stereophile's sale to the
all lame publishing companies, is divided into
Petersen Publishing group. A brief scan
many divisions; and that as part of their new
of the local newsstand introduced me to
"High Technology" group, Stereophile has
a number of the magazines that fall
no connection with these outdoor-oriented
under the Petersen umbrella, and Ihave
titles, other than at board level, than it does
to say that Iam genuinely worried. I with Petersen's successful Teen title And
suspect the first thing to go will be the
Petersen's overall editorial ethos does not seem
classy format. Onward and downward
out of line tvith ours, to judgefrom the editorito cheap, thin paper and staples in the
al leader in the June '98 issue of Motor
cover! Goodbye color on most every
Trend, asflne adescription ofthe relationship
page, hello black and white! Isuppose
between amagazine and the industry it covers
the new owners will see fit to put aBose
as Ihave read.
ad on every third page as well.
Tb those who write concerned that their
Isubscribe not only to Stereophile, but favorite magazines will be changed for the
also to Stereophile Guide to Home Theater.
worse, Iwould like to reassure all our readers
As things stand now, these are the best
that Petersen has no intention of diluting
magazines in their respective fields...
Stereophile's or Stereophile Guide to
and if the quality stays as it is, Iwill conHome Theater's editorial identities or politinue to subscribe.
cies. Our editorial and production departments
But be warned: If quality slips, I'll be
remain here in "The City Different," Santa Fe
taking that subscription to Fi immediNew Mexico;J. Gordon Holt continues to be
Stereophile, August 1998
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Letters
listed on the magazine's masthead as "Forrnder
and Chief Tester"; Lany Archibald is still on
board as publisher; Iremain at Stereophile's
helm for the foreseeable future as editor; and
our loyal team oftalented writers will continue
to call 'em as they hear 'ern, without fear or
favor. Both Larry and Iare confident that
Petersen will respect the qualities that have
made Stereophile and Stereophile Guide
to Home Theater worth purchasing in the
first place We will continue to provide iitir
readers with magazines that do not disappoint.
And given its financial resources, Petersen
will be able to more effectively spread the message about what high-end audio and Home
Theater have to offer, to the benefit ofall of us!

default premier audiophile magazine
does its own recordings on CD only?
Say it isn't so, Michael, say it isn't so...
Vinyl rules.
WalterJ. Wrobleski, MD
radtvjw@emailittm.com

er. The player downconverts to 48kHz,
but the discs sound great.
Richard Huntsinger
rich.h@cel.com

DVDs are remarkable
Editor:
Only three of our 12 recordings were ever Idon't think the audio fraternity fully
available on LP: Poem, Intermezzo, and realizes how truly remarkable is the
Sonata. The sad truth is that, while our DVD. Not since the invention ofpaper
recording projects can eventually pay back their money has it been possible to invest so
costsfrom CD sales, the LP versions (which, I much value in amedium of such slight
agree sound superb) lose money. We thereo-re intrinsic worth.
have no current plans to release any more of
Consider asingle-layer DVD holding
our music on vinyl. But fyou want to try the ASCII text To transcribe this informaStereophile LPs, call (800) 766-0020, or tion onto paper, you would have to type
—JA
visit our Web site: wwwstereophile.com —JA
100wpm, 24 hours aday, 365 days ayear
for 15 years. In the process, you would
Exciting times
Vinyl rules?
generate astack of paper as high as a40Editor:
Editor:
storey building. Sure, it would take only
In these exciting modern days of mergWith the vinyl resurgence, asecond try
a few months on a laser printer, but
ers and acquisitions, with The Abso!ute might be worthwhile. Many Stereophile you'd still end up with the same 40Sound going to Texas and Stereophile readers, in increasing numbers (includstorey pile of paper —and you would
trading hands for untold hundreds of ing me), are recognizing the superiority
have consumed $6000 worth of ink carmillions [Yeah, nght! — Ed.], one mustn't of vinyl. Whereas two or three, maybe
tridges! All this to replace ahalf-ounce
lose sight of the M&A situation within
even one year ago, Iwould have opted plastiç¡disc costing less than 50 cents.
the larger recording industry.
for the CD, now Ialways opt for vinyl if
Oth current plans for this exceptionOver the years, almost all original
given the choice. I" think you might be
al device include one movie or an hour
American phon
aph labels haver been
pleasantly surprised if you took your
of digital audio sampled at some insaneacquired by o seas concerns. Victor
most popular CD and offered it in an
ly fast rate. We have every right to use it
went to Be
ann, Columbia to
audiophile pressing. It also might send a as we see fit, but every so often it would
)Sony, Capito
EMI, Mercury to
message to the record companies:
be agood idea to stop and reflect on
dPolyGram, D
MCA to Matsushita.
someone has to have the courage, and
what DVD can do in other, more effi'Only Warner/ lelttra/Atlantic stayed at Stereophile should lead the way.
cient applications.
Norm Strong
home. These losses were viewed at the
Given the almost universally recogSeattle WA
time with considerable alarre. Today it nized son superiority of vinyl over CD,
norm@scn.org
develops that Seagram's has just perhaps Stereophile should offer their
acquired PolyGrgm, even as Paramount
recordings as LPs only. Idon't think that
DVD Ready?
and Disney are courting newly available
you would lose money, and maybe some
Editor:
EMI!
more people would be opened up to
Ihave been noticing the phrase "DVD
Think what this means. While Victor vinyl. Stereophile would send out astrong
Ready" in some of the current ads for
and Columbia remain abroad, Euromessage that, given the choice, LP is
speakers. This reminded me of somepean labels Deutsche Grammophon,
sonically preferable to CD at this time.
thing that happened to me afew years
Philips, London/Decca, Polydor, and
As the leading audiophile magazine, a ago, before Igot married. My roomHMV may soon all be residing in
lot of responsibility rests on Stereophile's
mate, Tim, had some friends from out
America! (Couldn't someone just
direction. It sure doesn't help when the
of town visiting for the weekend. Tim
arrange aticket swap?)
major labels can point to Stereophile and
liked to show off my stereo more than I
So, no reason for readers to fret.
say, "Look, even the premier audiophile
did because, before Imoved in, he had
What goes around, comes around. The
magazine doesn't offer their recordings
no idea that you could spend more than
trick, as TS. Eliot had it, is to find the
in LP form."
WalterJ. Wrobleski, MD $700 for speakers.
calm at the still point of the turning
radtvjw@emaitnisn.com
One of Tim's friends, John, asked
world.
Clark Johnsen
what the PS Audio Ultralink was for. I
The Listening Studio, Boston, MA
DVD rules
noticed his eyes start to glaze over as I
Editor:
explained that the "CD player" was realWhat, no vinyl?
You're still selling CDs? It's time for
ly a transport, and then went on to
Editor:
Stereophile to lead. When you release
explain the function of adigital/analog
After reading with great interest the
your recordings on DVD-based DADs,
converter. My explanation was met with
technical aspects of Stertaphiles latest
I'll be in the order line.
Jim Oitzinger ablank stare and along pause. Then, in
recording, Duet, Iwent to the order
jozingernospam @infohwy.com
his south Georgia drawl, John said:
page for my copy. Suddenly it struck
"Wat yuh need ta do is git yuh som'
me: not available on vinyl! Cautiously, I DVD sounds great
dem digital speakers, den yulip won't
went to the other Stereophile recordings
Editor:
need dat converter thang. l'se seen 'em
order page: only Sonata was available on
I
just received two DAD 24-bit/96kHz
down ta Bes' Buy. Ya know, clein folks
LP. The chest pain began slowly but discs from Classic Records. Played them
gots speakers dat costs pert' near .
athourapidly intensified. Could it be that the
on my first-generation Sony DVD playsand bucks!"
12
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Letters
Ismiled, and told him that Iwould
have to check into that. Iwas half
tempted to show him the boxes that my
B&W 802s came in; it says "Digital
Ready" right on the side of each box,
but that was acan of worms that it was
best Inot open. We decided to go outside and compare each other's trucks
and start aFord vs Dodge debate. John
thought he had some of "dem digital
speakers" in his new Dodge anyway...
Tom Hastings
Palm Bay, FL
TinnsGfx@aol C1)171
Start worrying about your health...
E(111,,I.
If you guys spent as much time worrying about your health as you do about
getting rich off this sick hobby (addiction), you might live long enough to
enjoy your money. Atkinson, Archibald,
Phillips, and that numbskull Tellig look
so fat and out of shape, it's amazing you
all keep functioning.
Stop sitting so much; get off your fat
asses, get some exercise, stop eatingjunk
before it's too late — or the next piece of
electronics you experience may be the
heart/lung machine in your nearest
operating room.
Allan Rosenzweig
arosen@bellsouthmet
... and work out alittle
Editor:
Here is atweak that won't cost adime:
Listen to your system after agood long
workout. For the effect to take place,
the athletic pursuit must be of at least
an hour's duration, and the listener
should be in good physical shape to
begin with. Wait approximately one
half hour for the endorphins to take full
effect, then cue up your system. Guaranteed goosebumps!
Legal Disclaimer: If the average
audiophile couch potato tries this, it
may be dangerous to your health and
possibly result in death.
JeffD'Andre
jed10@pacbeltnet
Entertainment &amusement
Editor:
Ijust read Ken Pohlmann's column in
the June Stereo Review on "the democratization of music." In the same issue,
check out Tom Nousaine's "To Tweak
or Not to Tweak." Without specifically
mentioning Stereophile, Stereo Review has
fired abroadside at you guys.
Isubscribe to Stereophile for entertainment and amusement; it is about as relevant as People magazine. Isubscribe to
Stereo Review because Ifind it useful
(and will until that book is completely
14

hijacked by home-theater content).
Craig Thornton
Berkeley Heights, NJ

conversion, and some popular tweaks.
The "tweaked" system was left on for
days — the "untweaked" was played
without warmup. I'll let you read the
A Fleece.., or afleecing?
article for the details of the test, but, in a
Editor:
nutshell, the panelists heard differences
Ihave worshipped at the high-end altar at arate no better than chance. Again,
for over 20 years, professing great faith read the article top to bottom.
in the religion of audio subjectivism. I
Now Iam sure that most Stereophile
have served as an audiophilic evangelist, loyalists, or any righteous subjectivist,
leading more than one person to J. will dismiss blind testing methods as
Gordon Holt. Ihave been slain in the flawed or discount the whole thing as so
spirit listening to Mobile Fidelity's Dark much objectivist caca, yadda yadda, etc.,
Side of the Moon. My electrostatics sit on etc. Nopel This one stands up; at least,
spikes, my hose-sized speaker cables for me it does.
have strange black boxes, my power
So now what? So nothing. Idon't
conditioner cost more than my previous plan on changing athing. Iwill still maramplifier. Ieven saw Michael Green's vel at the sound of my MIT speaker
likeness in an omelette at Cracker cable and interconnects. Iwill drone
Barrel. (But, then again, where haven't endlessly about the sweetness of my
we seen his likeness?) Ihave drunk from McCormack amp and its huge, wellthis cup called high-end audio, and it defined soundstage. Iwill continue to
was sweet on my stomach.
lead friends and family to JGH. Only
But last night, after spending an ordi- now when Ido it, Iwill recognize it
nate amount of time curled up with the more for what it is —and what it is is
June Stereo Review, Iwas forced to face just plain fun.
something that none of us audiophiles
Sonics are alarge part of it, but let's
want to face: that this Golden Fleece we face it — high-end gear is really cool
pursue just might be nonexistent — or, stuff to own. It looks great. It feels great.
perhaps more appropriately, that this Heck, it's even sensual. When my wife
pursuit may be nothing more than a and Isit down with abottle of wine on
golden fleecing.
Friday night, the good stuff with acork,
In aJune '98 Stereo Review article by chances of the evening turning romanTom Nousaine entitled "To Tweak or tic are much greater with Martin-Logan
Not to Tweak," Isaw credible data sup- than they are with Pioneer. On that
porting something Iread about long ago basis alone, I'm committed. I'll still go
in that same publication. Stereo Review for the occasional tweak, but I've drawn
has always contended that amplifiers the line just short of Mpingo discs and
operating within their intended ranges, Tice clocks. And under no circumconnected to their upstream and down- stances, even with the most compelling
stream components via generic cabling, of test data, will Ibuy RoomTunes, or
both speaker wire and interconnects, anything else, from Michael Green.
will sound essentially the same.
Even if Idid see his face in an omelette.
Bullroar! you must be saying. After all,
Gavin Hadley
this is Stereo Review—the most advertis[Address withheld by request]
er-friendly, namby-pamby audio publication on the face of the big blue mar- Actually, to me Mr. Nousaine's article read as
ble. Ah, but read the article, Grass- bad science: There were at least adozen varihopper. I'm no statistician, but the num- ables being "tested for" simultaneously. Each
bers are quite compelling. Check out the one of these could have had an immense effea
listening panel — they were audiophiles, on the sound, but they couldjust as easily have
perhaps even Stereophile subscribers, canceled each other out, with anet result of
who, Iwould assume, wanted desperate- zero detectable derence in sound. More
ly to hear differences in the test systems.
importantly, the experimenter appeared to
In fact, there were monetary incentives have predetermined what outcome he wanted
offered to hear differences.
front his tests and then, mirabile dictu, those
The test systems had the same
were the results he obtained. Duh!
—JA
Meridian digital front-end and the same
PSB speakers. They differed in that one More fun—and abargain to boot
employed manufacturer-supplied inter- Editor:
connects and zip wire, very inexpensive
Imust admit that Stereophile is much
amplification, and Meridian's built-in more fun to read than Stereo Review, but
D/A; the other, fairly exotic speaker at least Stereo Review places much less
cables and interconnects, moderately emphasis on BS subjects. Please tell me,
expensive amplification, outboard D/A how can apencil marker on CDs or
Stereophile, August 1998
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"The midrange was clean and uncolored, the stereo
imaging well defined and stable, and the bass generous
without being hoomy....This is one fine design....
The Gold' preserved all the tiny tonal differences that distinguish, for example, the
English horn from the oboe, the viola from the violin, even when they are playing
notes with the same pitches.... The Stratus Gold' also scored big-time in the low
frequencies. Where arecording had true bass information, the speaker reproduced it
in full measure.... Despite its size and its genuine bass extension, this is not aslowsounding speaker. Rather it is fleet of foot and light in touch, as you might expect
aminimonitor to be if its response could be extended down to the low bass region....

Enthusiastically recommended. ” -John Atkinson, .*er-cop/tile, Vol.20
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Letters
some mystical rocks to put your components on top of really improve the
sound of asystem? That's, at best, wishful thinking, and wasting money on silly
products.
It shows alack of common sense from
your writers, especially Sam Tellig, who
is searching for Nirvana in an empty box
when he mentions those gadgets. And
for once Iwould like for you to admit
that the loudspeaker is the most important element of ahi-fi system.
Still, I'll keep subscribing, as you're
the only bargain in high-end magazines
around.
JorgeCox
jceox@flash.net
Missing the point?
Editor:
Michael Fremees "Analog Corner" in
April and asubsequent letter-writer's
opinion in June (p.12) — that Stereo
Review and/or Consumer &lions have
done their best to destroy mainstream
audio — miss the main point. Stereophile
and many other specialist books are
doing their best to portray better audio
and its adherents as near-lunatics
involved in cultish behavior. And I
believe that the public has an increasingly negative opinion of cults.
Stereophile and specialty dealers are
continually becoming more involved in
the vacuum-tube and, to alesser extent,
horn-speaker "waves" of popularity.
Imagine the following: a magazine,
dealers, and readers committed to the
proposal that tube-chassis TV sets with
their kids-crayoning-outside-the-lines
resolution and cartoonish color temperatures were actually "state-of-the-art."
Or apublication with doctors and other
medical professionals proclaiming that
truth in diagnosis ended when the last
vacuum-tube X-ray machine died
(there is no cancer if you can't see it). Or
atraveler's magazine proclaiming that
the skies have become ever more dangerous since they started replacing those
reliable vacuum-tube air-traffic-control
computen.
Idoubt if any of us would consider
those possibilities as anything but
lunatic. Yet we embrace these antique
technologies in audio as if our ears are
the only thing we should believe. There
is no future in this. The cult will get ever
smaller, especially as newer technologies
like DVD, HDTV, and others further
convince the masses that new technology is the solution, not the problem.
Iam sure that there is nothing Icould
say to get Stereophile to change its direction — you could start out by being less
namby-pamby in your reviews — or
Stereophile, August 1998

local Listen Up in Denver (always topnotch equipment and service, no snobbery) and took aset home for alisten. I
was dumbfounded at the sound these
little jewels are capable of, and haven't
grown tired of them yet. Iwant to buy
another pair because ...I can afford to! I
have also picked up free bits and pieces
of info that Ihave found useful in variAdollar-twenty's worth
ous applications — enough to easily jusEditor:
Richard Karnette's $120 tweak men- tify the subscription costs.
The moral of the story, folks, is:
tioned in the March "Sam's Space," and
the responses from readers in the May Don't take things so seriously (enjoy!),
and July issues' "Letters," bring to mind believe in trickle-down technology (it
an episode on Allen Funes Candid does), and don't chastise Stereophile for
Camera that was filmed in apet shop. not reviewing cheaper components
Jeny Cook
An aquarium filled with nothing but (they do). Carry on.
cooks@geocities.com
water was prominently displayed, with a
sign announcing a sale on "invisible
fish." Funt recorded several customers Hip music &musical taste
buying these fish at, as Irecall, $120 Editor:
each.
CC. Watson Iam very pleased to see that some of
London, Ontario, Canada Stereophile's recent record reviews include
reviews of "hip" music. Jason Cohen's
review of the album What's Up Matador
Now that's avaluable tweak
(February 1998), Daniel Cohen's review
Editor:
Did you hear about the "new age" gui- of the entire Harry Partch collection,
tarist who glued two quarters and a and Robert Baird's review of Tortoise's
TNT (both June '98) prove that some of
dime to his instrument? It didn't sound
any better, but its financial value dou- your editors take the time to search out
bled!
Dennis Colin new, challenging, and experimental
dcolin@empirenet music! Stereophiles reviews typically
cover abroad range of musical styles, but
Ifind it heartwarming that ahigh-end
Carry on doing what you're doing
audiophile magazine will review artists
Editor:
About three years ago Ilost my enthu- that are usually covered only in specialist
siasm for reading Stereophile. While I music magazines like The Wire or Option.
Maybe it's true that afine hi-fi system
never tired of the (mostly) intelligent
writing of staff and readers, I had will only help broaden alistener's taste!
Mike Hu
grown tired of the reviews of stratosmhu@tomatoweb.com
pherically priced equipment and
voodoo tweaks. Besides, my system
was (more or less) perfect! After about You need to get out,
six issues piled up unread, Icanceled Mr. Sommerwerck!
my subscription. Ispent the interven- Editor:
ing years improving my music system William Sommerwerck asks Robert
Baird if "any bit of rock'n'roll" has
and listening room.
This past December an audiophile "tackled" the subject of "the emptifriend renewed my Stereophile subscrip- ness, meaninglessness, and futility of
tion as agift. While Ido not read the material existence." ['Well, duh, Mr.
magazine as voraciously as before, Iam Baird!," Stereophile, June 1998, "Letpleased to see the quality of writing is ters," p.17] Granted, Mahler's Das Lied
von der Erde is an incredible piece of
more or less the same. As adie-hard
vinylphile, Iparticularly appreciate and music. But please!!
Mr. Sommerwerck, you need to get
enjoy Michael Fremer. Much to my surprise, in an issue where readers com- out and find an original LP version of
Quadrophenia from The Who. Make
plained about expensive equipment
reviews, there was awriteup of some sure the LP is complete with booklet
cheap little Polk speakers and arefer- and lyrics. Turn it up! Follow the story!
ence to the B&W DM302s. Intrigued Feel the emotions of atroubled young
because they (the B&Ws) were cheap man named Jimmy. Ithink you'll find
and because Ihad abad low-frequency out that Pete Townshend is amusical
transformer in one of my Acoustats for and lyrical genius. Serious goosebumps!
Leland A. Beaman
which Ifeared parts weren't available
Vacaville CA
(they are, from Rockford), Iwent to my

nothing Icould do to get specialty dealers to give up short-term profits gained
by pumping out the tubes. Jonestown
and Heaven's Gate have shown me that
cults have little use for common sense.
Parker King
[Address withheld]
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Letters
Serious ambiguity
Editor:
Certainly Stereophile has aresponsibility
to entertain its readers. However, there
are even higher moral standards to
which it should adhere as well. Ireally
wonder whether it's proper to print the
ravings of the mentally ill in your letters
column, no matter how amusing (and
superficially provocative) they may be.
In his May column, Robert Baird
wrote that one secret of rock'n'roll's success is its limitless range of subject matter. Baird makes his context quite clear
by beginning the column with two
quotes from a1957 Time article: he is
talking about popular music. Far from
being a fad, rock'n'roll evolved, and
went places that Tm Pin Alley, show
tunes, and the big bands never dared.
William Sommerwerck ("Letters,"
June, p.17) perceives this praise of rock'n'roll as an attack on classical music, as
if both genres could not share the same
abstract strengths! He flat-out invents
for Baird "a belief that rock'n'roll represents something artistically unique" — a
sentiment not even remotely implied in
Baird's piece. This is aclinically paranoid response. Imean, if Iwere at a
party and were going on at some length
about how considerate my new girlfriend was (note the implied comparison), and an eavesdropper barged in and
began shouting, "And what is my wife,
some kind of bitch?," that would be fairly unambiguous, wouldn't it?
Which leaves us with Sommerwerck's one substantive assertion: that,
unlike Das Lied von der Erde, no work of
rock'n'roll has ever tackled "the emptiness, meaningless, and futility of material existence ... in any sort of meaningful way." Itake it from this authoritative
statement that Mt S. is familiar with,
say, Big Star's Sister Lovers, the Stooges'
Funhouse, Radiohead's OK Computer,
and Simon Maxwell's live-performance
video for Nine Inch Nails' "Hurt" —
four perhaps idiosyncratic favorites of
mine — not to mention better-known
works by the likes of Lou Reed, Neil
Young, Pink Floyd, and many others.
Since forests have already been decimated by my fellow rock critics analyzing
these works, Ilook forward to Mr. S:s
cogent argument that they, in fact, mean
nothing (as distinct, of course, from
meaning nothing to him). He may be
able to unboil spaghetti, too.
On aperhaps more realistic note, as a
relative newcomer to the glory of classical music — a few favorites being
Beethoven's 7th,! Vaughan Williams'
Tarns Fantasia, Bartók's Music for Strings,
Stereophile, August 1998

Percussion and Celeste, Prokofiev's Romeo
and Juliet, and Ives's The Unanswered
Question —I would love to learn which
works in the classical repertoire capture
the joy and purity of everyday life as
well as the Beach Boys did.
Ithink this shoe belongs on the other
foot. Iwas one of the late Elizabeth
Bishop's poetry students at Harvard; I
may know my way around an iamb.
One of the great letdowns of my life as
amusic lover was the first time Iplayed
Schuberes Die Winterreise— okay, it's not
Das Lied von der Erde, but Isuspect it's
close enough (certainly it's well enough
regarded) for acomparison to be meaningful. While Wilhelm Müllees words
are by no means bad (and yes, Iread
German), as either lyrics or poetry they
pale next to those of Keith Reid (of
Procol Harum), Loudon Wainwright
III, Liz Phair, Randy Newman, David
Thomas (of Pere Ubu), Kristin Hersh
(of Throwing Muses), or, for that matter, Bruce Springsteen — for starters.
To each its own. Iwould readily agree
with Mr. Sornmerwerck that the things I
listen for in my favorite classical music —
the very same things he cherishes — are
pretty much absent from nearly all rock'n'roll. However, the opposite is also
true? We open-minded listeners are having twice as much fun as he is; not only
do we have wives who love us, we've got
mistresses who can cook.
Isuspect that part of him knows this.
Maybe that's why he's so angry.
Eric M. Van
Franklin, MA
EMVartl @aotcom
Musical bigots everywhere?
Editor:
Musical bigots everywhere ... Get A
Life! Isn't it clear that all forms of music
(even the few Idon't prefer) have value?
If you feel that "jazz stinks," or that
1This was the key that unlocked the world of classical
music for me, and r
ve long irgarded and recommended
it as the ideal starting place for arock'n'roller (even joking that it ought to be nicknamed "Moshpit"). In the
June "Letters" column, IName widleldj, from Baldwin,
New York, reports the sanie experience.
—Eric Van
Over 30 years ago. Beethoven's 7th launched me,
too, into classical music in the middle of ahermetic
mid-1960s adolescence of Gilbert & Sullivan, bagpipe
and marching-band music, Beatrice Kay, my dad's Bob
Wills and Spike Jones 78s, and acomplete absence of
pop music. Iam also from Baldwin, New York. Is this
pattern significant?
—RL
2Idon't mean to imply that the dichotomy is strictly
music is lyrics. Although Brian Wilson's music, and
especially his orchestrations, arc probably the only
thing to have conic out of rock'n'roll that can compete
on classical music's traditional home turf, there is musical merit of the highest order, of adifferent sort, in the
works of artists as diverse (and, perhaps not coincidentally, as obscure) as Mission of Donna, Magma, arid Jack
Bruce. (Sonic of these alternate musical qualities, of
course, are the chief forte of the minimalists.)
—EV

Handel and Bartók wrote "elevator
music," or that rock'n'roll is not "meaningful," it's your loss. Each of these forms
has wonderful things to offer. If you
can't — or won't — appreciate them, you
are only limiting the scope of your
experience and the richness of your life.
Here's alittle clue for you: There really are no "forms" of music per se. Each
piece of music is an individual entity, and
yet it's really all one! Musicians understand this. Haydn would have enjoyed
"Penny Lane." Pete Townshend obviously knows his Beethoven. Itzhak
Perlman loves to get down with a12-bar
blues. John Coltrane listened to everything from African tribal chants to
Indian classical music.
I'm not suggesting that each and every
one of you make aconscious effort to
broaden your scope (although it's not a
bad idea). Iknow that there will always
be small-minded "music Nazis" out there
who refuse to even listen to anything
they're not already comfortable with. But
stop trying to reshape Sterrophile in your
own image! Nobody's telling you what
you should listen to, so don't tell me what
not to listen to. There is plenty of room
for all of us.
Art Alen&
NDS0091@concentric.net
He discovered classical music
Editor:
Ihave been tempted anumber of times
in the past to write aletter in response
to the comments of one of your reviewers or (more likely) readers, but have
thus far resisted the temptation, usually
on the grounds that Ireally have better
things to do, and whatever Ihave to say
really wouldn't make much of adifference anyway. After reading the letter
from "Gordon (Sven101@aol.com)" in
the June issue (p.17), Iwas once again
tempted, but subsequently set the temptation aside and went on with my life.
Then something happened the other
night (yes, it was in front of the stereo —
but more of that anon) that reinforced
the desire, and so here is my very first
"Letter to the Editor."
First, a bit of background for
Gordon's benefit, so Imay not be quite
perceived as one of those "old folks"
whom classical music is for. Though no
longer 28, Iam not that far away, having
just turned 36. Idid not grow up with
classical music, but with pop/rock,
country and western (hey, my parents
liked Hee-Haw, what can Isay?), and
church music. Igraduated from high
school in 1980, and during my high
school years I was a skateboarding
punk-rocker (not amusician, just alis19
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Letters
tener). Ispent all of whatever money I
earned on records: Clash, Jam, Sex
Pistols, Stiff Little Fingers, Elvis
Costello, Talking Heads, Devo, B-52's,
and on and on and on. Iwas also listening to Brian Eno, Robert Fripp, and
Philip Glass.
Then Idiscovered "classical" music.
Yes, it is quite true that "Not everyone
listens to classical or chamber music,"
and Iwould have to say that Ialso do not
"know any 28-year-old audiophiles out
there who listen to classical music."
Those who listen to classical music are
definitely aminority. Ihappen to be in
that minority—so be it. As far as "the
music stinks!"? Well, personal opinion is
personal opinion, and Igenerally have
no problem with that —as long as it is
informed opinion. So let's get into it.
Gordon says that 28-year-old audiophiles "listen to more modern music"
and "we want to hear about the great
music of today." Iwon't touch "great"
(that would take too many pages and
just open myself up to a barrage of
abuse), but "modern" and "today" beg
to be discussed. What is modern?
Simply something written recently?
Okay then, Beethoven and Bartók don't
qualify, but how about the music of
Christopher Rouse, Alfred Schnittke,
Magnus Lindberg, Gyórgy Ligeti, Bo
Holten, Olav Anton Thomessen, Sofia
Gubaidulina, and Hans Werner Henze?
This is, of course, abrief list — it could
go on and on. But suffice it to say, these
are all living, working composers composing music now, even as Iwrite this.
But certainly "modern" does not simply mean "recent." It has another connotation, that of something progressive
or "involving recent techniques, methods, or ideas" (Merriam-Webster). Is
there any music in the pop/rock world
that is truly more "modern" than, say,
Magnus Lindberg's Kraft, Elliot Carter's
Concerto for Orchestra, Tan Dun's
Death and Fire—Dialogue with Paul Klee,
or Wolfgang Rihm's Time Chant? (This
is not meant to be alist of the most
modern pieces of music, so those of you
at the other end — please refrain.) Is
there apiece of music in the pop/rock
world with more "modern," complex
rhythms than Stravinsky's Rite of Spring?
And this from 1911-13?
My second point involves answering
the first sentence of Gordon's second
paragraph, which Isimply must quote
in its entirety: "What's the point in having astate-of-the-art full-range sound
system, only to listen to wimpy classical
elevator music for old folks?" Ahem.
Now there's amouthful. It might be
Stereophile, August 1998

interesting to rephrase the question
thusly: "What's the point in having a
state-of-the-art full-range sound system
only to listen to rock/pop?"
Ihave been to afew rock concerts
(Talking Heads, Psychedelic Furs,
Devo), and franldy, my sound system
has greater clarity, depth, spaciousness,
etc. (not decibel level, thankfully) in
reproducing rock recordings than anything Ihave heard live. What is it, exactly, that we are reproducing here? The
sound of live rock music? Well, from
my experience you don't need the state
of the art for that —just something
LOUD. On the other hand, Ihave yet
to hear asound system, state-of-the-art
or otherwise, that can accurately reproduce all of the myriad subtleties of alive
symphony orchestra.
And what about that "wimpy classical
elevator music" comment? Strange, but
there are even people who listen to classical music who have asimilar view. I
don't understand this. Are their volume
knobs broken? Ilive near Boston, and
the local commercial classical station
(WCRB, which years ago was quite
good) has ahuge billboard on the highway that reads "Relax. WCRB 102.5
FM." Ifind the greatest works of Classical
music (both old and new) to be far more
intellectually complex and emotionally
involving and intense than any other
music Ihave heard. Does this make them
"better"? Perhaps, perhaps not.
But that is, of course, not the argument here. What is the argument is that
these works are most certainly not
"wimpy." There is no one on this planet who could listen to such works as
Shostalcovich's Symphony 8, Mahler's
Symphony 6, Bo Holten's Sinfonia
Concertante for Cello and Orchestra,
Lindberg's Krafi, Bartók's The Miraculous
Mandarin, or Colin Matthews' Broken
Symmetry at proper volume levels and
honestly conclude that they are "wimpy
classical elevator music." Idare say that
anyone confronted with such music on
an elevator would either leave immediately or want to stay all day. (Funny,
though, how every piece of music that
Irecall hearing in an elevator or grocery
store has always been filtered pop, not
classical.)
A list of such works could go on for
pages. Iam not trying to state that
Gordon's musical choices are bad or that
he should listen to or even investigate
classical music. What Iam saying is that
his opinion here is simply not informed.
And now, if anyone has read this far,
about that something that happened the
other night that finally spurred me to

actually type all this up. Isat back to listen to arecently acquired disc of piano
music by Gyórgy Ligeti, part of Sony's
traversal (if it lives to completion) of all
of Ligeti's music. The disc includes a
number of Etudes, Musica ricercata, and
White on White. Iwas sweating before it
was half over. Talk about intense, complex music!
Wimpy?!? I can't help but laugh.
Perhaps Gordon doesn't understand the
word. Give it alisten. Do. Ishall again.
Soon.
Robert Fernandes
Woburn, MA
Totally incorrect
Editor:
Richard Schneider is totally incorrect on
p.162 of the May '98 Stereophile. Sir
Georg Solti recorded Kodály's Peacock
Variations with the London Philharmonic on London LL 1020, way back in
1955. The late, great maestro was just
dusting off awork he had known for
almost half acentury when he [recently]
recorded it [again, this time with the
Vienna Philharmonic].
Howard Wayne
Lake Mary, FL
Totally tall, dude
Editor:
Regarding Mikey's discussion of the
Ataulfo Argenta conspiracy in the June
issue's "Analog Corner," any writer who
would pass on information for which he
is not willing to stake his own reputation loses that reputation. Iknow this is
just the amusement business, but this is
one of those times that separate the men
from the boys. Way to go, Mikey.
You're looking like one tall dude.
Michael Monison
Mike.Morrison@woridnet.att.net
Larry is agenius
Editor:
Just wanted to let you know how much
Ienjoyed Larry Archibald's "The Final
Word" in the April issue. As usual, Larry
has his finger on the pulse of A/V
equipment and, we now see, American
politics. He is a genius, and you are
lucky to have him! Inoticed that the
only letters of complaints in the June
issue were from clearly partisan (rightwing) folks who feel that the only opinion that is right is theirs.
Keep up the good work. Stereophile is
always my best source of insider information.
David Hale
dhale@thx.com
Have you all gone plum crazy?
Editor:
Hey boys, have y'all gone plum crazy?
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First, yer takin' up 'fore them there
"funny boys," an' then, 'fore Icould get
over that, ol' Larry Archibald is rushin' to
defend that skirt-chasin' cracker in the
White House like some overprotective
mother hen. Ithought y'all was s'posed
to be puttin' out some kinda stereo book
or somethin'. Iwas all fixed to send ya
one o' them venom-spittin' "cancel my
prescription" letters when Irealized it
was done about to perspire anyway.
(How Iknowed that was 'cause y'all sent
me mon o' them deals to represcribe for
only $35, instead of $20 like all them
bookmarkers say. By the way, them
things shore is handy, but Ireckon Igot
me alifetime supply now, thanks.)
Anyway, Iguess I'll haveta settle fer
just tellin' y'all how come Idon't need
ya to keep sendire yer li'l book here to
the house. O' course, or Larry, he really
scalded the dog with that spoutin' off of
his, but this here farmboy had just about
decided he was in the wrong melon
patch anyways, what with all that goin'
on an' on an' on about them high-dollar
play-toys. As fer as I'm concerned, if it
costs more than apair o' Klipschorns,
it'd better have four wheels and amotor.
Besides, who gives a sorry rat's rum
about all them record players and tubes
and wires anyways? Don't y'all know
what year it is? Why in the world do
y'all insist on livin' in the Dark Ages of
Audio? Why shoot, even Iknow digital
is where it's at. It's also where we're
goin', so why don't y'all get with the
program? Also, why in the world cain't
you review some real speakers? I'm
tallcin' about Klipsch and Legacy. Now
there's some red-blooded American
speakers that give ya what ya pay fer!
Now that I've got agood head o'
steam, Imight as well get that last bee
outta my bonnet. What's up with them
writers o' yourn? That Sam Tellig, he's so
cozy with all them audio industry bigshots, how in the world's he gonna really
tell it like it is? Besides, with the way he's
always blatherin' about some piece of
equipment "gettin' it up" for anothern,
he kinda makes my skin crawl. And J-10,
what planet is this guy from? Inever seen
nobody who could take so long to say so
little. If he really hears atenth o' what he
claims to, then he's either from Uranus
or his haid is so far up his that he cain't
get no air to his brain!
And that Fremer! Now there's aguy
I'd really like to punch right in the nose.
Vinyl, vinyl, vinyl. It just makes me
wanna puke. It's all that li'l twit knows
how to say, other'n analog. If it ain't
vinyl, it's analog. If it ain't analog, it's
vinyl. Gee, give me abreak!
Stereophile, August 1998

Well, I've done got myself wound up
tighter'n aeight-day clock, so Iguess I'd
better go fire up my big Amritas with a
little Iris DeMent on the or Sony ES
CD spinner an' see ifn Icain't bring my
blood pressure down amite.
Y'all take care now. I'll be checkin' up
on ya now'n'agin' to see if maybe somebody's slapped some sense into yer haids.
Jammin' in Mizzou. Jimmy D. McCall

Discover how the right audio,
digital, power, and video
cabling can enhance
your home theater
experiences and
bring you closer
to the music.

Please, no more politics
Editor:
Please, no more politics. Iget enuff of
that with liberal rags like the New York
Times. Honor my invitation into my
home to discuss music and music reproduction without trespassing beyond the
good taste of aguest who is there with
me to share the tranquility of ahobby,
and no more.
Otherwise, don't come to my home
Anthony Coughlin
again.
tonec@naplesnet.com
Cancel my subscription
Editor:
Iam saddened that Mr. Larry Archibald
felt such astrong need to propagandize
me with his left-wing ultra-liberal
Democratic cane, Iam angered that he
did so. (Stereophile, April 1998, "The
Final Word.")
Ifeel used and abused. Iam not arich
man. Ispend my money for subscriptions carefully. Ido not subscribe to leftwing political periodicals. Ido subscribe
to musical things. Isuppose Mr. Archibald, being publisher, felt he had aright
to do what he did. But Idon't want to
pay him any of my money to read his
political views. Can't we have anything in
our society that can remain separate
from politics? We seem to have succeeded in separating religion from just about
everything in life. Why not politics?
In any case, my whole attitude
toward Stereophile has been changed.
Please do not send any other issue of
this publication into my home. It has
been my experience that, once politics
rears its head in anything once, it will
reappear again and again in that medium. Iwill not subsidize Mr. Archibald's
political views. Mr. Aticinson's and Mr.
Archibald's responses to the letters to
the editor in the June 1998 issue are
purely defensive and indicate that we
can expect more such "getting something off my chest" in the future.
In any event, please cancel my subscription, and if you feel any obligation
in justice, refund the remainder of it to
me.
Robert H. Berms
Baton Rouge, LA
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FCELESTION HADN'T BEATEN METO I
T."
—D.B. Keele, Jr. on the new Celestion A3, Audio August 1997

As more and more sophisticated technologies arrive that
are capable of reproducing music with unbelievable detail
and nuance, the performance bar is inevitably raised for
loudspeaker manufacturers.
And no company has set the bar
higher than Celestion with our
new A Series loudspeakers. A fact
clearly noticed by D.B. Keele, Jr.
in the August issue of Audio
magazine.
No matter what source
materials he selected,
from Mozart symphonies
to movie soundtracks,
Keele was amazed by the
A3's performance. He

"WILL THE A3 PLAY LOUD
AND CLEAN? IN SPADES!
ITS BASS OUTPUT
SURPASSES EVEN THAT
OF SOME SUBWOOFERS."

wrote that "their dynamic range and effortlessness
border on the best Ihave ever heard" and that "their
imaging and localization could not be faulted."
There is so much advanced technology in our new
A Series loudspeakers it fills aWhite Paper. Call us and
we'll send you afree copy as well as full literature on
the speakers and copies of the Audio review.
Once you've read the Celestion story and heard the
Celestion sound, you'll see why D.B. Keele, Jr. and
Audio gave us an A. And why it's time for other speaker
companies to go back to school.

DELEST1011
11 Elkins Road East Brunswick N.J. 08816 USA
Phone 732.39061130 Fax 732.390.5657
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Letters
Send me more magazines
Editor:
As one who presented John Atkinson
with my annual Cuckoo Clock award
for 1997, there's no need to go into any
lengthy dissertation to emphasize our
opposing views regarding most things
related to audio. That said, Iwish to
comment on the furor brought about by
Larry Archibald's "The Final Word" in
the April 1998 Stereophde and reflected
in the June 1998 "Letters." Several correspondents vent their anger over Larry's
comments that hearsay should play no
part in a criminal investigation, nor
should hearsay be the basis for the initialization of additional criminal charges as
an outgrowth of the original charge.
Icould mention many things in refutation of the letters from these rightwing zealots who consider anything evil
and un-American that doesn't agree
with their belief system. To wit: If we
are going to bring up Hitler, let's be fair
and mention the chilling effect of Ken
Starr's attempt to subpoena alisting of
Monica Lewinsky's personal reading
material purchased from her local book
store. Let's bring up Stalin's naine in
connection with Representative Burton's selective editing of tapes (including

(--)

not just selective editing but insertions
and deletions). Even Newt Gingrich
drew the line here by calling for the
immediate dismissal of Representative
Burton's hatchet man, who edited the
tapes. But why argue with agroup that
seems to have an unbridled fascination
with the very personal and very private
aspects of people's lives? Talk about
their protesting too much!
The thing that amazes me the most
about these letters is the naïve and false
assumption that an editorial (Larry's column) should be confined only to those
topics that arc related to the magazine's
specialized coverage (in this case, audio).
Not so. The definition of an editorial is:
"An article in anewspaper or magazine
expressing the opinions of its editors or
publishers." This is one of many definitions that makes no mention of limiting
an editorial to one subject. As long as an
editorial is clearly identified (it would
take a stretch of the imagination to
argue that Larry's column is not an editorial), the editor or publisher is not limited to one subject. Perhaps the letter
writers can't address any thought that is
in opposition to their own narrow, bigoted, and hate-filled belief system.
Icertainly have taken exception (and

Du can Listen to

for the next

how!) with various things written about
in Larry's column. But—and this is the
important point — Ihave never taken
the pompous stand that Larry (or any
editor or publisher) has to confine his
opinions to one subject and one subject
only. Nor is it required that an editorial
opinion meet with my approval. Voltaire
said it best: "I disapprove of what you
say, but Iwill defend to the death your
right to say it." Or to put my own twist
to Voltaire's statement: Maybe Idon't
agree with what you write, but defend to
my death your right to write it.
To emphasize the importance of freedom of speech, expression, and press, I
am extending my subscription to Stereopluie for three years. That should help negate the one cancellation and even allow
for two more! Don't for amoment think
that this makes you immune to me presenting Larry with a future Cuckoo
Clock award or criticizing his audio philosophy. But keep expressing your opinions. To be intimidated into not doing so
is aslight loss of our constitutional rights;
and enough slight losses of freedom head
us in the direction of Stalin and Hider.
Joseph M Ciennak
Editor/Publisher, Sound Off
abxbox@aol.com

"Louie Louie" every day
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Ten-Year Limited Warranty
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Isn't it time you invested in a
higher yielding CD player.
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Industry
UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
Both Sonic Frontiers, Inc. and The
Lenbrook Group of Ontario, Canada
stated on June 5that they will not be
proceeding with adeal announced earlier (see "Industry Update," June '98,
p.25). According to Sonic Frontiers'
Chris Johnson, "We mutually agreed
that it would be in the best interest of
both parties not to complete the transaction. Everyone came to realize the
deal would not make aperfect fit." In a
public statement, Sonic Frontiers said:
"Notwithstanding this event, Sonic
Frontiers remains focused upon allying
itself with a strategic partner, and remains committed to its product and
marketing strategies. Sonic Frontiers'
home-theater product development initiative, which commenced several
months ago, is still on target to produce
products for release this fall."
In addition, Sonic Frontiers immediately began to appoint independent sales
representatives to augment and support
a marketing strategy that includes the
expansion of its North American distribution network. Lenbrook's plan to
expand its business interests in the highend audio/video segment will proceed
through its previously formed "Lenbridge" initiative.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
The first press release from TAG

McLaren Holdings clarifies some of the
plans being made and steps being taken
to transform the Audiolab brand and
mount amajor new assault on the hi-fi
marketplace.
Not surprisingly, the first thing to
change is the name. Audiolab's holding
company, Cambridge Systems Technology, is to be replaced by TAG
McLaren Audio. An Audiolab F3 Series
range of components that will represent
TAG McLaren Audio's reworking of
the established Audiolab concept was
due to be launched in early July.
You can bet the new products won't
look like traditional Audiolabs. One key
element in the new equation is that Peter
Stevens has been appointed chief of industrial design. Stevens is abit of alegend in
Britain, with acollection of modern classic sportscar designs to his credit, including
the McLaren FI, Lotus Elan and Esprit,
and Jaguar XJR15. He's also had some
previous involvement in hi-fi, being
responsible for the cute little Rogers
db101 speaker acouple of years back.
The other major appointment provides real continuity with the past:
Derek Scotland, Audiolab's original cofounder, will be technical director of the
new operation. More next month.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Fiscal year 1998 will be one of diminished expectations for Harman International Industries, chairman Dr. Sidney

Update
Harman announced in mid-June to
assembled analysts and fund managers
at a meeting in New York. He laid
much of the blame on the continuing
economic slump in Asia.
"Consumer and Professional Division
sales in China will be 80% of plan in fiscal '98. Sales to Japan will be only 60% of
plan and sales to the rest of Asia will be
less than 40% of plan," Dr. Harman stated. "For the frill year we will have lost
$90 million in sales in Asia plus $60 million in sales in Europe and North
America, arising from Asia-related currency impact and the strike in Denmark." (Denmark is amajor producer of
loudspeakers and audio electronics.)
"The Consumer and Professional
sales declines have been substantially
offset by continuing strength in the
OEM Division. As aconsequence, we
now expect fiscal '98 earnings in the
range of $2.80 to $3.00 per share," he
elaborated. Analysts predicted earnings
of $3.06. Harman International stock
(NSYE: HAR) closed on Friday, June
19 at $38.06, down from a high of
$57.06 on October 10, 1997.
Dr. Harman also announced that the
company's Consumer and OEM groups
would be combined under the direction
of Gregg Stapleton. "Our Consumer
Group has been burdened by the Asia
collapse and the Danish strike, by currency and a generally soft consumer
electronics market. This step will
strengthen its efforts in engineering,

Calendar
Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars should* (do not call) Debbie Starr
the when, where; and who at (505) 983-6327
at least eight weeks before the month of the
event —ie, jf you're putting on something in
October 1998, you should get the information
to Debbie no later than August 1. Mark thefax
cover sheet «For the attention ofDebbie Starr—
Dealer Bulletin Board." Promoters of hi-fi
shows and audio societies promoting manufacturer visits should alsofax Debbie the details as
soon as possible. We willfax back aconfirmation
ofyour event — fyou do not receive one within
24 hours, pleasefax us again.
Stereophile, August 1998

CALIFORNIA

• Thursday, August 27: Music Lovers
(1995 El Dorado Avenue, Berkeley) will
host Scott Novak of Synergistic
Research for ademonstration of how
to use Synergisties system-dependent
cable technology to match cables for
your system. For more information, call
(510) 558-1000.
ILLINOIS

• Saturday, July 25, llam-6pm: Holm
Audio (450 Ogden Avenue, Lisle) will
host Scott Novak of Synergistic

Research for ademonstration of how
to use Synergisties system-dependent
cable technology to match cables for
your system. A Synergistic product
drawing will be held. For more information, call Mike or Albert at (630)
663-1298.
•Friday, August 14: Audio By Us (307 E.
Main Street, Belleville) will host Scott
Novak of Synergistic Research for a
demonstration of how to use Synergisties
system-dependent cable technology to
match cables for your system. For more
information, call (618) 277-9500.
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Thumbs Up for

big

with the Isolated Shielded Matrix
Stereophile reviewer

Robert Deutsch
recently replaced the
highly-acclaimed Decade
interconnects in his system...
" Late in the audition
period, two sets of Isolated
Shielded Matrix 'The Two'
interconnects replaced the
Decades, bringing major
benefits in intertransient
silence and freedom
from EIVEVRE1induced hash."
—Stereophile,
"¡he 2" hilen moult: Ret filllphir Solid Core conduchn
and IS11 "technology at aremarkably affordable pri( e

March 1998

There's areason top reviewers like Robert Deutsch and JonathanScull
1 are turning to cables with the Isolated Shielded Matrix'". Rectangular
Solid Core cables with the ISM"' system are the only to use afloating
shield that absorbs and grounds RF/EMI outside the signal path. So
you can actually hear the resonating tone of acello's wood, the
subtle overtones in awoodwind's solo...all the natural ambient
textures that bring amusical performance to life.
"The 2" interconnects offer an affordable entry into ISM technology.
Talk to your authorized dealer today about upgrading to TARA Labs
interconnects with ISM technology.

TARA Labs exclusive Floating Gmund Statiold
willows RUM outside 11w signal path,
leaving the music's higher order harmonics intact.

Trade Up To "The 2"
If your system is currently equipped with TARA Labs Decade
interconnects, contact the authorized dealer nearest you
about TARA Labs' "Trade Up To The 2" program.

TARA LAJS

ISM —The Next Generation of Cable Technology'
For more information about ISM Technology, contact TARA Labs or your local authorized dealer.
TARA Labs •541-488-6465 •www.taralabs.com
TM Decade, The 2, Isolated Shielded Matrix. and EM are trademarks of TARA Labs. Inc.
(k) Rectangular Solid Core and RSC are registered trademarks of TARA Labs, Inc.

Industry
manufacturing, and procurement—
three areas in which the OEM Group is
unusually effective."
He intends to remain active as chairman for "the next period of years"; he
expects that Bernard Giroud will be
elected chief executive officer at the
next shareholders' meeting, scheduled
for November 10. No mention was
made of Harman's wife's defeat in the
California gubernatorial primary election. Representative Jane Harman, a
Southern California Democrat, spent
tens of millions in her losing bid for the
state's highest office.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis, Jon Iverson
On Wednesday, June 10, The Academy
Advancing High Performance Audio &
Video held its 1998 Golden Note
Awards at the Marina Del Rey RitzCarlton. Following an address by John
Hoskins of the Advantage Performance
Group, asales consulting firm, the amiable awards ceremony was MC'd by
Paradigm's own stand-up comedian,
Rob Sample. AAHPAV's ceaselessly
energetic chairperson Sue Regan and its
president, Joe Picdrilli, assisted in the
presentations. And the hard-working
audio winners (drumroll, please) are ...
Analog Source Design: Grado
Reference Series Phono Cartridge,
Grado Labs, John Grado, designer.
Audio Digital Source Design:
Krell K2S-25 i, Krell Industries, Inc.,
Dan D'Agostino.
Digital Converter Design: Meridian 56624 WA converter, Meridian
Audio, Bob Stuart.
Audio Processor Design: ZSystems rdp-1 Reference Digital Preamplifier, Z-Systems Audio Labs, Dr.
Glenn Z,elniker.
Surround-Sound Controller De-

Update

for two months, and is amajor change
for both of the huge companies. Philips,
750/e owner of PolyGram, is best known
as the co-developer of the Compact
Disc. The Dutch company manufactures electronics for the consumer, medical, scientific, and engineering markets.
Seagram, primarily known for its liquor
business, owns Universal Studios and
the Universal music enterprise.
The purchase of PolyGram, whose
16.7% market share gives it domination
of the world music business, launches
Seagram into prominence in the entertainment industry, comparable to the
media conglomerates Time Warner and
Sony Corporation. Despite its world
dominance, London-based PolyGram,
which owns the Philips, DG, Decca/
London, Motown, and Mercury labels,
is in last place among the major labels in
US sales, according to Patrick Reilly of
the Wall Street Journal.
A prolonged slump in the music
business has made deals such as the
Seagram/PolyGram acquisition attractive, Reilly mentioned in arecent analysis of probable mergers. EMI is also
reported to be looking for abuyer. With
15.3% of the market, EMI ranks second
to PolyGram, and is valued at approximately $7.8 billion. Reilly concurred
with the music industry's widely held
belief that flat sales can be largely attributed to the fact that there is no new
technology to drive the market. It is
unclear whether DVD-Audio or any of
its multimedia variations will enjoy the
UNITED STATES
success of the CD.
Barry Willis
Seagram announced that it would sell
In amove that establishes its leadership
its Tropicana juice business in apublic
in the entertainment business, Seagram
stock offering to offset its purchase of
Company has purchased record compaPolyGram. Tropicana could bring as
ny PolyGram NV from Philips Elecmuch as $4 billion, almost four times
tronics NV of Holland. The deal was
the price Seagram paid for it in 1998.
valued at $10.6 billion.
The sale had been under discussion Three years ago, Seagram bought

sign: Theta Casablanca, Theta Digital,
Theta Design Team.
Tube Electronics Design: ConradJohnson ART, Conrad-Johnson, Bill
Conrad and Lew Johnson.
Solid-State Electronics Design:
Krell FPB650M monoblock amplifier,
Krell Industries, Inc., Dan D'Agostino.
Cable Design: Monster Cable M22
and M2.4 loudspeaker cable, Monster
Cable, Noel Lee.
Peripheral Design: ISF DVD
Reference setup disc, Imaging Science
Foundation, Joe Kane.
Best Loudspeaker Design: Wilson
X-1 Grand SLAMM II, Wilson Audio
Specialties, Dave Wilson.
Best Loudspeaker Value: Aerial
10T, Aerial Acoustics, Michael Kelly
and David Marshall.
Most Aesthetic Audio Design:
Wazoo integrated amplifier, Bow Technologies AIS, Bo Christenson.
Best Reissued Recording: Miles
Davis, Kind of Blue, Classic Records.
Best Original Recording: Bruckner, Symphony 9, Stanislaw Skrowaczewski/Minnesota Orchestra, Reference Recordings.
Best New Audio Company: Revel
Speakers, Sandy Berlin and Kevin
Voecks.
Most Innovative Audio Technology: Revel, Kevin Voecks, for
his speaker testing procedures and
techniques.

Calendar
eSaturday, August 15, llam-6pm: Holm
Audio (450 Ogden Avenue, Lisle) will
host Vin Gardino of Nordost Cables
and Pat Mulcahey of System Audio
Speakers and Contours Audio/
Video Furniture for ademonstration
of Blue Heaven cable. Several product
drawings will be held. For more information, call Mike or Albert at (630)
663-1298.
IOWA

• Monday, August 10: Audio Video
Logic (3702 Beaver Avenue, Des
Stereophile, August 1998

Moines) will host Scott Novak of
Synergistic Research, who will
answer questions throughout the day on
how to use Synergistic's system-dependent cable technology to match cables
for your system. For more information,
call (515) 255-2134.
MICHIGAN

• Thursday, July
23:
Stereo
Center/Front Row (2065 S. Linden
Road, Flint) will host Scott Novak of
Synergistic Research for a demonstration of how to use Synergistic's sys-

tem-dependent cable technology to
match cables for your system. For more
information, call (810) 732-2220.
MISSOURI

• Tuesday, August 11: Primus Audio
Pleasure (112 W. 9th Street 0309,
Kansas City) will host Scott Novak of
Synergistic Research, who will
answer questions throughout the day on
how to use Synergistic's system-dependent cable technology to match cables
for your system. For more information,
call (816) 421-3655.
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avantgardém
ACOUSTN
„No doubt, application of
the usual high-end criteria tells me the Wilson X1Grand SLAMM Series II
is best. Yet, at least one
speaker, the Avantgarde
Horn Trio, in the range
from 100 Hz up (I'm still
awaiting Avantgarde's latest woofers), is even faster and more dynamic —
and more musically natural, warmer, fuller, more
beautiful and emotionally
engaging —than the X-1."
Larry Man Kay

(Fi. June 98)

• • • • • • • • • • • •

Industry
Universal (then known as MCA) for
$5.7 billion. Two-thirds of Montrealbased Seagram's projected annual $17.4
billion revenue will now come from
entertainment. "These announcements
herald an important transformation of
Seagram," said company chief Edgar
Bronfman, Jr.
UNITED STATES
John Atkinson
Elsewhere in this issue (see pg. 73),
Jonathan Scull talks to Akira Taguchi,
the producer of JVC's superb-sounding
and superbly presented Extended Resolution Compact Disc (XRCD) CDs. At
HI-Fl '98 in June, Taguchi-san, together
with A&M Mastering's Alan Yoshida,
introduced the press to JVC's secondgeneration XRCD2 discs. The essential
difference between the two is the use of
aDigital K2 Regenerator, designed by
Toshiharu Kuwaoka, in both the mastering and manufacturing steps. (As only
one Digital K2 machine exists, it had to
be shipped back and forth between
A&M Mastering in Los Angeles and the
JVC disc plant in Japan.)
The XRCD2 process starts with
Yoshida converting the analog tape to
digital with JVC's 20-bit ADC, reclocking the data with the Digital K2 before
they are stored on aSony PCM-9000
magneto-optical disk. 'This disk is sent
to the CD plant, where the glass master
is cut using the Digital K2 to minimize
jitter, and reduce the 20-bit words to
the Cl) Standard's 16 bits using JVC's
K2 Super Encoding. Test pressings of
the 16-bit CDs are then compared with
the 20-bit original to ensure aminimal
loss in quality.
An XRCD2 sampler featuring Tiger
Okoshi, Ernie Watts, the Bill Holman
Band, and other JVC artists was
launched at HI-FI '98, while JVC was

Update

Nautilus overtones (and, at $11,000/
pair, twice the price of an 801) and
there's atinge of disappointment. Still,
I'm very impressed by the look of the
Nautilus 801 and the clever technology
incorporated in it.
Then we got to gaze at, stroke, even
fondle the seven new Nautilus models,
ranging from the two Nautilus HTM
center-channel speakers (at $1000 and
UNITED KINGDOM
$2000) through the 805, 804, 803, and
Paul Messenger
B&W's "most important launch event of 802 to the Nautilus 801. This is all very
the decade" didn't start too well for well, but as we'd just been given the full
rundown on some extremely radical
yours truly. A similar event had taken
new drive-units, Iwanted to see for
place eight days before in New York
myself the details of how designs
City, in time for Jonathan Scull's report
in the July Stereophile (p25), so Iknew I worked and were put together. Iwas
directed to the glossy brochure —again,
wasn't going to get any "breaking news."
not quite the same thing. "Anybody got
The fact that the US launch preceded
awrench?" met with afrosty reception,
the UK one was areminder that B&W
so Iconsoled myself by pointing out
makes its money in the USA, and
that athree-way speaker system ought
indeed is now owned by US businesseither to have three pairs of terminals or
man Joe Atkins, even though this jewel
in the British loudspeaker industry's just one pair, not the two that B&W had
chosen to include. (Although each drivcrown tucks its research labs away in the
er has its own crossover board, the break
sleepily idyllic surroundings of Steynis between the bass and the mid/treble.)
ing, Sussex, England. At least, Inaïvely
Niggling aside, the drive-units arc
presumed, we'd get to meet the boys
very interesting indeed. For the
from the back room.
Nautilus 801, B&W has had the nerve
After atedious trans-London car trek
to specify a 15" bass driver—more
in unseasonably warm weather, Iwasn't
power to them, Isay —yet has still manin agood mood when Iarrived late and
aged to create a surprisingly loungesqueezed into asmall, darkened room
friendly package. The tweeter, too, is
to catch engineer Mike Gough's slide
radical, with no surround as such, and
show. But what he told us was so interuses aring-magnet structure so that the
esting that Iwas impatient to see the
radiation from behind the 25mm metal
real thing.
dome is allegedly substantially absorbed
Although the new speakers are
down along metal tube. Said tube also
unquestionably much more attractive
acts as aheatsink for the tweeter motor,
than their predecessors, with soft curved
stabilizing the operating temperature
lines as fashionable as they are functional, seeing the objects themselves was a and increasing power handling.
Most interesting of all is unquestionslight anticlimax. Call something a
ably the midband driver. We've grown
Nautilus 801 and you raise expectations
so used to seeing conventional small
of a Nautilus selling at a B&W 801
main drivers being used for midrange
price. Deliver instead an 801 with

quoting astreet date of July 21 for the
first two XRCD2 albums: John
Coltrane's Settin' the Pace and the
Modern Jazz Quartet's Oncorde. To follow in August are Sarah Vaughan's
Crazy & Mixed Up, Gnint Basie Meets
Oscar Peterson: The Titneketpers, and Tiger
Okoshi's Gdor ofSoil.
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M Union Place, second
floor, Summit) is hosting the following
seminars from 6to 9pm on the days indicated. Refreshments will be served. For
more information, call (908) 277-0333.
• Thursday, October 15: Richard
Vandersteen of Vandersteen Audio
will demonstrate his flagship speaker,
the Model 5.
• Thursday, October 22: Albert Von
Schweikert of Von Schweikert Research will demonstrate his new
speakers, the VR-4 Gen2 and VR-2,
Stereophile, August 1998

along with aselection of home-theater
products.
• Thursday, October 15: Daniel Sperry
of Enlightened Audio Design will
demonstrate the Theater Master series
of home-theater processors.
NEW YORK

• Each month: For information on the
monthly meetings of The Musicalaudiophile Society, The Audiophile
Society, and The Gotham Audio
Society, call David Nemzer at (718)
237-1094.

OKLAHOMA

• Wednesday, August 12: The
Phonograph (8221-B E. 61st Street,
Tulsa) will host Scott Novak of Synergistic Research, who will answer questions throughout the day on how to use
Synergistic's system-dependent cable
technology to match cables for your system. For more information, call (918)
252-5300.
l
a
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•St Audio (2880
W. Liberty Avenue, Pittsburgh) an31

Tired of waiting for high-definition TV?

PLEASE
STAND BY

Enjoy HIGH DEFINITION

sound now.

Maybe the hype over high-definition television has put you
on hold. And the blizzard of buzzwords surrounding home theater
technology have you seeing snow. Making choices about home
entertainment shouldn't have to be this difficult. And they aren't.
One American manufacturer of audio electronics has been producing High Definition" sound for music lovers around the world for
over 27 years. With superbly crafted, easy-to-use components for the
home that bring recorded music and film soundtracks alive in away
most people have never before experienced.
It's not about buttons and blinking lights, surround-sound formats
or multi-layered menus. It's simply called High Definition® and
only Audio Research products have it. With the help of your skilled
Audio Research retailer, you can assemble aquality sound reproduction system for your home that will bring you enjoyment for years
to come. A system that's easy to use and made to last, thanks to
Audio Research's policy of supporting every product it has ever
manufactured over 27 years.
Maybe it's time to get down to earth with entertainment in your
home. With intelligently designed, time-proven electronic components that are real now. Visit your Audio Research retailer soon
to hear what High Definition® is really about.

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION®

5740 Green Circle Drive /Minnetonka, MN 55343-4424 /Phone: 612-939-0600 FAX: 612-939-0604 www.audioresearch.com
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B8Ws Nautilus 801-311,000/pair

duties in three-way speakers that it
comes as abit of ashock to encounter a
driver designed purely to maximize
midrange performance and that has no
bass capability whatsoever. Indeed, it has
a fundamental free-air resonance at
180Hz, only half an octave below middle C (and an octave below the driver's
350Hz-4kHz nominal operating range).
This ensures that cone excursion
remains tiny, even at high power levels,
so aconventional surround is not necessary and the out-of-phase distortion
components it creates are avoided.
Instead, the Kevlar cone operates in
"free edge" mode, located by aspecial
foam ring whose mechanical impedance
is matched to the cone, aiding absorption and inhibiting reflections. The cast
frame is as unobstructive as possible, the
rear radiation feeding into a spherical

chamber attached to alarge conical tube
that provides natural absorption without
standing-wave problems or the need for
much damping material. Even the magnet backplate has a "bullet" fitted to
reshape the flat surface.
Instead of being escorted next door to
ahandy hi-fi emporium, New York style,
the British launch group was whisked off
in a fleet of limos to North London,
pulling up just past afamiliar zebra crossing. It was Abbey Road Studios, where
we met the ubiquitous Alan Parsons and
associates and were taken to abrand-new
but quite small mastering suite, configured specifically for 5.1-channel surround-sound work. It was equipped with
five Nautilus 801s powered by several
kilowatts of Chord amplification.
While it was aprivilege to be treated to
asurround master of Dark Side ofthe Moon
and other choice selections, the environment was too unfamiliar to get much of a
clue about the speakers as 20 of us milled
nervously around wondering where to
stand. After 10 minutes of milling, Itook
courage and nervously sat down at the
desk in the only seat available.
Ah-ha! The soundfield immediately
came together and made sense — a
timely reminder, as we rush toward a
multichannel future, of the severe constraints this imposes on the listening
zone in the domestic environment.
Considering the bass power available,
the sound was exceptionally dry. "It's a
brand-new room," we were told. "We
always start off with too much damping,
because it's much easier to take it out
than put it in afterward." Fair enough.
Being close to so many large speakers
can be misleading, but there was no
escaping the observation that the new
Nautilus 801 has an altogether more
up-front balance than its 801 Matrix
predecessor. Not abad thing, perhaps, as

Update

Ialways found the original a bit too
warm, laid-back, and slippers-by-thefire for my taste. But if you're one of the
thousands of happy Matrix customers
out there, don't assume you're going to
love the Nautilus 800 series.
The new models might not automatically win over all of B&W's existing
customer base, but I'm willing to bet
they'll go down very well with awhole
lot of new customers who've previously
looked elsewhere. I like a forward
sound presentation, and Ireally look
forward to getting achance to try these
Nautili at home—not something I'd
have said about their predecessors, for
all their virtuous sobriety.
One excuse for developing the new
range was to give the studio engineers a
few more dB of headroom, and this has
certainly been achieved. What was
immediately noticeable at Abbey Road
was that the Nautilus 801 not only has a
very wide dynamic range, but also that
it sounds exceptionally clean even when
driven hard. Indeed, it was only when
attempting to compare notes with the
person standing beside me that Irealized just how loudly the system was
playing. Such effortless headroom is
proof positive of the new generation's
proper pedigree.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
"Transshipping" — selling a product
outside one's designated territory—is a
widespread occurrence in the audio
industry. k's commonplace for dealers
to sell not only to walk-in customers,
but also over the telephone or Internet
to customers in other dealers' territories,
usually at deeply discounted prices.
While not problematic on asmall scale,
the practice favors large-volume dealers
over smaller ones, and is almost always

Calendar
nounces the grand opening of its "stateof-the-art" media, listening rooms, and
showroom. On Tuesday, July 21, and on
another date to be determined in
August, representatives from Zenith's
Pro Division will discuss and demonstrate HDTV. For more information, call
Marc Bailey at (412) 561-1115.
TENNESSEE

• Thursday, August 13: In the Groove
(3566 Walker Avenue *3, Memphis)
will host Scott Novak of Synergistic
Research for ademonstration of how
Stereophiie, August 1998

to use Synergisties system-dependent
cable technology to match cables for
your system. For more information, call
(901) 327-8007.
VIRGINIA

• Thursday, July 23, 7pm: Geed
Listener Audio (5720 Pickwick Road,
Centreville) is hosting Gregg Evans of
Thiel for ademonstration of the new
CS72 loudspeaker, as well as the CS23.
Reservations required; please call (703)
818-8000.
• Thursday, August 6, 7pm: Gifted

Listener Audio (5720 Pickwick Road,
Centreville) is hosting representatives
from Linn HiFi for demonstrations of
the Sondek CD12, Anniversary Edition
LP12, Linto, New Arkiv, and the
Limbik 5.1 discrete-channel music surround system. Reservations required;
please call (703) 818-8000.
WASHINGTON

•Sunday, August 2, 3pm: Curtis Havens
of Advanced Audio Systems (6450
Tacoma Mall Boulevard, Tacoma) will
welcome Richard Vandersteen of
33
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KS3033 -8foot pair -$1,550

KS3035 -8foot pair -$3,350

KS3038 -8foot pair -$6,950

Not Pictured:
Balanced Analog Interconnects: KSII20 -Imeter pair -$560 •KSII30 -Imeter pair -$1,400
Single Ended Digital Interconnect: KS2020 -0.75 meter -$580
Balanced Digital Interconnect: KS2I20 -0.75 meter -$850
PS•e Digital Interconnect: KS2330 -TBA
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A comprehensive line of loudspeaker cables -Digital & analog interconnects -Designed and manufactured in house -By our finest craftsmen

2752 South 1900 West -Ogden Utah

84401 -USA -Phone 801-621-5530 -Fax 801-627-6980 -www.kimbercom
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CDR870 appeals to semiprofessional
each of the past five years. The compaaviolation of adealer's agreement with
ny has recently expanded its offerings at users; some of these customers comamanufacturer.
plained about aresulting copy not being
both ends of the price spectrum, has
British loudspeaker company B&W,
bit-identical to the original.
that
moved into home-theater products, and
one fthe most popular brands on the
the _fact that the '870 could not make deal
has certified about 30 custom-installamarket, is aggressively pursuing violaclones was asop thrown by Philips to the
tion dealers. Another 60 are expected to
tors. Mail-order dealers as well as retailrecord industry—Ed.]
be
certified
by
the
end
of
the
year.
ers who ship outside their areas will feel
So, less than six months after the
Both America Online and Audible
the heat from B&W. Obvious violators
launch of the CDR870, Philips has
Artistry,
an
online
mail-order
operation,
will meet the company in court. "From
have been threatened with lawsuits if introduced the CDR880. Whenever the
now on, we'll sue every dealer that transAudible Artistry doesn't stop selling 880 "sees" an input sample-rate of
ships. They won't only lose the line,"
44.1kHz ±100ppm, the SRC is bypassed
B&W products. June 9was the deadline
said B&W president Peter Wellikoff,
and the 880 locks tightly to the input sigfor them to respond to the B&W
"they will incur legal expenses. The only
nal. The CD-R or CD-RW copy should
request to "cease and desist." The "gray
gray area is the level of damages."
now be bit-identical to the original.
market"
and
transshipping
phenomeThe crackdown has resulted in a
The digital copies Imade on my
non
was
examined
in
detail
in
my
decrease in the number of B&W dealreview
CDR870 sounded closer to the
"Invaded by the Grays," afeature story
ers, which is down to 200 from 225 this
originals than those acolleague made
in
the
June
1996
Stereophik
(Vol.19
time last year. A total of 80 dealers were
on his machine, so there appears to be
No.6, p.79).
cut loose and anumber of new ones
some variation between different samwere added in the company's move to
ples of the '870; this was confirmed by
gain better control of its distribution. THE NETHERLANDS
others. If you have the feeling your '880
Peter van INillenswaard
"We're getting alot tougher to ensure
performs way below expectation, it
After the launch of its first Cl) recorder,
the best and cleanest fine with the highmight be wise to return it and try anoththe CDR870, Philips was criticized for
est level of support," Wellikoff said.
er sample. [Wes Phillips
be reportiug on
the fact that a CD copy made on a
Prolonged discounting and transshipthe Philips CDR880 in the September
CDR870
would
not
be
bit-identical
ping can erode a product's value.
Stereophile. —Ed.]
with the original.
Customers often find that products purAs explained earlier ("Industry
chased this way don't carry avalid warUNITED STATES
Update," April 1998), the CDR870 used
ranty, or that there is no technical supasample-rate converter (SRC) at its dig- Jon Iverson
port once the sale is complete.
Is it merely the tip of the iceberg, or a
ital input that automatically handled all
B&W is also recalling inventory from
temporary diversion? Hard to say just
sampling
frequencies
between
15
and
"stocking reps," or representatives who
yet,
but a recent report from the
56kHz. This was very user-friendly, as
keep products on hand for quick supply
Consumer Electronics Manufacturers
nothing
needs
to
be
adjusted
when
to dealers on credit hold or those who
Association (CEMA) suggests that
changing between various possible digineed items immediately, such as custom
increasing numbers of folks arc using
tal
sources.
A
CD
recorder
cannot
operinstallers. Wellikoff mentioned that
their PCs in place of, or in addition to,
ate at sampling frequencies other than
transshipping by B&W's reps hasn't
regular audio systems.
44.1kHz, so the SRC interpolates new
been a problem, but the new policy
According to the 1998 annual Multidata
words
when
fed,
for
example,
would help to prevent it. He said B&W
media PC survey, "faster access to the
32kHz DAB data or 48kHz DAT data.
has three full warehouses in North
Internet and greater technological awareHowever, the CDR870 used the
America and can provide any product in
ness have spurred today's multimedia PC
interpolating SRC even when the
any finish within 24 hours.
owners
to use their computers increassource was a44.1kHz CD, in which
Annually, B&W does approximately
ingly for entertainment purposes."
case
the
source
and
target
sample
rates
$100 million in business worldwide.
"We were able to use a December
are nominally equal and asample-rate
One-third of that takes place in the US,
1996 survey as ahistorical benchmark for
converter is not necessary. The
where sales have risen 20% to 25% in

ysuspect

Calendar
www.sloth.com/silverman . SilverVandersteen Audio for aQ&A semiman's Stereophik recordings of piano
nar, followed by alistening session feaworks by Liszt, Brahms, Schumann,
turing the new Vandersteen Model 5
Schubert, Chopin, and Bach can be
loudspeakers. Space is limited; please
obtained by calling (800) 766-0020, or
call (253) 472-3133 for reservations.
by visiting the Stereophik web site:
www.stereophile.com
CANADA

• Robert Silverman is performing all
32 of Beethoven's piano sonatas in
Vancouver at the Chan Center for the
Performing Arts. The series continues
on September 20, October 18,
November 22, and December 8. For
more information, visit his Web site,

MALAYSIA

• Friday through Sunday, August 7-9:
The Star, Malaysia's leading daily
English-language newspaper, will hold
the third AV Pest hi-fi, home-theater,
music, and musical instruments exhibi-

don at the Crown-Princess InterContinental hotel in Kuala Lumpur. AV
Fest 98 promises to be just as big as last
year's event, which drew about 50
exhibitors and over 9000 visitors over
the three days. As in the past two shows,
coverage of the event (and publicity tieins) will be through The Stat's weekly
hi-fi and home-theater pullout,
AudioFile.
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The speaker that took
d 20 years to create
trz

The new THIEL CS2.3
Audio magazine describes Jim Thiel as "clearly the kind of speaker designer who just
never stops improving his products.... Each added refinement has been another step
toward making the musical experience more real." Experience the latest result of this
20 year tradition of excellence by hearing the new CS2.3 at your nearest THIEL dealer.

IIHIEL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 36-page full-line brochure and the name of your nearest HIEL dealer.
1111EL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511
Telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mailethielaudio.com •web: www.thielaudio.com

Industry
just went up 025% and the pound sterling continued to strengthen on the foreign exchange markets. Still, the acquisition of Heybrook will give this highly
successful budget-price operator agood
opportunity to develop its presence further upmarket. JPW loudspeakers are
distributed in the US by The Sound
Organisation (Mark Ashworth), 5120
Rexton Lane, Dallas, TX 75214. Tel:
(214) 692-6490. Fax: (214) 692-8745. Email: mark@soundorg.com . Also:
(Steve Daniels) P.O. Box 2870, Carefree, AZ 85377. Tel: (602) 488-0028.
Fax: (602) 488-0029. E-mail: steve@
soundorg.com.
UNITED STATES
John Atkinson
Leo de Gar Kulka, a pioneer in the
American recording industry, passed
away on March 17, 1998.
Leo was born in 1921 in the Czech
Republic. He came to Los Angeles in
1938, and went on to serve in the US
Army Counterintelligence Corps
during World War II and Korea, retiring with the rank of major. His wartime
experiences with wire recorders and
radio transmission sparked apassion for
recording and music. In the early 1950s,
he became an engineer at the fabled
Radio Recorders in Hollywood.
Leo ("The Baron") went on to start
one of the first multitrack facilities in
Hollywood. His mastering room was
the first in town to feature aNeumann
stereo cutting head. During the 1950s,
he recorded artists such as Frank Sinatra,
Nat "King" Cole, Little Richard, Herb
Alpert, and Sam Cooke. His One Stormy
Night was one of the first stereo
"Environmental" albums.
In 1964 he opened Golden State
Recorders in San Francisco. With a
Stephens 16-track recorder and acustom multitrack console, he pioneered
the "San Francisco Sound," recording
artists such as Sly Stone, Grace Slick,
Janis Joplin, Michael Bloomfield, Big
Brother, The Sons of Champlin, and
Quicksilver Messenger Service.
Leo also lectured in audio at San
Francisco State University. In 1974, he
organized and founded the College for
Recording Arts, the first American
school to provide practical business and
technical education in the industry.
The San Francisco facility included
Sonic Arts, Leo's new ahead-of-its-time
mastering room. The room hosted
numerous "direct to disc" and binaural
("dummy head") recordings, and other
special projects. J. Gordon Holt and Ivisited Leo's studio in 1988, and heard for

(ciq
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ourselves the acoustic in which Leo had
recorded Stephen Kates playing Rachrnaninoirs Cello Sonata in G Minor,
released on astunning Sonic Arts LP.
In 1994 Leo closed the College for
Recording Arts to devote his time to
analog and digital mastering, specializing
in the restoration of vintage recordings.
Leo will be missed and mourned by
many. He is survived by his wife Pat and
daughter Lilly.

Update

for postage. Each additional disc adds
$0.99 to the mailing charge. N2K's
Music Boulevard (http://www.n2k.
com) (also aMuze client) charges $2.49
postage plus $0.49 for each additional
disc. Columbia House (http://www.
columbiahouse.com), one of the most
popular mail-order music operations,
charges $239 per disc regardless of
quantity, as does BMG (littp://www.
bmg.com) at $2.49.
Amazon.com's (Nasdaq: AMZN)
stock has surged since its musical
upgrade began. After two months of
hovering in the mid-40s, it began asteep
climb on June 6, rising from $44 on that
date to ahigh of $82.50 on June 18. The
stock closed Friday, June 19, at $75.81.

UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
The "world's largest bookstore" may be
on its way to becoming one of the
biggest music stores, too. In June,
Amazon.com began abig push into CD
retailing, more than doubling the number of its musical offerings to over SWEDEN/DENMARK
Peter van IMIlenswaard
100,000 titles. (Competitor CDnow
Two unusual power amplifiers from
offers over 500,000 titles.) Visitors to the
Scandinavia merit attention.
Amazon Web site (http://www.ama
First, the MagAmp, from Swedish
zon.com) can now click on atab that will
company Lundahl: It was presented two
take them to anew music site, where
years ago at the Copenhagen AES, and
they can listen to audio previews and
read reviews, reprints of articles on bands was most recently described in these
pages by Markus Sauer in June's
and musicians, and music-industry news.
"Update" (Vol21 No.6 p.45). The
Amazon.com's selections are orgainput/driver stage is straightforward
nized in traditional broad categories
(but hurrah! they used tubes!): two trisuch as classical, rock, blues, and jazz.
odes in raçcade. But look at the power
For those who can't distinguish Hard
devices: no transistors, no tubes, not
Rock from Heavy Metal, each broad cateven MOSFETs, but... transformers.
egory is further divided into such subTransformers? Well, Lundahl specialgenres as Punk, Thrasher, and Grunge,
izes in audio transformers, especially for
with educational descriptions of each.
the professional field; many European
"If you don't know the difference
broadcast companies use Lundahl line
between acid jazz and free jazz, we
and microphone transformers.
describe each of these, plus we list the
Normally, transformers are used to
essential CDs for each genre," said
convert AC signals from one voltage/
David Risher, an Amazon.com senior
vice president. "It's away of learning current level to another, but how do you
about agenre so you don't wind up with operate them as power control devices?
The trick is to use the saturation propacouple of ridiculous easy-listening jazz
discs that'll embarrass you in front of erties of these specially designed transserious jazz listeners." Recommended formers to store energy from the power
supply in the magnetic field in their
music-related books are another feature.
cores. The saturation behavior can be
The "personalizing" informational
controlled with a low-current device
content is provided by Muze, adatabase
like asignal triode. Hence "MagAmp,"
company founded in 1991 to offer supfor magnetic amplifier. The power support to book, music, and video retailers.
Some of Muze's other clients are Barnes ply is not DC but 301cHz AC, which,
together with an array of diodes propa& Noble, The Borders Group, Best Buy,
gating the stored energy to aseparate
Blockbuster, Tower Records, Camelot
output transformer (see fig.1), makes
Music, and Virgin MegaStores. "We are
the MagAmp aswitching (Pulse Width
excited to be working with acompany
Modulation) amplifier.
that continues to pioneer the online
In Lundahl's words, "Each single
retail industry. Amazon.com will be
MagAmp works as acontrolled rectifier.
offering the same high-quality service to
In the control phase, the saturation level
its music customers that it does for its
millions of book customers," said of the core is preset by acontrol signal,
the musical signal. In the working phase,
Anthony Laudico, Muze's CEO.
the MagAmp stops the current until the
Prices are substantially discounted.
core becomes saturated, after which the
Columbia's standard issue of Miles
current flows through the load. The
Davis' Kind of Blue is $838, plus $2.99
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Fig.1

Block diagram of the Lundahl magnetic amplifier

width of the output pulse is thus proportional to the core preset. A pair of
MagAmps work together to give continuous operation.... Four MagAmps
make aclass-A push-pull output stage."
Power output of the five-input integrated stereo amplifier is 15Wpc, and the
price quoted was around $2500.
In Denmark, the TACT Millennium
has seen the light and was shown to US
audiophiles at HI-FI '98 in June. TACT
claims the Millennium to be the first
true digital audio power amplifier in the
world, and the claim is built on solid
ground. This isn't aconventional analog
power amp with an onboard D/A converter; in fact, there is no analog signal
processing or amplification at all —
there's not even any negative feedback.
Despite that, the figures are impressive:
output impedance, 02 ohm (ie, damping factor of 40); THD, <0.1%,
20Hz-20kHz, at all power levels and
frequencies (typically 0.015%); dynamic
range, >120dB; S/N ratio, 98dB unweighted; maximum power into 8
ohms, 150Wpc; into 4ohms, 250Wpc.
How does it work? The digital output datastream of a CD player is
received by an S/PDIF receiver chip
(fig2). The recovered data are then

TACTS Millennium
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Fig.2 Block diagram of the TACT Millennium digital amplifier

upsampled in an 8x-interpolation digital
filter whose output feeds adigital signal
processor. In the DSP, the PCM (Pulse
Code Modulation) data format received
from the CD player is converted to the
PWM format (see above) needed for a
switching-amplifier output stage. The
output stage is an H-bridge configuration consisting of four MOSFET power
switches, followed by a second-order
LC filter at 60kHz to protect the loudspeaker from excess HF energy and to
reduce RF radiation. So this really is a
power DAC if you ever saw one: aD/A
converter you can directly connect your
speakers to!
To be able to realize an output impedance as low as the stated 02 ohm, the
impedance of the power supply feeding
the H-bridge must be very low itself.
Therefore aswitched-mode power supply was chosen that runs at approximately 75lcHz, its frequency synchronized to the 352.81cHz (8fs) at which the
H-bridge runs to avoid nasty intermodulation products. And the supply is
clean: the 751cHz ripple is 90dB down,
the 100Hz mains ripple an even 130dB.
The choice of aswitched-mode supply permits one more clever idea: If one
varies this supply voltage, the output

the first true all-digital amplifier

Update

varies in amplitude, and there's your
volume control! Of course, this topology can't be made to work down into the
mV range, so, once below acertain volume setting, the digital signal code is
processed to further reduce the gain
when the big round knob at the front is
turned anti-clockwise. No figures were
given, but my guess would be that the
power supply controls the first 30dB of
attenuation, and (this is nice) across this
span the noise scales down with the volume. In other words, the dynamic range
is preserved!
As the internal sample rate is
352.8kHz and the analog output bandwidth is potentially 601cHz, there's no
reason why the TACT Millennium
can't handle 961cHz audio. DSD and
1921cHz PCM would need some more
thought, though.
It should be clear by now that this is
no garage gizmo. In fact, more than five
years of scientific research have gone
into this product. Main designer Lars
Risbo published several articles about,
took apatent on, and devoted his Ph.D.
dissertation to the subject. The final
concept is discussed in AES preprint
4695, Amsterdam, May 1998. NAD
Electronics of London, England supported the work; "TACT Audio" is a
trademark of NAD.
The price quoted for this amplifier
was $10,000; production should have
begun by the time you read this. TACT
Audio Inc. can be contacted in the US at
460 Sylvian Avenue, Englewood Cliffs,
NJ 07632. Tel: (201) 894-5905. Fax:
(201) 894-5736. E-mail: brik@idt.net
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Author and television producer Howard
J. Blumenthal has completed his Jazz
and World Music CD Listener's Guides,
the first two volumes in afour-volume
series. The publications include brief
biographies of the top artists in each
43

STEREOPH1LE'S LATEST RECORDING:

D UET
Works by JANeEIC, SCHULHOFF,

ENFsCu

I
DA LEVIN, violin
DIANE W ALSH, piano
Engineered by JOHN ATICINSON
WITH 24-BIT RESOLUTION
ONLY $15.95
I
NCLUDES SCHULHOFF'S RECENTLY
DISCOVERED SONATA FOR SOLO VIOLIN

or her debut Stereophile disc, the internationally
renowned violinist Ida Levin has chosen three works
composed in Eastern Europe between the two World
Wars—a "ceaselessly fascinating" period when "composers
flourished with particular expressiveness, moved in part
by the devastation in so many societies."
In 1921, Czech composer LeoiJankek expressed his alarm
over an impending Russian invasion in his only completed
sonata for violin and piano. The sonata's three movements
feature jaunty folk dances with violent chromatic bursts,
artillery fire against abucolic background, and Jank-ek's
signature romanticism.
Erwin Schulhoff, whose works remained undiscovered until
the 1980s, composed his Sonata for Solo Violin five years after
Jankek completed his sonata. Unlike Schulhoff's later, more
anguished pieces, this early sonata is sunny and rustic, influenced
by folk music and country fiddle techniques. Duet features one
of the few recordings of this sonata.
Sonata No. 3for Violin and Piano, op. 25, by Rumanian
composer George Enescu, was written in 1926, the same year
as the Schulhoff sonata. It fuses folk themes with 20th-century compositional techniques. This is avirtuoso piece—

Enescu, himself asupremely accomplished violinist, makes
full use of quarter tones, harmonics, and portamento.
All three sonatas were recorded without an audience. The
Janeek and Enescu were recorded at St. Francis Auditorium,
the same venue featured on Stereophiks' Festival, Serenade, and
Encore CDs. The Schulhoff sonata was recorded at the historic
Loretto Chapel, whose long reverberant signature is excellent
for the solo violin.
Stereophiks' John Atkinson has succeeded in striking a
delicate balance between optimal imaging and preserving
the sounds of the instruments with as little coloration as
possible. JA used apair of cardioid microphones for precise
imaging, and apair of spaced omni mikes to preserve the
bloom typical of the live sound.
All editing of the session tapes was done with the Sonic
Solutions hard-disk editing system set to 24-bit resolution,
and then redithered to the 16-bit standard, preserving as
much as possible of the original's midrange resolution.
We GUARANTEE you will be excited by the performance
AND the recording—or you can return your disc(s) for a
full refund. Available now. Order extra copies and let friends
and family members share in the experience!

Mail to: STEREOPHILE, P.O. Box 1702, Santa Fe, NM 87504-1702. Or call (800) 766-0020.
Fax credit-card orders to (800) 333-4902. Or visit our web site at www.stereophile.com
Iwant

F8HD-2

copies of DUET @ $15.95 each CD.

Shipping and handling: ($3.50 per order U.S. and Canada; $8 per order foreign airmail)
TOTAL $
()Check enclosed. Please charge my ( )MC
ACCOUNT NO

( )VISA

( )AMEX

EMI DATE

SIGNATURE
NAME (Please print)
STREET
CITY/STATE/ZIP OR POSTAL CODE

GUARANTEE: If not satisfied. Ican return the disk(s) within 30 days of receipt and you'll refund all my money, including the shipping.
Payable in U.S. hinds. Make checks payable to STEREOPHILE. Mow 2weeks for delivery.
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genre, arranged alphabetically, and hundreds of short reviews of the discs the
author considers essential.
"Only the best CDs are included—if
a CD is not worth owning, it's not
included in the book," Blumenthal states
on his Web site (http://www.voice
net.com/-howardb/), where viewers
can read approximately 30 sample
reviews. The $14.95 guidebooks are
intended to help music lovers build substantial libraries of recordings, and are
small enough to be taken along on
shopping expeditions.
Two more volumes of this mammoth Billboard Books project will be
released later this summer: CD Listener's
Guides to blues and classical music. Will
Blumenthal venture into rock, country,
gospel, soul, and folk music as well? It
seems both alogical direction for the
series and an insurmountable task for
one man. The author invites suggestions; readers can e-mail him at
sheltie2@aol.com
The prolific Blumenthal's personal
audio odyssey was entertainingly detailed in two Stereophile feature stories.
The first —"Got the Upgrade Bug?" in
the July 1996 issue — told how he first
got rolling down the high-end highway.
The second —"Perhaps the Journey
Ends," in the December 1997 issue —
describes his enduring doubt along the
way, and how he eventually arrived at
the audiophile's ideal: a system that
plays music so well he feels as if the
players are in the room with him. His
Listener's Guides are available from
www.amazon.com
NETHERLANDS
Peter van Willenswaard
For those who cherish their LPs, the
newly published The Classical Long
Playing Record, by J. van Witteloostuyn
and published by Balkema in the
Netherlands, should be of interest.' The
book is, as its title implies, written in
English, and though the style and grammar may be abit peculiar at times to
native English eyes, it is never so to the
extent of confusion.
Though the book's target audience is
LP collectors, it is not directly aimed at an
audiophile public. The author is, however, aware that this group exists, and even
dedicates aparagraph to us (52). Conclusion: We're aweird species. But mind
you, over the years he has come to know
which records we're after!
1 599, ISBN 9054106425. US/Canada: contact
Balkerna Publishers, Old Post Road, Brookfield, VT
05036-9704.
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ton rings" on some kind of solid base.
Now piston rings are flat and hence of
little use here, so Iguessed it should have
been "valve springs." vdH confirmed
that that, indeed, was what he had said.
In fact, vdH is using such asetup himself, the idea being that by experimenting with the number of valve springs (of
the normal car variety) you can tune the
resonance of this record-player support
to about 1Hz, above which frequency
the record player is effectively decoupled
For those who
from its surroundings.
Chapter 4 also includes paragraphs
cherish their LPs,
dealing with matters like proper storage
the newly published
of LPs,3 how to correct the spindle hole
on off-center discs, and even two methThe Classical Long
ods of flattening discs that are too
warped to allow normal replay.
Playing Record
The table listing labels and numbers
can be useful, the text is entertaining
should be of interest.
(although the passages where the author
An early chapter treats the history of treats subjects with which he is clearly ill
recorded sound in anutshell. Recording at ease may cause some irritation), but
truly impressive is the artwork. The book
techniques using ahorn as an impedis larded with more than 500 photos of
ance transformer between sound source
and mechanical registration meant a covers and labels, in five-color lithogralimited frequency range of 600Hz- phy that gets even the difficult silver-colored details right. There are photographs
21cHz. Once the transition to electrical
recording was made in 1927, the band- of labels you've never seen before. Want
to know what different types of White
width grew to 80Hz-5kHz, and
Dog or Shaded Dog labels exist and look
evolved to 40Hz-51cHz in the early '30s
like? They're in this book. Want to know
(when the Western Electric 300B tube
was born; could WE have had any idea whether your precious European EMI
how great atube they were making?). ASDxxx is aUK )or aFrench :( pressDecca's ffrr extended this to 121cHz by ing? Turn to p.69, where the details are
discussed and illustrated. Oh, those pho1940, and 10 years later it had grown to
tographs ... they make my mouth water
20Hz-15kHz, to arrive at 20Hzand my heart weak.
201cHz by 1955. Dolby noise-reduction
was introduced in 1965. (Hmmm, so
UNITED STATES
our early stereo recordings are preBarry Willis
Dolby. Interesting!)
Following the approval of the US Justice
Did you know that great labels like
Department in mid-April, TorontoHMV, Columbia, and Decca date from
based Cineplex Odeon will merge with
before 1920? Deutsche Grammophon
Sony Corporation's Loews Theater
(DG) was founded in 1898. Several
anecdotes about producers and artists Exhibition Group. The combined operfrom the world of classical music light- ation will operate 425 theaters in North
America, with atotal of 2700 screens.
en up the section about LP production.
LP replay gets attention too2— all of Approval for the $1 billion consolidation
required the divestiture of some theaters
Chapter 4, in fact. While reading the
in areas too heavily dominated by the
part on stylus'n'groove, Igrew certain
two. Twenty-five theaters in New York
that van den Hul had prompted this secCity and Chicago will be sold to meet
tion. There's no mention of his name
government specifications. Sony has
here, so Ichecked with Aalt-Jouk van
rolled TriStar and Columbia Pictures
den Hul himself, and indeed he had —
into one film-production company. No
mainly in English, to avoid mistakes due
to translation. Still, there's an error on jobs were lost in the process, execs
claimed.
p.49. The text describes how to mechanically insulate arecord player by placing
Never use PVC inner sleeves, as they contain chemit on aheavy marble slab resting on "pis- 3
ical softeners that will eventually also soften the

The book is big —over 12" by 9", and
518 pages thick. The first 200 pages
contain text and illustrations; in the
remaining 300 you'll find atable giving
all the label names that ever existed and
the serial numbers they used in the various periods of the LP era. Could be
practical if you're trying to date a
recording that doesn't give aclue about
the year on the cover or the label.

2This is because the author himself owns Polyphon, a
serious secondhand LP shop (LPs only) un Heemstede.
Holland.

grooves: "Inner sleeves that make acrispy sound arc
generally made of polyethylene. If they don't, and if
they feel smooth and greasy and tend to cling to other
smooth surfaces, they will probably have been mude
from PVC."
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I

was thumbing through a recent
issue of the English magazine
Gramophone at my local library. (I
got them to subscribe so Idon't have
t
ø.)1 An ad for retailer Richer Sounds
screamed from the page:
JPW SPEAKER EXTRAVAGANZA
PHILIPS CD SCOOP
CRAZY KENWOOD AMP SALE

And, topping them all:
MUSICAL FIDELITY MAYHEM

Ibet Antony Michaelson, managing
director of Musical Fidelity, cringes all
the way to the bank. He has plenty of
company. Other British brands stocked
by Britain's largest hi-fi retailer include
Arcam, Tannoy, Celestion, Heybrook,
Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Quad ... and
Cambridge Audio.
Founded in Cambridge, England, in
1964, Cambridge Audio was managed in
the 1980s by Stan Curtis, the man now
responsible for reviving Quad. During
the 1980s, Stan developed such landmark
Cambridge Audio products as the CDL
the world's first two-box CD player.
That was then, this is now. Cambridge Audio survives today as aRicher
Sounds house brand —part of aportfolio of brands held by The Audio
Partnership, PLC, which is fully owned
by Richer Sounds. In the US and
Canada, Cambridge Audio is distributed by Audio Plus Services (Plurison in
Canada). So far as marketing and design
are concerned, Cambridge Audio is still
British. But manufacturing, as they say,
has gone offshore.
Products in the Cambridge Audio line
include three CD players, acouple of
integrated amps, and aDAC. For review,
Ireceived the $529 CD4 SE — the middle player in Cambridge's current line.
Cambridge Audio CD4 SE CD player
Silkscreened prominently on the CD4
SE's back panel are these words:
"Designed and engineered by Cambridge
Audio, London, England." Meanwhile,
tucked away under the captive power
cord, on alabel, in tiny type, are these

1You might encourage your local library to subscribe
to Stamphile. Not that you'll want to cancel your own
sub, but this is agood way to spread awareness of highend audio.
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Cambridge Audio CD4 SE CD player

words: "Made under license in PRC."
PRC?
You know — People's Republic of
China.
Silk purse or sow's ear?
At first glance, the CD4 SE doesn't look
like much. Tipping my bathroom scale at
just under 9lbs (231 lbs lighter than I—
that's how Iknow: Marina weighed me
with and without the player), the CD4
SE is lightweight and flimsy. (I checked
the exact weight with Cambridge
Audio: 8.9 lbs.) The drawer doesn't so
much glide in and out as lunge. Quite
noisy, too.
One clue that the player might be a
silk purse rather than asow's ear is the
75 ohm BNC digital output on the back
panel, secured by acap held by acaptive
keychain. No RCA digital out. No
TosLink.2
The CD4 SE features dual-differential
DACs, unusual for a player under
$1000. One side of each Crystal
2Audio Plus can supply the appropriate diOtal cables
with liNC on one end and your choice of BNC or
RCA on the other.

CD4237 stereo DAC works on half of
the left- or right-channel signal —positive or negative. Conversion errors
show up on both sides of the DAC,
where they're summed and canceled.
Signal paths on the circuit board are
covered with gold. And the player is said
to incorporate such "high-grade" components at critical points. The transport
mechanism is by Philips.
Comparison time
Too bad Ino longer have on hand my
old reference, the discontinued Marantz
CD-63 SE, for comparison. That was,
and is, agreat player. Too bad, too, Ino
longer have the $795 Rega Planet on
hand. Fortunately, I'd decided to hang
on to the Denon DCD-1650AR that I
wrote about in July for awhile longer.
I fed both the Denon and the
Cambridge directly into the LFD
Mistral integrated amplifier, which has a
passive line stage.3 Speakers were the
ASA Baby Monitors from France, still
not available in North America.
3The LFD Mistral is now available in the US from The
Sound Organisation for $1095.11 be writing it up soon.
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We've Got The Whole World In Our Sights
While others claim the world is getting smaller, we can prove it's actually becoming larger ... at
least for Vidikron. You will literally find our extraordinary Home Theater projectors in all four
corners of the globe. From Bali to Bermuda, Austria to Australia, or Thailand to Tunisia, Vidikron
is the centerpiece of the most exquisite personal theaters throughout the world. The owners'
accolades may be in different languages, but the message is universally the same.
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For Your Nearest Vidikron Showroom Call: 1-888-VIDIKRON
1Eyertrust Plaza, Jersey City, NJ 07302 •www.yidikron.com

Sam's
low output impedance, the signal going
to your power amp is far less affected by
cable capacitance — a real blessing
when you run long interconnect cables.
And then there's the additional gain.
While the Musical Fidelity X-10D
has anegligible amount of signal gain,
the HRS has 2.7dB of gain —about a
50% increase, referenced to the input.
This could mean — and did mean for
me — the difference between being
able to use apassive preamp in some
applications and not being able to use
one. If you have apassive preamp, or
want to go the passive route, take note!
(Essentially, the HRS adds an active line
stage to your passive preamp. And yes, I
know, that sort of defeats the whole idea
of passive and "less is more.")
Originally, Sollecito thought that the
HRS would appeal mainly to mainstream audiophiles with modestly priced
CD players. (Sollecito himself is abig fan
of the Maranta CD-63 SE.) Much to his
surprise, the HRS has been taken up by
"serious" audiophiles with expensive
systems — like the Brass Ear and Lars.
The HRS helps flesh out the sound,
give it more body and harmonic fullness. Even the Cary 805C — achamp
when it comes to harmonic presenta-

tion — took on more body and bloom.
(I tried avariety of CD players, including the Cambridge Audio CD4 SE,
Denon DCD-1650AR, Micromega
Stage 6, Rega Planet, RadioShack Optimus CD3400, and Ed Meitner's
BiDAT processor. For the most part I
used the passive Creek OBH-11 or the
passive Purest Sound Systems Model
500, neither of which has any gain, of
course. Ialso used the Cary SLP-50
active tubed line stage.)

The HRS helps flesh
out the sound,
give it more body and
harmonic fullness.
Dynamics improved too — every
player or processor, every amp. In no
case did Iwant to take the HRS out of
the system. The sound was richer, fuller,
more dynamic. The soundstage was
wider and deeper — more dimensional.
Never mind "was"— is! I'm keeping the
HRS, and Ihave asecond unit on order.
So where to put the HRS?
Igenerally put the HRS before the

Space

preamp. Actually, with apassive preamp,
Iheard no difference —before or after.
And this is why my vinyl doesn't go
through the HRS. (The HRS doesn't do
much for vinyl.) With the Cary SLP-50,
Ipreferred the HRS first. Igot more of
atube sound, less transistor. When it
comes last in the chain, the HRS imparts
aslight transistor edge to the Cary line
stage's tubed sound. But neither the
Cary nor the HRS is fully broken-in.
Ilaugh my evil laugh, because what
the HRS does is make agood but modestly priced CD player — like the
Denon DCD-1650AR or the Rega
Planet—sound much more like an
expensive unit with balls-out power
supplies and abeefy analog output stage.
The HRS can make arelatively cheap
player sound ... well, expensive, relieving you, perhaps, of the urge to splurge
on anew player or processor.
"It's amazing how good some modestly priced CD players can sound," said
Sollecito.
Iagree.
Many modestly priced CD players,
like the Maranta CD-63 SE or the
Cambridge Audio CD4 SE, offer very
good to excellent resolution. Laser
transport assemblies and even most

says Jon Valin, of Ft magazine

im

Now...another "Best Buy" from Magnepan
it.the lightning transients, the superb dynamic
scaling, the remarkable spaciousness, the nearly
world-class inner detail, the single-driver coherence,
and sheer presencing power--all of which the
Maggie 1.6's have in abundance...in my opinion,
that's what the 1.6's are--the best sound you can
buy for fifteen hundred dollars"
Jon Valin, Fi magazine, July, 1998
'Quoted with permission of Ft magazine

'the MG1.6's left an indelible impression and
join Maggies own 3.5's.. as the steals of the
speaker world. Uncannily balanced. Unlike
similarly priced speakers, there was no lack of
dynamics or tendency toward leanness. And their
size and appearance shouldn't be ahindrance in
most homes,' *
Myles Astor, Editor, Ultimate Audio, Jan./ Feb., 1998
'Quoted with permission of Ultimate Audio

1-800-474-1646 -Fax 1-612-426-0441
Visit our website for special offers -www.magnepan.com
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1645 Ninth Street, White Bear Lake, Minnesota 55110
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Quite frankly, we'll be the first to admit that aMcIntosh audio system is not for everyone. Some
people are so accustomed to compromise they'll actually choose mediocrity. But then there are
those who appreciate the difference in violins, the way agold-nib fountain pen glides on paper,
or the distinct sound of atwelve cylinder engine. For those willing to sacrifice nothing, no level
of excellence is too lofty. For nearly ço years, we have made McIntosh Audio equipment for them.
Call 1-888-979-7009 or visit our website at www.mcintoshlabs.com

and avery controlled power supply.
DACs are relatively cheap. Analog is
"Most power amplifiers are starved
expensive. When aplayer cuts corners
for the optimum device to interface
to hit aprice point — as just about all
players must — it's usually the analog with them. Your CD player or your
DAC for sure aren't suitable devices for
output stage that suffers. A mystery.
The HRS is agreat device because it driving your power amp directly. CD
seems to be more than the sum of its players, espedally, just don't make it trying to drive apower amplifier.
parts. Just when Ithink Ihave ahandle
"The
HRS
is
like
Arnold
on what the unit does, Irealize that it's
Schwarzenegger carrying aone-gallon
doing more.
Iknow good active line stages do this pail of water from Point A to Point B.
He can carry it awhole lot better than
too, but the HRS helps to restore, or
"recover," low-level information that athree-year-old can. This output stage
of this device is so potent because of its
would otherwise be lost. Of course, the
HRS can't add information that's not big power supply that it can deliver a
very controlled, very linear signal going
already there. Rather, the HRS helps
into the power amplifier.
ensure that the information isn't lost —
"Information that was masked before
as it may be if your CD player, processor, or preamp isn't fully up to driving is now coming out because the transfer
from the input to the output stage is so
your power amp.
linear and effortless."
As Isaid, I'm mystified how the HRS
Why didn't you turn this into alinedoes what it does. As it turns out, so is
stage preamp?
John Sollecito. "There's abit of alchemy
"Because every time we put aswitch,
going on here," he concedes. "We figure
we know about 80% of what is going contact, or volume pot in the signal
path, we found a sound degradation.
on, but we don't know all of it.
"'Mere are countless measurements Then, too, we wanted to bring out a
device at $400, and alot of people don't
we still can't make, and I've got every
piece of measurement apparatus under want another preamp. They want a
device to make their current CD player,
the sun. There's much that the ear can
processor, or preamp sound alot better."
resolve that we can't measure."
What if you have aphono stage going
So why do Ineed this device, John?
"Your CD player, DAC, and/or your into your preamp as well?
"The jury is still out. Istill hear adifpreamp aren't the perfect devices to drive
your power amplifier. Driving apower ference, but not nearly as great adifferamplifier is adynamic situation requiring ence as Ido with compact discs."
The HRS has twin RCA inputs and
an instantaneous transfer of current and
twin RCA outputs, but abalanced vervoltage. It requires avery high slew rate
sion (for about $800) should be available soon. If you're running balanced
throughout your system, you may want
Contacts
to hold off.
Cambridge Audio, Gallery Court,
There's an on/off switch on the back,
Hankey Place, London SE1 4BB,
but the HRS is meant to be left on all
England, UK. Tel: (44) (0)171the time and takes some time to break
940-2200. Far (44) (0)171-940in. How long? Solledto says months.
2233. Web site: www.cambridge
But you should hear most of what the
auclio.com (under construction as
HRS is going to do after it's been powthis article went to press).
ered for several days.
Audio Plus Services, P.O. Box
Where Source Components Elec3047, Plattsburgh, NY 12901. Tel:
tronic doesn't have dealers, the HRS is
(800) 663-9352. Fax: (450) 585available direct for the suggested retail
5862. Web site: www.audioplus
of $399. For all my enthusiasm, Ido recservices.com .Canada: Plurison,
ommend that you insist on atrial. If you
C.P. 537, Station Youville, Monhave areally great processor and line
treal, Quebec H2P 2W1, Canada.
stage, it's possible you might not need
Tel: (450) 585-0098. Fax: (450)
the HRS. On the other hand, some
585-5862. Web site: www.pluri
audiophiles with very expensive equipson.com.
ment feel there are added benefits to be
Source Components Elechad, even with state-of-the-art gear.
tronic LLD, 701 Nutmeg Road
Don't compromise the HRS's perforN., South Windsor, CF 06074. Tel:
mance with crappy interconnects.
(860) 528-2892. Fax: (860) 289Power cords, too, make a difference,
4460. Web site: www.sceaudio.
alas. Ido recommend you get one of
com.
-Sam Tellig
these units and try it out!
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The remarkable RT2000p, with built-in powered subwoofers,
delivers exceptional performance to satisfy both audiophiles and film fanatics.
Discover the extra thrill of the deep, precise bass that these remarkable speakers
bring to your music and movie listening. You'll be amazed by their uncanny
ability to reveal the subtlest details and sonically "disappear" by virtue of their
open spacious soundstage. Visit your local Polk dealer today to experience for
yourself the sound that has the critics applauding.

Matthew Polk

Cofounder (hairman

wvwv.polkaudio.com
For a FREE copy of Guide to
Choosing a Home Theater System
call 1-800-627-7655, ext. 100.

5601 Metro Dr. •Baltimore, MD 21215 •(800) 377-7655
'Polk Audio" and

The Speaker Specialists" are trademarks of Britannia

Investment Corporation used under heense by Polk Audio Incorporated.
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hat's it worth to ya?"
This quintessential American question is the
hub of our capitalist society, and one
that figures in two subjects that have
recently been clogging my e-mail inbox. The first has to do with the Record
Club of America's half-million-plus
unplayed LPs, which Iwrote about last
fall ("Analog Corner," September 1997).
RCOA's much-delayed catalog (due
out last October but not appearing until
this May) has created quite astir with
many recipients, some of whom are outraged by what they see as absurdly high
prices for many of the discs. You should
hear them! Along with Dan Burton,
they should have their mouths washed
out with soap! I'll spare you those.
Most of the others are more bemused
than angry. Like this guy: "Stop it, stop
it. You've got to be kidding. Iwonder if
Mr. Fremer helped them price the classical issues, and probably [Hs] Wayne
Garcia priced the Jazz."
And this one: "I purchase 100s of
records ayear, and Icouldn't find asingle title Iwould order at the prices they
were asking. And these are record club
pressings —I own afew such pressings;
some of them are terrible compared to
the originals." (Actually, as Ipointed out
in my original piece, RCOA did not
press its own records, as the later, bigger,
record-company-owned clubs did.
RCOA bought and sold the same pressings as Sam Goody or Strawberries,
though "Licensed by Record Club of
America" was sometimes printed on the
jacket —perhaps so defective club pressings wouldn't end up at record stores.)
Or this: "Did you get the catalog?
Kinda pricey, no?"
What do /think? Well, what's it
worth to ya?
What would you pay for an unplayed,
certified-new copy of Albert King's ri!
Play the Bluesfor You on Stax? RCOA figures afew of you will go for the $75 asking price. How about Aretha Franklin's
Gospel Soul of on Checker for $60? How
many other mint, unplayed copies are
you going to run into in your lifetime?
Granted, I'm not likely to drop $30 on
Art Linldetter's reading of the Bible (or
parts thereof) on 20th Century Fox
Stereophile, August 1998

Records (not subtitled "Jesus Says the
Darndest Things," by the way), or Tony
Orlando and Dawn's Prime Time for $30.
But an unplayed copy of Lenny Bruce's
bountifully packaged three-LP Live at
Carnegie Ha// for $100 might tempt me...
if Ididn't already own it. You? You might
think I'm crazy for considering that

What's it worth to ya?
This quintessential
American question
is the hub of our
capitalist society.
That guys like RCOA's Sig
Friedman can try to get $50 for Enoch
Light's New Concept: Cole Porter Songs
on Command (quad!) and you can tell
him to take aflying leap with his list
and his prices is what makes
Amurrrica great! How much you want
to bet someone bites on the $100 price
tag for an original unplayed London ffss
pressing of Rodrigo's Concierto de
Aranjuez with Argenta conducting the
National Orchestra of Spain? Guaranteed analog!
Ifound some of the prices way too
high, and some low. Apparently Friedman was caught unaware of the giant
Bert ICaempfert revival taking place in
Germany even as we speak. At $10 and
$15 each, Bert fans will probably be
snapping them up —once the catalog
makes it to Germany.
As of now, according to Friedman,
"The Record Club of America catalog
was mailed to the domestic customers
from Quality Vinyl & CD Outlet as
well as the 1200 respondents to your
article in the September issue of
Stereophile, on May 12, 1998. The list has
not been forwarded to our foreign
respondents as of this date."
That's who's got the catalog. What are
they buying? Friedman: "We received
our first responses/orders on Monday,
May 18, and they have consistently
increased since then. To date, the average order has been approximately $250,
with the largest being $1600 [with pur-

Fremer

chases] centered in the classic rock, classical audiophile (DG, Philips, London,
Mercury, etc.), jazz, and folk genres.
"Many of these titles are moving
much faster than expected. Ironically,
the more expensive LPs in the catalog
have been the biggest sellers; ie, Rolling
Stones Sticky Fingers, original w/zipper,
$100; and Frank Zappa, Freak Out!, original Verve, at $175.
"Unfortunately, our pricing policy
will be doing its 'growing up in public.'
Based on that, any feedback that can be
passed along would be greatly appreciated and helpful in formulating future
pricing policy."
You can order acatalog by writing
Quality Vinyl and CD Outlet, 25272
Ripleys Field Drive, South Riding, VA
20152-4441, or by calling them at (703)
327-4809. E-mail is qvinyl@aol.com .
And tell 'em Mikey sent you. If you
want to sound off on pricing, be nice —
and write to Friedman at RCOA, P.O.
Box 517, Manchester, PA 17345.
And no, I'm not on commission —
nor have Ibought any records ... yet.
Meanwhile, back at
the used-record stores ...
While in Los Angeles recently doing an
analog seminar at Ambrosia Audio and
cutting some radio spots for HI-FI '98,
Idecided I'd better pick the used-record
stores clean before you showed up.
Iwas amazed at what Ifound. At
Record Rover in Venice, Ifound amint
second British pressing of Abbey Road
for $20. Twenty bucks! — close to the cost
of the blah-sounding CD! You can tell
an original from asecond pressing by
the inner sleeve: originals came in a
black sleeve, seconds in awhite one.
Glad Ikept the black inner sleeve on
my original.
Which reminds me: Can you remember where and when you bought certain
records in your collection? Iwonder
whether kids today have the same connection to their CDs, most of which
they buy at loolcalike chain stores.
Ibought that original Abbey Road at
New England Music City in Kenmore
Square, Boston, in September 1969, a
few weeks after I'd moved to town. The
manager of the store was Scott
55

The Audiophile Lifestyle.

Living with loudspeakers isn't easy for an
audiophile. Sonic wonder comes at the price
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of visual clutter, even for stereo! If you're
planning to add home theater, most choices
for high-end sound are just plain ugly. But
now, there's agraceful system audiophiles
can be proud of. If you love big sound more
than big ugly boxes, Anthony Gallo's new Nucleus
Micros are for you. Derived from the spherical compression technology in our patented Nucleus designs,

our Micros offer the seamless soundstage
that can only come from both genuine
point source radiation and the total absence
of crossovers above 120 Hz. Depth of field
and resolution of inner detail are unbounded. Dynamics are so astonishing that you
can enjoy truly satisfying emotional music,
even at listening levels your neighbors can live with.
Even late at night, in an apartment or condo, even
with home theater.

Satellite spheres you can hold in your hand, and in your heart. They sit on ashelf, mount on astand, or on a
wall. Subwoofers with slam, that actually can it behind asofa or chair. And the best news is that you can afford
them now, starting at $699 per system. At this price, is the sound really high-end? Believe it.

ANTHONY GALLO
ACOUSTICS
Stereo and Horne Thc.nci for the Audiophile Lifestyle.
Anthony (...;oilL, APhone 1/18) 23/-1000 Fax: (71b,

J -1()

o
blooklyn, NY.
/,.J1 USA
4402 \N,:,1::). .:„ .
ww.roundsound.con, EMji nucleusgioundsound.com
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records are gone. If you live in LA, how
Billington, now president of Rounder
can you not have aturntable?
Records. They had a stack of sealed
British imports (in loose-fitting unshrunk wrap; the Brits knew and know The Ambrosia seminar
Even though it was the evening of the
that tight wrap warps records) sitting in
acardboard display rack outside in front final Seinfeld episode, the turnout at
Ambrosia was impressive. (Speaking of
of the store weeks before the American
Lenny Bruce, "yada yada" was not
pressing was issued.
invented by Larry David or anyone else
Iremember first walking past the display, then having the image sink in half at Seinfeld, but was part of ahilarious
Lenny Bruce prison routine —"Yada
ablock later... could it be? Iran back
yada warden!" — from the fifties.)
and yes! That's almost 30 years ago, and
Ihad to do two sets to handle the
Ican still feel the surge of adrenaline,
crowd, which alternated between analog
the smell of the record as Iexamined it.
"I won't have to search for the import,
Don't think
it's right out there in the street!" I
remember telling myself. "I'm going to
all of the good
like Boston!"
Thirty years. Iremember when Ifirst
used records are gone.
heard The Beatles sing "It was 20 years
ago today..." and thinking 20 years
If you live in LA,
was ancient history ... but then, Iwas
20 years old.
how can you not
Over at Rockaway Records in Silver
Lake, they were having ahalf-price sale
have aturntable?
on vinyl for "preferred customers,"
upstairs (myself) and home theater
which you become by buying a$10 card
downstairs (hosted by Stereophile Guide to
good for ayear. Igot an original mono
Home Theater's Maureen Jenson and
British Reaction Records copy of The
Who's A Quick One for $15. Ididn't Theta's Neil Sinclair). Ibrought all of the
even know it had originally come out Wally setup gear and a Graham
armwand, along with an inexpensive
on Reaction! Ialso picked up what
cartridge that I'd planned to use to do an
looks and sounds like an unplayed
actual setup in front of alive audience —
Living
Stereo
Heifetz/Reiner:
Tschaikowsky Violin Concerto (LSC-2129), without anet.
But no!!! Iwas asked to check and
and asuper-clean original British Apple
adjust the setup on an expensive Cardas
pressing of the Beatles' two-LP set
Heart! So, in front of a roomful of
1967-1970 for $12. Insane!
Then I hit Rhino on Westwood audiophiles just waiting for me to slip up,
Ihad to attack the Heart — which was,
Boulevard. Forget the collectible bins —
unfortunately, way off. The overhang
drop to your knees and rifle through the
was many millimeters overhung, and
99-cent boxes. It may be nearly worththe antiskating was more than double
less to Rhino, but Ifound an unplayed,
what Wally's gauge said it should be.
gorgeous-sounding Columbia "six-eye"
When I'd finished the setup, we
pressing of Les Paul and Mary Ford's
played some of the records I'd bought
Warm and Wonderful, and amint Britishthat afternoon and the system sounded
pressed London Phase Four of Bernard
Herrmann's Music from the Great Movie pretty good, though not even some really cool magnetic-levitation suspension
Thrillers—a suite of Hitchcock scores —
feet could prevent needle bounce from
for 96 cents. Have you heard that record?
the softly sprung floor.
Speakers Corner reissued it on 180gm
vinyl last year, and it's worth $30... or
Still more doodads
whatever it costs.
The ever-active Wally Malewicz has
Ialso found aConcierto de Arattjuez with
Angel Romero on guitar —a superb- added afew more accessories to his bag
sounding Mercury Living Presence LP of analog setup devices. First, he's found
a professional, industrial-quality, ex(SR 90488) that collectors are willing to
tremely sensitive bubble level. When
shell out big bucks to get. Ipaid $2.99...
the bubble is barely touching the black
and 99 cents for John Renbourn's
circle in the center, the slope is off level
enchanting The Lady and the Unicorn, and
1mm per 200mm. A perfectly level
$2.99 for amint British original of Band
turntable is ahappy turntable. Cost: $15.
on the Run. Iwalked out with more.
Wally has also found anice pair of nonThen Ihit Record Surplus on Pico...
magnetic tweezers — handy for carBut I'll spare you the laundry list. The
tridge-wire connections — for $5. Both
point is, don't think all of the good used
Stereophile, August 1998
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are available from Pro Audio Ltd.: (847)
526-1660, fax (847) 526-1669. Wally
has had some difficulty keeping up with
demand on some of his products, so
check for availability before you order.
I've yet to see the ($85) unipivoted
Wally Scale VTF gauge, which Wally
claims is accurate to 0.05gm, but if it's as
accurate as promised, it should set a
new, convenient, easy-to-use, and inexpensive standard for tracking-force
gauges. It's not as sexy as the Winds
electronic gauge, but hopefully it's
equally accurate, and it is one tenth the
price. Wally did send along a 2gin
weight certified to be accurate to
0.0005gm, which will be included with
the Wally Scale.
Rega VTA help
Owners of Rega arms — and there are
many of you — will be happy to hear
that The Analog Shop, Inc., Victor, NY
(Tel: (716) 742-2860, fax: (716) 7422859) will sell you three precision aluminum spacers (1, 2, and 3mm) for
adjusting VTA on your arm for only
$19.95. Those and the Wally VTA
gauge should make the job easy—
assuming your cartridge rides below
parallel with no spacers. We've got aset
here, and plan on using them with a
Rega-based NAD 533 turntable under
review, along with the Sumiko Pro-Ject
6.9 and Music Hall MMF-2 'tables.
Analog under $1000 deserves coverage.
Also coming up: reviews of the budget NAD MM phono section and
the well-under-a-grand German-made
Lehmann (formerly Entec) Black Cube
MM/MC phono preamp. And we're
playing with the Walker Audio electronic motor drive and the VansEvers
turntable power-line conditioner.
What's it worth to ya? Part 2:
The wiggly world of cartridge pricing
The second subject that has been clogging the arteries of my e-mail system is
the thorny issue of cartridge pricing,
marketing, and re-tipping. I'm not here
to take sides, but merely to give you
some food for thought on the subject.
First of all, the term "re-tipping" is a
misnomer. When you return amovingcoil cartridge because your spouse, your
cleaning person, your cat, or your child
has broken off the cantilever (never you,
of course), it does not get "re-tipped" by
the original manufacturer — it gets rebuilt and recalibrated, or its innards arc
totally replaced.
When you buy a cartridge, you
should ask how much re-tipping will
cost you should it become necessary.
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Analog
Let's say you buy an $1895 cartridge like
the Scan-Tech-built Lyra Clavis D.C. If
you snap off the cantilever, the company, through its American importer
Itnmedia, will replace the cartridge with
anew one for an additional $1395. That
would seem to be apretty stiff penalty
to pay for your mistake ... but read on.
Re-tipping (replacing) the $3495 Lyra
Parnassus D.C.t, if you trash it, will cost
you $1850 — a somewhat better deal
than the Clavis re-tip. Immedia also
offers atrade-in policy whereby owners
of any Lyra cartridge, working or not,
can buy anew Parnassus D.C.t for $2495
— a$1000 discount — and that includes
owners of Lyra's $1000 Lydian. You can
also trade in any brand of $500+ cartridge, working or not, and get $300 off
the price of anew Clavis D.C.
I've received complaints from some
Clavis D.C. owners who felt it was
unfair to be asked to pay more than
two-thirds the original purchase price
just for a re-tip. Grado's re-tipping
prices for its Reference series are exactly two-thirds the purchase price. If you
snap the cantilever on a$300 Reference
Platinum, are-tip will cost you $200,
and so forth.
Micro-Benz, through its American

distributor Musical Surroundings, will
accept many old cartridges — including
broken ones — in trade toward the purchase of anew Benz. For example: If
you own aSumiko Blue Point Special
and you're interested in buying a$750
Benz Glider, they'll give you $150 in
trade toward the Glider.
Other trades are priced accordingly,
depending on what you're trading and
what you're buying. And, of course, if
you choose to trade up in the Benz line
from, say, aGlider to awooden-bodied
Ruby or Reference, the allowance is
even more liberal — Ihope you virulent
right-wing audiophiles will pardon the
expression.
Amazing coincidence: just as Iwrote
that last sentence, Barry Goldwatees
death was announced on the Internet.
Now there was aconservative Icould
love. Imet him, worked for him in
1964, and, had 17-year-olds been allowed to vote, would have cast my ballot for him. A true believer in individual
rights, Goldwater supported gay rights
and awoman's right to choose, and he
said Jerry Falwell should receive "a kick
in the ass" for trying to impose his religious beliefs on others. Right on, Barry!
Hope you enjoy the company of JFK,

Corner

MLR, and RFK.
Now back to our story. Benz's re-tip
policy is as left-wing socialistic as its
trade-in plan. Why, it's almost like food
stamps! In fact, it creates agiant disincentive to keep your cartridge in "working" order! The re-tip on a $2700
Reference, for example, is avery low
$500, and it's $300 to re-tip a $750
Glider. Turnaround time is four to six
weeks. Make amistake and you don't
pay through the nose.
Van den Hul has an interesting re-tip
policy: regardless of which boron-cantilevered van den Hul you buy, are-tip
costs $500 as long as there's no coil
damage and all that needs replacing are
the cantilever and stylus tip. If you own
a Frog, you get a genuine Frog cantilever and stylus; if you own aGrasshopper, you get a Grasshopper cantilever and stylus. In fact, they're one
and the same, only polished to adifferent degree of fineness. Like Benz, van
den Hul does not replace your cartridge,
so be prepared for some down time. But
remember: If you buy a$3000 van den
Hul or a$6000 one, are-tip will cost
you only $500.
What does this all mean? That ScanTech and Grado are not concerned with

THE LISTENING ROOM SERIES ...
"Awesome!"

• I.

-John Atkinson, Stereophile
November 1995, Vol.18 No.11
"An aesthetic jewel, astunning piece
of design, materials and construction...

.L.

.L

An airy, lively, musical sound of
mesmerizing presence."
-Lawrence B. Johnson,
NY Times/Audio Video Interiors

ENOUGH SAID. NOW LISTEN.
PLATINUM
Platinum Audio Ltd •50 Commercial St., Und 4002 •Manchester, NH 03101 USA •Tel: 603.647.7586 •Fax: 603.647.7290 •Web: www.platinumaudio.com
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"Introducing
Lifetime Passport Protection.
Now Synergistic Research is
your cable for life!"
Introducing Synergistic Research's new lifetime Passport Protection Plan. As your system and technology
evolve your cables will too- for life! All Synergistic Research cables now carry alifetime trade-in value toward new
Synergistic Research cables. So when you upgrade your components or step all the way up to Designers' Reference you'll have the perfect cables to match your system today, and tomorrow! How much of atrade-in
value? Up to 80% of your original purchase from your authorized Synergistic Research dealer! (Guidelines apply so talk with your nearest dealer, call Synergistic Research, or visit our web site at
www.synergisticresearch.com/passport.htm for more details). With Synergistic Research's
Lifetime Passport Protection Plan, your investment is covered- for life!
"This stuff sells for less than half the price of TARA Labs' best. Its performance not only continues to
impress me as it ages in the system, but presents astrong challenge to all of the other, much
costlier cables I've used in recent months." -Guy Lemcoe, Stereopbile Vol. 18 No. 5on
Synergistic Research Alpha Sterling Interconnect -$175 per 1meter pair
"It may be the best interconnect I've ever heard. It's like listening to music with
no interconnect whatsoever." -Jonathan Scull, Stereopbile February 1997 Vol.20
No.2 on our Designers Reference Interconnect $2000 per meter pair

Call for your free

"...like the Resolution Reference speaker cables, the Designers'

Explorer's Guide 2nd

Reference interconnects are the best I've heard to date."
-Brian Damkroger, The Absolute Sound Volume 21 Is-

Edition- 1.800.578.6489

sue 111 on Designers' Reference Interconnect and
Resolution Reference Speaker Wire

or visit the "Virtual World" @
www.SynergisticResearch.com

'Designers' Reference reigned supreme
over all other AES/EBU's I've tried."
-Jonathan Scull, Stereopbile
Vol. 21 No. 1on Synergistic
Research Designers'
Reference Digital
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Jonathan

I

n last month's edition of this new
column, Iwrote about those of us
whose systems are out in the breeze
in the Family Room, at the mercy of
wives, Significant Others, curious children, cats'n'dogs, and nonaudiophiles
who, for the life of them, can't figure
out what it's all about. Imet achap the
other day whose wife said to me, "Oh,
you suffer from the same audiophile
disease." Ihastened to inform her that I
am the disease, and suggested that her
husband was pursuing anoble path for
the love of music —no bad thing, in my
view. She remained unconvinced.
While Isuspect amajority of readers
are in the same boat, anumber of you
have the resources to either custombuild or claim for your own adedicated
listening room. This is both agood and,
strangely, abad thing. The benefits are
many, but let me suggest that, rather
than hiding out in your lair, you drag in
loved ones and good friends to join you
from time to time. Make it easy for
them to learn something more about
your obsession and how good it can be.
Infect someone today.
Now to the listening room. For the
purposes of this discussion, let's assume
your room is symmetrical and rectangular. (All bets are off with irregularly
shaped rooms, or large, open spaces like
my loft.) The commonly received wisdom on speaker placement is often
referred to as the Rule of Thirds, which
calls for the speakers to be placed athird
of the way into the room from the wall
behind the speakers (ie, the wall facing
the listener) and athird of the way in
from each side wall. That's a pretty
decent place to start; fine-tuning is
accomplished by nudging the speakers
and the listening chair back and forth
until the frequency response smooths
out. What you want to avoid are frequency-related anomalies —nulls and
peaks — caused by the interaction of
standing waves. The modes, as they're
called, are related to the distance
between any two parallel walls, and the
degree to which they are excited will
depend on the speaker positions.
I found myself discussing this at
length with George Cardas while he
was here setting up Judy Spotheim's La
Stereophile, August 1998

Luce turntable. He pointed out that,
even when applying the rule of thirds,
you can wind up fighting the room's
resonant modes. George's solution is to

The AES
standard room is a
Golden Cuboid
10 by 16' by 26'.
Its dimensions progress
in the Golden Ratio,
or Fibonacci, sequence
(5,8,13,21,34....).
bite the bullet, do the math, and drop
the speakers where they'll cause the
fewest interactions. "And the way to do
that," George continued, "is to make the
modes as mathematically indivisible as
possible."
Im.

Scull,

Iwas never much good at math, but
you knew that. So let's just hold our
noses and jump right in — a little
knowledge goes along way. (The following information can also be found at
www.cardas.corn/insights/roomsetup.
html.) According to George:
'The Audio Engineering Society's
(ABS) standard listening room is a
model of the math used in this system.
This method will work with any panel
or box speaker, in any reasonably sized
rectangular room. The ABS standard
room is aGolden Cuboid 10' by 16' by
26'. Its dimensions progress in the
Golden Ratio, or Fibonacci, sequence
(5,8,13,21,34 ... ). The three major
modes created within the listening
space are indivisible, and therefore will
null rather than beat. The math used to
create this perfect listening space can
also be applied to speaker placement
within any listening space. The key to
this formula is the ratio Phi (peculiarly
enough, this is both 0.6180339887...
to 1 or 1 to 1.6180339887 ...). The
three major [lateral] room modes are
created by the distances: ceiling to floor,

L 180 W 140 H 901 RT.Ave. 2Way
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The left-hand screen in Visual Ears for Windows allows you to drag and drop your loudspeakers and
your listening chair around arectangular room, while the right-hand screens instantaneously show the
effect on standing waves (top) and boundary reflections (bottom).
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Stir ale Sou
The power of music is most potent When it's delivered free of alteration.
For over 15 years Straight Wire has produced cables' baSed on the
.philosophy of delivering all the music. No filters or additives
provide seamless accuracy. Link your system with
Straight Wire to rediscover musical
nuances for your enjoyment.

NEW
•
INTERCONNECTS,

"
IMPROVED
HELICAL IlltTERCONNECTS
414b.

MUSICABLE II

î

Enhanced midrange and
authoritative bass -Level 1

CRESCENDO
Unparalleled performance,
Our new reference.
4

SONATA
Foam Teflon for light bats
& unveiled highs

CHORUS
Precise & detailed

d
e

»SYMPHONY Il

Silky midrange, rich
low-level presentation -Level 2

ENCORE II

Uncolored, engaging vocals.
Nothing compares
at this price.
Level â

,
Conta your dealer to Marn,a
nbout
our new & improved slteake cables.
e

STRAIGHT WIRE
1909 Harrison Street, #208, Hollywood, FL 33020, USA •Phone: (954) 925-2470 •Fax: (954) 925-7253 •www.straightwire.com

side wall to side wall, and front wall to
back wall.
"To determine initial speaker placement, multiply ceiling height by 0.618
(10' x 0.618 = 6.18') to determine the
distance from the rear wall to the center
of the woofer (or the acoustic center of
apanel). Then multiply the room width
by 0276 (width x 5-.18) to determine
the distance from the side wall to the
center of the speaker (16' x5+18 =4.4').
Ihave run into times when the geometry of the situation makes this setup less
than favorable. So I've derived asimple
plan 13' that inevitably works if plan 'A'
doesn't. In plan 11' the speaker side-toside placement is the same (room width
x 5-.18), but woofer face-to-rear-wall
distance is the same as the speaker center-to-center distance (room width x
8-.18). It's usually easy to try both positions by sliding the speaker straight forward afoot or so. If you play agood bass
cut while you move the speaker, you'll
hear the sound sweeten up when the
speaker hits the 'pocket.' I've yet to find
asymmetrical rectangular room where
one of these two setups didn't work."
Whew, I'm glad that's over with.
Even though I'll continue concentrating on things you can do for free, here's
some computer software that can help
you out:
You might try Visual Ears for
Whidows, $89 from KB Acoustics, P.O.
Box 50206, Eugene, OR 97405, Tel:
(541) 935-7022 (or look them up at
www.kbacoustics.com). You'll move
simulated speakers and alistening chair
around your simulated listening room,
looking for best performance.
Then there's ETF (Energy lime
Frequency), an application that works
with aPC, asound card, and amicrophone. You record atest signal played
through your system and let ETF analyze the data for you. You'll get information regarding room-related frequency response, room resonances, early
reflections, late reflections, comb filtering, and lots more. The software will set
you back $199.95, plus asound card and
an appropriate mike. Visit ETF at their
site at www.etfacoustic.com
Next month we'll look into larger
listening areas (such as my own loft
space), and placement strategies for
irregularly shaped rooms. Hint: This is
where walking around clapping your
hands (while no one's looking) can pay
big dividends. And we'll take alook at
toe-in and find out whether your
speakers will sound their best crosseyed or locked into athousand-yard
stare.
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Technology Ltd

Dynamic loudspeakers for Home Audio,
Home Theater and Multimedia.

"WOW, Ican't
believe you have
that CD!"
1-800-EVERY-CD is awholesale music club. Members receive a950
page catalog offering virtually every CD in print. All CD's are offered at
wholesale, which is guaranteed to be the lowest price you can find. We
do not send unsolicited CD's, and there is no minimum required to order.
Call today or search our catalog now online at http://www.everycd.com.
Whatever CD you last bought, chances are we'll have it, too, for less.
We'll also have the items you've been wanting to buy but couldn't find.
Good music selection is hard to find. We're not.

music for the serious collector
Outside the U S please call (203) 972-1752 or fax (203) 972-1129
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HTTP://WWW.DYNAUDIO.COM
As you may have noticed, our ads tend to have

extremely knowledgeable internet site on the

answers for just about everything. Like where to

WorldWideWait (it's at www.dynaudio.com,

bow your head to at sunset (Skanderborg,

just in case you're the type who doesn't read

Dennuirk, the one and only home of

headlines) Where, besides having

our famous speakers, which lies

tremendous amounts of fun, you will find

exactly east of Aanoraaq, Greenland),

some very good reasons why our speakers

whom to worship on lazy, music-filled

sound so open. airy and natural. How we

Sunday afternoons (may we humbly suggest

manage to get such a well-defined and

our chief tester Erik 'The Ear' Nielsen

powerful bass. And, of course. some hints

whose fame in audiophile circles has

on why our speakers are -quote -"imaging

reached that of any given dead pop star,

like abastard!" Should you happen to not

except Josef Stalin) or, last hut not least,

have an internet access, you may contact

how to build the penultimate, unsur-

us directly for your free personal snail-mail

mountable. unbelievably true loudspeaker

copy of our "Book of Truth" at (847) 288

(by lovingly crafting it

Iavoice coil

1767 (phone) or (847) 288 1853 (fax). And

three times bigger than the competition. or

don't forget to have a close look at our

I

twice the size of Josef Stalin). This time.

Contour 3.3 (pictured here with the worl(I's

we're just telling you what to do tonight.

first famous works raccoon,

Switch off your beloved amps! Turn on the

Knudsen) which is so brand new

bloody computer again. And visit us at our new and

you won't find it even on the net.
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've been having so much fun working on my wife's Nissan Stanza lately (see "Car Tunes," Vol2O No.11
and Vo121 No.5) that Ididn't want to
stop. Besides, she's got AC, and it's starting to get warm here in Santa Fe.
(Technically, the Rhino has air conditioning —it just doesn't work.) So Icast
about for an interesting head-unit and
changer to fit her out with and came up
with Rockford Fosgate's $849 RFX8140 AM/FM CD player/control unit
and RFX-8601 six-disc changer.'
The RFX-8140 grabbed my attention
because it lacked the vestigial and usually horribly underpowered amplifiers
that most head-units boast. "Ah-ha!" I
reasoned. "Finally, someone has realized
that, by not paying for something that
most serious car audio enthusiasts will
never use, they can free up funds for
more important stuff."

Above: Rockford Fosgate RFX-8140 AM/FM
CD player/control unit
Left: Rockford Fosgate RFX-8601 six-disc
CD changer

switches on. So, if you have asignal
processor that causes athump on
turn-on, connect the instant connection to it and put your amp on the
delayed turn-on. When you turn the
connector that's used for S-VHS).
head-unit off, it works in reverse — the
Coupled with this is asource impeddelayed wire shuts off first and the SP
ance of significantly less than 50 ohms.
turns off ahalf-second later. Pretty smart.
The biggest benefit to this is noise rejecThe unit also has an external source
tion. Lifting the ground with atransformer can also reduce noise, but connection, which, while not unique to
Rockford, is anice feature to have.
Rockford claims that there are disadvanIn addition, the 8140 has acouple of
tages to going that route. The biggest
problem is that some components need a nifty features I've never seen on any
other car component. It has athird B+
ground, and then the installer has to
Come in, Rangoon!
wire that is energized on command
Like the radio, for instance. It has a decide where to ground them. Frefrom the remote control. Springgay calls
quently, that just reintroduces noise
patented digital auto-alignment techelsewhere in the system. Keeping this an "imagination wire" that the
nique. Garry Springgay, Rockford's
installer can use for anything he wants.
source impedance low is abetter way to
competitive product analyst, explained:
He says people open and close their
go, they maintain.
"Other tuners look at the frequency
garage doors with it, switch on neon
Low source impedance has another
spectrum they tune across at three
lights, activate motorized amp racks,
benefit, according to Springgay. "When
points: the extremes and the middle,
open and close their sunroofs—the
you load up the output with multiple
typically. If you think of the frequency
possibilities are wide open. All it does is
amplifiers, their summed impedance
spectrum as acurve, you'll see that the
provide apulsed 12V output as long as
drops —and some guys out there have
lines that connect those three points
you hold the button down; what you do
up to adozen amps in their cars. Well,
don't really correspond to the curve
with it is up to you.
the old rule of thumb we've had in car
over most of its length. Delco develThe 8140 also has atape loop. This
audio since Christ was akid is that the
oped adigital circuit with an algorithm
allows you to insert asignal processor
input impedance should be 10 times the
that aligns the tuner to each specific
into the unit at line level without routsource impedance, which is really hard
point along the frequency curve. It took
ing the unit's gain through it, which
to achieve if the source impedance is
Delco's tuner division three years to
makes the system quieter. This is a
relatively high. This affects bandwidth
develop, and it's not available yet in any
defeatable
function —a switch on the
and
other
crucial
issues.
Hook
up
the
GM car, although next year it will be
bottom of the unit allows you to turn it
8140 to ahundred amplifiers and it will
included in the Cadillac."
on and off.
still deliver its rated voltage at full bandwidth."
High, low, and in between
Why do the people
The 8140, like all Rockford Fosgate
The 8140 also has the highest output
imagine avain thing?
head-units, has "smart-on circuitry,"
voltage of any head-unit on the marWith all of this emphasis on innovation,
which
eliminates
annoying
pops
in
the
ket, with two different methods of
Ihad to ask Springgay about the 8140's
turn-on cycle. In addition to astandard
delivering that voltage: normal singledigital
section. "It's asingle-bit 8x-overconnection
wire
between
the
preended RCA output at 8.5V RMS, and
sampling DAC built by Matsushita.
amp/radio and the other equipment,
balanced signal delivery at 17V
Rockford supplies a connection with There's nothing really special about the
through amini-DIN plug (the same
delays built into it. When you turn on a DAC in the CD player. [Rockford
Fosgate doesn't] believe that there are
Rockford radio, it turns on the amplifi1 Availible from Rockford Fos 'oc, 546 Rockford
significant sonic gains from the various
er immediately; ahalf to three-quarters
1)rive, Tempe, AZ 85281. Tel.: (602) 967-3565; foc
esoteric D/A converters. Extensive testof asecond later, the second connection
(602) 967-2807.
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GOERTZ

TM

There's No Better Choice
Suggested Speaker Cables

Suggested Interconnects

Amplifiers Under 100 Watts

Solid State Amplifiers
MI 1Center Stage

Tourmaline

Oxygen Free Copper

Oxygen Free Copper

AG 1Center Stage

Sapphire

Solid Fine Silver

Solid Fine Silver

"These cables sounded, above all, ultra-clean and
delightfully fast." Jonathan Scull

"Why play with firecrackers when someone hands
you dynamite?... The sound knocked me out."

STEREOPHILE, 3/96, p. 114

Clement Perry THE AUDIOPHILE VOICE

Recommended Components, 4/97

Vol.3, No.2, p.86

Amplifiers Driving 100 to 200 Watts

Triode/Tube Amplifiers

MI 2 Veracity

Triode Quartz

Oxygen Free Copper

Solid Fine Silver

AG 2 Veracity
Solid Fine Silver

"My vote for 'Best of the Test' goes to GOERTZ."
R. Black (Listening Test) & P. Mill (Lab Test)

"The difference between silver foil TQl and
conventional cable is the difference between...

HI FI CHOICE, July/August, 1997, p.50

the fragrance of the wild rose and the ones that
grow in hot houses." Harvey "Gizmo" Rosenberg
THE POSITIVE FEEDBACK, Vol. 7, No.2

Ampleers Driving 200 + Watts
—

Internal Speaker Cables and Inductors

M13 Divinity

14* & 12 Gauge

Oxygen Free Copper

Oxygen Free Copper

AG 3Divinity

•Also available in

Solid Fine Silver

ft
taie kie
lu

Solid Fine Silver

"Goertz creates another layer of absolute silence in a
system. The flat low inductance design provides a
deep sound stage that is wide, fast, and immediate."
Dan D'Agostino, President, KRELL INDUSTRIES

"We have found Goertz inductors and speaker
cable not to have asonic signature... now we hear
the speakers the way they were intended to
perform." Richard R. Sequerra, President
SEQUERRA ASSOCIATES LTD.

*NEW *Home Theater Cables

IIII
GOERTZ

Home
Theater
GOERTZ
HT
Speaker Cable
•Available in White

"We have not only designed the most flexible and
Tel

easy to install speaker cable but, this exotic cable
is affordable for all home theater systems."
Ulrik Poulsen, President, ALPHA-CORE INC.

by Alpha-Core .Designs for Serious Audiophiles

915 Pembroke Street .Bridgeport .CT. 06608 .Telephone: 800-836-5920(USA) .203-335-6805 Fax: 203-384-0586
Visit us and learn about GOERTZ: technical info, pricing, and more at: http://www.alphacore.com

Car
ing over the last few years has shown us
that very few people — Iwon't say no
one, but very few — can actually hear
the difference between one type of
converter and another. When you consider the cost of some of these converters, the benefit is really a marketing
story more than aperformance gain.
We decided to take that money and put
it into other features, like the low
source impedance, that people would
really benefit from. For that same reason, there's no digital out."
The 8601 changer is also based on a
Matsushita model — it's recognizably a
Panasonic. But it runs on Rockford's
proprietary communication bus, and is
built to Delco/GM specifications. This
means that it has special coatings inside
said to improve reliability and performance in extreme environments.
Otherwise, it looks fairly standard.
Where the rubber meets the road
As usual, Audio Connection (2774
Agua Fria *B-4, Santa Fe, NM 87505.
Tel: (505) 474-8335) handled the
installation, which was simple and
straightforward. Isuspected Iwas in for
atreat when Icalled to see if the car
was ready: Bo laconically informed me
that it was sounding pretty good, "And
man, is it quiet!"
That it was. As I drove Griselda
(that's the Stanza, not my wife — or girlfriend) home, Iwas impressed by how
free the system was from any form of
engine noise or other audio nasties. Of
course, Iwas listening only to the headunit's single-CD player and radio at the
time (more on this later).
Iwas immediately blown away by
the 8140's bass authority. Playing
Emmylou Harris' Pieces of the Sky, Iwas
working the Dynaudio woofer like
never before, getting deep, taut, tuneful
bottom end. And did it boogie? Iwas
grooving to "Two More Bottles of
Wine" so hard, Iwas probably amenace
on the back streets. From the get-go, the
Rockford delivered plenty of power and
sass. Iwas ahappy chappie.
That night Iloaded up the changer's
magazine with cool music — Buena
Vista Social Club (Nonesuch 79478-2);
Tom Waits's Blue Valentine (Elektra 1622); Charlie Haden and Pat Metheny's
Beyond the Missouri Sky (Verve 314 597
130-2); Steve Earle's El Corazón (Warner
Bros./E-Squared 46789-2); Olu Dara's
From Natchez to New York (Atlantic
83077-2); and Gene Ammons' Boss
Tenor (JVCXR-0033-2) —and spent
most of the next day just cruising
around enjoying the sound.
Stereophile, August 1998

The differences between the 8140
and the $399 Blaupunkt Las Vegas
CDM147 that it had replaced were not
subtle, but then the Rockford is more
than twice the price of the Blaupunkt,
so Iexpected more from it. The 8140
had ahuge soundstage compared to the
Las Vegas — it spread beyond the
boundaries of the car in all directions.
Beneath the Missouri Sky seemed almost
life-sized — or at least as big as the
stretch between Kansas City and St.
Louis. Of course, this came at aprice:
the 8140 didn't have quite the specificity in the center that the less expensive
unit had. Was this aproblem? Not really —1 love the sense of space and the
big, open sound of the Rockford too
much to care about anything else.
However, the Waits and Earle discs
sounded atad too bright in the top end
for my taste. Neither record has aparticularly mellow sound in my home reference system, but through the 8140
they sounded rough on top —and Tom
Waits doesn't need any extra gravel in
his voice, thank you very much.
Actually, the overall sound had ahint of
graininess, even on well-recorded and
meticulously remastered discs such as
Boss Tenor, where the Rockford gave
Ammons' smooth breathiness atouch
of texture I'd never heard in his playing
before. By and large, this grittiness was
not overwhelming, but it was audible.
On material that started out on the
coarse side, though, it became more of
an irritant. Still, Ihave to allow that it
gave some rock recordings an engaging
bite, even though Iknow it's wrong to
admit that. Isuspect this coarsening is
due to the single-bit DAC Rockford
employed, as it was absent from the
radio's sound.
Idon't know if Delco's algorithm
really is asuperior way to go, but the
radio section of the 8140 certainly is
something special. k latches on to stations, even puny ones, and simply refuses to let them go. If radio is an important source for you, as it is for my wife,
you might want to check out the
Rockford very carefully.
After aweek or so of listening to the
8140 while driving, Isat in my driveway one night and listened critically to
the unit —both with the engine idling
and turned off. Eliminating road and
engine noise helps you hear things hidden way down in the mix, and, much to
my surprise, when listening to the
changer Idid notice something that had
previously escaped my attention. While
songs were playing —but not between
tracks — Iheard amuted noise about

Tunes

every second. As Ilistened to song after
song, it began to seem that, every time
the display ticked off a second as
elapsed, Iheard a pulse that corresponded to it. Iswitched to the singledisc player in the head-unit: nothing. I
tried the radio: nothing. Iwent back to
the changer: Bingo!
Icalled Springgay and described what
Iheard. "That's adefective cable connecting the head-unit to the changer,
although Ican't imagine how you managed to get that cable. We had this problem on the first hundred or so we made,
over two years ago, but we fixed the
cable immediately. I wonder where
your unit's been hiding.
"What you're hearing is a5V squarewave pulse that goes down the cable
once per second and talks to the ENC
communications bus, then [goes] back
to the microprocessor in the control
unit that changes the counter on the display. If the cable isn't shielded properly,
that squarewave pulse can leak into the
audio. We'll send you anew cable and
the problem will disappear."
Iwon't get the cable until after this
column goes to press, so I'll have to
report back next time on whether or
not the fix works. But based on
Springgay's explanation, I'm sure it
will. In the meantime, the problem lies
so far down in level that even
Griselda's ladylike murmur masks it
while we're moving.
Better is the end of athing
than the beginning thereof
Overall, I'm impressed by Rockford
Fosgate's RFX-8140 and RFX-8601.
They work reliably, have proven simple
to operate, and have abright, authoritative sound. Some people may be more
bothered than Iby the slight grittiness of
the sound or by the unforgiving nature
of the components when confronted by
less-than-perfect recordings, but Ifound
'em easy enough to live with.
Iwas also impressed by the company's straightforward approach when I
called them after hearing the pulse —
they immediately acknowledged what
I'd heard and told me that the cure was
on the way. Ican't tell you how many
companies have assured me that Iwas
the first person ever to experience a
problem with their unit, even when the
Internet was full of similar stories.
(Those companies had better wake up
and smell the coffee —you can't get
away with that stuff now that the 'net
connects the world.) Ilook forward to a
lot of summer cruising listening to this
dynamic duo.
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ugust always brims with romance for me. August was
when my audiophile proposed.
August was when we married. And
each August when our anniversary
arrives, we have that perfect, romantic
evening: flowers, acandlelit dinner discussing DVD audio standards with Bang,
BaROOM, &Harp playing in the background...
Idon't think so.
It's rime for alittle regression analysis. Let's go back to the real reason most
audiophiles became interested in audio.
Was it about wasting sweat on five
audiobuddies while tweaking their systems? Nope. It was about the music.
And what was it about the music that
made them passionate audiophiles?
Could it be that they were looking for a
profound Zen experience? Mmnimm,
don't think so. It was about getting
babes.
So what happened? When did sparks
start flying between you and your Jadis
instead of between you and your
beloved? And when did that soft glow
in the bedroom come from checking
out the latest audiophile posting on
your computer instead of candlelight?
When and how it all happened really
doesn't matter. What really matters is: Is
there hope for you?
Here's aquick test to find out. The
test can be taken while listening to your
system, unpacking new equipment, or
even while changing your cables—so
there's no excuse.
The Test
1) Your beloved complains that the
room is cold. Do you:
a) put your arm around her?
b) turn on the tube amps?
c) say, "I know, but all my friends
think my system sounds best at 45°."
2) Three catalogs arrive in the mail.
Which do you look at first?
a) Victoria's Secret
b) LL. Bean
c) Audio Advisor
3) You present your wife with asmall box
containing apresent. What's in the box?
a) jewelry
Stereophite, August 1998

b) Tise Sheeld/XL0 Test &Burn-in CD
e) aphono cartridge
4) It's Saturday night and you're out listening to music. Are you:
a) at the Rainbow Room dancing
with your beloved to Hyperion Knight
playing the piano?
b) shopping at Tower Records?
c) at your audio dealer's A/B-ing
amps?

Astor

moving on this cut."
8) You hear that Victoria's Secret has
come out with anew, sheer, space-age
fabric for their lingerie. You immediately think:
a) Wow, I've got to order something
for my beloved!
b) Iwonder how that material would
work as agrillecloth for my speakers?
c) What's Victoria's Secret?
9) Listening to Mick Jagger, you think:
a) Sex, drugs, and rock'n'roll.
b) How old is he, anyway?
c) Listen to Mick? Yeah, right, when
he bothers to cut adisc that doesn't hurt
my eardrums.
10) You've sprained your back. How?
a) lifting your beloved
b) adjusting the position of your new
Maggies
c) lifting your Krell Master Reference
amplifier

5) You find yourself panting on the
phone. Are you:
a) reminiscing about last night's fond
moments with your beloved?
b) talking about anew vinyl reissue
from Classic Records?
c) ordering aConrad-Johnson ART
preamplifier?
6) The lights are off. Music is playing.
Sitting next to you on the couch is/are:
a) your beloved
b) your dog/cat
c) 10 audiobuddies
7) It's late at night, your wife has retired
to the bedroom, perfume fills the air.
You call to her. What are you saying?
a) You're not saying anything —
you're running to the bedroom.
b) "Honey, can you come out here
and change the TipToe configuration
when Ilift the amp?"
c) "Honey, wake up — you were
snoring again, and it's covering up the
sound of the trumpet player's chair

Scoring
Give yourself 1 point for each A, 2
points for each B, and 3points for each
C. Add them up and check the chart
below to see where you fall:
10-14: Wow, you stud-muffin you.
You're Tom Cruise, Brad Pitt, and
Harrison Ford all wrapped into one.
Looks like Fabio isn't the only heartthrob with agreat system.
15-19: There's still hope. Put on two
Julio Iglesias CDs and call me in the
morning.
20: No amount of Viagra is going to help.
No wonder there's such concern in the
audio community about where the next
generation of audiophiles will come from!
And what about me and our upcoming anniversary? Well, Iwas able to find
the Dusty Springfield version of "The
Look of Love" stashed among the thousands of records in my audiophile's collection. And my audiophile's need to listen in the dark definitely works in my
favor. And the soundstage is so much
better on his current system than the
old Ohms he had when we met 20
years ago...
What am Isaying! Time to break out
the oysters.
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JVC's
Akira Taguchi
speaks!
Jonathan Scull talks with
the producer of the
JVC XRCD line of audiophile CDs.

W

Scull: How did the XRCD project startfor you?
hether remastering ajazz classic from the Fantasy
Taguchi: Well, we'd ship anice-sounding master tape to
catalog or producing a new recording by Bill
the plant. But Iwasn't very satisfied with the result. [The
Holman or Tiger Okoshi, Akira Taguchi is the
CD] might not have enough top end or bottom end, or pervery picture of aLos Angeles Music Man. His gestures and
haps it wouldn't sound punchy. Something was wrong, and
speech are staccato and explosive, his enthusiasm for jazz
Ifelt Ihad to do something about it.
totally infectious. Taguchi produces those fine-sounding
Scull: Fighting City Hall?
JVC XRCDs that everyone is talking about. Ifirst met
Taguchi: Yeah! Ihad afew ideas and went to JVC's plant in
Taguchi-san — afun guy and adedicated audiophile — in his
Yokohama and talked with my old friend Nomiyama, the
killer-sounding room at the 1998 Consumer Electronics
manager at the Disc Mastering Division. He knows what
Show. Kathleen and Ienjoyed some quality time with him
sounds right. And Isaid, "Hey, Idon't like the way these
over dinner later that evening with K. ICiuchi of
CDs sound." So he agreed to help, and we started doing
Combak/Harmonix Corp. We enjoyed fab sushi at asmall,
tests. Each small improvement made the sound better. In the
hidden-away gem of aplace. It seemed like all the top brass
end, we spent two years perfecting the entire XRCD process.
&um JVC were there eyeing our table: lots of formal greetScull: Tell us about it.
ings and exchanges of business cards. Ifelt like abug under
Taguchi: Well, first, it has to be recorded and mastered well.
amicroscope!
Mostly record companies make nice-sounding CDs, but
Kathleen and Icaught up with Taguchi-san after he'd
usually someone's taking anap at the plant! Or the other
wrapped arecording session at the Clinton Studios here in
way 'round. Mostly Ithink both sides are asleep!
New York City for anew Tiger Okoshi recording. We got
him to sit still long enough to ask afew
questions. Istarted by asking him how
"We'd ship a nice-sounding master tape to the plant.
long he had lived in LA.
But Iwasn't very satisfied with the result.
Akira Taguchi: Imoved there five
years ago from Japan.
The CD might not have enough top end or bottom end,
Jonathan Scull: It's unusual to have abig
or perhaps it wouldn't sound punchy!'
Japanese company like JVC involved with
something so audiophile as the XRCD. How
did you manage that?
Scull: So you take extreme measures in the recording, mastering, and
Taguchi: Maybe it's because I'm acrazy guy. But if you
production cycles?
think about it, why does Honda do Formula 1? They don't
Taguchi: Right. Most pressing plants don't take much care
sell any Fl cars!
about the final results. XRCDs are made with lots of attenScull: True...
tion to both the mastering and manufacturing processes.
Taguchi: But they spend big money. And because of F1,
Normally, manufacturing is like ablack box. You send atape
Honda sells lots of Accords and Civics, right? So XRCD is
down — mostly U-matie 1630 format — and sometimes
like F1to me. From amarketing standpoint, these CDs are
you're lucky, sometimes you're not. Oh shit! And then
great-sounding and make anice image for JVC. Of course,
there's the release date. So normally, there's no way to redo
it is double the price. But we spend alot of money on it!
Stereophile, August 1998
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it. Mc, Idon't care. Iwant it to sound right—change the
release date! Also, the machines arc all customized.
Scull: Rw it:ageing or recording?
Taguchi: Both.
Just What is an XRCD?
t's abeautiful product with first-class packaging. JVC
II exploits the format by offering abooldike presentation
that works to best effect. The "book" can run to several
pages of information and graphics. The CD itself is
found at the rear in abound-in paper holder with aflap.
The process starts at the mastering level. According to
the documentation, "hie analog signal is taken directly
from the mastering console and digitized using JVCs 20bit K2 process. K2 is a20-bit, 128x-oversampling analog/digital converter, which provides adynamic range of
108dB, -96dB THD, flat frequency response in the passband to within +0.05dB, and asubstantial reduction of
harmonic distortion for low-level signals. The K2 super
coding also provides abit-down mode to convert 20 bits
to 16 bits, and interface signal regenerating to eliminate
time-base jitter in the digital datastream."
As Taguchi explains in the interview, aSony PCM9000 magneto-optical disk is brought to the factory,
where the 20-to-16-bit "down mode" is performed
using SDIF-2 connections. "This stage resolves the highresolution 20-bit signal to 16 bits while retaining the
integrity of the low-level information, which ensures a
eue 16-bit dynamic range without using noise-shaping.
The 16-bit signal is then EFM-encoded. Another K2 circuit, called the K2 laser, is used to regenerate the EFM
signal right before going to the laser of the glass cutter.
This last stage is the same circuit used for the K2 interface, which eliminates any time-based jitter that may be
present in the datastream. Throughout this process, the
word clock is amplified and distributed to the other
stages to keep signal quality at amaximum. Similarly, all
equipment is run off regulated AC power feeds to provide apure base from which to work. A number of CDreflective coatings were also tested, including 24k gold
and pure copper. Ultimately aluminum was picked after
extensive listening tests, as providing the best audio representation.
"JVC has painstakingly gone through every step of the
mastering and manufacturing process with the goal of
retaining the highest sonic purity of the original music.
This was accomplished not by just measuring the results,
but in extensive listening tests to determine the best configuration. Every combination of equipment, connections, AC power regulation, word-clock distribution,
mastering format, delivery system, and compact disc
construction was tested. The result is the XRCD."
—Jonathan Scull
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Scull: Tubes or solid-state?
Taguchi: Both! And we're "customized" on the human side
too, and that counts for agood 50% of the quality—good
people who care about the sound. It's alittle like acar. Say
you have anice engine, nice suspension, nice every/him; —
but it drives bad, you lose. That's where the human part
comes in. It's hard to describe, but it's abig part of it for me.
For example, take Jim Anderson — he's agreat guy. He's
engineered lots of jazz recordings for Verve and JVC. And
he has good ears, too! In fact, he uses his own microphones
and mike preamps.
Scull: So you choose the atgineer and the equipment as apackage?
Taguchi: Sure.
Scull: What kind gfinikes do they use?
Taguchi: Maybe 80% of them use condensers and the rest
use tubed microphones. Condensers are very open, more
air. But tubed microphones have nice EQ sound. You have
to know the microphone's nature and use that instead of
doing too much EQ. One or two dB is okay, but if you push
3d13 you can get phase distortion. Iprefer to change the
microphones; that's abetter method than hard EQ.
Scull: Do you like to use alot of mikes, or are you aminimalist in
that way?
Taguchi: Well, Ilike to multimike. If you record abig band,
like the Bill Holman recording, with asingle-point stereo
microphone, you get aloose, not very powedisl sound. So on
that recording we used 57 inputs!
Scull: !!!
Taguchi: [smiles] Yeah, to two-track! You get real punch and
lots of ambience that way. Two-track recording is much better than multitrack, especially for jazz. Ihate overdubbing
and punch-in. But with pop recordings you have to use
multitrack.
Scull: How do you store the signal?
Taguchi: Analog, mostly half-inch, 30ips, no noise reduction.
Scull: Ampex?
Taguchi: That's the best. Striders suck! Well, they record okay,
but the playback is no good. [J-10 langhs] No, really. Ampex
has better high frequencies and a better bottom end —
more smooth, too.
Scull: Who does the inastaingfor XRCD?
Taguchi: Allan Yoshida at A&M Studios. Only this guy
takes care of XRCDs. And for the Japanese releases, there's
another nice guy in Japan, amastering engineer named Tom
Kotetsu. He did the 'Three Blind Mice re-releases over there,
among others.
Scull: Igather you're not aSonic Solutions kind ofguy?
Taguchi: Idon't think it sounds right. Once you transfer to
Sonic ... damn, it sounds like aSonic!
Scull: Why is that?
Taguchi: Jitter. It's ahard-disk-system design for computers, not music. So CDs sound like zeros and ones, even with
higher sampling rates — it may have more detail, but it'll still
be more details of zeros and ones! [laughs] Idon't know why,
but Ican always tell when something transfers through
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Sonic Solutions. And cheap AID converters just don't work
either. Attention to the mastering is so important.
Everybody's spending big money at the major record companies on the recording budget, but spending very little on
the actual mastering. 'This is wrong!
Scull: Do Iunderstand that you ship 20-bit masters to the plant?
Taguchi: Yes. Most record companies send 16-bit 1630
masters. Normally, if you ship a20-bit master, they just truncate the last four bits.
Scull: Not so good. So part of_WC's proprietary K2 process is taking the 20-bit master down to 16 bits at the pressing plant?
Taguchi: Right. You can consider K2 aregeneration process
rather than anoise-shaping or reclocking one.
Scull: The digital master is now on what media?
Taguchi: Magneto-optical disk.
Scull: Do you use the Genex unitJr-orn the UK?
Taguchi: No. We use Sony PCM-9000. If you compare
PCM-9000 to Genex, the PCM-9000 is svay better. Iwork
for JVC, but Sony did agood job with it. But the Genex is
the only machine —for now — that accepts 96kHz/24-bit.
The Sony can only do 48kHz at 24 bits.
Scull: Isuppose you don't use the Sony's A/Ds?
Taguchi: No! We use JVC 20-bit A/Ds.
Scull: With Sony's SDIF?
Taguchi: SDIF-2, actually. Three separate lines are much
better. And that helps keep the jitter down, because you
don't have to extract the clock from the data. And we have
amore updated version of K2 [Digital K2] coining online
soon. We have one prototype machine working now. It was
designed by JVC's Toshiharu Kuwaoko.
Scull: A scoop!
Taguchi: Yeah, maybe at the June '98 Sterrophile Show we
will announce the new XRCD2. It will use the sanie interface we have now, but it will be more updated. Better power
supplies, for example. [See "Industry Update" in this issue — Ed.]
Scull: When you reinaster, do you work offthe original master tape?
Taguchi: Well, Ihave to have the original analog master
tape. That's abig one. If there's only adigital master, that's
bad. Mono or stereo, Idon't care. Sometimes "big" mono —
like on Bags Groove—is better than stereo.
Scull: "Bif mono? Ithink Iknow what you mean. Explain please...
Taguchi: The tape is mono, so the sound comes from
between the speakers. But if it's recorded well, you can hear
3-D from mono! To me, that's "big" mono. Cheap stereo,
like, uh
Scull: Beatles stereo? Hard left, hard right, nothing in the middle?
Taguchi: Right, that has no air. And multimono sucks too.
Snare drums here, hi-hat there, tom-toms over there, guitar,
trumpet —you can pinpoint the instrument but there's no
ambience. To nie, that sounds cheap.
Scull: Any particular problems with old analog masters?
Taguchi: Sure, like with Bags Groove: those old tapes don't
have test tones up front; that became standard only around
the mid-70s.
Stereophile, August 1998

Scull: That makes things tough, Isuppose.
Taguchi: Right, you have to get the EQ right. Yoshida does
it by ear, and Ihelp with that.
Scull: What do you consider important in agood recording?
Taguchi: First, Ithink the music has to be good. [laughs
sharply] That's abig one. Awide and deep image is important.
Focus. And anatural frequency response.
Scull: Dynamics?
Taguchi: Yes, of course, dynamics.
Scull: Whofrom that era do you admire?
1-10's XRCD Favorites
on't miss Bags Groove (
JVCXR-0046-2), with Miles
Davis, Sonny Rollins, Milt Jackson, Thelonious
D
Monk, Horace Silver, Percy Heath, and Kenny Clarke.
This "Big Mono" recording is as dnssic as it gets, and definitely one of my all-time favorite albums. Miles fans will
also pick up Walkin' with the Miles Davis All Stars
(JVOCR-0047-2). The two Bill Evans recordings are
ms Iwouldn't be without: Everybody Digs Bill Evans
(JVCXR-0020-2) and Bill Evans Trio at ShelVs Manne-Hole
(JVCXR-0036-2). Continuing in the dassic jazz vein, try
Gene Animons' Boss Tenor (JVOCR-0033-2), Coleman
Hawkins' Good Old Broadway (JVOCR-0035-2), and
Johnny Griffin's The Little Giant (JVCXR-0039-2).
To hear what Taguchi can do when left entirely to his
own devices, pick up one of his new recordings, where
he's responsible for everything from microphone feed to
pressing plant. Start with Bill Holman's Brilliant Corners:
The Music of'Thelonious Monk (JVCXR-0028-2): big-band
Monk breathtakingly recorded, the sound wonderful
beyond description. rm also crazy for Echoes of aNote by
Tiger Okoshi (JVOCR-0030-2). It's subtitled "A Tribute
to Louis Tops' Armstrong" —you'll love it. And Iheartily recommend the new Ernie Watts release, The Long
Road Home (JVCXR-0045-2).
A few other releases you may enjoy are Take Love Easy
(JVCXR-0031-2) with Ella Fitzgerald and Joe Pass, and
How Long Has This Been Going On? between Sarah
Vaughan, Oscar Peterson, Joe Pass, Louie Benson, and
Ray Brown (JVCXR-0031-2). With alineup like that,
how can you lose?
Still unsatisfied? How about Art Tatum's Group
Masterpieces (
JVOCR-0034-2), with Ben Webster, Red
Callender, and Bill Douglass; Black Pearls by John
Coltrane (JVCXR-0017-2); Duke's Big 4(JVCXR-00222); or 88 Basie Street (JVCXR-0021-2), with the Count
and his orchestra. While you're at it, you can grab another release ofJimmy Rogers' Blue Bird (JVCXR-0015-2),
Tma Turner's Private Dancer (JVOCR-0044-2), or the sultry Carmen Lundy's Seortrait (JVCXR-0005-2).
—Jonathan Scull
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about vinyl?
Taguchi: Well, there's Rudy Van Gelder. He was good with
Taguchi: Vinyl.., is good.
woodwinds, horns, drums, but not so good with piano.
Scull: [laughs]
Scull: Sacrilege! Why?
Taguchi: Generally speaking, Ilike vinyl better than CD.
Taguchi: Woom-poom-poom —no overtones. He was agood
But the problem is, there are no good vinyl-mastering engiguy for ballad-type music. But with atypical jazz rhythm
neers around now. Many studios don't even have avinylsection his recordings sounded hard and had tape distortion.
cutting
machine! The mastering engineer is an artist —like
Scull: Ah-HA!Thaes what Ihear on track 2ofthe Bags Groove
apainter. Just because it's vinyl, Jonathan, it doesn't autoXRCD? It was Rudy, not you?
matically mean it's good!
Taguchi: Right—once you hit peak, it's over! But the tape
Scull: Does sounding "good" mean it sounds like analog, or does
was in very good condition. And one more thing: Rudy used
sounding
"right" mean it sounds "accurate"?
spring reverb! You know, like karaoke reverb —
Taguchi: Sounds like analog.
buyungyungyuneung?
Scull: So the purpose ofXRCD is to sound like...
Scull: Ouch, that hurts.
Taguchi: Analog. As much as possible.
Taguchi: Yeah. It's way cheap. And there's Val Valentine —
Scull: And you mean by that asound that's as much like the mashe's agood engineer from the old days. Then there's proter tape as possible
ducers Orrin Keepnews at Riverside and Bob Weinstock at
Taguchi: Yes. You can say it that way. For me, it's all about
Prestige. Another producer who knows how to make good
the ambience.
recordings is Lester Koenig at Contemporary.
Scull: So you'd say which: the purpose of ahigh-end system is to
Scull: Anything better about working with old master tapes?
reproduce the master tape or to reproduce the live event?
Taguchi: Yeah, they didn't know from limiting!
Taguchi: Yes.
Scull: Ah-ha ... no compression?
Scull: [laughs] Whaddaya mean, "Yes"? Which ...what!?
Taguchi: Right. So you have to make sure your VU meters
don't brume —pop off the scale!
Scull: What do you think about 24-bit/96kliz
recording?
"The purpose of XRCD is to sound like analog.
Taguchi: It sucks.
Scull: [laughs] Would you mind elaborating?
As much as possible."
Taguchi: Because maybe DVD will be good
for audio, but no one knows for sure. And
have you ever seen atrue 24-bit A/D conTaguchi: [laughs] Okay, let's see... if Irecord it right, and I
verter? Not yet you haven't. And the audio signal doesn't
listen to the master tape on the studio monitor...
have information deep enough for 24 bits. 20 is enough.
Scull: The sound of the master tape on the monitor speaker in the
Scull: What?!
mastering studio?
Taguchi: Ithink so! And the recording head has to turn
Taguchi: Yes.
very fast, and that creates time-based jitter. You know, the
Scull: Yeah, but alot of recording studios use those nasty-sounding
DVD guys are looking at only the engine of the car.
Yamaha NS10s.
Scull: Meaning... ?
Taguchi: Yes. [laughs ruefully] That's why Ihave to choose
Taguchi: For 44.1kHz/16-bit, let's say that's a 2000cc
the studio and the engineer very carefully. And I'm speaking
engine. For DVD audio at 24/96, it's a5000cc engine. So
about the sound in the mastering studio — that's what it
which is better? For the measurements, maybe the bigger
should sound like — not the sound in the recording studio.
engine. But what happens if the smaller engine comes from
But Ihave my own reference system at home. Ibring aDAT
Mercedes, and the bigger motor from Hyundai? Which is
home to check the sound of every recording we do. Do I
better? Hard to tell, right? And it's only the engine. You have
have to push the EQ or whatever...
to have agood engine, agood suspension, nice tires — the
Scull: Ah-ha — what is your reference system?
whole package.
Taguchi: Ihave Wilson WATT/Puppies.
Scull: Iunderstand what you mean. They're only looking at the chip
Scull: Thatfigures. The latest revision?
and not at mu/mat surrounds it: power supply, analog output stage...
Taguchi: No, the one before that —WATT 3/Puppy 2.
Taguchi: Yes! We need it for the future, but for now, in my
And aMark Levinson No31 transport and No35 DIA, a
opinion, before you go DVD, you have to make regular CD
No26S preamp, and No23.5 stereo amp. Ilike the '26S betsound right. Let's say you make anice-sounding digital master than the newer units.
ter tape and that rates 100% for you — the best sound possiScull: What kind of wires do you use?
ble. Even DVD cannot beat this guy. With aregular CD I
Taguchi: Ilike AudioQuest, the silver stuff. And Iuse
think Ican do 85 to 92% of 100%. If it's in that range, I
Illuminati digital cable, and Ialso have aNASA-type cable.
think, "That's okay." Under 50%, "Do it again." But close to
It looks weird, but it's very fast.
90%, "Oh... that's good."
Scull: Who are your favoritejazz musicians?
You know, Ialways make aDAT reference copy from the
Taguchi: If Ihad to pick one artist, it would be... Frank
original digital master —a one-to-one copy. Let's say this
Sinatra! And then, Art Pepper and Bill Evans.
DAT is 97% on our scale. A regular CD never beats the refScull: Who's yourfavoritefemale singer?
erence DAT, but XRCD beats this guy. That means 98 or
Taguchi: Carmen McRae, Peggy Lee, and my favorite, Ella
99%, right? So do you think you need more than that?
Fitzgerald. She's the one who originally turned me on.
Scull: Well, Iguess not!
Doesn't matter what she looks like! [laughs] Ilove vocals!
Taguchi: My position is, whatever you think is right, do it.
Scull: And I'm sure alot of audiophiles will love you too, Taguchi,
And then do an A/I3 test—with ablindfold! VVhatever's
now that they know what you're up to.
best, that's what you use.
Taguchi: Oh! Thank you!
Scull: Obviously you're an analog kinda guy. What do you think
Stereophile, August 1998
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es akiller single, like the bastard child of Elvis Costello
and "Besame Mucho." First, you hear the sound of a
radio dial sliding across static, news, and Jewel before
settling on acheesy Casio beat — one of those one-finger
jobs that spits out instant bossa-nova rhythms. Then the gloriously melodic chorus kicks in, and before you know it,
Fastball's hit, "The Way," has taken up permanent residence
in your musical memory.
Plenty of power-pop classics have died on the charts, but
not "The Way." The tune has put the Austin-based trio on
top of the Billboard Modern Rock Tracks chart for two
months, and pushed the group's sophomore album, All the
Pain Money Can Buy, into the Top 40. As of June 1, All the
Pain had sold 250,000 copies, according to SoundScan —
quite ashock for aband whose first CD, 1996's Make Your
Mama Proud, was acertified stiff.
All the Pain expands on the debut album's guitar crunch to
include avariety of keyboards and horns. The result is an
embarrassment of riches that draws on along list of pop
influences: "Fire Escape" recalls one of those circular George
Harrison guitar tiffs, ca 1966; "Better Than It Was" has a
touch of early Tom Petty jangle; "Sweetwater, Texas" sports
a Gram Parsons/Blue Rodeo country-rock lilt; "G.O.D.
(Good Old Days)" draws on Stax/Volt horn charts, filtered
through the Beatles' "Got to Get You Into My Life";
"Sooner or Later" recalls the Clash — with better teeth. It all
adds up to the sort of pop-rock feast that comes along rarely,
Stereophile, August 1998

one that reminds the listener of dozens of favorite rock
records without ever stooping to mere imitation or formula.
"I write songs based on melodies that are very strong in
my head," says bassist Tony Scalza, 34, who, along with guitarist Miles Zuniga, writes the band's material. "I've heard
enough music to go around acouple of lifetimes. Literally, I
grew up around music, and Ihave ahuge, eclectic backlog of
musical influences. It would just be ridiculous to name it all."
Nevertheless, Scalza admits to aboyhood infatuation with
progressive rock. Eventually he graduated to the L.A. punk
scene, and finally got religion by listening to the likes of
Flaming Lips, Mudhoney, and Nirvana.
Fastball began when Scalza, who had played in such
bands as Naked Souls, Tender Fury, and the Goods, bolted
from L.A. for Austin to back up singer-songwriter Beaver
Nelson, who had signed with Sony. On that project Scalza
met former Wild Seeds drummer Joey Shuffield, and
though both were eventually fired for unknown reasons,
they clicked. Coincidentally, Zuniga had just arrived in
Austin from San Francisco, and the trio found each other in
1994, calling themselves Magneto USA. By 1996 atape of
the band had made its way to Hollywood Records A&R
man Rob Seidenberg.
The group had achoice to make: go with the label, or stay
self-contained. Says Scalza, "We could go and make our
record by ourselves, save our money, and have distribution
out of the back of the van. Or we could sign this deal with
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this company that has all the Disney
money; maybe we could do something a
little more upscale."
Not much debate there. The group
became Disney's wisest acquisition since
the Anaheim Angels. After reluctantly
changing their name to Fastball, they
released their debut, the amphetaminepaced Make linir Mania Proud. It sank without a trace, selling only 4100 copies.
Undaunted, they returned to the studio
with anew plan. "The first record's not
really produced," maintains Scalza. "We
were just getting arecord made of the stuff
that we had been playing live. It's mainly
an aggressive sound, pretty simple, with a
sort of hardcore base. We started thinking
about how we wanted to make the second
record early on. We knew that we wanted
to do something alittle more sophisticated.
By the time we were finishing up the first
album, we were already thinking, 'Next
time we really wanna go for it, and get
keyboards and horns and just go crazy.'"
Feeling the strain of overnight celebrity, the members of Fastball (from left to right) Joey Shutfield,
Zuniga said recently, "We wanted [the
Miles Zuniga, and Tony Scalza, still find time to do their best Britpop poses.
songs] to have all the qualities that suck
you right in and make you fall in love with
Min
the song, and it's not easy to do. It takes
writing styles. "Tony likes instant gratification," Zuniga has
time —it took me 10 years to be able to write like this."
said. "If it doesn't feel like it's coming together right then
"That's what we do," says Scalza. "I mean, we're arockand there, Tony isn't going to wait for it. I, on the other
'n'roll band live, but in order to be asuccessful pop-rock
hand, know that if asong isn't good today or tomorrow, it
band, you have to have some hooks!"
could be great next month."
You want hooks? All the Pain has more than abait shop.
"We don't hang around each other," adds Scalza. "I have
But what gives those hooks their bite is the paies consistentnothing against the guy personally; Ijust think
ly vivid lyrics —despite Scalza's claim that "I'm not out to
we're on adifferent path. Ijust
make abig deal with words. I'm no Bob Dylan. I'm no John
hope we can stay
Lennon. Ijust write words to get asong going, so I'll have
something to sing."
"The Way," for instance, was inspired by Scalza's
hearing the story of an elderly couple who were reported missing. "It's just aromantic take
on what Ithought might have
together as aband.
happened to them," he says.
Ikinda need the band right now,
Unfortunately, his story line
and Ithink he does, too."
was fanciful; they were found
So is this aLennon-McCartney type of axis, driven by
dead three days later. On a
mutual competition and personal loathing? Hardly —Scalza
lighter note, Scalza's "Warm
and Zuniga arc fans of each other's writing, and are happy to
Fuzzy Feeling" came from his seeing Radish on TV wearing
serve as backup band on the other's tunes. "Wouldn't it be a
aFastball T-shirt: "I got awarm fuzzy feeling /When Isaw
drag ill hated the songs that he wrote?" wonders Scalza. "I
you on TV /You were wearing apiece of me."
like every song on this album!"
Otherwise, a healthy cynicism pervades the material.
At the moment, the rest of the country feels the same
"Which Way to the Top?" features pop warbler Poe dueting
way, although the band, while generally gracious to the
with Zuniga on atune that he's described as "about wanting
press, is showing the strain. "We're doing tons more promo,"
to get away and succeed but feeling like aloser." Then
says Scalza wearily. He then launches into adiatribe about a
there's "Charlie, the Methadone Man," which needs no
reporter who had the temerity to ask the boilerplate quesexplanation.
tion, "Who are your favorite bands?"
Fastball is blessed with two writers in an alternative scene
"We had agreat four-minute interview," he chuckles.
where few bands can boast even one. They never collabo"She's history."
rate. "Most of it's logistical," says Scalza, "because he lives in
But, like all groups enjoying their first fame, the question
Los Angeles and Ilive in Texas. And when we're off, we're
looms: Arc these guys the next Beatles or is "The Way" simfar away from each other, and it's hard to write asong by fax
ply this year's "96 Tears"? For now, Scalza has no time for
machine. Besides, Iwork good by myself. I've written songs
such worries. "I don't have alife outside of the band," he
[since] before Imet these guys, and vice versa."
says. "Everything else is on hold."
Different work habits also contribute to their solitary
Stereophik, August 1998
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THREAT OR MENACE?
(But seriously, folks ...)
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pera, like every other field of human endeavor,
demands novelty and spawns trends. Since so few
modern works are worthy of revival — the reasons
vary from lack of funding and unsingable music to ugly or
pointless subject matter — opera companies have begun to
dust off rarities: juvenilia by composers who went on to
greater things, operas that were hits in their own day but that
were eclipsed the day after, and Baroque opera.
As aresult of this yearning for the different, the operas of
George Frideric Handel have enjoyed aminor revival, both
on stage and in the recording studio. Xerxes—one of the
composer's rare comic operas and among the most viable of
the lot — has received the most performances, in two different touring productions seen in Europe and America.
Handel's vocal music can be problematic for modern listeners. Most know it primarily through the sacred holiday
ritual of Messiah, where familiarity is ahelp to the ear, the
libretto is first-rate —divinely inspired, even —and expectations of having the attention grabbed and firmly held are
lower than they are for staged productions. There are few
ensembles and little action in these operas, the stories usually seem silly when viewed with amodern sensibility, and
most of the music is an endless parade of da capo arias.
Moreover, Handel's muse was inconsistent — these works
were churned out in ahurry, and not every aria is of equal
quality. But in the slavish routine of today's literal-minded
conductors, every note of every repeat must be performed
regardless of merit or the lack thereof. There is also acertain
sameness to the music after awhile, an aspect that was
underlined for me by the experience of listening to nine different, mostly lengthy Handel operas several times each
over the course of two weeks. In addition, Handel practiced
recycling before it became asecular religion; Riccardo Primo,
for example, has one aria that prefigures "I know that my
84

redeemer liveth," familiar from Messiah, and the final ensemble is almost identical to that of Xerxes. Most opera devotees
will be content to own just one or two of these sets.
A further problem for many listeners is the vocal casting
in these productions. In accordance with the fashion of his
time, Handel wrote for castrati, who combined male
physiques with female opulence of sound. They're not making castrati like they used to, which means that producers
must find another way to fill those roles. One way is to
take them down an octave and use unaltered male
singers, but that presents problems in terms of the conception of the piece and vocal quality, particularly in
the ensembles. Another way is to use female mezzosopranos. That, incidentally, was the practice of
Handel himself, who always substituted women
when no castrati were available.
The third, and currently fashionable,
way is to use countertenors:11ns expedient provides a masculine form and a
sound that is at least in the proper register. Almost every recording of
Handel operas currently available
seems to employ at least one. John
Eliot Gardiner, who specializes in
"historically informed" performances,
goes further in Agrippina (Philips
438 009-2): not only are there
countertenors in the two castrato roles, but there is one in a
part originally intended for a
female mezzo-soprano.
Elizabeth Futral and Rockwell
Blake in the 1997 Santa Fe
Opera production
of Semele.
998

Using countertenors in these works by Handel does violence to any pretense of abiding by the composer's preferences, and they can be hard to listen to for long. The countertenor voice, essentially awell-developed falsetto (most
countertenors are baritones by nature), is often straighttoned and hooty. Those well-received performances of
Xerxes tacitly admit this by casting amezzo-soprano in the
title role (originally taken by a castrato), and a countertenor as Xerxes' brother, Arsamenes
(a smaller part intended by the composer for afemale mezzo). Still, to dismiss Handel's operas out of hand is to
lose much of the benefit of his vocal
genius; the trick is to pick and choose
among them carefully. There are treasures to be discovered here. Harmonia
Mundi has championed the recording
of these operas, with some fine performances led primarily by Nicholas
McGegan;
Philips,
Erato,
and
L'Oiseau-Lyre have also dipped atoe
or two into Handelian waters.
An excellent place to begin to
acquire an appreciation of Handel's operas is the three-disc
1995 recording of Ariodante under McGegan's baton
(Harmonia Mundi HMU 907146.48). The outstanding
mezzo-soprano Lorraine Hunt sings the title role, and the
fine cast includes soprano Juliana Gondek, mezzo Jennifer
Lane, and bass Nicolas Cavallier. The plot — an only slightly convoluted tale of true love put to the test by scheming
villainy — stands up better than many stories set by the likes
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of Verdi and Bellini, and Handel had longer than usual to
write the music, afact that shows in the opera's low clunker-to-gold ratio. There is not aweak voice in the cast, and
McGegan leads the singers and the Freiburger
Barockorchester with idiomatic flair, alternative scenes are
provided for those who just can't get enough.
Also worthwhile is Riccardo Primo (L'oiseau-Lyre 452
201 2), which starts with the actual historic event of the
marriage of Richard Lionheart to
Princess Berengaria of Navarre, then
zooms off into afictional realm that
HANDI I
bears even less relationship to the facts
than does the Disney version of The
ARIODANTF.
Hunchback of Notre Dame to Victor
Juliano tondtt
l,
Hugo's novel. There is some fine
Iea Salk,
nt
singing by Sandrine Piau, Claire Brua,
Sara Mingardo, and Roberto Scaltriti;
atilt
11115.10.41.1t cot ,
Christophe Rousset conducts with style
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and verve.
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William Christie and Les Arts FlorIt %K(K:KORCIIESTI It
risants are justly acclaimed for their his\1(1101 SS SI t(.1 5, S.\
torically informed performances of
Baroque music, and their reading of
Orlando (Erato 0630-14636-2) —one of Handel's richest
scores in amostly good performance — is awelcome addition to the recorded repertoire. Another powerful score is
Giulio Cesare, in which history, wonder of wonders, is hardly mangled at alljennifer Larmore's singing in the title role,
heading a strong cast led by René Jacobs, makes the
Harmonia Mundi version (HMC 901385.87) amust-own
for anyone with an interest in this music.
Orraille 1111111
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THE INDISPENSABLE
has just become more
For twenty years Sound By Singer has been bringing you the
best audio/video that money can buy. We unobfuscate
the zoo of technological black magic, separate the wheat of
real innovation from the chaff of voodoo engineering and
select from it those components which represent significant
advancements sonically and visually. Our expertise
'11 selecting, integrating, selling and installing high
end audio systems guarantees to our customers the
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you are getting the very best sound/picture possible.
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Proton, Rega, REL, RUNCO IDTV, Salamander. SME, Solid Steel, Sonance, SONIC FRONTIERS, Sound Anchors, Stewart Filmscreen, Sumiko,
Target, Theta Digital, TOWNSHEND AUDIO, TRANSFIGURATION CARTRIDGES, TRANSPARENT CABLE, Vandersteen, Velodyne, VERITY
"PARSIFAL", VPI, WELL-TEMPERED, Wire World, Yamamura Systems, ZOETHECUS.
Bold Listings available in New York City exclusively at Sound By Singer.
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Bow Technologies
ZZ-Eight HDCD CD player
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omething's coming, Idon't
know what it is, but it is gonna
be great!"
— Tony, West Side Story
While the Sharks and the Jets rumble
in the consumer electronics playground,
knife-fighting for supremacy in the next
software go-round, we're still living in
the 16-bit/44.1kHz audio world, and
will be doing so for the foreseeable
future. Maybe your idea of audio bliss is
listening to the equivalent of computing
with aCommodore 64, but it's not mine.
Will the future bring us Sony's and
Philips' "Super Audio" CD? Could be!
Or the WG 4's (aka Toshiba, Matsushita, Pioneer, JVC, Hitachi, Thomson, et al) 24-bit/96kHz DVD-Audio?
Who knows?
As we head into the next century,
whatever it is we're gonna get may be
just out of reach as of mid-1998, but it's
still down avery long block. Yes, the
"miracle" is due, but don't hold your
breath. And, like Leonard Bernstein,
this West Side Story metaphor is rapidly
decomposing, so I'll bury it.
We're in for aprotracted fight over
the next digital format. Add the multichannel issue, resistance by askeptical
record industry, and an already overstuffed retail business not eager for yet
another new floor-space filler, and you
can see why we won't have anew, readily available high-resolution digital format anytime soon.
For those of us who've never
embraced CD enthusiastically, the past
15 years have been aperiod of extreme
frustration tinged with agreat deal of
anger and topped with adollop of disgust. Of necessity we've bought CD
players, transports, and D/A converters,
and tinkered with green paint, digital
cables, jitter-reduction boxes, resolution
enhancers, AT&T glass, AES/EBU
connectors, and so on —but in the end,
when we sit down to listen to and emotionally connect with music, it's on
vinyl, at least as far as Iam concerned.
Looking back, those who posted
their charts of flat frequency response,
ultrawide channel separation, and low
noise and distortion in order to "prove"
the perfection of digital audio, look
Stereophtie, August 1998

Bow Technologies Li-Eight HDCD CD player

pretty foolish today. The only thing they
proved was that digital solved most of
analog's most vexing problems. Digital's
problems weren't measurable at that
time, therefore they didn't exist! How
convenient. When anyone pointed out
that something they heard on aCD didn't sound quite right, it was analog's
fault. Remember? Either the "purity" of
CD was revealing the analog source's
faults, or the listener wasn't yet used to
the "perfection."
The real heroes of the pioneering
digital era were the guys and gals who
figured out what was really worth measuring in the digital domain that was

Description: One-box HDCD CD
player with remote control. Frequency
response:
5Hz-20kHz,
±0.3dB.
Output level: 2.75V RMS. Measured
output impedance: 45 ohms. Phase
linearity: better than 0.3°. Channel
separation: better than 98dB at
lkHz. S/N ratio: better than 110dB.
THD: 0.002% at IkHz; 0.007%,
10Hz-20kHz.
Dimensions: 16%" (430mm) W by
33/
1
1" (96mm) H by 13'/4" (340mm)

causing the audible problems, so they
could be fixed. The villains were those
who maintained —and, incredibly, continue to maintain —that there were and
are no problems.
While all of the past decade's innovations and discoveries in the digital
domain have led to some genuine and
sometimes startling sonic improvements, at the end of the day we're still
left holding a16-bit/44.11cHz bag. No
wonder sales of expensive outboard
DACs and transports have just about
ground to ahalt. To drag out another
old show lyric, "They've gone about as
far as they can go."

Serial number of unit reviewed:
00277.
Price: $7500. Approximate number
of dealers: 10.
Manufacturer: Bow Technologies
AIS, Amicisvei 19, 1852 Frederiksberg C., Denmark. Tel: (45) 33251266. Fax: (45) 3121-9666. Importer: Bow Technologies USA,
16179 Royal Oak Road, Encino, CA
91436. Tel./fax: (310) 474-8421. Email: bowtech@earthlink.net

D. Weight: 35',4 lbs (16kg).
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The one-box solution
What better way to usher out the 16bit/44.1kHz era than to simplify life
with asingle box incorporating everything that's been learned over the past
decade and ahalf? That's what Bow
Technologies' Bo Christensen (along
with many others of late) figured when
he set out to design the stylish $7500
ZZ-Eight. While the company makes a
far more expensive separate transport
(ZZ-Two) and processor (ZZ-Three;
currently out of production) combo, the
ZZ-Eight incorporates many of the
innovations found in those two boxes,
including (and especially) the I
2Sdata
bus between the modified Philips
CDM 12Pro CD-ROM drive and the
processor section, which uses the Pacific

Microsonics PMI) 100 HDCD filter.
There arc two big cost-saving differences between the ZZ-Eight's inboard
processor and the outboard ZZ-Three.
First is the ZZ-Eight's use of two
stacked K-grade Burr-Brown PCM
1702 20-bit/8x-oversampling D/A converters per channel instead of the ZZThree's four. Second is the ZZ-Eight's
current/voltage conversion, which uses
two Analog Devices 744 op-amp chips
instead of the ZZ-Three's discrete, single-ended,
class-A
zero-feedback
design, featuring big, expensive Jensen
paper/oil decoupling caps and four
power supplies per channel. You can't
have it all for $7500, but, as Ifound during my time with the ZZ-Eight, you can
still have plenty!

Let's get physical
The top-loading, low-slung ZZ-Eight is
one of the most aesthetically pleasing
players you'll encounter, and it's built like
abomb shelter. Its guts arc housed in a
35-lb hunk of sculpted, satin-polished,
anodized black aluminum you'll want to
run your hands over often. The chassis
rests on four feet fitted with mediumhard rubber donuts designed to decouple
the unit from the outside world.
In addition, Bow Tech supplies asingle metal cone that screws into the rear
center of the chassis' underside and couples with amassive brass internal subchassis that houses the transport mechanism. Buyers are asked to experiment
with the cone in place of the two rear
feet to hear which setup sounds better.

it decodes data representing adithered
lkHz tone at —90dBFS. Other than a
very small amount of second-harmonic
distortion and some low levels of the
120Hz power-supply component, the
noise floor is very low and free from
spurious garbage. Extending the measurement bandwidth to 200kHz and
driving the player with "digital black"
data gave the spectrum shown in fig3.
Again, some very-low-level power-supply components can be seen, as can
some slight noise peaks well above the

audio band. But even the latter are at or
below —100dBFS.
The ZZ-Eight's left-channel linearity
error is shown in figA (the right channel
was identical). Any amplitude error is
negligible down to well below
—100dBFS, below which the effects of
noise make their presence known. This
is superb performance, and the waveform of an undithered 1kHz tone at
exactly —90.31dBFS (fig.5) features
three easily identifiable, equally spaced
voltage levels, with the Gibbs Phenomenon "ringing" visible at each level
transition. One thing did bother me:

Measurements

The

Bow Technologies ZZ-Eight's
analog output was absolute polaritycorrect, and at 2.11V: 0.45dB higher
than the CD standard of 2V RMS. Its
source impedance was just over 45
ohms across the band, implying that the
player will have no difficulty driving
low-impedance preamps. The ZZ-Eight
coped very well with damaged discs,
playing without dropouts through the
Pierre Verany test disc's track 32, which
has a1.5nun gap in the data.
The ZZ-Eight's frequency response
at full level (fig.1, top traces) was flat,
with anegligible balance error. The
response with de-emphasis, however,
featured amaximum error of —0.7dB at
4kHz (fig.1, bottom trace), which will
be audible on the small number of preemphasized discs as aslight lack of presence. Crosstalk (not shown) was below
—100dB across the band in the L—R
direction, but about 5dB worse in the
other direction. Both of these are excellent figures.
Fig2 shows a 1
/s-octave spectral
analysis of the ZZ-Eight's output while
sta.roon.é.
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Fig.2 Bow Technologies U-Eight, spectrum of
dithered I
kHz tone at -90.31dBFS, with
noise and spuriae (16-bit data, right
channel dashed).
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Bow Technologies U-Eight, frequency
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Fig.3 Bow Technologies ZZ-Eight, spectrum of
digital silence, with noise and spuriae (16
bit data, 1
/
3-octave analysis, right channel
dashed).
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kHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS
(16-bit data).
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An easily legible, mercifully large
acrylic LED display protrudes from the
chassis front. Six brass-colored push
switches adorn the unit's top plate, to
the front and on either side of the disc
receptacle. The chassis rear houses a
master On/Off rocker switch, IEC AC
jack, Teflon-insulated RCA analog output jacks, and —should you wish to use
the ZZ-Eight as a transport — both
RCA and preferred, truc 75 ohm BNC
digital outputs. (A $5500 transport-only
version is available.)
The spoked, self-centering magnetic
disc stabilizer is easy to use, but you
have to be careful not to scratch the
chassis when you drop the stabilizer
into place. Playback is rapid and
straightforward once the disc is in place

this stairstep waveform could be made
out —even on full-scale sinewaves —to
an extent Ihave not seen before. Ihave
no idea what the subjective effect of this
would be; as the frequency content of
the "steps" is well above the audible
range, Iassume it is benign.
Analog-domain harmonic distortion
was extremely low in level. Fig.6 shows
the spectrum with the player reproducing a61Hz sinewave. Odd-order harmonics predominate, if that verb is
appropriate considering that even the
highest level, the fifth, is well below
1.• Tot

EOM OMIOO.O,

.•

and you've switched the machine from
Standby to On via the remote control or
the top-mounted switch.
The six brass switches arc arranged
logically: Standby, Pause, and Stop are
arranged from back to front on the left;
Previous, Next, and Play arc lined up on
the right. Nonetheless, if your shortterm memory was damaged in the '60s
(or beyond), you'll want awell-lit location for your ZZ-Eight if you want to
see the switch legends! Or you can use
the full-function remote, which, while
ergonomically neat, is probably not
quite what purchasers of a$7500 CD
player have in mind: it's astandardissue black plastic job from Philips. The
switches work efficiently, except when
you want to skip forward to, say, track

90dB down from the level of the fundamental. Interrnodulation distortion was
higher: when the player reproduced a
full-scale mix of 19kHz and 20kHz
tones (fig.7) the litHz difference component just crossed above the -80dB
line. There were also acouple of strange
enharmonic products visible above and
below 121cHz.
Finally, Imeasured the ZZ-Eight
with the Miller Audio Research jitter
analyzer. The spectrum of the jitter is
shown in fig.8. The absolute clock error
was low at +23ppm, and the jitter level
was also very low, at 147.6 picoseconds,

ZZ-Eight

8— you have to click Next eight times,
and it takes afew seconds for the transport to catch up. Better to use the
remote's numeric keypad.
Overall, however, the ZZ-Eight's
hands-on performance is fast, straightforward, and refreshingly simple.
Setup and sound
Iplaced the ZZ-Eight on aconstrainedlayer-damped Zoethecus equipmentrack shelf and, after listening with the
supplied cone in and out over aperiod
of afew weeks, Ileft it out. Iheard no
difference either way. Perhaps it makes
adifference on aless stellar surface.
In the many months Ihad the ZZEight in my system Iused three brands
of interconnect cable (Yamamura

peak-peak. What peaks are present are
indicated with red numerical markers;
these are related to the 229 Hz data frequency in the special test signal, but are
all very low. Interestingly, MF 's sample
was much better than the earlier sample
of the player measured by Paul Miller
for the English magazine Hi-Fi News &
Record Review (grayed-out spectrum in
fig.8), which had avery high jitter level
of 996ps. This was almost all data related, and appears to have been significantly reduced by Bow Technologies' subsequent use of the I
2Sinterface.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.6 Bow Technologies ZZ-Eight, spectrum,
DC-1 kHz, 61Hz at OdBFS (linear frequency
scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.7 Bow Technologies U-Eight, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at OdBFS (linear frequency
scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.8 Bow Technologies ZZ-Eight, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (1 kHz at
-10dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
(Grayed-out trace is that of Paul Miller sample.)
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ZZ-Eight

Millennium 6000, Cardas Golden
Cross, Electra-Glide Tesla) and two AC
cords (Yamamura Quantum, ElectraGlide Reference). During most of my
listening Iused the Ayre K-3 preamp
with the ZZ-Eight, but when that had
to go back to Santa Fe for measurements and photography Iborrowed a
Stax SRM-T1W passive line section,
which Ifound to be extremely neutral,
if not the last word in flexibility.
Without reference to the subtle but
easily audible effects of cabling, the ZZEight consistently provided the most
open- and transparent-sounding digitalbased music reproduction I've had at
home. Whether due to what sounds
like an ultralow noise floor, or the organizational, jitter-reducing benefits of the
I
2Sbus — which transports the audio
and clock data separately instead of
merging them, as is done with both
AES/EBU and S/PDIF standards —or
for both reasons, the ZZ-Eight did the
most convincing job of separating and
focusing instruments in space of any
CD-based system I've heard here.
Images were focused and layered
front to back on avoluminous soundstage akin to what's attainable with good
Associated Equipment
Analog source: Lyra Parnassus
D.C.t, Koetsu Urushi phono cartridges; Graham 2.0, Inunedia
RPM 2 tonearms; Simon Yorke,
VP! TNT Mk.IV turntables.
Preamplification: Ayre K-3 preamplifier, Staic SRM-T1W passive
line section.
Power amplifiers: Conrad-Johnson Premier 12, VTL MB 450
(both tubed).
Loudspeakers: Sonus Faber
Concerto Grand Piano, Audio
Physic Virgo, Audio Physic Rhea
subwoofer.
Cables: Yamamura Millennium
6000, Cardas Golden Cross, ElectraGlide interconnects; Yamamura
speaker cables; Yamamura Quantum, Electra-Glide AC cords.
Accessories: Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane active isolation stand,
Z,oethecus equipment stand, Yamamura Millennium bearing stands,
A.R.T. "Q" dampers, D.J. Kasser
Black Diamond Racing cones,
Harmonix tuning feet, Walker
Valid Points, Symposium Acoustics
and Bright Star isolation bases,
ASC Tube Traps, Shakti Stones.
—Michael Freiner
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analog. Especially impressive were the
boundaries between images and surrounding air — and though the player
couldn't perform miracles with primitive transfers, there was none of the etch
and edge of early digital.

The ZZ-Eight
consistently provided
the most open- and
transparent-sounding
digital-based
music reproduction
I've had at home.
One disc Ihaven't been able to get off
the player is Olu Dara's funky, folky,
earthy, jazzy In the World (Atlantic
83077-2, HDCD). It was recorded at
the tube- and analog-laden Sear Sound
in NYC by Danny Kopelson, and someone should release it on vinyl. But what
the ZZ-Eight did with this HDCD disc
has got to be at the outer limits of 16-bit
digital's capabilities. (And no, your
HDCD player isn't defective: the
HDCD light blinks on and off on every
player — an audible error in the transfer
caused by aproblem with the HDCD
encoder at Masterdisk, discovered after
In the World was pressed.)
Dara's trumpet was big, warm, threedimensional, and focused at front-center stage. It sounded real: brash and
brassy and round —as it does on the LP
of Conjure (American Clave 1006). 1
Dara's voice, too, was pure, round, and
focused. There was also the kind of
deep, tight, dynamic, but naturally
"stringy" bass Iusually associate only
with vinyl. The feel of fingers on strings
was communicated fully, giving the
music asolid, believable foundation.
Speaking of HDCD: More and more
CDs are encoded with it every day,
though some don't bear the HDCD
logo — like Columbia/Legacy's superbsounding reissue of Dave Brubeck's Take
Five, which, in terms of purity and resolution of inner detail, rivals Classic's
outstanding all-analog LP version. Since
you probably already own many
HDCDs, if you're buying anew CD
player or processor, you ought to hear
them decoded on an HDCD player
1This is amust-have LP or CL) of the texts of Ishmael
Reed set to music. And congrats to Reed for winning a
MacArthur Foundation grant!

before you choose.
The ZZ-Eight combined the warmth
and roundness of the EAD 9000 III
HDCD processor with the rhythmically
taut punch of the Naim CD2 player I
reviewed awhile back (February 1997,
Vo120 No2). Today's best discs don't
need softening or flattering with
euphonic coloration, and the ZZ-Eight
didn't do that. Its brutal honesty made
the great discs sing and the bad ones
scream in agony, which is as it should be.
Just out is a20-bit remastered version
of the great Sinatra at the Sands (Reprise
46747-2); comparing it to the original
CD transfer really lets you know how
far this medium has come. The new
version gives you room sound —a convincing context for Sinatra and Basic's
band. There's amuch greater sense of
the body of Basic's piano and of Sonny
Payne's drum kit, which now has skin,
metal, wood, and dynamic impact The
late singer's voice is free of grain, edge,
sibilant spit, and glassy etch. It's attached
to abody and sounds believable, hovering in space. Applause sounds like flesh,
not like rain on atin roof. And there's
genuine blackness to the background —
not that confused sense of nothingness
the older disc conveys.
Isample more than 20 discs every
day, looking for music worthy of a
review. One after the other, the ZZEight never gave away its flavor or texture —if it had any. Instead, the recorded personality of each disc shone
through. Some were incredibly warm
and inviting, like Kambara Music in
Native Tongues (Water Lily Acoustics
WLA-CS-63CD), anew "East meets
West" recording featuring Los Lobos'
David Hidalgo and the superb British
guitarist Martin Simpson. Others, like
the achingly beautiful pop masterpiece
by the Pernice Brothers, Overcome by
Happiness (Sub Pop SPCD 427), were
leaner, more "in your face." But always,
Isensed that Iwas hearing the truth of
the production, not the CD player's
interpretation. There was no area of
sonic "sameness" that Icould hear on
every disc.
Cabling changes yielded subtle but
easily audible differences. Switching from
the Yamamura Quantum to the ElectraGlide AC cables caused aslight loss of
midrange warmth, tighter bass, and
blacker backdrops. Differences between
Cardas Golden Cross and Yamamura
interconnects were minimal — both
wires are cut from the same rich,
detailed musical cloth. But reinserting
the Electra-Glide Tesla interconnect
yielded a slightly leaner midband,
Stereophile, August 1998

somewhat better bass definition, and a
blacker backdrop. Ifound Electra-Glide
cabling in both places too much of a
good thing, and settled finally on
Electra-Glide AC cabling and Cardas
Golden Cross interconnect.
Unfortunately, one of the truths the
ZZ-Eight ruthlessly revealed was that
16-bit/44.1kHz processing, even
when you start with a20-bit transfer,
simply is no match for good analog —
and good analog (hardware and software) need not be expensive. You
knew this was coming, so I'll keep it
brief: As good as the new Sinatra CD
is, when Icompare it to an original
Reprise LP Ihear more "there" there
on the vinyl, despite the primitive tape
edits that Lee Herschberg has cannily
cleaned up in the digital domain for the
new CD. Herschberg also re-EQ'd the
recording, releasing more "onstage"
sound and less of the PA's horny
warmth. So as good as the CD is, when
Iwant to hear Frank or Nat King Cole
at the Sands, it'll be on vinyl.
While the ZZ-Eight's image focus
was as convincing as I've heard from
16-bit CD, when Icompared Classic's
LP and CD of Belafonte at Carnegie Hall I
heard apurity and convincing reality on
the LP that the CD just misses — but
it's gotten oh, so close in some ways. I
also listened to DCC's superb-sounding CD transfer of Bill Porter's recording of Elvis on Elvis is Bade (DCC GZS1111), and then played the 180gm vinyl
version (DCC LPZ-2037): On LP,
Elvis had not left the building. Classic's
LP of Duke Ellington's Jazz Party in
Stereo (Columbia/Classic CS 8127) and
Mobile Fidelity's accomplished gold
CD of the same title (UDCD 719)
were remarkably close, though the
vinyl still sounded richer, airier, more
like the real thing.
None of this will come as asurprise
to either Bow Technologies designteam member Karsten Svendsen or the
importer — they heard it in my listening
room. Even the JVC XRCDs, pure as
they are, suffered ever so slightly in
direct A/B comparisons with their vinyl
counterparts. But while such differences
are slight, they are fundamental to recreating asense of areal event occurring
in space before your eyes and ears.
End of analog sermonette ... except
to say that the ZZ-Eight came as close as
I've heard CD-standard digital come to
sounding like pure analog. In doing so,
it allowed me to really enjoy the things
digital does better. All in all, amighty
impressive performance with both
HDCD and non-HDCD discs.
Stereophile, August 1998

Conclusion
As Iwas finishing up this review, I
received a$300 Panasonic DVD A110
player, which includes 24-bit/96kHz
decoding. Iput the gold 16-bit/44.1kHz
CD of Pulse (New World/Classic NW
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Technologies' ZZ-Eight.
319) on the Bow Tech and the 24bit/961cHz version on the DVD player
and did an A/13. Ialso put asecond 16bit copy of Pulse on the Panasonic and
did another A/B. The sonic differences
between the two 16-bit discs were considerable. The ZZ-Eight showed the
cheap player what it's made of, producing rock-solid three-dimensional images,
jet-black backgrounds, deep, taut bass,
and awide, deep soundstage —the kind
most analog devotees never have
thought 16-bit digital could produce.
Nonetheless, the $300 DVD player
sounded pretty good!
But when IA/B'd the 24-bit/961cHz
DVD against the 16-bit CD, the $300
DVD player produced abigger, warmer,
richer, higher-resolution, more analoglike sonic picture. Ican only imagine
what that DVD will sound like on players engineered to the ZZ-Eight's standards. What Iheard on the $300 player
has sold me on the higher-resolution
format. How much clout the few specialty audio companies licensing titles
and producing playback gear will have
on the marketplace remains to be seen.
If you have alarge collection of CDs
and want to buy your last top-shelf CD
player, please consider the Bow
Technologies ZZ-Eight. Its purchaser
can be assured of getting aplayer that
takes advantage of much of what has
been learned about digital sound reproduction in the past decade. If Iweren't a
reviewer about to audition yet another
HDCD player and Icould afford the
ZZ-Eight, I'd buy it and be done with it.
It's that good. On the other hand, if
you're into CD on the cheap, do yourself a favor and add these new 24bit/96kHz DVD players to your short
list. Then wait for the software to flow.
Or should Isay drip, drip, drip. Iam. CI
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Phillips

Creek 433OR integrated amplifier
Small wonder
The Creek 4330R is acompact, solidstate 40Wpc amplifier with apassive
preamplifier inside the box. Preamp?
Okay, source switcher and volume pot
only in the stock unit, as reviewed here,
but again module ($60) is available as an
add-on should you require the extra
juice. There are also moving-magnet
($60) and moving-coil ($90) phono
cards that can be added if you're an analog kinda guy. This makes it apretty
versatile little amp, and you have to pay
only for the features you need. (Oh no,
maybe I've started to channel ST! But I
Creek 433OR integrated amplifier
do admire that kind of consideration
myself.)
America, Inc. VP Andy Regan had
ittle Feat was, in my humble
Speaking of paying only for what you
opinion, the greatest American
toured with them as aroadie, Iasked
need, the 4330R has remote control —
rock'n'roll band of all time. Back
him about it. "It's simple," he said.
of volume and mute, at any rate —you
in the early '70s, I'd drive for hundreds
"Nobody wanted to come on after Feat
still have to get up and switch the source
of miles just to see them open for other
had blown the audience away. The big
selector yourself. But if you don't want
bands. Then I'd drive home — usually
acts just had to work too hard — and
the remote, or if you're on atight budwithout ever seeing the "main" act. But
they hated it."
get, the amplifier is available sans rethen they seemed to stop touring,
Iunderstand how those pampered
mote, as the 4330, for $495, ahundred
except for visits to such bedrocks of Feat
rock stars felt. This is areview of the
bucks cheaper.
fandom as Washington, DC and PortCreek 4330R, acomponent Sam Tellig
Did Imention that the 4330R is
land, Oregon. Heck, keyboardist Bill
wrote about in Vo120 No.11. Sam's just small? Well, it is. It's so tiny that it feels
Payne was reduced to touring as part of too good at what he does — he didn't positively heavy at 10 lbs. It's nicely
the Doobie Brothers. But around 1975,
leave me with alot to say — but John
built, in ano-nonsense kind of way, and
they finally hit the big time and toured
Atkinson still felt afull review was appromore opulently appointed on the
as headliners.
priate. Sam is our elite scout unit — he
inside, where it's packed with highI'd always wondered about that gap
does the reconnaissance, gets the interestquality parts, most noticeably a120VA
in their touring schedule, though, and
ing stuff faster than us ordinary ground
toroidal transformer that occupies afull
when I discovered that Meridian
troops, and then reports back first.
third of the chassis. This feeds ahighcurrent bridge rectifier and six physically small reservoir capacitors totaling
Description: Solid-state integrated
16.5" (420mm) W by 9" (230mm)
20,000p.F. Creek claims that using mulamplifier with MOSFET output stage
D. Weight: 10 lbs.
tiple smaller capacitors produces
and passive preamplifier section.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
"amazing" reductions in power-supply
Power output: 40Wpc into 8 ohms,
80145.
impedance and inductance, "vastly"
both channels driven (16.0dBW),
Price: $595 with remote control,
improving the sound at no extra cost.
45W into 8ohms, one channel driv$495 without remote capabilities.
The 4330R is DC-coupled from input
en (16.5dBW), 65W into 4 ohms,
Approximate number of dealers: 60.
to output. Servo monitoring circuitry
one channel driven (15.1dBW).
Manufacturer: Creek Audio Ltd., 2
controls the DC output voltage, elimiFrequency response: 3Hz-26kHz,
Bellevue Road, Friern Barnet, London
nating the need for capacitors in the
-1dB. 1H D: 20Hz-20kHz, <0.05%.
N11 3ER, England, UK. Tel: (44) 181signal path. Creek claims acontinuous
Slew rate: >40V/ps. Input sensitivity:
261-4132. Fax: (44) 181-361-4136.
output of 40W into 8ohms with both
350mV for full output. S/N ratio:
Distributor: Music Hall, 108 Station
channels driven, with amassive 18A
>100dB (A-weighted). Channel sepRoad, Great Neck, NY 11023. Tel:
current reserve, making the 4330R
aration: >60dB at IkHz. Power con(516) 487-3663. Fax: (516) 773-3891.
capable of delivering 370W into a 1
sumption: 40W (idle), 200W (full
ohm load (!). I'm not about to drive a
E-mail: roy@musichallaudio.com .
power 10% 1H D).
Web: www.musichallaudio.com
pair of Apogee Scintillas with a$600
Dimensions: 2.4" (60mm) H by
integrated, but it does mean that,
short of the Scintillas, the 433OR
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Creek
should be able to drive just about any
speaker you'd care to pair with it.
The Creek's controls are pretty basic:
arotary source selector, asource/monitor button, avolume control, and a
power switch are all you get—or need,
actually. The mute function is available
only through the remote. The rear
panel is just as basic: four pairs of linelevel inputs (three if you have one of the
phono boards installed), tape in and out,
two sets of substantial speaker binding
posts (of the new "Euro-friendly" variety — am Ithe only American who
mourns the passing of the great-sounding but flimsy-looking Deltron connector?), and an IEC three-wire mains
socket. Wait, there's one more — apreamp out if you ever feel the need for
more power or biamping.
In engineering, asimple solution to a
complex problem is referred to as "elegant." The 4330R is extremely elegant.
These praises are not small or few
Forget the hype surrounding Godzilla —
most of the time, size doesn't matter. If
it did, Creek would have never managed to fit all that music into the
433OR's tiny little box. The Creek
4330R isn't just agreat amplifier for the
money, it's agreat amplifier, period.
Idid something cruel to it, you see. I
dropped it into my reference system,
replacing the Conrad-Johnson ART and
the Audio Research VT200 combination, but keeping the Meridian 508-24
as the source and the B&W Silver
Signatures as the speakers. nut's right, I
replaced over $20k of high-class tube
electronics with a$600 solid-state integrated. And Iloved it!
No, the Creek wasn't the equal of
those two in refinement or soundstaging or inner detail, but I've got to tell
you that, time after time as Ilistened to
it, Iasked myself "How can it get much
better than this?" The real answer is that
it can, but it takes alot of moolah —
money some people would rather
spend on such frivolities as college
loans, vacations in Provence, or IRAs.
The fact is, had Ibought aCreek 4330R
15 years ago, I might never have
become an audiophile. Instead of thinking, Something's got to sound realer than this,
Iwould have settled back in my listening chair and thought, Sounds about right.
Now, where's that copy ofDon Carlos?
First off, the Creek was really
punchy. It got the bass right. Not just
the power, which it renders awesomely, but the sense of rolling thunder in an Entwistle riff, or the sass
and strut in Fr. Ron Carter's best
Stereophile, August 1998

efforts. It didn't sound small at all.
Robert Baird has been talking up
Massive Attack's Mezzanine (Virgin
45599-2) around the office, so Ithought
I'd check it out. The group is aptly
named: the sound was huge, with asubterranean cellar and sheets of sound so
thick that I'm sure Iducked at least once
when they seemed to be hurtling my
way. Mezzanine is electronica, with
acoustic instrument sounds mixed in
among the samples and synths. The
Creek did agrand job of sorting them

Forget the hype
surrounding Godzilla —
most of the time,
size doesn't matter.
If it did,
Creek would have never
managed to fit all that
music into the
433OR's tiny little box.
all out. Ifound the sonic landscape
aggressive and oblique, but that certainly wasn't the 433OR's fault —the music
is supposed to be aggressive and oblique, Ithink. (I have to admit that there
was one particular strategy the group
employed that totally baffled me: When
they sampled from LPs, they seemed to
pay more attention to the surface noise
than to the musical tiffs they borrowed.)
Iwas also intrigued by another RB
fave, Rufus Wainwrighes eponymous
debut (DreamWorks drmd 50039),
which boasts co-production and string
arrangements from Van Dyke Parks.
Shorthand description: love-child of the
Beach Boys and the McGarrigles. The
songs are quirky and fun, and the sound
is exquisite: lots of natural-sounding
instruments —including avery wheezy
accordion and oodles of delicate string
overtones — and an uncannily presentsounding Wainwright. The Creek made
this disc sound open and spacious, with
lots of lateral spread and impressive
depth. Perhaps Ishould sayfairly impressive depth — the Creek didn't, as you
would suspect, make the room's front
wall disappear the way the C-J/ARC
system did. The soundstage was smaller
and shallower, and didn't have that
effortless U-R-There feeling the big rig

433OR

did. But it didn't sound puny either —it
had all of the high-priced spread's qualities, just not as much of them as 20
grand of tubes can buy.
Nor, as Sam has pointed out before
me, did the Creek have that tonal richness that seduces the ear —the plangent
luster, say, an Amadi cello has, and that
the very best hi-fi can re-create. But it
didn't sound harmonically threadbare
either. Compared to the burnished richness of my favorite topnotch gear, the
4330R had the sense of unvarnished
"reality" that videotape has when you
compare it to the rich color saturation of
film. Some people prefer that; they
seem to mistrust their emotional
response to beauty. Not me.
That doesn't mean the Creek wasn't
beautiful in its own way. Ithought it
was, and Isuspect that most people
would —but Iwouldn't throw away my
reference system for it. On the other
hand, Icould understand people who
owned the Creek and didn't want to
trade it for an enormous, room-dominating stereo that threw off massive
BTUs. The Creek was good enough to
make its owners content, placid even.
It also boogied like agood'un. (Oh
my, now I'm channeling JA!) Ifound
myself playing air guitar when Icranked
Associated Equipment
LP playback: Linn LP12 turntable, Naim Armageddon power
supply, Naim ARO toneann, van
den Hul Frog phono cartridge;
Linn LP12/Lingo/Cirkus/Ekos/
Addy.
CD playback: Arcam Alpha 9,
Meridian 508-24.
Phono preamplifier: Sutherland
PH-5000.
Preamplifier: Conrad-Johnson
ART.
Power amplifier: Audio Research VT200.
Loudspeakers: B&W Silver
Signatures, REL Studio II subwoofer.
Cables: Sikech interconnect,
WireWorld Gold Eclipse III
speaker cable.
Accessories: CinePro PowerPro
20 AC line conditioner, Magro
Stereo Display Stand, Sound
Organisation two-tier rack.
Sound treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps;
RPG Abffusors; bradykinetic kitty.
—Wes Phillips
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up Phil Manzanera's Diamond Head
(Polydor 2302 062). And when my
wife was out shopping yesterday, Iwas
embarrassingly spastic, singing second
lead to James Brown on "It's aMan's

World" (Star 'Tinte, Polydor 849 109-2).
Not that Mr. Dynamite needed asecond lead, but it just felt so good to yelp
my "Man's" in response to his. Yeah,
the 4330R had "it," whatever "it" is

when it comes to riddum and pace.
No small praise
If you think aproduct has to cost an arm
and aleg to be "high-end," then the

Measurements

A

fter being run at 'n-power into 8
ohms for an hour, the 4330's chassis was too hot to touch. This is very
much a worst-case situation for an
amplifier with aclass-B or -AB output
stage, but it does show where the costcutting has taken place: in the heatsinking. With its volume control all the way
up, the Creek's voltage gain was a
healthy 3325dB. The output was polarity-correct, and its input impedance
measured 11.3k ohms at 1
kHz. Its output impedance was avery low 0.07
ohms across most of the audio band, rising to 0.09 ohms at 20kHz. The ampli.11.11.1•10

0.110.

100

00,

0.1

1
,63110

00000

1.

Fig.1

Creek 4330R, frequency response at (from
top to bottom at 6kHz): 1W into 8 ohms,
2W into 4ohms, and 1W into 8 ohms with
the volume control set to -20dB (0.5dB/
vertical div., right channel dashed).

fier will show very little interaction with
the load impedance of the loudspeakers
with which it is used.
Imeasured the Creek's intrinsic noise
with the volume control at full and the
inputs shorted. Referred to 2.83V into 8
ohms (1W), the unweighted wide-band
figure was 76.5dB, this improving to
82dB when the measurement bandwidth was reduced to 22Hz-22kHz. Aweighting the measurement gave afurther improvement, to 87.5dB. There
should be no hiss problems with the little Creek unless it is used to drive hornloaded speakers with asensitivity well
above 100dB/W/m.
The top pairs of traces in fig.1 show
the 4330's small-signal frequency
response into 8and 4ohms. Basically flat
from the very low bass all the way up to
10kHz, there is then aslight (-03dB)
rolloff by 20kHz. The lower maces were
taken with the volume control set to
-20dB (11:30). The fact that the preamp
section is passive does not introduce any
additional HF rolloff, but note that an
imbalance of 0.4dB has appeared, due to
less-than-perfect channel tracking of the

2

2
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Fig.4
Fig.2

Creek 4330R, small-signal 10kHz squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Creek 4330R, IkHz waveform at 10W into 8
ohms (top), distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom, not
to scale).

inexpensive volume potentiometer at
this setting.
The rolloff continues smoothly at
ultrasonic frequencies, indicating an
absence of HF problems. This is confirmed by the 10kHz squarewave plot
(fig2), which has agently rounded leading edge but no ringing. The channeleseparation (not shown) was only fair:
in the midrange and low treble, decreasing to 50dB or so at 20kHz due to capacitive coupling between the channels. This
is adequate but not great performance.
The Creek has moderately low distortion in the bass and midrange, but, as
revealed in fig3, the THD+noise rises
both with reduced load impedance and
increasing frequency. This should not be
aproblem, however, as it can be seen
from fig.4 that the distortion content is
heavily second-harmonic, which is subjectively benign. This is also shown in the
fig.5 spectrum, taken with the amplifier
working hard into 4ohms - atrace of
120Hz power-supply noise can be seen
just above the second harmonic of the
50Hz driving signal at 100Hz. Note that
even at this high level, all the harmonics
are at -80dB or below. That this is avery
linear design is also seen in the high-frequency intermodulation spectrum (fig.6).
Plotting the Creek's continuous output power against the distortion and
noise content into 8, 4, and 2ohm resistive loads gave the traces shown in fig.7
These were taken with just one channel
driven; Table 1compares the clipping
power (defined as 1% THD+noise)
with one or two channels driven. In the
latter condition, the 4330 just fails to
meet its 40Wpc specification, probably
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1.

501.

Creek 4330R, THD-rnoise vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at 20kHz): 4W into 2
ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, and 1W into 8 ohms
(right channel dashed).

1,0
00

Fig.5

Creek 4330R, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1 kHz, at 40W into 4 ohms (linear
frequency scale).

Fig.6
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20.

Creek 4330R, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 20W into 4 ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Creek

433OR

Creek 4330R could shatter your
notions of what that term means. It's
small and not terribly expensive, but it is
superbly well made, brilliantly thought
out, and sounds great — good enough to

give some separates manufacturers the
cold sweats. (Now I'm channeling
James Brown — somebody help me!)
Partner this baby with aRega Planet and
apair of B&W 302s and you have atrue

high-end system for $1500 — even less
if you don't need the remote.
Manufacturers of hideously expensive
hi-fi may very well find the Creek
4330R atough act to follow.

due to the low AC line voltage in our
lab. But considerably more power is
available into low-impedance loads.
Using the Miller Audio Research
Amplifier Profiler, Itested the little
Creek's maximum output power on a
toneburst signal more typical of
real music program. (The distortion is
plotted in decibels below the power;
—40dB corresponds to 1% THD.) The
black trace in fig.8 is the burst output
power into 8ohms — over 60W, with a
peak current output of almost 2.8A. As
the load impedance halves (red is 4
ohms, blue is 2ohms, green is 1ohm),
you can see that the output power
almost doubles each time. In fact, into 1
ohm on this toneburst signal (10 cycles
on, 40 cycles off) over 320W is available,
with apeak current of 18A! Despite its
diminutive dimensions, this is one powerhouse of an amplifier. With music
drive, on awatts per pound basis, the
4330 is one the best bargains around.
The analyzer's display enables you to
see the toneburst waveform progressively affected by the droop in power-supply
voltage into this punishing load — the
tenth sinewave was distinctly smaller

than the first—but the amplifier didn't
give up. This can be clearly seen in fig.9,
which plots the output voltage delivered
into aload plotted against THD+noise
(again in dB). The maximum voltage
available to drive the speaker varies only
asmall amount as the load is reduced
from 8ohms (black trace) to 2ohms

(blue). The distortion at lower levels
does rise by about 6dB each time the
impedance is halved, but still remains
low, particularly when you remember
that it is mainly the benign second harmonic. Only into 1ohm does the supply
voltage start to decrease significantly —
but there's still plenty left! —John Atkinson

Table 1 Creek 433012: Clipping
(1% THD+noise at lkHz)

Load
8:)hTns
(line)
4ohms
(line)
2ohms
(line)

Both Channels
Driven
W (dBW)
(L)
38 (15.8)
113V
51.5 (14.1)
112V

moms TO

R AUDIO

-1/ SO .50 00
.57 SO
-5S DO
-5/ 511
-60 00
-AZ
65

-70 00-a 50 -75 00 -77 SO 80 00

47 so
50 0

YNAMIC OUTPUT IN Wrms
Fig.8 Creek 4330R, distortion (dB) vs dynamic output power into 8ohms (black), 4ohms (red), 2ohms
(green), and 1ohm (blue) (one channel driven).

One Channel
Driven
W (dBVV)
(L)
46 (16.6)
113V
71
(15.5)
113V
98.3 (13.9)
112V
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Fig.7

Creek 4330R, distortion (%) vs continuous
output power into (from bottom to top):
8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms (one channel
driven).
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Fig.9 Creek 4330R, distortion (dB) vs dynamic output voltage into 8ohms (black), 4ohms (red), 2ohms
(green), and 1ohm (blue) (one channel driven).
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You have the equipment, now put up your feet
and listen to Stereophile recordings!
Duet

Encore

Violinist Ida Levin teams up
with pianist Diane Walsh to
perform the dynamic works
of Eastern European composers Jankek. Enescu, and
Schulhoff. Recorded with
24-bit resolution.

ENCORE

A

Stereophile brings the best of the Santa
Fe Chamber Music Festival to you.
Music by Mendelssohn and Brahms.
featuring Christopher aRiley, piano:
Nathaniel Rosen, cello: and other artists.

,

Rhapsody
This disc features George Gershwin's
Three Preludes, several song
transcriptions for solo piano, and the
Fantasy on Porgy and Bess, all arranged
by Earl Wild. Plus aStereophilecommissioned arrangement for piano
and chamber orchestra of Rhapsody in
Blue. Recorded with 24-bit resolution.

Serenade
Seat•tot

Superlative performances of
chamber music by Brahms.
Mozart, and Dvoeák, recorded
live with 20-bit resolution and
"U-R-There" transparency.

Sonata
Pianist Robert Silverman plays
Liszt, including the Sonata in
B-minor. Recorded with
20-bit resolution.

Intermezzo
Robert Silverman in abrilliant all Brahms program: Piano Sonata in f,
op. 5, and Three Intermezzi,
Op. 117. One of the finest piano
recordings ever made.

Festival

FEMIVAI

Orchestral works by Copland.
Milhaud, and Kohjiba performed
by the world-renowned Santa
Fe Chamber Music Festival,
Recorded live with timealigned microphones and
20-bit resolution.

Poem
An audiophile classic since 1989.
Tube-miked performances of
works for flute and piano by
Prokofiev, Reinecke, and Schumann,
plus Charles Griffes' Poem.

Concert
This omni miked, two-CD set
features Robert Silverman in a
recital of works by Schubert.
Chopin. Bach, and Schumann.
Includes the bonus track.
"Mapping the Soundstage." •

Mail to Stereophile

P.O. Box 1702
Santa Fe, NM 87504-1702
or call: 1-800-766-0020
Fax credit-card orders to: 1-800-333-4902
or visit our web site at: www.stereophile.com
NAME

STREET

•

CITY

ALH8-9

Plus: Test CD 1 Phase your system, test your speakers and listening room, and hear
the difference amike can make. Take this disc with you when evaluating equipment.
Test CD 2 Speaker placement and distortion tests. Check your amp for distortion, too.
and hear what CD jitter sounds like.

Test CD 3 Use the signals to test your speakers and your room. Burn-in components.
Home non your home theater's balance. Check out your system with the soundstage map.
Also includes audiophile music tracks.
Duet

CD

$15.95
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CD
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CD

$16.95
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Conrad-Johnson CAV50
"vacuum-tube control" amplifier

T

he search for signal transparency
has led to much experiment and
debate concerning losses in fidelity that can be traced to the preamplifier
or —as it's more often and awkwardly
called these days when the phono stage
is omitted — the "line controller."
Few preamps these days are burdened by analog disc inputs, and in consequence should logically be either
cheaper or better, or both. While in
general this is true, some losses in signal
quality are inevitable when using apreamp. These losses result from the necessary cable runs, the plugs and sockets,
the input selector, the volume control
(however well executed), and the active
amplifying device.
Some hair-shirt enthusiasts have gone
all the way, attempting to eliminate the
line controller altogether. Isay "hairshirt" because, on the face of it, audiophiles require the facilities aline controller offers: control of system volume
and input selection. Some enthusiasts
even resort to changing signal source by
manually switching out interconnect
cables: sources are chosen with sufficient
power and voltage to drive the power
amplifier directly. This part of the chain
is completed, albeit inflexibly, by ahandsoldered pair of high-quality resistors per
channel, these serving as asystem's ultimate, fixed-level volume control.
There are two practical alternatives.
One sidesteps the problem of input
selection and lets the aspiring audiophile concentrate on his main source of
audio replay, usually digital: an inputversatile CD player or DAC. When
these include their own volume controls, either in the digital (eg, Wadia 850
and 860, dCS Elgar, Meridian 518) or
the analog (Krell KPS-200) domain,
their audio outputs can be directly
linked to the power amplifier, eliminating the controller and its cabling.
There are unmistakable gains in
fidelity with such systems, and it takes a
truly exceptional combination of separate line controller and interconnect
cable to compete. On the other hand,
sensible choices have to be made when
analog disc is akey component of asystem; this source, in addition to amplifiStereophi/e, August 1998

Conrad-Johnson CAV50 integrated amplifier

cation and RIAA equalization, generally
requires aform of line-level control.
An intermediate strategy is to use a
passive controller. This may well look
and act like apreamplifier, but it lacks
an active gain stage or unity-gain
impedance-matching buffer. Though
such devices are highly demanding of
source and load matching on grounds of
both impedance and signal voltage, it is
nevertheless possible to achieve very
good sound in compatible audio chains,
to the serious embarrassment of many
costly active-control units.
The second alternative has become
popular over the past decade and is frequently seen in moderately priced
audiophile-grade integrated amplifiers.'
The original practice of integrating a
preamplifier and small power amplifier
in one casing, generally for reasons of
economy, is modified by removing the
active part of the onboard line preamplifier, thus shortening and simplifying the
signal path. Simply, the power amplifier
gain is raised to increase the input sensitivity from (typically) avolt or so to a
quarter of avolt, accommodating astandard range of audio sources. All you

IIbelieve this concept was first commercially realized
in the Acorns DIA-100, favorably reviewed by Corey
Greenberg in the November 1993 Srerniphife (Vol.16
No.11).
—JA

need is avolume control and input
selector and the amplifier is complete.
The important difference between this
approach and the external passive control concept is merging the two sections
into one unit solves the impedancematching problems. It also avoids the

Description: Integrated amplifier
with passive input stage and tube
output circuitry. Tube complement: 4x EL34 (output), 2x 6SN7
(driver), 2x 12AX7Q (phase splitter) and 1x 12AU7 (preamp output). Rated output power: 45W
into 8 ohms (16.5dBW), 30Hz15kHz, 1% THD (pentode/ultralinear); 22Wpc into 8 ohms
(13.4dBW), 1.5% THD (triode).
Input impedance: 50k ohms.
Sensitivity: 500mV for full power.
Measured output impedance:
0.4 ohms.
Weight: 40 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
Not noted.
Price: $2495. Approximate number of dealers: 85.
Manufacturer:
Conrad-Johnson,
2733 Merilee Drive, Fairfax, VA 220314407. Tel: (703) 698-8581. Fax: (703)
560-5360. E-mail: cidsgn@erols.com
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expense and quality of the additional
cables required.
High-end audio companies are
beginning to embrace this concept, as
in the case of Conrad-Johnson's new
CAV50 integrated tube amplifier.
Levelheaded, conservative, and generally evolutionary rather than revolutionary in its engineering, ConradJohnson sets enduring standards for
build quality and performance — the
more successful C-J models have
remained in production for years on
end. Take, for example, the long run
they've enjoyed with ageneric 50Wpc
push-pull ultralinear power amplifier
design. It commenced in the early '80s
with the MV45, which developed first
into the MV50, then the '52. Then
came the Premier Eleven and the
Eleven A (which were actually based on
an entirely new circuit). C-J's experience with the Premier led to the addition of the improved, moderately
priced MV55 (a Sam Tellig favorite),
which is frequently partnered by the
PV10AIL line controller at acombined
price of $3290.

Enter the CAV50
Now enters the long-awaited AV50 —
to all intents and purposes, the PV10/
MV55 combination in asingle chassis
and competitively priced at $2495. C-J
calls it, somewhat portentously, a"vacuum-tube control amplifier." The usual
output-stage operating mode is ultralinear push-pull, the tetrodc-pentode
tubes providing the best technical compromise of output power efficiency,
operating life, and distortion.
This design may also be configured
for triode operation if desired, at aloss
of 50% of the (3c1B) maximum output
power. The ultralinear mode is rated at
45W into an 8ohm load for 1% distortion over atolerably good 30Hz-15kHz
full-power frequency range; the triode
setting gives about half that, 22Wpc,
with aslight increase in distortion to
1.5%. While these distortion figures are
higher than for many solid-state amplifiers, if the harmonic content is loworder (typical of this technology), then
these levels are actually at or below the
threshold of audibility.
Input impedance is high, rated at 50k

ohms (an easy load for signal sources),
while the sensitivity is 500mV for full
power. This is not as high as some
designs; Ifavor 250-300mV for full
compatibility with some lower-output
sources, though Idoubt that this will
lead to any compatibility problems.
As with the MV55, the output tubes
arc EL34s driven by an octal-based
6SN7 dual-triode driver. A close equivalent is aminiature all-glass 6FQ7, as
used in the Premier Eleven A. But as
these are now in short supply, the
Sovtck 6SN7 is proving very serviceable
in this application, and is both well
priced and available. The input and
splitter section uses the 12AX7Q or
ECC83. A 12AU7 is used for the preamp output, one half for each channel.
A polarity-inverting amplified output
is available with again of 10x, or 20dB,
if the CAV50 is required to drive other
components; eg, asecond, lower-gain
amplifier or subwoofcr, or atape recorder input.
A slant-fronted protective casing is
provided, though Igreatly prefer the
appearance without, assuming it's safe

Measurements
test bench, the Conradlinson CAV50 delivered ajustto-spec 53Wpc into 8ohms (172dBW)
for 1% distortion, midband. Loaded
down to 4ohms, it measured 78Wpc
(15.9dBW) single-channel, showing a
respectable load tolerance for a tube
amplifier. The output rating fell ldB
with both channels driven (q, to 16dBW,
40Wpc, at lkHz). At low frequencies
(20Hz) the amplifier clipped at 36W
(15.6dBW) (which isn't bad), and raised
65W at this frequency into 4 ohms
(15.1dBW). At the other end of the audio
band, the amp delivered atrue 56Wpc at
20kHz into 4ohms at 1% THD, with
45W available into 8ohms (16.5dBW).
This is agood result, confirming low
shunt losses in the output transformer.
The CAV50's output impedance was
moderate, constant at virtually 0.4 ohms
over the audio bandwidth, and sufficiently low to keep frequency-response
shifts due to typical load-impedance
variations at the threshold of perception.
Certainly Iwasn't aware of any disturbing load interactions during the listening tests (though Ididn't try the amplifier with the Quad ESLs).
Channel separation measured avery
satisfactory maximum of 82.5dB at low
and mid-frequencies, decreasing to a
100

modest but wholly useable 58.1dB by
20kHz. Channel balance held to
0.013dB at full level, and was typically
±0.15dB over the main volume range,
tipping to 0.9dB of imbalance at the
lowest settings.
The input impedance was satisfactorily high, generally in the range of 45k
ohms, providing gentle loading on signal sources. The CAV50 proved just
sensitive enough for direct connection
of nominal 2V CD players and similar
signal sources. An input of 103mV gave
1W, while 700tnV was needed for full
output on 8ohms loading. Some lowoutput sources, such as old tuners and
tape decks, may not have enough output, check out this aspect.
The lkHz squarewave into aresistive
load (fig.1) shows ashort risetime with a
slight trace of ringing on the negative

777 _ .

_ .E=

half-cycle. Ifound no sign of impaired
stability on listening at the test bench, but
reactive loading resulted in heavy and
prolonged tinging (fig2), indicating that
the amplifier's stability wasn't unconditional, and that strongly capacitive loads
such as electrostatic speakers are not recommended for this design. Previous C-Js
haven't shown this tendency.
Into aresistive load, the CAV50 gave
aperfectly flat frequency response of
5Hz-20kHz (fig2). After aminor ripple at 231cHz, it continued out to -1dB
at 501cHz before falling away to -3dB at
60kHz and -12dB at 125kHz. With
2p.F reactive loading (not shown) there
was asubstantial response peaking at
ultrasonic frequencies; this extended
down into the upper audible range.
The CAV50 could deliver 50Wpc in
the midband at a0.5% distortion limit,

14,
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Fig.i

Conrad-Johnson CAV50, small-signal IkHz
squarewave into 8ohms.

Fig.2 Conrad-Johnson CAV50, small-signal IkHz
squarewave into 8ohms+2pF.
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Conrad-Johnson

CAV50

as obviously clear, crisp, and detailed as its
august equivalent, C-is Premier Eleven
A, or such ahigh-end preamplifier as the
Sound and system
Premier Fourteen. At first Ithought the
This may not be avery expensive inteCAV50 lacked detail and image depth,
grated amp, but it's aserious product
and merited serious attention. Avoiding an impression engendered by anoticeable darkened quality, but Iwas wrong.
Quad ESL-63 electrostatics in case of an
acoustic bonfire (if the lab test is any The darkening wasn't like smoke,
obscuring information, but like atint that
indication), in the main Iused Epos
reduced the level of aural illumination.
ES12, Spendor SP2-2, Sonus Faber
Once Igrew accustomed to the reduced
Electa Amator II, and Wilson WITT
intensity, Ifound that much of the musiMk.II loudspeakers. Ialso gave the
horn-loaded Avantgarde Duos that I cal detail was still present.
As Ibecame adjusted, it was clear
reviewed in the June Stereophik abashthat this was adamn fine amplifier. In
ing with the C-J before the Duos left for
fact, it comfortably exceeded my past
their home in Germany. In any event, it
experience of the equivalent combinawas my ears that got the bashing, so
tion of PV10A/MV55 separates. This
loudly did this combination play!
was as it should be: lise merging of a
Remarkably, the Ces innate character suited this costly horn speaker very vestigial control section with asensitive
well; despite the price disparity, Iregard power amplifier should result in
improved performance. Since Irisk
it as agood working choice for the Duo.
making quantitative judgments in
Excessive praise for the CAV50?
reviews, Iwould estimate the sonic
Further proof of its appealing perforadvantage to be of the order of 20%. In
mance swiftly emerged as the listening
fact, the Premier Eleven A power amplitests unfolded.
fier would have to be partnered with a
Ear appeal is agood way of beginning
very fine preamp and superb interconto characterize this C-fs sound. It wasn't

(no small children or pets with wet
noses). Fortunately, quick-release fixings are used for the tube cage.
Features include atape-monitor button obliquely coded "CPI" (signifying
external processor loop), atrue power
on/off button, asimple rotary volume
control, and an input-selector switch.
You have the choice of Phono doubling
as Aux 1(for an external disc preamp
equalizer), Tuner, CD, Video, and Aux
2. Relay-muted for surge protection,
the CAV50 waits for 90 seconds before
turning itself on. As in the other C-J
power amps, output-tube bias worries
arc smoothed away by an LED indicator
and bias adjuster for each tube, these
easily set using an insulated driver (supplied by C-J). Matched tubes arc not
essential with this locally fixed-bias,
tube-specific system.
Speaker outlets are gold-plated binding posts, insulated and color coded. My
UK sample suffered from some mild
transformer hum on 50Hz supplies,
while the US version is presumably silent
on 60Hz. Ail low-level inputs are normal
quality, gold-plated phonos, while the

power cord is acaptive three-core cable.

while areduction to the specified 45W
improved the distortion to 0.3% or
-50dB. Distortion rose to 1% at the
lower and upper band limits. At more
normal power levels, the distortion fell
to substantially low levels, typically
-60dB (0.1%) at 20Hz, -70dB (0.033%)
at lkHz, with -55dB (0.15%) measured
at 20kHz.
While Ithink it's of little relevance to
the listening experience, as first tested
this sample had adistortion imbalance
at lower powers in which one channel
gave an astonishing -86dB at lkHz,
while the other measured aperfectly
satisfactory -65dB of distortion. A
minor tweak of the output bias settings
served to exchange distortion values
between the two channels. The reason
for this is that any bias offset will deliver
some DC current through the trans-

atrace of 100Hz (due to measurement
former primary, resulting in some mild
magnetizing distortion for this push- grounding-line hum), the spectrum
shows predominantly second harmonic
pull circuit Careful setting of the relative tube bias will allow fine-tuning of at -74dB, abit of third at -81dB, and
the overall linearity. Ididn't test the 2 just asniff of fifth at -90dB —very satisohm output, but did check for peak cur- factory for tonal purity!
The unweighted S/N ratio wasn't
rent. Isaw +6.5A on the level meter:
too special, referred to aOdBW refersufficient for the tested power rating,
and more generous than several other ence level, it was 63dB with some hum
content. A-weighted (which also filters
tubed amplifiers.
The amplifier measured well for the hum component), the result was
high-frequency intermodulation, with fine at 90dB, improving to 101dB relative to full output. Unweighted, the
an expected -46dB or 0.5% at full50W reference level gave aS/N of
power clip, improving to arelatively
clean -64dB by 1W. The spectrum for 92dB, improving to 100dB excluding
hum. In practice, the latter proved
the 19+20kHz mixed-tone result (fig.4)
inaudible with the Wilson WITTs, but
shows a neatly controlled result.
was just perceptible using the very senChecking up on the harmonic spectrum
sitive Avantgarde Duos. -martin Collons
at moderate powers, 200Hz at 1W gave
the nice result seen in fig.5. Aside from

L
Fig.4
Fig.3

Conrad-Johnson CAV50, frequency response
at 1W into 8 ohms. (1dB/vertical div.)
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Conrad-Johnson CAV50, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-20kHz, 19+20kHz at 1W into
8 ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.5

Conrad-Johnson CAV50, spectrum of 200Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 1W into 8 ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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nect cables to catch the CAV50.
As Icontinued to listen, an inner
glow developed —the soundstage "illumination" was less direct, yet remained
focused and well defined. Moreover, the
sound grew on me; my initial concerns
about the soundstage proved unfounded, as the image continued to develop
clarity as Ilistened.
Some of this characterful glow could
be ascribed to the amp's tonal quality,
which was remarkably rich and deep
hued. While Iwould hesitate to compare the CAV50 to the finest zerofeedback SE amplifiers for absolute
vivacity and accuracy of timbre, its

Some of this

to 35Hz, but not performing so well at
25Hz. Acoustic double bass was great,
and while super-heavy electric bass was
somewhat muted when compared with
mondo amps, this wasn't unexpected.
What was so appealing was the seamless
coverage all the way from the midbass
to the high treble —a strong unity and
consistency of line that inspired confidence. Nothing stuck out in this amplifier; all was atad laid-back, and none
the worse for that.
Dynamic expression was good, if not
of Premier level, yet somehow more
involving than many solid-state amplifiers in this price sector. Rhythm and
timing were also quite good. They were
certainly satisfying, and rather better
than expected in this range.

characterful glow

E-300
www.westernelectric.com
email: infoewesternelectric.com
Western Electric Audio Products
1230 Peachtree Street, Suite 3750
Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 874-4400

(404) 874-4415 fax

MAGNUM DYNALAB
"The FM Specialists"
hnprove your FM reception.
Add a
,VIAGNUM DYNALAB
S712antenna
This uniquely designed omnidirectional antenna will great))
improve your listening pleasure
on any receiver or tuner.
There is only one MAGNUM
DYNA LA BST-2,
patent #26I768
USA: 575 Kennedy Road
Cheektowaga. NY 14227
Tel: (800) 551-4130
Fax: (905) 791-5583
EXPORT & CANADA:
8Strathearn Avenue #9
Brampton Ontario
Canada L6T 4L9
Tel: (905) 791-5888
Fax: (905) 791-5583

magnumdynalab.com
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Conclusion
The Conrad-Johnson AV50 did well
overall in the lab tests, although Ihad
minor reservations concerning its marthe amp's tonal quality,
ginal stability under reactive, simulated
which was remarkably
electrostatic loading, and that trace of
low-level hum. Also, its input sensitivirich and deep hued.
ty of 700mV is only average; 200400mV is more desirable in — and typical for —an integrated amplifier.
smooth, sweet, natural harmonic line
Conversely, the CAV50 has aneudid apowerful job of reminding me of tral, wide-bandwidth power delivery
classic tube virtues.
with quite good load tolerance, comIn fact, the CAV50 had an uncanny
bined with fairly low distortion and a
knack of disposing of much of its comfavorable, low-order harmonic-distorpetition in this tonal respect, making the
tion spectrum.
others sound by turns surprisingly britWhile these results suggest that you
tle, glaringly hard, strident, and tinny.
can trust this amplifier to sound consisThe CAV50 was very nice to be with —
tent in diverse situations, they don't let
like awarm, scented bath—and free
you know how good it really sounds.
from aural fatigue.
Here you must trust your own listening
The mid's mildly darkened quality was
sessions to discover the CAV50's singumatched by atreble that was free from
larly unfatiguing delivery, and its slightgrain or grit; the upper range did not stick
ly darkened, limpid yet well-detailed
out from the mix, as so often occurs.
presentation.
Re. dynamic range: The CAV50 proThat easy-listening quality — comvided silent backgrounds, even if there
bined with good rhythm and drive; a
was atrace of power-transformer vibrafine, deep soundstage; good, dynamic
tion with the UK's more taxing 50Hz
delivery and load drive; and asweet
supply. Attainable peak sound levels
tonality that held steady throughout the
were louder than expected; subjectively,
frequency range —qualifies the CAV50
this amplifier clipped very well, sustainfor my provisional view (subject to
ing moderate overdrive without drastic
review by my editor and colleagues)
impairment. This places it between
that the CAV50 is of Class A caliber (or
zero-feedback SE models and higher25 points on my Hi-Fi News & Record
feedback solid-state designs: it sounded
Review scale).
more like 75W than its rated 50W.
Conrad-Johnson: Please consider the
There was some loss of bass impact
reactive question. Also, what about a
when the CAV50 was driven hard,
remote control? You could also lift the
though the rest of the range showed litinput sensitivity abit, and redesign that
tle change. The bass sounded pretty
unappealing tube cage. Nevertheless, I
competent up to that limit: a little
liked this amplifier, it grew on me durrounded, atouch warm, and yet tuneful
ing the listening tests. Given the overall
and quite agile, with good extension to package, Ifeel the CAV50 is aparticulower frequencies — subjectively good
larly good sonic value.

could be ascribed to
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TARA Labs The One interconnect,
loudspeaker cable, and digital datalink

T

he last time iwrote about TARA
Labs cable was in back in
December 1996, when Ifavorably reviewed their Decade line of
interconnects and speaker cable. As
there are so many fine wire families out
there, why return to TARA? Well,
innovative, fresh ideas have always
attracted my attention — they're what
drives the industry along. And The One
is designed around averitable boatload
of interesting technologies and cuttingedge implementations, the most obvious of which are the external shield
leads you'll find on every interconnect
and digital datalink, and which plug into
what TARA calls Chassis or Floating
Ground Stations. These beautifully
machined aluminum-alloy boxes are, in
effect, RF I(radio frequency interference) and EMI (electromagnetic interference) "sinks." The elegant interconnect, chic black Grounding Stations,
and gold-plated mini-connectors are
much like audio jewelry. But despite the
Cartier Engineering presentation, what
matters is how they sound, and of that
we shall hear tell.

Description: TARA Labs The One
interconnect, loudspeaker cable,
and digital datalink with Isolated
Shield Matrix.'"
Prices: The One Analog Interconnect, $1895/1m pair. The One
Digital Interconnect, $895/1m.
The One Speaker Cable, $4300/8'
pair, $5200/10 pair with terminations. Analog Floating Ground
Station, $600. Digital Floating
Ground Station, $500. Phono
Floating Ground Station, $800.
Monoblock Floating Ground Station, $1100/pair. Isolated Shield
Plate, $300. Floating Ground
Station Docking Base, $400. Approximate number of dealers: 15.
Manufacturer: TARA Labs, 2245
Ashland St., Ashland, OR 97520.
Tel: (541) 488-6465. Fax: (541)
488-6463. E-mail: taralabs@tara
labs.com .
Web: vwvw.taralabs.com
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The One cable
The One is 1),i,cd on TARA's well-

known Generation 2Rectangular
Solid Core' extruded conductors,
made of Consonant Alloy,' aproprietary formulation said to be more
conductive than the purest form of
copper. The conductors are polished
before the primary insulation is applied
during the extrusion and annealing
process. The result is said to be amicroscopically smooth, mirrorlike finish.
Manual: "This enables the insulation
to adhere evenly. Otherwise, gaps of
tiny air spaces between the insulation
and the conductor would create distortion of high frequencies because
of the differing dielectric hysteresis
of air and plastic materials."
The insulation is aproprietary,
chemically stabilized polyethylene
called Aero-PE.TM It's modified by
the addition of vacuum-filled,
microscopic glass spheres that
lower the dielectric absorption.
"As current passes through aconductor, an electromagnetic field is
created which interacts with the
dielectric material and temporarily displaces its molecular structure. If the
dielectric material reacts slowly, asecondary signal can be discharged into the
conductor out of phase with the audio
signal. If the dielectric material returns
quickly to its normal state, then the
material is said to have low dielectric
hysteresis or loss and will have little
audible effect on the signal.
"Acting as awave guide, aconductor
will transmit its signal best in avacuum
(second best in air) because all other
materials suffer from some level of
dielectric absorption. Of course, suspension of aconductor in avacuum-filled
environment is only atheoretical possibility at this point. The vacuum-filled
glass microspheres in this new insulation material come closest to approximating this condition, providing the
lowest dielectric involvement of any
material currently in use."
The One is made up of two individually insulated RSC conductors helixed
around a Teflon airtube dielectric.
Multiple layers of Teflon tape displace

TARA Labs The One digital cable and interconnect

the conductors from the shield and
reduce the cable's capacitance. The
Isolated Floating Shield' and acomposite monofilament antistatic braid finish it off. The One Digital is asimilarly
made 75 ohm coax that uses the same
locking RCA plugs as the line-level
interconnect. It's also available with
BNCs.
Resonance Diffusers
The One interconnect and digital cables

are fitted with collars claimed to diffuse
resonances. Manual: "Made from the
same aerospace-grade aluminum alloy
used in air and spacecraft construction,
they have an ultra-high resonant frequency. When used in constrained-layer
damping applications in aerospace studies, this alloy provides isolation of ultrasonic resonances and common resonance modes between different layers of
metals such as aluminum and stainless
steel. In our Resonance Diffusers,' the
alloy provides an electromechanical iso103

THE NEXT

EVOLUTION IN CD TECHNOLOGY IS UNDERWAY

Since its introduction in 1996, Jvc's xrcd has received aglowing "thumbs up" from audio
critics and consumers alike.

Now jvc's international team of producers and engineers has taken

another giant step into the future of technology with the release of xrcd2. Using the new
K2 REGENERATING PROCESS

DIGITAL

for both mastering and manufacturing, xrcd2 boasts improved

clocking accuracy and the total elimination of digital jitter. The resulting

CD

allows the listener

to hear what the artists, producers and engineers intended...the sound of the original master tape.
Experience the next Irlevolution in

CD

technology with these first three xrcd2 releases:
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XRCO2 SAMPLER

JOHN COLTRANE

THE MODERN JAll QUARTET

JVCX11-020 1-2

Jti fIN

CONLORO'

This outstanding release,
produced by Akira Taguchi,
co-creator of the xrcd process,
features tracks by live of jvc's
critically acclaimed artists and
includes the Bill Holman Band's
1998 Grammy award-winning
track,"Straigl;t, No Chaser."

J\TXR-0202 -2

JVCXR-020 3-2

oowN BEAT

"***** Warmth, imagination,
compositional freshness and
musical integrity." oowN BEAT

Recorded in 1958, this classic
session features Coltrane backed
by the stellar trio of Red Garland,
Paul Chambers and Art Taylor.
Among the tracks is afull'iOrce
workout of Jackie McClean's
intriguing "Little Melonae."

hill'

LISTEN ANO COMPARE!
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This album, the first featuring
all four members of the "classic"
quartet, is notable for its fuguelike title track, arelaxed "Softly,
As in aMorning Sunrise," and Milt
Jackson's "Ralph's New Blues."
at:
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TARA

purpose of the Floating Ground
Stations is not just to isolate the signal
from outside interference, but to separate the different RF energies in the
cable interfaces to prevent them from
intermodulating with one another. For
maximum performance it's necessary
to isolate these shield and ground paths
from one another and ground them
sepa rately."
A typical setup —say, aline-level signal from aD/A — uses apair of The
Ones with their source-side shield leads
wrapped atime or three around the
cable itself, then pipped into an Analog
Ground Station input. At the load end,
the leads are wrapped around the cables
in the saine fashion and then connected,
completing the circuit.
Yes, it's all abit fetishistic, but, as you
shall soon see, not for nothing.
Phono was abit more complex but
perfectly straightforward. There's an
extra grounding post on the Phono
Station to mn alink to the preamp or
phono stage if necessary. The only time
the wiring got alittle hairy was with
external MC transformers. In this way
the Nagra PL-P was perfection itself:
one or both phono inputs can be configured to either float or connect to
ground. The Ground Stations should

The

One

TARA Labs Floating Ground Stations and The One speaker cables

details. (Try TARA's The Two for a
lower-cost cable lay with the same
shield technology.) I had excellent
results using an extra Analog Floating
Other Stations and effluvia
Station at the Nagra PL-P's RCA outs.
If you're running big monoblocks, you
Effluvia consisted of all the beautifulcan have your cake and eat it, too:
ly formed little parts of the system: the
Monoblock Floating Ground Stations"'
to the rescue. You're maxed out on a grounding and extension leads and the
Chassis Ground Stations that come
monoblock install with apair of Mono
Stations at the amplifiers and asecond set with each cable. There's aShield Plate
that provides additional RF/EMI
of Mono Stations at the preamp outputs.
A money-saver could be wiring up a shielding and mechanical damping
when placed atop front-end compostandard Chassis Ground Station at the
nents. Are you afull-tilt-boogie type?
preamp, but if you're investing in cables
Try a Docking Base. Its attractive,
at this price level, Iwouldn't skimp the
smoothly grooved surface sits on mini
cones that slip into recessed holes in its
underside. Small, elegant, black mountThe Trouble with Boxes
ing rails arc provided, along with ahex
key and screws to secure various
tics. The high-frequency bandwidth
ost readers are familiar with
Stations
to the Base. "No no no, you
is
reduced.
The
audio
band
is
affectcables that use network boxes
misunderstand completely why I'm
ed also, as it is subjected by the filter
in-line with the signal. (MIT, Fadel
fondling my Chassis Ground, ma Aerie.
network to rippling, and slower rise
Audio Art, and Transparent come to
It's for the sound, of course. Whad'ya
time (in the case of the fourth-order
mind.) I'll quote liberally from
mean I'm playing with myself?"
Bessel
low-pass
filter).
Furthermore,
TARA's white paper to bring you
in afilter network RF modulation
Matthew Bond's own view regardThe One speaker cable
has not been addressed properly
ing these issues:
The cable comprises 35 individually
because the heterodyning effect still
"These boxes contain low-pass
insulated RSC Gen2 conductors per leg
occurs
in
the
audio
band.
Additionfilter networks that filter RF from
helixed around alarge-diameter (0.75")
the audio cables. These should not ally, the amplitude of the extremeTeflon
airtube dielectric. The conduchigh-frequency
harmonics
of
the
be confused with TARA's Isolated
tors are insulated with the same glass
music are filtered off, along with the
Shield Matrix.' The differences in
microsphere insulation used in the
RF distortion, by generic capacitors
both function and effectiveness are
interconnects. The conductors are posiand inductors in the network. The
extreme.
tioned around the center tube in anateffects of afilter network are there"A filter network removes RF
ural, random alignment. That is to say,
from the audio signal by filtering out fore subtractive and ultimately color
they're not set plate-to-plate or edge-toor rolling off all high-frequency energy the original signal. The Isolated
edge. As a result, they're decoupled
Shield Matrix' does not filter RF, it
above acertain range. This greatly
from each other. That's part of the reaaffects the upper end of the musical grounds it outside of the signal path. It
son, explains TARA, why the cables
transfers RF and EMI energy from
spectrum. Furthermore, these filter
have such alow inductance. They're
the cables without filtering the signetworks are directly in the signal
beautifully finished, of course, the spade
nal, thereby allowing more high-frepath. When the signal is interrupted
lugs notable for avery high level of fit
quency
information
to
be
passed
and fed through these low-pass filter
and finish.
through unaltered."
networks, the cable's electrical charWell, Iguess that's that!
acteristics are changed to make a
The sound ...
—Jonathan Scull
modified cable interface with limi... of afull The One system is not a
ted and unnatural filter characterissound at all. It's more afeeling — asense
not be stacked, by the way, but arrayed
side by side, 1
4 "apart.
/

M
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TARA
of quiet between the notes; asense of
the air, size, volume, and reverberant
quality of the original recorded venue; a
sense of true-to-life harmonics that
bloom from a naturally hushed yet
vibrant soundstage. Depth perception
was available both in the soundstage
and in the music itself, you might say.
The soundstage was also utterly transparent out to its farthest corners.
In its naturalness, music was somehow more fully available to me. Pace
and timing were enhanced by this clean,
natural clarity of presentation. There
wasn't atrace of zippiness or astringency, but the sound was wonderfully
"free of dirt," as Kathleen put it. Music
started and stopped quickly, yet flowed
more continuously and with less effort
than ever before. Imaging was gee-whiz
palpable, but it wasn't just that — in
many ways it transcended the "picture"
to embody the essence of the music.
And with no effort on my part, Imight
add; Golden Ears not required. With
The One, we're beyond "tight bass,
great midrange, and soaring highs."
We're into the realm of the senses.
Let me bring you afew memorable
moments from the Ribbon Chair to
illustrate these cables' total virtuosity. Of
all contemporary French singers, Ihold
Léo Ferré the most dear. "La vie
d'artiste," the opening track from Avec le
temps (2 CDs, Barclay 841 919-2, AAD),
can be particularly shattering. His wonderfully expressive voice was so fully
developed by The One that Iclosed my
Associated Components
Iused The One with ahell of alot
of equipment. Amplifiers were primarily the VTL Wotan monoblocks and the Forsell Statement
on JMlab Utopias and Avalon
Radian HCs. Preamps included the
Nagra PL-P, the YBA Signature 6
Chassis, and the BAT VK5i.
Digital front-ends were Ensemble
Dichronos, Forsell Air Reference,
BAT VK-D5, and YBA CD1 Blue
Laser. Phono included the BAT
VK-P10 phono stage, the Wm MC
transformer, the Expressive Technology SU-1 step-up transformer
on the Wm SMC-10, the ICoetsu
Rosewood Signature Platinum,
Wilson Benesch Analog, van den
Hul Grasshopper Gold IV, and
Clearaudio Insider cartridges on
the Forsell Air Force One air-bearing turntable.
-Jonathan Sean
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eyes and easily fell into the music and
his charismatic performance. The ambience and sense of realism were total. At
306 into the first track, after lulling the
audience with dulcet tones, he mutters
"Je m'en fiche" (I don't care) and whangs
the piano! Inearly tumbled out of my
chair. The emotion poured from the
Utopia/V/otan/Nagra combo driven
by the Ensemble Dichronos. Iwas
transfixed by the music, by the very
moment itself. Like never before, you
understand? Precisely why it was so
touching is hard to quantify. But somewhere deep in my analytical self Irecognized that The One was helping to
make the magic.

The

TARA Labs The One speaker

One

cable

Station costs $600, and the Monoblock
Stations acool $1100/pair. The Digital
I'm abig fan of The One... Grounding Stations are amere $500,
while the Phono Grounding Station
it's more than worth the
weighs in at $800. The Docking Base
runs $400, and —[smackl Thanks, I
hefty price of admission.
needed that!
This is expensive stuff. When I
Or take Dave's True Story's Sex queried Karen Ford of TARA Labs
about the price, she gave it to me
Without Bodies (CheskyJD164). Ipredict
straight, no chaser: "Jonathan, there are
this'll be Chesky's first million-seller.
Listening to "Spasm," "Sex Without lots of other cables out there that cost a
lot more and deliver alot less!" True, I
Bodies," or "I'll Never Read Trollope
Again," Ifound myself transported a have to admit, quite true.
In my view, The One is one of only a
few blocks to St. Peter's Church, where
handful of cables that sit at the very top
this wonderful CD had been recorded.
K-10 and Iwere there, and damn me if of the heap. "Are they your new reference?" demanded an audiophilia-afflictit didn't sound exactly as it was recorded.
ed friend. Well, it's true that Ilove the
Lyricist David Cantor (guitar/vocals)
and his crew were out front on stage, Big, Bold'n'Beautiful dynamics of
while vocalist Kelly Flint sat in asmall Synergistic's Designer's Reference, but I
also crave the nuance, the quiet, derecording booth to the rear. Truth to
tell, The One never editorialized in any tailed, and airy soundscapes that The
way that Icould tell on the music I One set up. I'm captivated by Designer's Reference's swing and pace, but I'm
played through it.
mad for The One's utter refinement
The dynamic, super-ambient, and
and deft hand with the low-level cues
airy soundstage The One developed on
and microdynamics that make the
Bill Holman's Brilliant Corners (
JVCXR0028-2) was hugely impressive yet music live. Fear not, The One also does
high-level dynamics like nobody's busitotally effortless. Look, that's a big
ness; but in this regard, few can touch
orchestra taking a crack at Monk's
Designer's Reference.
""Round Midnight" and other favorites,
Which is "better"? Idon't know — it
yet the presentation hung together
depends on your taste. I'll tell you one
beautifully in terms of separate musical
lines and the critical relationships of thing for sure: In modem RF/EMI-rich
urban environments, it's hard to beat
timing and rhythm between the players.
The One got me in deep; only the The One for quietness, and freedom
from low-level grunge that modulates
music mattered. And at this task The
the signal. Icarefully compared the isoOne never faltered.
lated Phono Station's ground to my
carefully set-up system ground, and the
Conclusion, or
TARA box was quieter and less perMy, that's alot of scratch ...
turbed, you might say.
So let's see now... The One Analog
I'm abig fan of The One. Ican say
Interconnects are $1895/meter pair, the
Digital $895/m. Let's not even think with astraight face, and without qualification, that, given its many strengths, it's
about the 5m run to the amps. The
more than worth the hefty price of
speaker cables are $4300/8' pair with
terminations. Um, each Analog Ground admission.
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Rocktron Circle Surround 5.2.5 decoder

T

he Electronics Industry Association reports that one in four US
households has asurround-sound
system. What they don't report is that
no one listens to music on it. Even
when the family stereo and the home
theater share the same loudspeakers, the
surrounds go off when aCD goes on.
(Many receivers turn the surrounds off
automatically when you switch them to
non-video input.) Americans seem
about as uninterested in surround-sound
for music as they are about Guatemalan
politics, as aquick tour of any CES or
Stereophile HI FI Show will confirm.
With very few exceptions, exhibits with
avideo screen will have multichannel
surround-sound; ones that don't will
have two-channel stereo.
Why should this be? After all, real
sounds happen in three-dimensional
space, and music sounds much more
realistic when that space is reproduced
in 3-D instead of through asonic picture window. But perception is what
drives the marketplace, not reality, and
the public perception in 1998 seems to
be that surround-sound is for movies
and stereo is for music.
Rocktron begs to disagree. They're
the company behind Circle Surround,
and they're convinced there are vast
hordes of music lovers out there who
itch to switch from two channels to five,
just waiting for the right multichannel
system to come along before they take
the plunge. Iwish Icould share Rocktroll's optimism, and not just because
I'm ashameless surround-sound fanatic
myself. But the historical evidence just
doesn't justify optimism. Multichannel
music has already failed once in the
marketplace —28 years ago.
Horrifical history
In 1960, stereo was abooming business

but in 1970, it was showing signs of
market saturation. So the industry conspired to say, "Gee, now that the multitudes have stereo, wouldn't it be
peachy-keen if we could sell them two
more amplifier channels and two more
speakers?" And it came to pass, and it
was called quadraphonic sound because
educated people knew Latin in those
Stereophile, August 1998
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days. But the multitudes were not
impressed, being perfectly happy with
their old-fashioned stereo. Of course,
the multitudes had never recognized
quality in anything until the arbiters of
public taste declared it to be good, but
alarmingly, the audio pundits and record
critics didn't embrace quadraphonic
sound either. For very good reasons.
First of all, it had too many faces.
There was discrete quadraphonic on
two-track and four-track open-reel
tapes. (This was by far the best delivery
system for quad, but the tapes were just
too expensive.) There was adiscrete system that consigned the surround signal
to a30kHz RF carrier, and was completely incompatible with all the others.
There were simple passive boxes that
extracted the hall reverb from ordinary
music recordings and routed it to rear
loudspeakers, and there were sophisticated encode/decode systems featuring
inscrutable names like SQ, QS, EV-4,
and UVX. And each system, of course,
was touted as the only correct way to do
surround-sound. The multitudes, con-

Description: Surround-sound decoder for music and films. Inputs:
Left and right Outputs: L, C, R, surround Land R, subwoofer. All connections unbalanced. Input impedance: 42k ohms. Output impedance:
<100 ohms. Frequency response:
20Hz-20k1z, ±0.1dB. S/N ratio:
92dB (no ref. level specified).
Distortion: 0.02%. Power consumption: 1.4A. Controls: Noise sequencer (on/off), modes (video surround,
music surround, stereo, mono), center channel (On/Off), surround

fused about which system to buy,
bought none.
The fact of the matter was, most of
these systems were more alike than different. All the encode/decode systems
used asum-and-difference matrixing
system to shoehorn front and rear center channels into the main stereo pair.
Front center, of course, was aleft-signal/right-signal mix, because L+R is
what produces aphantom center in
stereo. The rear channel was recorded
out of phase in the front left and right
channels, 1so that the process that recovers one signal will cancel out the other.
Adding the main left and right extracts
the front center signal and cancels the
out-of-phase rear signal, while subtracting front left and right from each other
extracts the rear signal and cancels the
front signal. Unfortunately, the channel
separation between adjacent channels is
1Strictly speaking. the surround signal lagged the left
stereo channel by '90° of phase and led the right channel
by 90*, so that it was anti-phase between the stereo
channels but only asymmetrical 900out-of-phase with
either stereo channel:

bandwidth (20kHz, 7kHz), surround
field (wide, normal), output level
(unity gain to —17dB), master volume.
Dimensions: 17" W by 4" H by 11"
D. Weight:: 5lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
52627.
Price: $995. Approximate number of
dealers: 50.
Manufacturer: Rocktron Corp., 2870
Technology Drive, Rochester Hills,
MI 48309. Tel: (248) 853-3055. Fax:
(248) 853-5937. Internet: www.sur
round.net. E-mail: info@surround.net
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Rocktron
alousy 3dB, so atechnique called logic
steering was ultimately used to monitor
the stereo signals, "decide" which is the
dominant channel at agiven instant, and
subtract that channel's signal from the
ones adjacent to it. For instance, when
left front is dominant, its signal is canceled from left back and center front.
When the surround channel is dominant, its signal is subtracted from the left
and right fronts.2
Anyone who's into home theater
may notice that I've just described
Dolby Pro-Logic. In fact, Dolby's
famous theater surround system was
based on the same Peter Scheiber
patents as the old quad systems. ProLogic is still with us because it works,
while the early quad systems aren't
because they didn't. Logic steering was
introduced too late, which meant unacceptable front/back crosstalk for all the
early adopters of quadraphonics. And
the active decoders that did use logic
steering suffered from sluggish, overresponsive, or erratic steering, while the
additional amplifying circuitry fouled
the main front signals. Audiophiles were
not impressed.
Then there were quad's artistic affronts to music. To ensure that peciple
noticed how different quad was, increasing numbers of recordings threw
more and more sounds into the surround channels until the listener was
completely encircled by instruments,
which music lovers found insulting.
With the multitudes and the audiophiles and the music lovers turned off
by quad's excesses and shortcomings,
who was going to buy it? It expired with
barely awhimper in 1975.
But that was then, this is now, and
surround-sound is no longer the alien
concept it was 28 years ago. THX, AC3, and DTS promote it every day in
hundreds of movie theaters across the
land, Dolby Pro-Logic in countless
home theaters has created aperception
that surround-sound is worth investing
money and space in, and surroundsound has caught on as an indispensible
feature of every car stereo.
But is anyone going to use it for CDs
at home? If they do, it had better not be
via Pro-Logic, because Pro-Logic wants
an encoded recording with aconsistent
surround signal that the steering can
2Even with steering, there's usually some leakage of
front left and right signals into the rear, so asmall time
delay is put in the surround channel to harness the cars'
tendency to localize sounds in the direction they are
first heard from. CS claims their steering is so good
they don't need it, but they do use this time delay in the
Video mode.
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grab hold of. Unencoded recordings,
which are the vast majority of CDs, contain extractable surround in the form of
hall reverberation, but consistent it is
not. Reverberation is random energy,
which is why roughly half of it at any
given moment is left/right anti-phase.
But that randomness causes Pro-Logic to
steer here, there, and elsewhere with

To ensure that
people noticed
how different quad was,
increasing numbers of
recordings threw
more and more sounds
into the surround channels
until the listener was
completely encircled by
instruments.
dizzying unpredictability. This is why
many surround decoders offer aMusic
Surround mode that extracts the center
and surround signals but doesn't apply
steering to them. It's also the reason consumers who've tried using Pro-Logic
with music recordings have declared surround-sound an abomination.
The Circle Surround difference
Initially intended for music only,
Rocktron's Circle Surround was slated
to be the ultimate matrixed surround
system. The original design included a
studio encoder, panner control, and
steered decoder, plus ambience-extraction circuitry for use with unencoded
recordings. The designers decided to
follow the Dolby Pro-Logic model
because it's simpler and more stable
than some other matrix systems, but to
do so without buying into Pro-Logic's
shortcomings: its inability to steer in
more than one direction at atime, its
tendency to get confused by unencoded
program sources, its loss of stereo separation in the presence of astrong centerfront signal, and its dimensionless,
monophonic surround. Then Rocktron
elected to do all this the hardest way
possible: in the analog domain.
Steering must respond fast enough
that it will sound as if it starts in the
channel it belongs in (instead of starting
here and then hopping to there), and
slowly enough that the steering doesn't

CS

5.2 .5

cause audible pumping. But the conflicting requirements make any combination of time constants acompromise.
The advantage of digital matrix-surround processing is that it allows the signal to be delayed in aholding buffer
while the steering logic "decides"
whether asubtle surround cue is simply
arandom phase anomaly that should be
ignored, or whether it's the leading edge
of asound that really is supposed to be
steered somewhere. This can yield
much more accurate steering of surround effects than is possible with analog processors, which make their steering decisions in real-time and must
therefore be alittle more reluctant to
respond to borderline cues.
Rocktron had abetter idea. They
divide the audio band into three control
bands — low, middle, and treble — and
allow each to steer the signal where it
apparently belongs. This way, treble
sounds can be steered very rapidly,
midrange sounds less rapidly, and so on,
and each can be sent in adifferent direction. Circle Surround's steering can
change direction as the spectral content
of the sound changes from moment to
moment, so avocal sibilant might come
from the center, aspoken vowel from
the left, and the rumble of abus from
the right, giving an impression of discrete surround.
As with Pro-Logic, any information
that appears out-of-phase in both front
channels is directed to the surround
speakers, but Circle Surround's logic
adds an enhancement. The out-ofphase signals are checked for left/right
channel balance and, if the signal is
equally strong in both channels, it's
steered equally to both rear speakers so
as to image at center rear. If the surround signal is stronger in, say, the front
left channel, it's steered toward the left
rear speaker, and vice versa. This is how
Circle Surround delivers true stereo in
the surround channels as well as up
front, and how it is able to simultaneously direct three spectrally different
images in any direction around the listener. (This is what the 5s in the CS's
52.5 designation refers to: the ability to
reproduce signals from five channels.)
Pro-Logic's propensity for losing
stereo spread in the presence of astrong
center signal was aresult of Hollywood's conviction that keeping dialog
onscreen was more important than
good stereo. Sounds that are hardpanned to left or right cause the center
channel to shut down, but the rest of the
time any surround-channel signal attenuates the front left and right channels to
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Rocktron
adegree dependent on center-channel
loudness. This means the left and right
stereo channels operate somewhere
between full-level right or left and some
degree of attenuation relative to the
center, so they can never deliver full
stereo separation. Instead of .allowing
the center channel to mindlessly attenuate the left and right channels, CS controls the center channel depending on
its signal. Astrong center signal is reproduced at full level, but reduced centerchannel activity reduces center-channel
volume by half. Hard-panned left or
right signals will cause the center channel to shut down completely.
Installation
My sample Circle Surround CS 52.5
decoder came with ademo CD (provided for my benefit only) containing a
number of CS-encoded cuts plus several unencoded selections from conventional music recordings (including some
dubs from LP). So before installing the
52.5, Ilistened to it through my reference Lexicon DC-1 decoder, using its
Logic 7mode. (Like Circle Surround,
Logic 7 is claimed to be capable of
extracting true stereo surround from
matrixed sources.) The disc was alittle
scary, providing anot-very-reassuring
glimpse of what our surround-sound
future holds. Some of it was raucous
sound-effects material, depressingly
reminiscent of the stuff that heralded
the advent of stereo, and most of the
musical material, while directionally
and spatially interesting, was instantly
forgettable.
The Circle Surround 52.5 is not very
versatile. Rocktron seems to see it as a
free-standing device —the main control
center of the system —but Ican't see
that happening because it has only one
stereo input and the last person who listened exclusively to one audio source
passed away in 1994. More serious is
that it can't be integrated into afullblown surround-sound system either,
because it has no 6-channel passthrough inputs, only outputs. It monopolizes all the amplifiers, preventing the
use of any other surround decoder(s). In
most cases, the 52.5 will have to be fed
from the tape output of astereo controller that will be used for source
switching. And there's no high-pass provision to allow for using skimpy front
and surround speakers. All channels are
fed full-bass signals, which pretty much
rules out the use of a satellite/subwoofer speaker system, although the
subwoofer output does include an
80Hz low-pass filter.
Stereophile, August 1998

For my tests, Idisconnected the
power amplifiers from the DC-1's outputs and plugged them into the 52.5's
outputs. Ithen set the DC-1 for Bypass
mode, which gives pure stereo, and used
its left and right outputs to feed the
52.5's stereo inputs when listening to
digital sources. (For analog sources, I
unplu lt
led the DC-1 and plugged my
Threshold FET-10/HL line controller
into the 52.5.) The setup instructions
for the 52.5 are skimpy, but you really
shouldn't need them because it's such a

The 5.2.5 in its
Stereo mode was
gratifyingly benign:
neutral, detailed,
and transparent,
with only the faintest
whiff of sweetness.
snap to install. Just connect the cables,
turn the center channel on if you have
one or off if you don't, equalize the
channel levels, and you're ready to go.
The Noise Sequence button mutes
any other input signal and feeds pinknoise to all the channels except the subwoofer — an omission that's common
in non-THX decoders and has always
struck me as plain dumb. (Setting this
by measurement can save hours of trial
and error.) The main volume control is
active during the calibration procedure,
which means there are two controls
affecting each channel's output level:
the volume control and its output
adjust. And there are no position calibrations on the volume control to allow
setting it at adefault level.
So, what should be set where?
Rocktron suggests that all the trimpots
be initially set all the way up, but if you
also have the main volume cranked up
when you engage the pink-noise test,
it'll blow you out of the room. My suggestion: Set the main volume control at
12 o'clock (it does have aposition pointer; it's just hard to see), and set each output trim for ameasured 75dB (Slow
response, C-weighting, on the inexpensive RadioShack 33-2050 sound level
meter). You can do it by ear, but not
very well.
Listening
The first thing Idid was abypass test of
the main stereo channels with the 52.5
in its Stereo mode. It was gratifyingly
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benign: neutral, detailed, and transparent, with only the faintest whiff of
sweetness, and it did not change character audibly even in the heavily steered
Video mode. Irealize that the journey
to perfection consists of many small
steps, but you'd have to be abit obsessed
to complain about this little degradation
of front-channel signal quality.
Then Iauditioned the Circle Surround demo CD in the 52.5's Music
mode, on the assumption that it would
present Circle Surround in the best possible light. In fact, that wasn't entirely
the case. While some of the demos
were amazingly good, acouple were
audibly distorted and had erratic localization. At its best — that is, with the
best CS-encoded cuts — the 52.5's performance was stunning, often sounding
much like discrete surround. Although I
never heard the kind of pinpoint imaging that's possible from discrete digital,
there was no vagueness to the 52.5's
directionality; everything imaged unambiguously around afull 360°. Panned
effects moved smoothly from one quadrant to the next, and the imaging was as
precise and specific along the sides of
the room as it was across the front and
back.3
Ithen moved on to other programming. Unencoded discs lacked the pronounced directionality of encoded ones,
but the sense of spatiality in the extracted reverb was no less. And unlike synthetic surround systems that merely add
artificial reverb to the surround channels, this was clearly the ambience of
the recording hall, which contributed
much to the feeling of actually being
inside the performing space.
This is the CS function most likely to
create new converts. The surround
ambience is unremarkable, often making you wonder if indeed it's on —until
you turn it off. I've done this for many
surround skeptics after 20 minutes of
unannounced surround, and the result is
invariably impressive, the common
thread being an involuntary rising from
the seat and a"What the hell happened?" What happens is that the performing hall space collapses to the front,
instrumental timbres lose roundness
and warmth, and the sense of being sud3Sidcwall imaging conforms to the saine rules that
govern front imaging: If the surround speakers are too
far from the fronts, there will be ahole-in-the-side, just
as excessive front-speaker spacing causes ahole-in-the
middle when there's no center speaker to fill it. Ideally,
the front and surround speakers should he the same
distance apart as the front left and right speakers. (Both
Lexicon and Fosgate/Citation offer aside-speakers
option, for rooms whose long, narrow shape precludes
asquare layout.)
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denly shut out of the performing space
is almost palpable. The urge to revert is
irresistible.
The Video mode sounded to me like
the Music mode, only more so —more
front soundstage width, amore pronounced imaging specificity, more spaciousness, more envelopment. The two
seemed at times to be interchangeable,
with some unencoded music benefiting
from the wider Video spread and some
encoded material sounding better in the
more restrained Music mode. Inever
heard amoment of steering indecision
from CS-encoded, Dolby Surround, or
unencoded discs; there was no wandering, no pumping, and yes — the stereo
image was preserved at all times regardless of center-channel activity. (My only
complaint was that the few Pro-Logic
music discs Iown are too strongly surround-encoded, as though the producer
had felt the need to make apoint.) And
the multiband steering does give an
impression of discrete directionality,
although you can easily hear the differences if you compare and pay attention.
The CS 52.5 also did amazingly well
on movie soundtracks. The difference,
interestingly, was not so much in the
variety of directional sources as in the
complexity of the surround mix. Dolby
Digital and DTS mixes sometimes contained background sounds that weren't
present at all in the Pro-Logic mix, even
at reduced levels. But the differences
between the DTS and Pro-Logic tracks
of Casper, noted for its superb surround
track, were small enough that you have

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Ortofon SL-3000
cartridge, Well Tempered Tonearm and Turntable, Ortofon X3000 step-up transformer.
Digital sources: Pioneer CLD99 multi playet Sony DTC2000ES
DAT recorder.
Surround processor: Lexicon
DC-1.
Preamplifier: Threshold FETTen/pc, Threshold FET-Ten/hl.
Power amplifiers: Lexicon 225
and 312, Boulder 102 (x3).
Loudspeakers: Five Tannoy 10
DMT-IIs with PS115 subwoofer.
Cables: Cariare Video Coax interconnects, Monster loudspeaker
cables.
Accessories/room treatment:
Owens-Corning fiberglass.
—J. Gordon Holt
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to compare them point by point to find
differences. This is about as good as
matrixed surround gets.
Comparisons between the 52.5 and
the DC-1's Logic 7mode showed them
to be very similar in performance. Both
seemed to do stereo surround, front
separation, and multidirectional steering
with equal authority, although directly

between. CBS's SQ test and calibration
disc revealed how hopelessly incompatible it was with Circle Surround. The left
and right fronts imaged where they
belonged, as did the center back, but L
and R back were weak and vague —
largely overpowered by the fronts —
while center front was located in the
right place but was also very weak. An
Ambisonics demo disc behaved almost
exactly the same way. So much for
It was the late
backward compatibility!
Over time, Ibecame aware of somePeter W. Mitchell
thing that might be peculiar to my sample 52.5: Its dematrbcing was alittle offwho first observed that
target. The soundstage was slightly
biased toward the left front and right
atechnology never
rear when in either of its surround
modes. The bias vanished in stereo
achieves perfection
mode and with mono program sources,
until after it's obsolete.
so it wasn't aproblem with the channel
calibration. And afinal quibble: The
Cinema Contour coned works countercomparing them was complicated by intuitively. Fully clockwise, it produces
Logic 7's customization features. You
the maximum treble attenuation, not the
can adjust the amounts of steering and of flattest high end as one might expect.
surround content, for example, and I This is not mentioned in the manual. At
was never able to get their surround
that setting, it causes about 10dB of
fields to sound the same. Iwas remindattenuation at 10kHz — far more than
ed also of the Citation 7that Ireviewed
would ever be necessary to tame the
in the Summer 1996 issue of Stereophile hottest soundtrack.
Guide to Home Theater (Vol2 No2, p.94)
which featured modes called 6-Axis that
Conclusions
behaved almost exactly like Logic 7and
Idunk it was the late Peter W. Mitchell
Circle Surround. But the Lexicon and
who first observed that atechnology
Citation are hardly competition for the
never achieves perfection until after it's
52.5 — not at $3000 and $3500 respecobsolete, and Circle Surround is surely
tively, thank you very much. That extra
an example of that. Just as Dolby Pro$2000+ buys you an awful lot of flexiLogic is being superseded by the digital
bility, though; both of those units have
audio formats, Circle Surround has
scads of inputs, infrared remote control,
come along with what is probably as
built-in loudspeaker crossovers, atape
good amatrix decoder as we'll ever see.
loop, THX enhancements, and more
(I wonder, if it had come along 25 years
surround modes than you'll ever use.
ago, whether it might have changed the
Unless you're heavily into home theateit course of audio history.) Basically, what
they're overkill.
we have here is aproduct that —give or
Rocktron makes a big deal about
take alittle hyperbole — is every bit as
CS's "backward compatibility," so of good as its manufacturer claims it is.
course Itried it with some quad-era SQ
Dolby surround-sound tracks and CSLPs. There are tens of thousands of encoded recordings are often almost
them in collections and used-LP stores
indistinguishable from discrete digital
(as well as on many CDs), yet no SQ
sources. But even though some record
decoder has been available since Fosgate
companies — notably DMP, EMI, and
discontinued their 101A in the midTelarc — have produced Circle Sur1980s. The 52.5's SQ performance was
round-encoded recordings, they're still
disappointing. Classical recordings in practically nonexistent, and audiophiles
which the surround is mainly reverberawho aren't into home theater don't
tion decoded quite well, although not know or care about Dolby Surround.
perceptibly better than the stereo verSo what does Circle Surround have
sions of the same titles. Small-ensemble
to offer late-'90s audiophiles that laterecordings, featuring noises buzzing '60s quad didn't —particularly since it
around the room, were very variable,
can't accommodate the abundant
with some providing smooth, circular
matrixed discs that were produced durwhizzes, others delivering corner poping that period? Let's look at abalance
ups with virtually no panning in
sheet:
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Edge of The Art -The Ultimate Audio System

The 2C3D System
Phase III

HOLOGRAM

In 1996. Overture stunned the audio morld b

ninning "Best Sound" al the Stereophile hiFi Shou yyith our 2C31) Phase

Il Sy stein. \ou me introduce our 2C,31) Phase Ill System. %%hid' offers eyen more dramatic performance. This ne u system takes component matching to a ne u le el by addressing all aspects of performance. including W line treatment
and the listening room itself. The result is asystem milli qualities that are unique in the industry — true three-dimensional holographic imaging, unsurpassed resolution. and ultra-linear response.

Spectral-In this system. Spectral's ultra-linear high speed design is fully exploited. Their
uncompromising design achieves the highest level of resolution we have ever heard, with
remarkable holographic imaging. This level of performance is made possible in large part
from the fastest signal response yet achieved in an audio component. New to the 2C3D
Phase ill system is the SDR 3000 Reference CD transport. the final link in 1
he Spectral
Reference System. To achieve the highest level of performance available. Spectral componentry is an absolute must. Just in. the ultimate amplifier. the Spectral UNIA 360
SpeCtilleDR 3000

monoblocks. Hear them nou al Oyerture!

NUT Shotgun I\ 0/S\- NlIts original Shotgun - interfaces established astandard of performance unmatched by any other company's products. even today. Now MIT has revived the
legendary Shotgun name for breakthrough new interfaces. The ‘111-850 Shotgun EVO -/SA
Speaker Interfaces and \I1-350 Shotgun EVO -/SA Component Interfaces deliver unsurpassed accuracy. integrity, and musicality. This new level of performance allows the 2C3D
Phase III System to reveal every instrument and voice in its proper location. Independent of
playback level, so that the sources of sound seem to be the performers themselves.
Behind it all. NliTs Z-Series - Power Line Treatment products provide the ultra-clean AC
power that is the foundation of this remarkable system. The level of sonic improvement
these MIT reference-level components bring to the Phase Ill System will amaze even the
most experienced listener.
ASC-World-renowned acoustic engineer Art Noxon has designed aremarkably flexible acoustic tuning system
for this system's listening environment. ASC's unmatched Tubetrap technology allows the Phase Ill System to
reveal its full potential in any mom, including yours.
Avalon-Avalon's newest speaker, designed by Neil Patel for Avalon Acoustics.
Inc.. the Eidolon. features the fastest signal response of any dynamic speaker. and it enables the Phase Ill System to provide the lowest noise floor we
have yet heard. The Eidolon offers pinpoint dimensional staging. incredible
dynamic contrast. holographic soundstaging with remarkable detail, nuance
and resolution. The Eidolon fully reveals the unique qualities of this stunning
Tube
Traps

system. With their beautiful design and compact size (43-1/2" tall). the
Eidolon delivers flat response from 20 I
lz to 35 kHz, and provides great flexibility in complementing any room decor.

If you are seeking a unique le‘el of musical realism. the 2C:ID Phase Ill System is a
reyelation. Please call us to audition this musical masterpiece.
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THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE

WIlmington. Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812 •www.overtureaucho.com
The Home of Tax Free Shopping
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Introducing three new HIGHLY RATED low price audio upgrades for
CD players and digital-to-analog converters from Musical Fidelity of England
"XIO-D may be the most cast
effective CD upgrade ever," raves
Sam Tellig in Stereophile October,
1996. "It takes the $500 Marantz
CD63SE and makes it sound more
like a$1,500-$2,000 CD player"
"A knock-out!" raves Alvin Gold in
Hi-Fi News & Record Review.
We thought we'd seen just about
every CD player add-on possible.
Then we discovered the "Missing
Link" XIO-D, made by British
manufacturer Muscial Fidelity.
The XIO-D connects between the
CD player and preamp or receiver
to dramatically improve CD
sound. Features two 6922 vacuum
tubes in an ultra-low distortion
pure Class Aanalog output stage
and outboard power supply.

"The one to buy if you just want
more of the music...Its' abargain"
rates WHAT HI-FI? in September.
1997. "Easy. inexpensive means of
enhancing your system," says
Anthony Chiarella in Home Theater
Add more excitement to your CDs
and laser discs with X-ACT, the
new digital-to-analog-converter
(DAC) from Musical Fidelity. Plug
in X-ACT and you'll immediately
notice asweeter, clearer treble,
WINNER:
"Best Buy Accessory 1997"
—WHAT HI-FI?

"X10-D transformed the sound,
especially in those areas where
the (CD player) itself was weak,"
sums up Stereophile's Sam Tellig.
Musical Fidelity X10-D CD player
upgrade, regular $249, now 199.95

see
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($8.95 shipping in US)
cleaner midrange and firmer bass.
Features the advanced LC78835
18-bit, 8x oversampling DAC and
pure Class Aoutput stage. Easyto-use! Accepts coaxial or Toslink
digital outputs. The outboard
power supply is upgradeable.
Musical Fidelity X-ACT digital-toanalog convertor, was $399, while
supplies last only $199.95 ($8.95
shipping in US)

FACTORY-DIRECT PRICES! In the US. Musical Fidelity
**X" products are available exclusively through Audio Advisor—
the worlds largest seller of high-end audio gear by direct mail.
Audio Advisor, Inc. 4649 Danvers Drive S.E., Kentwood.
MI. 49512. Phone: 16161 975-6100. Fax: 16161 975-6111.
0 Copyright 1997 Audio Advisor. Inc.
Web Site: http://www.audioadvisor.com
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"Top of my list," raves Robert
Harley in May 1997 Stereophile.
"Excellent sound quality. HDCD
decoding, and price tag have earned
it my enthusiastic recommendation." Summary: "competitive
with the Best $1,000 processors."
Not only is the X-DAC the only
HDCD-compatible DIA convertor
available under $500, it's also the
best sounding in its price calss.
The X-DAC brings improvements
like better dynamics, firmer bass,
and smoother treble to standrd
CDs, HDCD-compatible CDs, laser
discs, and more! Plus X-DAC is a
cinch to use. Connect it to the
digital output of aCD player, DAT,
or laser disc player and X-DAC
automatically figures out the sampling rate, processing method, and
more! Accepts coaxial and Toslink
digital inputs. The outboard power
supply is upgradeable.
Musical Fidelity X-DAC HDCDcompatible digital-to-analog convertor, regular $595, now $499.95
($8.95 shipping in US)

Order With No Risk!
If not satisfied with an "X" product for any
reason, return within 30 days for arefund!

To Order Call 1-800-942-0220
Stereophile, August 1998

What's goingfor it:
1) Circle Surround delivers dramatic
improvements in realism from music
sources, plus movie surround performance that's almost as good as it gets,
for athird the cost of other decoders
that do it comparably well. It sounds
surprisingly like discrete digital — currently the standard against which all surround-sound is judged.
2) It can do an impressive job of
reproducing the original hall ambience
of the unencoded music recordings that
constitute everybody's music collections, with none of the steering anomalies that result when Pro-Logic tackles
unencoded material.
3) The system is at no risk of technological obsolescence because, while its
own encoded recordings give the best
results with music, the failure of the
music industry to adopt and use CS
encoding will not affect the decoder's
usefulness with unencoded material.
And it's unlikely there will ever be a
decoder that works better.
4) It's one third the price of other
decoders that have essentially the same
capabilities.
What's not goingfor it:
1) If you never attend live concerts,
the spaciousness of surround-sound
probably won't mean athing to you.
2) Circle Surround can't decode
Ambisonics or SQ — the two most
common matrixed surround formats for
music.
3) As good as it is, CS's surround presentation is not as precise and versatile
as discrete digital AC-3 and DTS. It still
can't produce consistent multiple
images anywhere around acircle, as can
digital surround.
But would Ibuy one?
If Iwere amusic-lover for whom
sound is as important as music, definitely.
It's not demonstrably the best matzixed
decoder available —Logic 7and 6-Axis
decoding are comparable, and are more
user-configurable. But the Circle Surround 5.2.5 is the least expensive way to
get really high-quality surround-sound,
and if you ever get into home theate4 it
does soundtracks too —well enough that
you may never feel obliged to move up
to digital. If Iwere getting heavily into
home theater and lusted after the best
that cinema surround could deliver, obviously Iwouldn't.
Okay, so surround reproduction does
"smear" front-channel detail, just as real
hall ambience "smears" the raw sound of
instruments. It's atradeoff: you lose alittle
definition in exchange for gaining realism
in every other aspect of the sound.
Stereophile, August 1998

But realism isn't the issue; perception
is, and the popular perception is that
surround-sound and music don't mix.
Audiophiles in general are acutely susceptible to cognitive dissonance. Anything that threatens acherished belief
elicits areflexive "Yes, but..." response,
and the more persuasive the evidence,
the more vehement its rejection. Typical is the person who knows horn loudspeakers are no good, but is finally

The Circle Surround 5.2.5
is the least expensive
way to get really
high-quality surround sound, and if you ever
get into home theater,
it does soundtracks too.

Little

Names

RUARK
ACOUSTICS LTD

Big Sound
-Aardiall4Inftsfit-CorporationIMPORTERS OF AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS

forced, through the evidence of his own
ears, to admit that aparticular horn system is "the most realistic-sounding I've
ever heard" —and then goes right back
to listening exclusively to domes, cones
and diaphragms. All audiophiles know
surround-sound doesn't belong in a
good music system, regardless of how
realistic it may sound.
And that, in the long run, may be
Rocktron's biggest challenge. They do
seem to be serious about launching CS,
though. They've signed adeal with
Analog Devices to put the whole Circle
Surround processor on achip, and are
aggressively promoting it as amore
music-friendly chip than the ones typically used in TVs and car stereos.
My biggest challenge, on the other
hand, may be to persuade any reader of
this magazine to take surround-sound
seriously. Iknow very well that, no matter how much Irave on and on about
what Circle Surround can do for realism, no Stereophile reader is going to buy
one of these unless he's already sold on
surround-sound. So Ihave asuggestion:
Borrow a52.5 and the necessary ancillaries from aCircle Surround dealer (or
buy them if you must, with a30-day
return-if-not-satisfied agreement), and
live with them for afew weeks. If, at the
end of the trial period, you can bring
yourself to return them, Iwill be very
surprised, and you will be mired in the
past along with those reactionary souls
who still insist that one channel sounds
better than two.

(973)

764-8900

E-mall audinfix.warwich.net
http://wwwaudioinflux.com
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AUDIO GALLERY

wizen the music pleases your ears
your soul will dance
SINGLE ENDED
GRAAF•
ATMA-SPHERE•
AIR TIGHT'
MCCORMACK
PASS LABS
AUDIOCRAFT
DISC DOCTOR
ACCUPHASE
VERITY AUDIO*
SOUND LAB
CONRAD-JOHNSON
AUDIO LAB
GALLO ACOUSTICS"
ANTHEM
MAGNUM AUDIO LTD"
KOETSU*
NORDOST FLATLINE••
EA R.
MEADOWLARK AUDIO —

MASSACHUSE
HIGH-END CHOIC
IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESQUE WE
1100 MAIN ROAD
WESTPORT, MA 02790
TEL. (508) 636-3400
FAX (508)
SOUND IMAGES CA
CALIFORNIA AUDIO
.A.MICHELL*
MESA ENGINEERIN
`GRADO
ACROTEC CABLE
H
FURNITURE BY
TARGET. CONTOURS. OSAR* AND SALAMANDER

MANY MORE PLEASE CALL
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
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Make you best deal, then The Cable Company will contribute an additional 5"0 of all purchases in August to CARE and to the
International Rescue Committee. We are grateful to the underwriters below who will match this 5% contribution for your
purchases of their products from The Cable Company.

Underwriters:

CA13IE

IRC

Aluenote SAS Florence

Kimber Roble

Shakti

The Cable Company

Camelot Technology

The LAST Factory

Signal Guard

PO Box 579

The Cable Company

EchoBusters

Magner' Cable

Sound Anchors

Point Pleasant, PA 18950

Arcici

Fonfare/Siltech

Musical Surroundings

Sound Connections Intl.

800-FAT-WYRE, 215 ,297.8824
FAX: 215;297 ,8661

Argent RoomLens

Genesis Digital Time Lens

Nordost /Flatline Cable

Sounds of Silence/Vibraplone

Audioprism

Grado

02 Blocker

Straight Wire

Audioquest

HAVE., Hudson, NY

Perfectionist Audio Components

Synergistic Research

Audio Power Industries

Harmonix

PolyCrystal

Target

Audio Synthesis

Immedia/Lyra

Purist Audio Design

Wireworld

Benz Micro

Illuminations

SW Marketing /Audio One

Yamamura

website: www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com
banks lo Fi Magazine and Stereaphile for
their advertising support. Ad design courtesy
of Michael Stumpf &Associates.
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System Audio 1070 loudspeaker

D

enmark has probably contributed more to loudspeaker
technology than any other
country in the world. Vifa, Dynaudio,
ScanSpealc, and Peerless drivers — used
in ahuge variety of speakers — are all
Danish. Products from companies such
as JBL, Spendor, Linn, B&W, C,elestion,
KEF, Audio Physic, ProAc, and others
are partially or wholly made in the little
Scandinavian nation.
System Audio originated in 1984,
when guitarist and electronics technician Ole Witthoft grew dissatisfied with
the lack of realism he heard from most
home audio systems and figured he
could do better. He built some speakers
for himself and for afew friends, with
encouraging results. It's afamiliar story:
we all know competent hobbyist speaker builders. A few of them gain abit of
local notoriety, but most never venture
further than making afew units for
friends and relatives.
But Witthoft's reputation grew rapidly, and so did his business. Fourteen
years later, his little startup has become a
serious player in the loudspeaker market, with annual production in excess of
18,000 units.
With growth have come accolades
from reviewers and users in Europe, the
UK, the US, and elsewhere. System
Audio's 1050 was designated a"reference" by the German hi-fi magazine
Stereoplay. Columbia Pictures uses 15
pairs of the company's 5010 Signature

Description: Two-way, twin-ported,
4-chamber Chebychev-aligned loudspeaker. Driver complement: one
System Audio "SpeedStar 2000" double-magnet 1" fabric-dome tweeter;
two 5" System Audio "BIG 15"
bass/midrange drivers. Crossover frequency: 3.3kHz. Crossover slopes:
18dB/octave. Frequency response:
35Hz-30kHz, ±4dB. Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Sensitivity: 90dB/W/m.
Power handling: 170W. Minimum recommended amplifier power: 50W.
Dimensions: 44" (1102mm) H by
6.75" (170mm) W by 13.5" (275mm) D.
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model in its Los Angeles studios.
Copenhagen's Academy of Modern
Music has 16 pairs of the 2010 in its
classrooms. The 1070, which resided
with me for several months, was named
1997 "Loudspeaker of the Year" by
Scandinavian hi-fi journal Lyd &Billed.
Ifirst encountered Ole Witthoft and
his diminutive minimonitor, the 905, at
the 1994 Winter CES. The loudspeaker, driven by Densen electronics,
sounded both musical and amazingly
dynamic. There was something so
seductive about it (and the other Danish
products being shown that year) that I
kept making excuses to go back and
hear it. It had an open, effortless quality
that Ifound extremely appealing — a
quality shared by the PBN Montana SP
(reviewed in Stereophile, January 1997,
p225). (The 1070, in fact, resembles a
small-scale version of the SP.) Laborious-sounding, insensitive loudspeakers
are not on my wish list.
Fast-forward to HI-FI '97. Strolling
past the Nordost suite, Iheard that same
effortlessness again. There, in the midst
of cable displays and product posters,
was apair of 1070s pumping out some
really infectious rock. This was agood
sign. It meant the manufacturer wasn't
afraid to play real-world music at realworld levels, and proved the speaker
could handle plenty of roughhousing
and still come back for more. Best of all,
the 1070 sounded really good in the
small hotel room, aspace not much tiff-

Weight: 35 lbs (16 kg).
Finishes: matched rosewood, cherry,
black ash.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
T-Version 83133, 83134.
Price: $2500/pair. Approximate
numbers of US dealers: 25.
Manufacturer: System Audio ApS,
Skolegade 12 R, 2500 Valby, Copenhagen, Denmark. Tel: (45) 36 45 80
80. Fax: (45) 36 45 28 28. US distributor: Sonic Integrity, 9820 Bell Ranch
Drive, Suite 102, Santa Fe Springs,
CA 90670. Tel: (562) 944-3499. Fax:
(888) 946-9696.

System Audio 1070 loudspeaker
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ferent from what most people have to
devote to home entertainment.
Lars Kristensen, who always seems to
be enjoying some private joke, gave an
enthusiastic and entertaining demonstration of both the System Audio
speakers and an assortment of Nordost
cables. His affable associate Joe Reynolds arranged to get a pair of the
speakers to me for review. A few weeks

later, while touring their dealers in
Northern California, Sonic Integrity's
Peter Hansen and Pat Mulcahey
showed up with apair of rosewood
1070s. Peter and Pat are friendly, helpful, and extremely knowledgeable guys
who didn't object to spending the better
part of an afternoon positioning the
speakers for the best sound. A couple of
weeks later, Lars and Joe, on asimilar

venture, showed up and repeated the
exercise. These Nordost guys are serious
about music.
My relatively large listening room
(+400 sq. ft.) allowed the speakers to
stand well away from both the side and
rear walls. For most of my listening, the
1070s were out 3'-4' from the back wall
and about 7. apart, with a toe-in of
approximately 15°. This seemed to pro-

generously specified 4-ohm output tap.
The saddle in the impedance trace at
45Hz indicates the tuning of the twin
ports, this usually equivalent to aspeaker's anechoic -6dB frequency.
As also is usual with areflex-loaded
design, this is also the minimum-motion point of the woofers, as can be seen
from fig2, which shows the individual
outputs of (from left to right) the two
ports, the two woofers, and the tweeter.
A vicious resonance spike can be seen in
the ports' output between 800 and

900Hz. While this could be heard on
pink noise when Iwas standing behind
the speaker, the fact that the ports face
away from the listener should significantly reduce its audibility A very slight
lack of energy in the woofers' farfield
output can be seen at the same frequency, however.
Fig.1 suggests that the electrical
crossover is set to 2.5IcHz. From fig2,
however, it appears both that the acoustic crossover point is somewhat higher
than this and that the woofers roll out a

Measurements

T he

floorstanding 1070 was quite
sensitive, at an estimated 89dB(B)/
2.83V/m. However, with an impedance
plot (fig.1) that dropped to just below 4
ohms in the middle of the midrange, it
will need to be driven by agood solidstate amplifier or atube amplifier with a

2260
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Fig.]

System Audio 1070, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/
vertical div.).
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System Audio 1070, acoustic crossover on
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Fig.4 System Audio 1070, horizontal response family at 50 ", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90 °-5 ° off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-90 ° off-axis.

tweeter axis at 50 ", corrected for microphone response, with the nearfield woofer
and port responses plotted below 300Hz
and 1kHz, respectively.
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System Audio 1070, anechoic response on
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tweeter axis at 50 " without grille, averaged
across 30° horizontal window and correct ed for microphone response, with complex
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Fig.5

System Audio 1070, vertical response family at

50,

normalized to response on tweeter axis, from

sum of the nearfield woofer and port

back to front: differences in response 20° -5 ° above HF axis; reference

responses plotted below 300Hz.

response 5°- 10 ° below HF axis.

response; differences in
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1070

duce the most coherent imaging from
the little columns, but the bottom end
was more extended when they were
closer to the wall behind them — typical
behavior for rear-ported speakers. As
with most speakers, the 1070's bass response can be tailored to acertain extent
by moving it in relation to the wall.
Regardless of position, the System
Audio's low-end output was consistently

quick and punchy. Rock music especially
benefited: dynamic pieces like Joan
Osborne's "St. Teresa" (Relish, Blue Gorilla/Mercury 314 526 699-2) and No
Doubt's "Don't Speak" (Tragic Kingdom,
Trauma INID-92580) were repeatedly
delivered with real impact. Softer recordings were equally effective — such as
audiophile favorite Diana Krall's
"Boulevard of Broken Dreams" (All for

You, Impulse! IMPD-182), which
proved to be as thoroughly involving
through the 1070s as through many
other, more expensive speakers. With
good equipment, this excellent recording can produce quite athree-dimensional soundstage. The 1070s were very
good in this department.
Sara K's cover of "Brick House"
(Hobo, Chesky JD155) is another great

little too early. The effect of these can
be seen in fig.3, which shows the
System Audio 1070's overall response
averaged across a30° horizontal window on the tweeter axis at amicrophone distance of 50". (Other than
impedance, all measurements were performed with the latest version of DRA
Labs' MLSSA system and acalibrated
B&K4006 microphone.) Although the
overall balance is very flat, there is a
broad lack of energy in the presence
region. All things being equal, this
would be expected to make the speaker
sound rather laid-back and distant, as
well as lacking alittle life and sparkle.
But all things are rarely equal with
speakers, and the plot of the 1070's lateral dispersion reveals that there is a
slight response "flare" off-axis in the
same region, indicated by the cursor
position at 3kHz. In atypical, not too
large room, the excess of presenceregion energy in the reverberant field
will counteract the on-axis depression in
the same region, leading to aflat perceived balance — which is what BW
found in his auditioning. The otherwise
well-controlled off-axis behavior that
can be seen in figA will contribute to
accurate, stable stereo imaging.
The speaker's vertical dispersion is
shown in fig.5, with the off-axis behavior normalized to the tweeter-axis response. It can be seen that if the listener
sits above the tweeter, which is some

34" from the floor, the presence-region
suckout becomes markedly accentuated. System Audio 1070 owners should
sit so that their ears are between the
centers of the twin woofers.
In the time domain, the step response
(fig.6) reveals that the tweeter's output
leads the woofers' by afraction of amillisecond, and that all the drive-units are
connected with positive acoustic polarity. The associated cumulative spectraldecay or waterfall plot (fig.7) is relatively clean throughout the upper midrange
and treble, although some low-level HF
hash can be seen, as well as asmall ridge

of resonant energy at 2kHz. This latter
might be expected to add aslight hardness at high levels, but at moderate levels might add apleasing sense of attack.
Finally, the all cabinet was rather live
between 300 and 400Hz, as can be seen
in fig.8, awaterfall plot calculated from
the output of asimple accelerometer
fastened to asidewall 12" from the floor.
The resonant modes are reasonably low
in level, however, and Inote that BW
did not remark on any subjective problems in the lower midrange.
—John Atkinson
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Ag.8 System Audio 1070, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to cabinet sidewall
12" from the bottom (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 755V; measurement bandwidth, 2kFt.).
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GOODWIN'S Our recipe for higher fidelity
HIGH END The new 2C3D System
ASC Tube Traps
Audio Research

4ifie

CIL=3
PHASE HI

Combine the latest electronics from Spectral with just the right cables from MIT, add the brand
new Avalon Eidolon speakers, and treat the room with ASC Tube Traps. These are the ingredients of agreat system. As far as sound goes, "This is the playback system that Iwould use to
monitor arecording today—which is the highest praise Ican give to asystem." —Alan Goodwin

Avalon Acoustics
Basis

The System—

CAL

Spectral electronics are at the heart of the system .Starting with the
SDR-3000 CD Transport and SDR 2000 Pro D-A Converter, this digital

Clearaudio

front end derives unparalleled sonic beauty from CDs. The DMC-20

Classé

fying the signal—allowing you to discover what's really in your treasured

Dunlavy Audio Labs

Series 2preamp and the DMA-I50 power amp do asuperb job of ampliSpectral SDR-3000

recordings.

MIT interfaces & power line treatment— MIT Reference Series
Interfaces are the arteries of the system and are what ultimately make

Faroudja
Graham

the amazing holographic results of this system possible. The coherency,
power efficiency and quietness of these interfaces allow the signal to be

Hales

passed throughout the system without degradation, phase scrambling

Martin-Logan

or noise pollution. Like the legendary original Shotgun cables, MIT's latest M1-350 Shotgun EVO interconnects and MH-850 Shotgun EVO S/A

Magnum Dynalab

(Spectral/Avalon) establish anew standard in interfacing while providing
alevel of performance never before possible.

McCormack
MIT
Parasound
Quad
Revel
Runco
Spectral
Stewart Filmscreen

Behind it all is the pure and virtually noise free AC power provided by
the MIT Z-Series power line treatment system allowing the holographic image to be free of any
electrical interference
Avalon loudspeakers—Avalon's latest hand-crafted model, designed by Neil Patel
for Avalon Acoustics, Inc, the Eidolon is capable of avery high degree of purity,
resolution and unsurpassed octave-to-octave energy balance. As part of the 2C3D
system the Eidolon sets anew standard for linearity, transient speed, sound stage
focus and holographic imaging. Making these speakers especially appealing are
their compact dimensions and pleasing aesthetic design.

The Listening Room—

Sunfire

MIT Room Service—Whether you are building anew listening environment or working with an existing room, aneutral room is key. MIT has developed anew service to

Theta

help you attain the optimum environment. The Room Service program takes ascientific
approach towards all aspects of system/environment design. Coupled with our extensive

Totem

experience in custom designing and treating listening rooms, this enables us to offer a
turnkey optimized room package at areasonable cost.

Von Schweikert
VPI
Wheaton Triplanar
Zoethecus

ASC
TubeTraps

ASC Tube Traps—A remarkably flexible acoustic tuning system, ASC's unmatched
Tube Trap technology allows the 2C3D System to reveal its full holographic potential in
any room, including yours.

This is asystem that you simply have to hear for yourself. We invite you to visit us and
experience what all the excitement is really about.

Goodwin's High End
899 Main Street,
Waltham, MA 02453

781-893-9000
Fax 781-893-9200
Tues-Thurs 12-8, Fri-Sat 12-6 or by appointment

www.goodwinshighend.com
HIGH

END

ONLY

•

NEW

ENGLAND

System
recording for both imaging and pacing,
two of the 1070's strong suits. Vocal presentation was clear and surprisingly
uncolored — amild surprise, given that
the two little bass/midrange drivers
cover afairly wide segment of the audio
spectrum. By comparison, the midrange
was more "pure" with both the $850/
pair Spica TC-60 and the $8000
Montana EPS (review soon).
Spec'd at ±4dB, the 1070 diverges
from an ideal "flat" frequency response
in amost musical manner. Paradoxical
as this may seem, while aflat frequency
response is absolutely desirable in electronic gear, truly flat-response loudspeakers can sometimes sound dull and
lifeless. Why this is I'm not sure, but
musically involving speakers often
depart from "accuracy." This doesn't
particularly bother me if the result is
musically engaging and the presentation
believable. Like movie fans and opera
goers, audiophiles must indulge in acertain amount of willing suspension of
disbelief. For me, all aloudspeaker has
to do is make that exercise easy, and it
can reel me in like afish on ahook.
The 1070 made this especially easy
with guitar music — not surprising, considering that designer Ole Witthoft is a
guitarist. Lyrical guitar instrumentals
like Stevie Ray Vaughan's "Little Wing"
(The Sky is Crying, Epic EK 47390) or Joe
Satriani's "The Forgotten" (Flying in a
Blue Dream, Relativity 88561-1015-2)
were delightfully seductive and involving. Likewise teenage blues sensation
Jonny Lang (Lie to Me, A&M 31454
0604 2). B.B. King's Deuces Wild (MCA
MCAD-11711) was in very heavy rotaAssociated Equipment
Sources: PS Audio Lambda 2CD
transport, Threshold T-1D DAC,
RadioShack CD3400 CD player,
Maranta CC-48 CD changer,
Maranta DVD810 DVD player,
Randy Tomlinson-modified JVC
XLZ-1010TN CD player, McIntosh
MR-78 tuner.
Preamplifiers: Audio Research
SP14, Threshold Di, Chase Technologies RLC-1, Sumo Athena.
Power amplifiers: Dynaco Stereo
70, Sumo Andromeda, Threshold
T-100.
Cables and interconnects: Kimber Silver Streak/8'TC, Straight
Wire
Rhapsody,
Transparent
MusicLink Plus, Nordost SPM.
—Barry Willis
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drive, and should work well with moderate amounts of power: 100Wpc is
probably all that's necessary in any space
where it's likely to be used.
A limited bottom octave was the little
speaker's only serious drawback —substantial output from 20 to 40Hz is asking alot from something that's closer to
aminimonitor than to afull-range loudspeaker. Even so, the bass this speaker
produced was quite satisfying. If deep
bass is your top priority, the PSB Stratus
The System Audio 1070
Gold i(reviewed by John Atkinson in
October '97, p.199) or the TDL T-Line
was arugged,
3 (reviewed by Muse Kastanovich in
March '98, p.123) are better choices in
reliable performer
the $2-3k price range.
But both of those products might
that never let me down,
overwhelm the System Audio's "naturregardless of the
al" environment: asmall listening room.
If you're among the myriad of rock,
material Ithrew at it.
pop, and jazz fans living in apartments,
townhouses, or condos, the 1070 is
strongly recommended. It works well
with awide variety of electronics, is
leave your smug, ironic commentary at physically unobtrusive, and looks pretty
with or without its grille. Its light
the door: I'm asucker for the stunningweight makes it easy to position, and,
ly bombastic, like Toni Braxton's
best of all, it sounds great. Igot tons of
"Unbreak My Heart," from her selfenjoyment from this loudspeaker. You
titled CD (LaFace/Arista 26020-2).
gâ
Overproduced? Ask me how little I might, too.
care. The girl's got an incredible voice. If
overwrought opera stars can raise bombast to high art, aren't pop divas entitled
Straight Talk... h., 39 \
to do the same? Braxton consistently
delivered the goods through the 1070s.
"One of America's Finest
System Audio's speakers also worked
Audio/Video Stores"
well in atwo-channel bedroom audio/
video system (Maranta DVD810, Sony
We stock 106 Brands of Audio.
TA-E77ESD, Kenwood KM-106),
Video and Car Stereo. Only afew
where they displaced avenerable but
stores in America can make
statement and
near-mint-condition pair of KEF
virtually all of us
104/2s. Movie dialog was rendered
are located in college towns
with clarity, music with emotion, and
adjacent to hi-tech Universities.
sound effects with kick.

non hereabouts during the 1070's stay.
Rock and electric blues aren't the
only types of music these speakers do
well. Great jazz recordings like Stan
Getz's Bossa Nova (Verve Jazz Masters)
or Chet Baker's My Funny Valentine
(Pacific Jazz CDP 52826 2) never grew
tiresome, even with repeat playing. And

AUTHORIZED DEALER

Conclusion
Overall, the System Audio 1070 was a
rult:ed, reliable performer that never let
me down, regardless of the material I
threw at it With its punchy bottom, lyrical midrange, and extended top end, it
was capable of providing sustained satisfaction with awide variety of music. It
was also compatible with awide assortment of supporting electronics — I
experimented with everything from bargain-basement gear (RadioShack 3400,
Chase Technologies RLC-1, Dynaco
Stereo 70) to fairly rarefied high-end
electronics (PS Audio Lambda 2transport; Threshold T-1D DAC, Di preamp, and T-100 amplifiers; Nordost
SPM cables) and was never disappointed.
The 1070 was efficient and easy to

for

Floor Tower Speakers
Ctr Channel Speakers
Subwoofer Speakers
Bookshelf Speakers
Receivers /Audio
Video /TVs /VCRs
Projection TVs /DVD
CD Players /Changers
Laser Disc /Tape Decks
Home Theater Systems
Visit our 14 Showrooms
Featuring 106 Quality Manufacturen
KIEF'S AUDIO/VIDEO
2429 Iowa St, Lawrence, KS 66046
M-T-W-T 10tur-8pm.
F-S 10am-6pm

http://www.kiefsay.com/

A tJI )I( )iv IDI.:()
785-842- 18 1 I
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pat

q,4barber

LP*? WE GOT YOUR LPs!
The following domestic and import

are Just

asampling of what we carry We have one of the
largest selections of new vinyl in the country ,
Tori Amos: From the Choirgirls Hotel'
Erykah Badu: Live/Baduizm
Beck: Odelay
David Bowie: Eartliliiin•

o

Paul McCartney Flaming Pie/Standing Stone•
Oasis: Be Here Now
Jimmy Page/R Plant. Walking into Clarksdale
Pearl Jam: Yield
Radiohead OK Computer•
Rolling Stones: Bridges to Babylon
Son Volt Straightaways (Stereophile ROTMI
Cassandra Wilson New Moon Daughter' (ROTM)
Neil Young: Year of the Horse

PATRICIA BARBER: MODERN COOL

After the wild success of Patricia

Why "Modern Cool"? Barber

Barber's Café Blue (Record to Die

says she told her friends that she

For —available on Music Direct LP

would "leave the 20th century

or CD), the dreamy chanteuse fol-

kicking and screaming." Millions,

lows with Modern Cool. The chal-

she says, died fighting for their

lenge, says Barber, is "trying to dis-

ideals, and now "the dominant

cover how the brilliance and

ideology (is) an empty materialism."

brutality of 'modernism' left us in

It's Barber's clear-headed reduc-

this particularly eclectic, frag-

tionism at its finest.

mented and possibly dangerous
'post-modern' era." Not only one

Now, at last, one of the world's
great modern jazz artists will see

of the most anticipated and im-

simultaneous LP and CD releases!

portant jazz releases of the year

If you read Michael Fremer's

—with the same Chicago quartet
from Café Blue (plus trumpet) —but

comments about Barber's last
album, you already know that the

another arresting sonic triumph as

LP creams the (excellent) CD. On

well. "People need music now,"

this contemporaneous release,

says Barber. "They need music that

from an analogue master (!) you

speaks to their souls, not just their

won't have to wait for the LP! 180-

heads."

gram vinyl, $29.99. CD, $14.99.

0037
0038

Grateful Dead Grateful Dead
Neil Young Harvest

0039
0040

John Coltrane Giant Steps
0. Coleman: Shape of Jazz to Come

0041
0042
0043

Mingus Pithecanthropus Erectos
Aretha INever Loved aMan
Otis Redding .Otis Blue

JVC XRCD
These are the best sounding CDs on tire market.
period! 525.99 each
0023

Doug MacLeod •
Come to Find

0027
0031
0032
0034
0035

D. MacLeod: You Can't Take My Blues
Ella and Joe Pass Take Love Easy
Mulligan Meets Monk
Tatum/Webster: Masterpieces vol.
C. Hawkins Good Old Broadway

0040
01/13

Zoot Sims: Quietly There Mewl
Steve Miller Band The Joker

1))44
0045

0036

Bill Evans. At Shelly's Manne Hole

0046

Tina Turner: Private Dancer
Ernie Watts Long Road Home (new)
Miles Davis: Bags' Groove

0037
0038

Carmey Lundy Old Devil Moon (new!
Sarah Vaughn How Long Has This
Been Going On°
Johnny Griffin. Little Giant

0047

Miles Davis Quintet Walkin' (new)

0048
0050

Kenny Dorham. Quiet Kenny (new)
Wynton Kelly: Kelly Blue (new)

0051

Bill Evans Sunday at the VIg. Vgrd.

0039
Johnny Cash: Unchained, American Recordings
Eric Clapton: Pilgrim"
Sam Cooke .At the Copa
The Cure: Galore
Bob Dylan Time out of Mind/Blonde on Blonde•
Enya: Watermark'
Marvin Gaye: Midnight Love
Isaac Hayes: Hot Buttered Soul/Shaft'
Hootie and the Blowfish Cracked Rear View
Michael Jackson. History
The Jayhawks .Tomorrow the Green Grass
Kraftwerk. Kraftwerk•
Madonna Ray of Light•
Alan's Morissette Jagged Little Pill'

GRADO PLATINUM
PHONO CARTRIDGE

THE

FINE

PRINT

You've probably seen the recent reviews' Grados
new series features wooden bodies, resulting in
avery musical sound with Gradds characteris-

We're open Monday to Friday, 9to 6central time, Saturday, 10 to 3. For acatalog, leave

tic deep, tight bass This cartridge has afuller sound

In addition to those items featured here, we carry aone of the country's largest inventories of domestic and impon vinyl, and other products from: Acoustic Disc, Analogue
Productions, Alto Edition, Audioquest, Chesky, Clarity, Decca/London, Delos, Deutsche

than most otters at the price, and is aperfect choice
for those with solid state electronics or anyone
who wants the Grado "house sound "High rated
output of 4.5 mV. This cartridge is in very short
supply, so please call to reserve one Retail $300
(Other Grado models in stock as well, including
the giant-killer Reference, highly recommended
in The Absolute Sound issue 112 Retail $1200 I
SIMPLY VINYL TITLES

your name and address on our voice mail. There is aS5 charge for catalogs mailed outside North America, refundable on your first order.

Gramophone, DMP, Dorian, Fantasy, Harmonia Mundi, King Super Analogue, Mapleshade, John Marks Records, MCA Heavy Vinyl, Mercury, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, OJC,
Pope Music, Proprius, RCA Living Stereo, Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab, Sony
Legacy, SteepleChase, Telarc, Three Blind Mice, Water Lily, Wilson.
Music Direct also features accessories and hardware from: Apature, Arc ic Audi'
est, API, Audio Prism, Audioquest, Benz Micro, Bright Star Audio, Creek, Ensemble,
German Acoustics, Lightspeed, Mango, McCormack, Mod Squad, Monster Cable,
Nitty Gritty, Perfectionist Audio, Rega, RingMat, Roomtune, Solidsteel, Sound Anchor,
Soytek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic, Target, Versalab.

Britains' Simply Vinyl continues then fun with an
uncanny ability to nail the best titles! 180-gram
(Ps, 926 99 each

I21,

long-playing records
compact disks

0029
0030
0031

John Barry .The Best of John Barry
Steely Dan: Aja
Dylan Times They are A-Changin'

0032
0033 .„

The Byrds .Mr Tambourine Man
Iggy and the Stooges Raw Power

0034
0035

Crosby Stills & Nash
The Doors: Strange Days

http://www.amusicdirect.com

0036

The Eagles .The Eagles

e-mail: md@emusicdirect.corn

audio system accessories

musicdirect

800 449-8333
Illinois 312 433-020
fax 312 433-0011
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XLO Limited Edition The Digital interconnect

A

san (alleged) adult, I've been
known, from time to time, to
defer immediate gratification in
the name of long-term interest. Iconsider myself quite patient in these matters, especially when it comes to audio.
"Anytime now" usually means sometime in the not-too-specific future, if at
all. But this time Ihave to say that even I
thought it was never going to happen.
I'm referring to the entire XLO Limited
Edition series of cables that Roger Skoff
has long threatened to unleash on an
unsuspecting world.
Limited editions and lizards
Knock knock — who's there? Why, it's our
local representative from UPS (Utterly
Peculiar Service), and he's got abox from
XLO. Inside Ifind anicely turned out
octagonal wooden box with an ROWand-BNC'd pair of digital datalinks. (You
can also have the digital cable with XLRs
for AES/EBU connection.) "Designed
for quick rise-time, broad bandwidth,
and absolutely the lowest available cableinduced jitter," Monsieur Skoff trumpets
in the documentation.
There's more. "Barring radical improvements in materials technology or
major scientific breakthroughs, Limited
Edition is almost certainly the best cable
that will ever be made." Ahem. Ahem!
Well, what have we here? The jacketing material is bright purple with a
slightly bluish tinge, and looks as slick
and attractive as the lizard jacket Brando
wore in Streetcar. O000, nice connectors,
precision-machined and very customlooking — anything but off-the-shelf in
appearance. "Good flexibility for easy
connection," Inote as Ibayonet the
BNCs to the Forsell Air Bearing CD
transport and the Ensemble Dichrono
D/A converter. Isit down to read more
as the datalink settles in. (It broke in
quickly and didn't much change its
sound except to render all its exceptional qualities more completely.)
"The conductors of every XLO
Limited Edition cable are made from
only specially processed ultra-pure copper, produced by aprocess of 'zonerefining' and continuous casting to actually exceed the requirements for
Stereophile, August 1998

XLO limited Edition The Digital interconnect

Laboratory Grade rating. "Ile insulation
and core structure of every Limited
Edition cable is acomposite array of
multiple DuPont' Teflon"' fluoropolymers and air, with a lower effective
dielectric constant than any other kind
or combination of commercially available materials, and amean audio frequencies dielectric absorption factor significantly lower than even DuPont's
own Teflon AFTM — an ultrapremium
licensed product for special military and
aerospace applications that sells for
more than $7000 per kilogram!
"Every XLO Limited Edition cable is
made using the very latest version of
our own 'field-balanced' winding
geometry, to critically optimize the relationship of the (current-controlled)
electromagnetic and (voltage-controlled) electrostatic fields generated in
any cable whenever signal is passed."
The cables, which include The Unbalanced Interconnect, The Balanced
Interconnect, and The Speaker Cable,
arc constructed in short production runs
on special machinery built or modified
to XL0's specification. Everything is
rigidly QC'd, I'm told, all terminations
are by hand, and cables are given afinal
inspection by Roger hisself.

Associated equipment
Iauditioned The Digital Interconnect
on the Forsell Air Bearing and Ensemble Dichrono transports and D/A converters. Ialso listened to it with the dCS
972 sample-rate converter into the
24/96 dCS Elgar D/A processor.'
Preamps included the Nagra PL-P, the
YBA Signature 6 Chassis, and the
super-high-tech Boulder 2010. Amps in
1Out this fall will k my tell-all investigation and caropening experiences with upsampling 44.1/16 to 24/96
with the dCS 972 and squirting said signal into the dCS
Elgar using its analog outputs directly into the amps.
Totally amazing — stay tuned. The dCS unes arc to he
upgraded to 24-bit/192kHz in the near future!

Description: Coaxial digital datalink, available terminated with
RCAs or BNCs for S/PDIF, or with
XLRs for AES/EBU connections.
Prices: $1100/m terminated,
8750/0.5m. Approximate number
of dealers: 14.
Manufacturer: XLO Electric Co.,
9480 Utica Ave., Suite 612,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730.
Tel: (800) XLO-USA-1, (909) 4660382. Fax: (909) 466-3662.
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HARDWARE &

ORDER OR INFO
BY E-MAIL:
ElusDisc@aol.com

ACCESSORIES

VISIT OUR

»DIEM

WEBSITE:
elusivedisc.com

ORDER
TOLL FREE:
800-782-347

* * A Sampling of the Latest & Hottest Hardware & Accessories For Summer 98! * * *

BENZ-MICRO SWITZERLANDH%
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES:GLIDER
THE
‘
1 Drf
RUBY ll (NEW!)
SCALL W/ Trade$CALL
REFERENCE
SCALL W/ TradeSCALL
Factory
--,
-,
MC H20; M0.9; 10.4 SCALL W/ Trade SCN.L.
MC GOLD I0.4mV)
$350 W/ Trade $CALL
Authorized
MC SILVER (2.0mV)
$350 W/ TradeSCALL Trade-in Sale!
«PI
io&
MC-20E11
$150
•
2.0nn
LUKASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE
SCALL
$750 Or
Benz/Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer SC/ILL -With Trade
Output
Available
Isenune who's Into analtie Is SALEZ .
I
.
F,
_.
itur lo want one of Thermic
S. ., Nu ,e: S.....,-oed So Good For So Little!
battery-powered canredge
$C011
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more holographic, more involving.... more musical.
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ANALOG SALE!!!
1
1W-19.1R Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm': $949.99
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': $1,174.99
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': $1,549.99
HW-191R Turntable w/ New VPI Med. Moss Arm': SCALL
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special*: SCALL
FREE eue .
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': SCALL
cortridg.
Add The LIFT & get it installed for FREEI
,,, sta n
ot i
or,
Please ask about our Package Paces For

ALL VPI

request
Turntable Models!

TURNTABLES:

our Ultimate
•

made

I/I 11.3.a.

Source!!

KW-19 JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic plotter, precision machined for dire('
coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
Fully Llpgrodeoble to HW-19 Mark Ill ($599) /KW-19 Mark IV ($1199)
HW-19 MARK III -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & ormboord, block acrylic
platter and spring suspension
KW-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing & spindl eassembly. 20 lb. acrylic plotter,

SCALL
SCALL

SHAKTI STONE:
.$199.99/0n-Lines $99.99
-The Sha ti oilers aworthwhile and cost
eftective boost in sound ouality....Focus.
transparency, clarity, and speed were better.
as was the sense of space & pace." forfurhrirs
Stereophi/e. 2,96. 1'0/. /9 #2

SCALL
ARIES -Near TNT performance in an HW-19 si
ze lR
equ i
res on l
y a 2T x 16' space,
TNT 3plotter & bearing.
SCAM.
TNT JUNIOR -Huge so und st age i
sb
al
anced b
y a so lidity on l
y available from super
tables. Now affordable to a l
arger au di ence. 21 lb .sta i
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ess stee l
motor assem b
ly.

SUMIKO CARTRIDGE

TNT SERIES 2.5, 3 In 4 -The ultimate in turntable tech no l
og y.

leit TURNTABLE
Block Pearl Cartridge
SCALLI TURNTABLES:
SCALL Pro-Ject 6.1 Turntable
179.99 Pro-Ject 1.2 Turntable

CARTRIDGES:
Blue Point Special Cartridge
Blue Point Cartridge
Pearl Cartridge

SA LE!!!
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ECORD CARE PRODU
MOBIL 1.0
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It). and elimination or mid-1.1rehle ringing that these record.cleaning machine,
hate....IE'ou listen to rt,aerds. too nerd a record-cleaning machine Period." •
Corry Greenberg. Mereophdr, .1iny 44,t épl. 17 n5
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inrtarinv while vacuum/en,.
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TONEARMS:
THE JMW MEMORIAL -VPI has desi gne d an all- ou taffor dabl e toneorm re f
erence that is
extraordinary in its ability to entrad information f
rom on LP s grooves. S
oun d
stoge i
s w id e 8 deep
with air & separ
ati o nb
et
ween instruments. Feeling of solidity of images 8 top to bottom coherency is unmatched. Also avail abl e i
n 12' vers i
on f
or TNT 5-star rated in TAS issue 106! SCALE
GRAHAM 2.0 BASIC (NEW) -Award-winning uni -pi vo tdes i
gn .
Full y upgro dea bl e. .SOUL
We offer all models of Graham T
oneorms an dAccessori
es !! Coll f
or d
etails.
SME Model 309 -Classi c des i
gn .
Best medium-priced arm on the market!
SCALL
We offer all models of SME T
oneorms,Turntables & Accessories/I Call for details.
AUDIOQUEST PT-6; PT-7 (Emerald X4 Cable) áPT-.8 (Pre _Cable) Adjustable pivot dampin g,FPC i
nt
erna l
wi
re ,
Adj usta bl e VTA.
KALI.
NEW VPI MED:MASS -VPI's newes tt
onearm. B
ud
get pr i
ced! Great performance!
«ALL

Vinyl oodgrain Cabinet-ITEM #-ANIT1.0....IMALL
MOBIL 1.6 scrubbing. &
models in. dio orn,klble
shilemut waste fluid tray.
.
MI wSolid Od. Cub*
Vinyl Woodgroin Cabinet -ITEM #-AN1T1.5....$CALL
221:6 voidon
MOBIL 1.5111•- Auto fluid application. scrubbing. & rotation. Vinyl Woodgroin Cabinet
bletiMdl le
!WALL
MOD I. MINI-PRO 1 .- Wei scrubs & vacuums both sides simultaneously.
Vinyl Woodgroin Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5FI
!MALL
MTV GRITTY CD MASTER (CD Cleaner)
$39.99
DUST COVERS (DC-1 Soft Vinyl for 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2 .
5)
$1111.1111
(vinyl for 1.5Fi, 2.5Fi, Mini-Pro 182 .... 20.99 Acrylic -all models)

CLEANINO MACHINES: MVO •
lilt -10.5 or he an outstanding
perfOrw
nr. The rei•ord surfitics are tnicroseopiially clean & are so pristine they look new!" Audio Maga:ine

Record Cleaning Brush:
Vac Sweep Kit: (4 Vac-Sweeps)
Capstan IGt: (4 Capstans)

$CALL!!!
Ltd. Time Offer!!!

$13.99 RECORD & CD CLEANIMGEWIDS 513.99 Purifier 2
16 oz.
$15.99
$13.99 (for all LPs) 1/2 gal.-536.99/1 gal. $59.99

THE LIFTrif

Prefro pier stylus! Lire
an, 'outgo], automatic:11M
Gold
$99.99
(Mime
9.99

Ultra Clarifier:$114.99

Image. ironed morr
6 pd6.64.
Men iouniled mode rained
odd. Ihe
delinNe4i
-116iii deeper 6 lidorr
•116 hdler piethAdTridodifoo_.
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RCA Interconnects, Jode, Turquoise, Topaz, Ruby, Quartz. At lengths available
Speaker Cables: Type 2, 4, 6, Indigo, Crystal & Midnight. All lengths available
Emerald X4 Toneorrn Cable: tom $129.99 Pro Tonearm Cable: (11W!)
UltraConnect 1 (w/cleaners) Ult ra-hi gh-p ur ity con t
actcl
eaner. No res idue
Record Brush: Anti-s/at Carbon Fiber
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of four)
Juniors: $31.99
Seniors:
Loser Guide: Optical Clarifier/Cleaner -'Improves CO sound!
Sorbothane Little Feet: (Pock of 4) .„.. $32.99 Sorbothane Big Feet: (Pack of 4)

Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc

a
SCALL
$CALL
SCALL
$29.99
$14.99
$49.99
$26.99
$49.99

NOW ONLY $129.99

The ultimate burn-1n and demagnetvatron Disc! 41agoira.
Gruv-Glide II stEn:ore le
improves sound removes static.imprves trackt

records and styli last longer

$21.99

GEO_DISCTM

Precision

cartridire

By Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
$24.99
klumment system, adtieve critical alignment w/in .003 inch in moments.

RECORD SLEEVES - INN_Ell -.40c ea $30/100 OM -.20e ea $15/100
Japanese Resealables - 40c ea $30/100
MoF Rice Paper -$8/10 pack $70/100

E-MAIL: ElusDisc@aol.com

HW-17F -$899.99
Fully automatic!!
Cooling fan increases
life of motor'!

ACCESSORIES:

POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Spee d con t
ro ll er and power filter. GREAT UPGRADE!! .... $399.99
HW-19 STAND ALONE MOTOR
SCALL STROBE DISC -Set turnta ble speed ... 117.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE
$14.99 PRECISION BULL'S EYE LEVEL
$5.99
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF VPI SPARE PARTS UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIES!!
RAJ'. SpeedMrobe Meal Phonograph Speed Readout:
urocyw/in .03%t Hottest
accessory for vinyl junkres! rCc

RudioPrism

NEW CD BLACKLIOHT 2 •Mechanical
dampening, conductive
carbon traces reducing
electrostatic charges &
luminescent face reducing jitter results in your
music sounding more
natural, 3-D & dynamic
with significantly less
glare 8 edge. $39.99
Trade- 529.99
mum CD STOPLIGHT"' é "The mat works in abig With
way. Idid not have to grain
1he imprin ement wa, ast,trrishirig to hear the impnweinent. improved definition, deDOA Oh/ter. Stereophik.. Mar ',
/3. #3
tail, dynamics, amore analog-like sounduage. To
$14.95 /3 ORMORE$1, 95
tell you the truth, I...heeged Victor for amat on the
MUM&
,pot." Sam Tellig. Ste,:
Apr.96 I /V 44

-O.16.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
(3 pack)
$74.1119
Small» Illearime
4.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
(3 pack)
$491M
"...and these link guys WORK! ...I'm keeping
hem under all my ¡car." -Corey Greenberg,
Stereophile. Apr. 92
/.5. #4

150+ page 1s3" U.S.A. /s5°° INTL.I
CATALOG .1 FREE WITH ORDER!ij
VISA

WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

•
Features: SelÇcantained
pump: Applies
liquid and scrubs record at saine time; Bidiremional cleaning: pushbutton controls: "The
ntost deluxe record cleaner on the market!"

HW-1 6.5 Semi-Automatic

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669

«ALL
SCALL

FOR INFO (765) 778-2715
"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Priority Moil: 1-4 Items: $5 (odtl. items .50e ea.)
/3-Day Select: 1-3 Items $7 (add. Items $1 ea.) /
1.1
odtl. Items $1.25 ea I
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING, CALL OR FAX!
CANADA: lut Item $7.00 (odtl. items $1 50

XL0
play were the VTL Wotans, Forsell's
The Statement, and the beautifully finished Boulder 2050 monoblocks (1kW
into 8ohms doubling down to 2kW
into 4ohms and 4kW into 2ohms...
and in for review!). Speakers were our
reference JMIab Utopias, everything
wired up with XL0 Signature, Synergistic Research Designer's Reference, or
TARA's The One.
Sound
Roger Skoffs hit one outra the ballpark
with this cable. If you took all the best
qualities of his previous best Signature
series, including and especially the digital datalink, then sat down and made a
wish list of all those small things you'd
ask to be grafted over the many strengths
of the cable as it exists today... this
would be it.
I've always associated XL0's House
Sound with acertain speed, articulation,
and cleanness of presentation. Sharpish
imaging, lots of air and transparency, a
layering champion, tightly controlled
bass, and perhaps ahair, atouch leansounding in direct comparison to other,
more forgiving cables. Part of that particular sound, perhaps, is related to the
Signature's "self-shielding" wind: it
doesn't use aconventional shield around
the conductors.
So what would Iask for to transform
the merely excellent Signature datalink
into atrue reference product? Simple:
I'd want slightly more body and roundness, ashade more harmonic development and tonal color, atouch more
richness in the midrange, asoupçon more
sweetness and warming shimmer in the
highs, and an ever-so-slight lift in the
fullness of the bass. And I'd want to
leave everything else about the Signature alone. That's all I'd ask.
Amazingly, that's what Roger has
given us in The Limited Edition.
Let's turn to the effulgent new
Chesky release, Sex Without Bodies by
Dave's True Story, aka Kelly Flint and
David Cantor (JD164). I've mentioned
the slight difference in the air and presence in this recording between Mme.
Flint and M. Cantor, et al. This was
never more apparent than when concentrating on the sound using Limited
Edition digital cable. In an amusing
twist, I'd have to say that, despite its ability to explicate detail as fully as it does,
the Limited also proved, at all times,
wholly musical.
What does that mean? That it never
sounded over-analytical or left me cold —
musically or emotionally. The usually
loquacious Roger, for achange, sumStereophde, August 1998

med it up quite succinctly: "Jonathan,
the question is, can Ibelieve it, and does
it move me?" Yes.
Whether Iwas listening to the hugely
entertaining "Mr. Eddy's Theme" from
the soundtrack to Lost Highway (Nothing/
Interscope I
NTD-90090) — the last
David Lynch film — or getting lost in
Peace and Noise, the latest from Patti
Smith (Arista 18986-2), Inever lost the
beat of the music. Why these two
recordings? Ialways fall deeply into the
music and become completely involved

As Isee it,

one of the tricks
of reviewing is
to remain open to
the wonder and
beauty of it all.
when listening to Patti do "Spell,"
described as afootnote to "Howl" by the
late and great Allen Ginsberg. That's
always followed by the incredibly funky
"Don't Say Nothing." My feet never stop
jumping Now, 'scuse me, Patti, but you
simply don't pay as close attention to
sound as does, say, Lou Reed, whose Set
the Twilight Reeling (Warner Bros. 461592) sounds spectacular.2 Like many of
Patti's recordings, Peace and Noise is, alas, a
touch murky and digital. It needs acut to
the chase datalink that can still flesh out
and fully render the information that is
present. At this, the Limited Edition was
always and totally superb.
I'm going to bring the Lost Highway
soundtrack to HI-FI '98 and startle all
and sundry with it. Equipment reports
editor Wes Phillips visited our loft
recently, and Ihope he won't mind me
saying that "Mr. Eddy's Theme" left him
uttering alow "wow" after it was over.
The CD contains huge- and powerfulsounding music by such as David
Bowie, Trent Reznor, Marilyn Manson,
Rammstein, Smashing Pumpkins, Nine
Inch Nails, Angelo Badalamenti, Barry
Adamson, and Lou Reed. No schleppers. Ipredict that listening to "Mr.
Eddy" at high levels will leave you, as it
did me, shocked, overwhelmed, and
scrabbling for air in your listening chair.
"What was that one?" everyone asks
weakly at track's end.
The Limited Edition set out the huge,
2Thanks to Bob Ludwig at Gateway Mastering, and to
Prism 20-bit digitalis.

Limited

Edition

resoundingly enjoyable sonic fireball
that is "Mr. Eddy's Theme" in the most
musically convincing and entertaining
way Ihave ever heard. The astounding,
awesome, room-inverting bass will massage your liver and leave you reaching
for the Charmin. The Limited lost track
of not athread, the whole construct
hanging together in an amazing son et
lumière of glorious, confounding, involving music.
Look —as Isee it, one of the tricks of
reviewing is to remain open to the wonder and beauty of it all. One should
avoid becoming jaded, as it's all too easy
to become. When acomponent leaves
me captured and affected in the listening chair, then it's working the special
magic that is the goal of the noble pursuit of the High End.
Rather than comparing the Limited
Edition here to the other fine datalinks
I've recently enthused about in these
pages, I'd suggest simply reading about
them individually if you're considering
their purchase. (You can find them by
using the search engine at www.stereo
phile.com )But before you go, let me
also inform you that the XL0 Limited
Edition is my new reference digital data
interconnect.

150 wpc. Balanced
Remote Integrated
Amplifier

$350

in Synergistic
Research cables
FREE with KAV-300i
purchase -$2350
•Atlantis •Audio Poner Wedge •Audio Research
•Billy Bags •CAL •Chiro by Kinergetics
•Definitive Technology. Dunlavy •EAD
•Grado •HK •lolida •Krell •Losan •Magnan
•Martin Logan •Magro •McCormack •MIT
•Monster Cable •NBS• Panamas •ProAc •PSB
•Rega •Sanus •Sound Anchors •Standesign •Sunfire
•Synergistic Research •Thiel •Van den hub cartridges
•VPI •Wadia •Wilson Audio ... and more.

Audio-Video
L•0•6•11*C

The Midwest's Ultimate Stereo Store
3702 Beaver Ave.
Moines, IA 50310
515-255-2134
Specials on our Websile: http://www.audio-logic.com
Des
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First Impression Music

proprius
sound

Hush! The Angels Are Singing
CD = CFIM 001 $25.00

1116•1111116
Great Romantic Movie Themes
CD •CFIM 002 $25.00

Antiphone Blues
CD =CFIM 003 $25.00

The Proprius Sound
CD =CFIM 004 $25.00

Audiophile Reference (Popular)
CD =CFIM 007 $25.00

I—CCD
Christmas Party
CD = CFIM 008 $25.00
11-C
2 -1±7)

Silent Night, Beautiful Night
CD -CFIM 005 $25.00

.

Audiophile Reference (Classical)
CD =CFIM 006 $25.00

Songs My Dad Taught Me
CD =CAM 009 $25.00

hbthl oj Loi
iN

Jazz At The Pawnshop
Complete 2CD Set
CD = CFIM 012
CD =CFIM 013 $60.00

Same as above but in super HDCD
CD = CFIM 014
CD =CFIM 015 $50.00
-1

enna

Patricia Barber -Cafe Blue
CD =CFIM 010 $25.00

111111himi

I
I:CD

A World of Love
CD =CFIM 011 $30.00

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
To ORDER

CALL:

PHONE: (785) 825-8609 •FAX: (785) 825-0156

1-800-716-3553 1t I

111111111111111111111MM,

r

Shipping: $4.95 UPS Ground -$7.95 Airborm
Any size order in continental USA.

Exclusive US Distributer
P.O. BOX 1905. SALINA. KS 67402-1905 •USA

(rcd

VISA

-1181111.11111110Wirrequar,
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Larry
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Greenhill

Velodyne FSR-18 powered subvvoofer

L

ast Christmas, my wile gave me a
gift only a middle-aged audio
reviewer could appreciate. But on
Christmas Eve, just before the presents
were to be put out, Iaccidentally went
into my daughter's room and spoiled
the surprise. There it lay, waiting,
between her bed and the wall, 51" long
with thick, black wheels: a bright
orange Hi-Point 600-lb Hand Truck for
moving shipping cartons.
Iwas overjoyed, but my young adult
children were mystified — why would I
want abig orange hand truck? My wife
understood. "I knew you'd find this a
very romantic gift," she confided.
Romance and commitment make for
long marriages and subwoofer reviews.
But, much as Ilove auditioning subwoofers, Idon't look forward to the
arrival at my house of such large, heavy,
bulky speakers — especially when they
so seldom have slots or ridges to grab
onto. Iused to dread the prospect of
dragging them from my garage —
known to my family as the delivery
dock — up the short flight of stairs to
my listening room. But my orange hand
truck changed all that. In no time Iwas
wheeling 150-lb cartons around the side
of my house and in the back door.
Which brings me to the subject of
this review: Velodync's newest active,
sealed-box, 18" servo-controlled subwoofer, the FSR-18. It's been almost
nine years since Ipassionately reviewed
the company's first 18" servo-controlled

Description: active, front-firing, sealed
servo-controlled audio/video subwoofer system with remote control.
Drive-units: one 18" cone woofer with
2" maximum excursion, 3" tandem
push-pull voice-coil, 218oz magnet,
382oz motor structure. Rear-panel
controls: subwoofer volume, continuously variable low-pass crossover
(40-120Hz, variable slope), slideswitch high-pass (80Hz, 100Hz), phase
(0-180°), subsonic filter (15Hz, 35Hz),
crossover (in/out), automatic turn-on
with input signal (on/off), remote sensor minijack, IEC detachable line-cord
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Velodyne FSR-18 powered subwoofer

subwoofer, the ULD-18 (Stereophile,
Vol.12 No.10). Iwas swept away by the
ULD-18's large oak cabinet, with its
beveled hardwood edges, its deep-bass
extension and pitch definition, its ability
to play with high sound-pressure levels
and low distortion. Most of all, it extended the dynamic range of my Quad
Electrostatic loudspeakers, allowing
them to play at full volume in my listening room. When Velodyne announced
several years ago that they were going to
build aFoundation Series replacement
for the ULD-18, my passion was renewed. The new unit was to be more

socket, single-ended input connectors
(RCA jacks), XLR balanced inputs,
speaker-level inputs and outputs (4
pairs of 5-way binding posts), singleended 80Hz highpass output (RCA
jacks). Amplifier: 1250W RMS class-D,
continuous output Input impedance:
20k ohms. Frequency response:
15Hz-120Hz, ±3dB. Total harmonic
distortion: <0.5% at 110dB SPL
Dimensions: 21.25" (531.25mm) W
by 23.25" (581.25mm) H by 18.5"
(462.5mm) D. Weight: 105 lbs
(47.3kg).
Finishes: black woodgrain vinyl;

compact, go deeper, play louder with
less distortion, and cost $500 less than
the ULD-18. Would my ardor be
rewarded?
Someone up there must have known
about my hand truck, because Ireceived
three review samples. The first — a
$1999 F-1800R II 600W active subwoofer system — arrived in mid-1997.
Before Icould finish the review, Iwas
called by Kurt Chissom, then
Velodyne's director of customer relations, who told me that another subwoofer was coming. The Velodyne
engineers had doubled the internal

high-gloss black or high-gloss rosewood, add $150. All with faux granite
vinyl base.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
58093039 (F-1800R II), 58007021
(FSR-18), 58096007 (FSR-18BV).
Price: $2399. Approximate number
of dealers: 400. Warranty: 2years, "no
hassle" replacement unit, parts, and
labor.
Manufacturer: Velodyne Acoustics,
1070 Commercial St. #101, San
Jose, CA 95112. Tel: (408) 4367270. Fax: (408) 436-7276. E-mail:
velodyne@earthlink.net
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Your nearest high-end shop is
...right at home.
The Cable Company offers the only "Library" or
broken-in samples of nearly every cable for
you to try at home. We also do this for

I
L

dozens of powerline filters, and

ir

many, many components. This

•

service for our customers
is cost-free and guilt-free
(5-10% deposit required—

THE

call for details).
As

grfgArlii

you can see

we have the smartest
customers in the business!

Good people. Good advice.
Great systems, one customer at atime.

We also specialize in:
Resonance Control

Racks

Room Acoustics

Signal Guard:
Comprehensive Component Isolation

Components

PolyCrystal
Resonance Technology
making music sound better!

Genesis Digital Lens
Try before you buy!

Everyday low prices and

From Roomlens
to Roomtune to EchoBusters,
ASC &more!

reat specials.

THE CABLE COMPANY
PO Box 579 •Point Pleasant, PA 18950
1•800•FATWYRE •215.297.8824 •Fax: 215.297.8661 •Email: fatwyreeatwyre.com •Website: www.fatwyre.com
All major credit carde •FREE consultation •FREE Newsletter •Most orders ship FREE!

Velodyne
amplifier's power to 1200W continuous, and Marketing had raised the price
to $2399: win some, lose some.
Redubbed the FSR-18, this model
replaced the F-1800R II in Velodyne's
product line.
The FSR-18 showed up within a
week of my return from the January
1998 Las Vegas Consumer Electronics
show. Initial sweeps with the audio generator revealed aloose internal speaker
lead that rattled below 25Hz. Velodyne's "no hassle" customer policy for
FSR-18 owners entitles them to a
replacement unit should the original
malfunction under warranty, and on
Good Friday the new FSR-18 arrived in
ared van driven by Hector, the shipping
company's driver. Hector was strong but
short, his van lacked alift gate, and we
had to unload one new FSR-18, then
repack his van with an F-1800R II, the
broken FSR-18, and an ULD-18 — a
total of 600 lbs. He sure looked happy
when he saW my orange hand truck.

the flexibility of acontrol box that can be
placed next to the system's preamplifier
for precise adjustment of all levels, but it's
possible to incorrectly connect the speaker cable from the control-unit amplifier
to the enclosure. Deafening low-frequency hash and possible damage to the
driver or cabinet could result as the servo
system turns the ULD-18 into agiant
oscillator.' While the ULD-18's external

FSR-18

All in all, the FSR-18's service panel
has evolved greatly from the simple
controls and relatively limited connections available on the ULD-18's outboard control module.

How it works
Velodyne designed the FSR-18 to surpass the ULD-18 by producing higher
SPLs (110dB vs 104dB at less than 1%
THD) and going lower in frequency
(15Hz vs 18Hz) in asmaller cabinet. To
The FSR-18's cabinet
achieve this, the internal power amplifier needed to be three times as powerful,
is extremely sturdy
the driver cone much more stiff, and the
drive-unit motor more powerfull.
and unlikely to develop
The FSR-18 amplifier's power rating
air leaks.
has been increased to 1250W continuous, 3000W peak, in order to handle
the increased back electromotive force
servo control cable was not protected
of the FSR-18's driver motor in asmallagainst radio-frequency interference, the
FSR-18's servo cables are internal and er enclosure. As Roger Baker, Velodyne's design engineer, explained, air
EMI-shielded.
has nonlinear characteristics as it is comThe FSR-18's electronics and conpressed in asmaller enclosure, requiring
trols are contained in ametal service
agreater motor force at maximum companel mounted in the back of the enclopression as the woofer moves farther
sure. Two balanced XLR connectors
How it's built
(stereo input) and eight RCA jacks away from center during excursion.
It may be smaller than its predecessor,
The new amplifier is atransformerless,
(stereo input and output) provide linebut the FSR-18 measures close to 2' on
class-D unit. It uses aproprietary (patent
aside and weighs 105 lbs. It's still one of level system connection. Speaker-level
pending) energy-recovery design and
inputs and outputs are also mounted on
the larger subwoofers I've tested. The
controlled switching mode that elimithis panel. Variable and switch controls
sidewalls are constructed from 1
4 "-thick
/
nates current shoot-through —with corgive the owner considerable versatility
MDF. Subtracting the volume occupied
respondingly reduced stress on the output
in setting the FSR-18's audio output
by the woofer, magnet structure, and
devices —and reduced RF noise. It runs
electronics, the remaining volume of level, selecting lowpass and highpass fildirectly off the power line without a
ter cut points, or bypassing the internal
the enclosure is just under three cubic
power-supply transformer, avoiding any
feet —about half the internal volume of electronic crossover so it can be driven
directly from the subwoofer outputs of core-saturation effect.
the ULD-18. Internal bracing, corner
The driver's motor structure also has
surround-sound-equipped receivers
blocks, and silicone latex caulking are
been redesigned. It now delivers 100 lbs
and processors. The remote controls
added after the enclosure is secured
of force, twice that of the ULD-18's. It
power-on, volume level, and mute
with epoxy glue, making the FSR-18's
is physically larger than the ULD-18's,
functions. The AC cord is detachable.
cabinet extremely sturdy and unlikely
almost as large in diameter as the cone
Other FSR-18 features include: therto develop air leaks.
mal protection; remote control on/ itself. The magnetic structure alone
The FSR-18 employs aforward-facoff/volume presets; signal-sensing and weighs 24 lbs. Two copper voice-coils,
ing woofer instead of the ULD-18 II's
two spiders, and two magnetic gaps are
downward-firing unit. This drive-unit phase-switching circuitry; heavy-duty
employed. The voice-coils are precisely
5-way binding posts; and alow-lineoccupies most of the front end of the
wound by acomputer numeric-control
voltage power cutoff. Power on/off can
enclosure and is covered by aremovbe controlled from the enclosure's rear device in opposite directions onto aforable grillecloth. The cabinetwork is
mer made of awoven-glass polyimide
panel, the remote, or automatically with
utilitarian — the ULD-18's lustrous oak
resin that's stable up to 400°C, and
the subwoofer's autosensing circuit.
veneer, and hardwood beveled edges
wired out of phase to operate in apushThis circuit turns on the FSR-18 quickhave been replaced with aplain black
vinyl box with afaux marble strip just ly in the presence of asignal, and off pull arrangement. The voice-coils in the
FR-1800 Mk.II had aDC resistance of
after 10 minutes of no signal. Other user
below the front grillecloth. The FSR-18
sits on four 1
4"
/
plastic button feet, and a options include aremote infrared re- 2.3 ohms. Because the FSR-18's new
1250W amplifier would have drawn 11
single power-on LED sits at the right ceiver socket?
amps driving this load, the resistance of
bottom corner.
1A deaf
groar resulted when Ibriefly reversed the
the FSR-18's voice-coil was raised to 3.6
All electronics and connections are
ULD-18's speaker cables. This was probably responsiohms by decreasing the wire's size from
ble
for
the
cabinet
air leaks that dropped the submounted in the speaker enclosure. This
woofer's acoustic output and required areturn trip to
20 to 21 gauge.
differs from the ULD-18 system, whose
the factory for repairs.
Tripling the amplifier power and dou18" driver and 5.77-cubic-foot, 105-lb
2Velodyne offers an external infrared (11t) receiver and
bling the motor's power more than
enclosure were kept separate from the
cable for $100. This allows the owner to position the
quadruples the forces on the cone. As a
subwoofer behind the main speakers, but not within
control unit containing a400Wpc amplithe remote's line of sight. The IR receiver can be
result, the FSR-18's big cone had to be
fier, electronic crossover and servo cable
perched on an equipment shelf so the hand-held
reinforced with carbon-fiber resin, a
remote can be used.
and circuitry. Some audiophiles prefer
Stereophile, August 1998
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Velodyne
high-density surround, and alinen spider.
Four sets of five holes each are punched
in the cone at calculated intervals to
break up standing waves and to ventilate
the voice-coil. Although the cone's
excursion has been increased from 0.75"
to 125", Ifound it harder to move with
my hand than the ULD-18's cone.
The 18" driver and motor assembly
are controlled with Velodyne's High
Gain Servo system, which incorporates
a voice-coil-mounted accelerometer
that compares driver movement with
the original signal 3500 times asecond.
The accelerometer is about half the
physical size and mass of the one used in
the ULD-18, but is said to be more
accurate in its error correction.
In order to avoid overload, the FSR18 uses a sophisticated limiter that
employs anti-clipping circuitry. It is
more advanced than the ULD-18's limiter, which could be overridden if presented with asudden huge signal. The
FSR-18's circuit tracks any signal, allowing the system to play louder without
overload. Yet it will instantly reduce its
gain if hit with amassive signal.
The FSR-18 incorporates an electronic crossover much more flexible
than that found in the ULD-18. Using a
rotary control, the owner can adjust the
low-pass filter's crossover point to any
frequency between 40 and 120Hz.
Beginning with a12dB/octave slope,
the filter gradually becomes steeper
until it reaches 48dB/octave. This brickwall filter slope prevents any high-frequency distortion component from
being audible. The high-pass filter has a
gentler second-order slope, and its -3dB
down point can be set at 100Hz or
80Hz with atoggle switch.
How it played pure tones
Iswept the Velodyne FR series subwoofers with 10-40Hz sinewave signals
to estimate low-frequency response and
output level, setting the input signal
level high enough to produce considerable cone excursion. The FSR-18 produced solid output down to 14Hz,
which Isensed as pressure on my face
and vibration through the wood floor.
This caused all my loose baseboard
heating covers to vibrate.3
As noted above, these frequency
sweeps revealed arat-tat-tat sound in the
first FSR-18 Iauditioned. This noise
would be masked by most music, audible
only during the pipe-organ passages in
"A Gaelic Blessing" on John Rutter's
Requiem (Reference Recordings RR57CD). However, neither the F-1800R
II nor the replacement FSR-18 made this
Stereophile, August 1998

FSR-18

Harley in his 1991 review of the Muse
Model 18 subwoofer.4These helped me
determine whether the FSR-18: 1)
could be added to my audio system
without coloring the midrange with its
high-pass electronics; 2) could be integrated smoothly with the Quad ESL63s; 3) handled overload gracefully during fortissimo bass notes; 4) extended the
dynamic range of the Quads; 5) produced weight, authority, and "room
lock" when playing pipe-organ music;
Natural soundstage
and 6) delivered both high output at
low frequencies (bass quantity) and useperspectives,
able, clean output down to 20Hz (bass
quality).
absence of electronic
1) First, Ievaluated whether the FSR18's
high-pass filter degraded the sound
brittleness, and rich
of my reference system — I'm hesitant
to insert any additional electronics into
instrumental timbres are
the signal path. The Quad ESL-63s drivmore important
en by the Krell FPB 250Ms are very
revealing about changes upstream. If the
to me than pure
FSR-18's highpass filtering interfered
with soundstage width or depth, or
bass extension.
injected any hardness or grain into the
music —as Ihad heard during my review
of the Velodyne F-1500 (Vol.16 No3,
quent units, these wires were run along p.139)— Iwould have difficulty recommending it, regardless of its bass extenthe back and sides of the cabinet to avoid
sion. Natural soundstage perspectives,
contact with the cone, even during the
absence of electronic brittleness, and rich
most extreme excursion. Velodyne's
instrumental timbres are more important
"no-hassle" FSR-18 warranty makes this
to me than pure bass extension.
asmaller problem than it appears: when
Iwas pleased to find that mid- and
defects are identified during the warranty period, the customer is shipped a high-frequency presentations were not
affected by the addition of the FSR-18. I
brand-new unit. Iactivated this policy —
admittedly, areviewer will get the best verified this by comparing the standard
setup — the FSR-18 inserted into the sigservice —and anew unit arrived less
nal path between the preamplifier and
than two weeks after Imade the call.
the Krell FPB 250Ms — with the FSRSure enough—on its return to
18 added to the signal path by concurVelodyne, that first unit was discovered to
have loose wiring, which slapped against rently driving it from an auxiliary preamplifier output while the Krell FPB
the moving cone and produced the tap250Ms and Quads were driven fullping sound.
range from the preamplifier's main output jack. Iheard identical transparency
How it played music
in the midrange and speed of transient
I've organized my listening comments
attack, and no added hardness or grain
according to several criteria developed
from either setup. Even better, the
during the original Velodyne ULD-18
review and further refined by Robert Quad ESL-63s attained greater clarity
and transparency in the mids when
playing bass content because the FSR3 Unfortunately, the only two Velodyne Foundation
18's electronics filtered out the very low
series subwoofers Ihad in my listening room at one
time included the first defective FSR-18. As aresult, I frequencies that produced large excurcouldn't set up stereo subwoofers to review music —
sions of the Quad's bass panels and thus
the racket from the FSR-18's loose wire was too intmsive on "A Gaelic Blessing," for example. As aresult,
muddied the midrange response.
this review cannot add any more to the longstanding
2) The second important factor was
controversy over the advantages of stereo subwoofers.
the ability of the Velodyne to integrate
The one agreed-upon advantage —6dB gain from a
second subwoofer —does not persuade me that two
with the main loudspeakers. The FFSR-18s would be needed in most home applications.
1800R II had blended effortlessly with
One FSR-18 provided more than enough output at
very low frequencies. If Iadded asecond subwoofer,
several dynamic minimonitors, includsignificant lengths of baseboard paneling in my listening the Chario Academy 1 (Vo121
ing room would have to be nailed down.
No3, p.109) and the PMC LB-1 (Vo121
4See RI-I's review of the Muse Model 18 subwoofer in
No.5, p.113). When the functioning
Vol.14 No.7, pp.104-111.

noise, even when driven to higher levels.
The manufacturer explained that the
first FSR-18's misbehavior was due to
an assembly-line glitch that affected the
first 50 units manufactured (mine was
#28). Internal wires from the front baffle IR receiver to the internal control
circuitry were incorrectly dressed, and
would slap against the cone when the
unit was driven at high levels. On subse-
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Velodyne
FSR-18 arrived in my listening room, I
experienced the same successful integration with the Quad ESL-63 USA
Monitors. Twice in my notes Iwrote,
"Can the Quads really play that low? I'd
better check to see if the subwoofer is
turned on." The transition between the
electrostatics' panels and the FSR-18
was seamless, bringing acoherence to
the bass performance that improved the
music. As RH noted in his Muse review,
solo piano and acoustic bass reveal discontinuities because their musical range
crosses the subwoofer/main-speaker
frequency boundary. The piano's timbre
did not change as powerful chords were
played by Horowitz's left hand in
Chopin's Fantaisie-Impromptu, Op.66

on 71w Last Recording (Sony Classical SK
45818). Other recordings — including
the dramatic acoustic bass and piano
duet during "Waltz for Bill" on Mike
Garson's Oxnard Sessions, 141hime
(Reference RR-53CD) — were similarly very impressive.
Iheard no sign of bloatedness or tubbiness when the FSR-18 was inserted
into the system — the Quads' transient
speed and pinpoint imaging remained
intact. When Iset the FSR-18's level
control at 9:30, it never overpowered or
drowned out the Quads. The pitch definition in the upper bass and lower
midrange that Iso admire in the Quads
was unaffected, while the FSR-18
added effortless extension below the

System and setup
Analog source: Linn LP12 turntable with Lingo power supply, Linn
Ittok toneann, Spectral moving-coil
cartridge.
Digital source: Krell MD-1 transport; 75 ohm Silver Starlight digital
coaxial cable; Adcom GDA-700 and
Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0 HDCD
(over its I
2S bus) D/A processors;
Audio Alchemy DTI jitter attenuator.
FM sources: Day-Sequerra FM
Reference "Classic," Fanfare FM-1,
Rotel RH-10.
Preamplifiers: Krell KBL, Mark
Levinson ML-7A with L-2 phono
section, Duntech MX-10a head
amplifier.
Power amplifiers: Krell FPB
250M, Bryston 4B-ST, Mark
Levinson No331.
Cables: Cogelco Yellow Interconnects, 75 ohm Silver Starlight digital
coaxial cable, QED Qudos Profile 8
or Sumiko OCOS speaker cables
(both biwired), AudioQuest Topaz
interconnects.
Loudspeakers: PMC LB-1, Totem
Signature Model 1, Chario Academy
1, Quad ESL-63.
Accessories: PMC stands, Target
Ris filled with sand, Sumiko
Franklin and Lowell stands.
Subwoofer placement: Center
back wall, 6' from each side wall.
Main speaker placement: 5' from
rear wall, 8' apart, 3' from side walls.
Listening room: 26' long by 13'
wide by 12' (semi-cathedral ceiling);
the back of the room opens into a
kitchen through an 8' by 4' doorway,
adding another 25' by 8' by 15' space
for a total volume of more than
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5500 cubic feet.
Listening positions: Nearfield: 8'
away or 18' away; ear level for both
positions, 37" above the floor.
Test equipment: Heathkit Model
SQ 5218 Sine-Square Audio
Generator.
Burn-in procedure: FM source for
12 hours, followed by the "Special
Burn-In Noise Track" on Stereophile's
Test CD 3for 12 hours (FSR-18).
Control settings: Used Sam
Tellig's voice on Stereophile's first Test
CD. ST, who once worked as aradio
announcer, has developed awonderful, resonant voice. Its booming
qualities led John Atkinson to joke
that it sounds the way some loudspeakers sound when they suffer
from rnidbass resonances at around
200Hz. For subwoofer balancing,
Sam's voice is astandard for level
adjustment. Iset the subwoofer output just below the point where it
produces radio-announcer-in-abarrel bass bloat. Iuse one of Sam's
favorite cuts on the first Stereophile
Test CD, "Channel Phasing." Larry
Archibald's late pet, Ralph the
Christmas Dog, constitutes the test
signal. Sam announces, "The dog
you are about to hear was recorded
equally loud in both channels but
out of phase. You should not hear a
clearly defined dog image." After
Ralph barks, Sam mischievously
ends, "Thank you, Ralph. Now for
some pink noise." Back-panel volume control set at 9:30; lowpass setting, 40Hz; subsonic filter, 15Hz;
phase, 0`.;crossover, "In."
—Larry Greenhill

FSR- 18

crossover's 80Hz cutoff.
3) The Velodyne FSR-18 handled
overload gracefully, showing no obvious
signs of compression or distortion. Ihad
been taught an important lesson about
subwoofer overload when JA and TJN
visited me awhile back. Listening to the
Chaconne in Holses Suite No.1 in E-flat
for Military Band (Reference RR39CD), we were almost lulled to sleep
by the soft, soothing music. At the end
of the selection, the Gradient SW-63
subwoofers Iwas using erupted into a
loud screech as the score brought in two
firtissimo bass-drum beats. In all fairness,
the volume level had been cranked up
to get decent output from the Quads in
my large listening room, so the
Gradient subwoofers — free of either
electronic or acoustic limiters — were
driven excessively hard by aBryston 4B,
whose clipping lights were flashing.
With the Quads set for the same level
in my large room, the FSR-18 played
the ending to the Chaconne with no
overload —just all the fury, power, and
intensity Holst intended that bass drum
to deliver. Ihad the same experience
playing the bass-drum passage from
"Liberty Fanfare" from the National
Symphonic Winds' Winds of War and
Piece (Wilson Audiophile WCD-8823).
The FSR-18 remained totally silent for
the first 55 seconds of the score, until
the bass drum erupted with asolid, gutpunching bass note. The note —thunderous, solid, and rich in the overtones
of the bass-drum head—stopped as
quickly as it had started, with no apparent overhang. Similarly, the limiting circuit helped the Quad/FSR-18 combination sail through pipe organ and wind
orchestral peaks on Eugene Gigout's
Grand Chorus in Dialogue on Pomp and
Pipes! (Reference RR-58CD). The FSR18's crossover directed most of the energy to the subwoofer, relieving the Quad
ESL-63s' panels of any deep-bass excursion. As aresult, neither the Quads nor
the Velodyne ran out of excursion. This
added greatly to the sense of effortlessness and control shown by the whole
loudspeaker system.
4) Most prominently, the FSR-18
expanded the Quads' dynamic range in
asynergistic, beneficial direction. My
Quads' bases are raised 10" off the floor
on Arcici stands to reduce the "floor
bounce" that muddies imaging. But this
same height reduces their bass impact
and constricts their dynamics. With the
FSR-18 switched on, the Quads became
punchy, regained their rhythmic pacing,
and played much louder. Their soundstage opened, deepened, and widened.
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Velodyne
The sonic image of the band playing "A
Chorus Line" on Fennell's Beachcomber:
Encores for Band (Reference RR-62CD)
stretched from wall to wall.
This same effect on the soundfield
occurred when Iplayed the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra's recording of
Shostakovich's Symphony 6 (RCA
LSC-3133). Better yet was the expansion of soundstage on James Homer's
Patriot Games soundtrack (RCA 660512). The 11-minute "Assault on Ryan's
House" grew in intensity and atmospherics as the clanging percussion, hissing pipes, and rumbling, subterranean
synthesizer created asinister, clammy
ambience that gradually enveloped me.
The suddenness of the Synclavier Hdigital synthesizer chord that begins "Ascent" on Time Warp (Telarc CD-80106)
was reproduced at full volume, resulting
in astunning, hair-raising effect.
5) The Velodyne FSR-18 produced
deep bass at impressive levels when
reproducing pipe-organ pedal notes.
There was no sign of strain, overload, or
clipping. The Quad/FSR-18 combination provided afirm "lock" on my listening room whenever the organist
held adeep pedal note, causing the air
to shudder and vibrate impressively.
These ponderous, solid organ-pedal
notes were reproduced when Iplayed
César Franck's Pièce héroïque on Marcel
Dupré's Recital (Mercury Living Presence 434 311-2). Even more impressive
was the church organ on JA's recording
of Elgar's The Dream of Gerontius, Part 1
(Test CD 2, Stereophile STPH004-2).
The Quad/FSR-18 combination captured the "tremendous sense of space"
and the "brassy blattiness" of the trombones described in JA's liner notes,
along with the massive organ-pedal
chords that serve to "underpin the
work's tonal foundations." The expansion of dynamic range, freedom from
overload, and the outstanding pitch definition of the FSR-18 allowed my system to reproduce the bottom two
octaves of the pipe organ with power
and authority.
6) The Velodyne FSR-18 was able to
deliver both high bass output (quantity)
and clean, useable bass down to below
20Hz with excellent pitch definition
(quality). It produced deep, tight, effortless low-frequency presentations. The
sense of authority and weight in the low
end was stunning. LF dynamics were
quick, punchy, and without strain. The
bass drum's lowermost notes, the rhythmic foundation of music, were heard and
sensed, enhancing the music's pace and
rhythmic drive. Bass lines were instantly
Stereophile, August 1998

resolvable, with precise pitch definition
and articulation. Glière's Russian Sailors'
Dance, again from Fennel's Beachcomber:
Encores Jr Band, combines brass, winds,
and bells in adriving rhythm set by powerful bass-drum beats; the FSR-18 reproduced these easily. The entire low-frequency presentation — dynamics, pitch
definition, control, weight, and pace —
was unparalleled.
How it compares
The new FSR-18 compared favorably to
the ULD-18 it replaces. Not only is it
smaller, cheaper, and more powerful, the
FSR-18 offers many more user options:
remote volume-level control, balanced
inputs, and selectable crossover points,

The FSR-18 is
the subwoofer
I'd buy for
my listening room.
Smaller subwoofers
just cannot deliver
the FSR-18's
high SPL output,
bass extension,
and low distortion.
to name afew. Iapplaud Velodyne for
getting rid of the ULD-18's wooden
wheels, which rattled. The FSR-18's
cabinet is thicker, sturdier, and less apt to
develop air leaks, which —over time —
weakened the bass impact and punch of
the ULD-18 Iauditioned. Velodyne's
remarkable "no hassle" warranty —
they'll replace your FSR-18 if there is
any malfunction during warranty — is
unique in the subwoofer industry. Best
of all, the FSR-18's highpass filter does
not intrude at all into the lower bass and
midrange.
The other subwoofers in the FSR18's price range that also appear in
Stereophile's "Recommended Components" (April '98, p.143) compete in one
way or another with the FSR-18. The
raw acoustic power output —bass quantity—of two Bag End Sl8E/ELF 1subs
or two Snell SUB 1800s seemed greater
than that from asingle FSR-18, but not
by much. The Bag End's ELF-1 control
unit is amore professional control center than the FSR-18's service panel, but

FSR-18

it is also more difficult to set up. The
Snells take up more space and are twice
the price of the FSR-18. Both Bag Ends
and Snells require that the owner purchase ahigh-quality, high-power amplifier at least as good as aBryston 4B-ST,
which adds $2100 to the cost—almost
enough to buy asecond FSR-18.
The Bag Ends and Snells actually
sound more colored —suggesting adifferent bass quality—than does the FSR18 playing very deep bass at high levels.
The Muse Model 18 subwoofer system
comes closest to the FSR-18's price, user
convenience, packaged electronics,
pitch definition, and system integration,
but cannot deliver high SPLs at low distortion like the Velodyne can. As far as
bass extension is concerned, the FSR-18
produced deeper, cleaner bass — and
loosened more baseboard heating covers in the process—than any other subwoofer I've auditioned.
Conclusions
The Velodyne's $2399 price places it at
the high end of the burgeoning subwoofer market. It faces stiff competition
from sealed-enclosure, self-powered,
lower-priced units half the size that can
be hidden under acoffee table. Other
manufacturers offer cheaper servo-controlled, self-powered units; an audiophile
who wants stereo subwoofers could
probably buy two for the price of one
FSR-18. Even Velodyne competes with
its own FSR-18, offering 10" and 12"
HGS servo-powered, self-enclosed subwoofers. The FSR-18 integrates its electronics into the cabinet, which idiotproofs the setup process but may not
appeal to audiophiles who prefer to stack
the coned unit next to the preamplifier.
All that said, the FSR-18 is the subwoofer I'd buy for my listening room.
Smaller subwoofers just cannot deliver
the FSR-18's high SPL output, bass
extension, and low distortion. Ineed its
effortless power for my large listening
room, not to mention its freedom from
overload, low distortion, pitch definition, myriad user features, and ability to
integrate with minimonitors and electrostatics. For me, the FSR-18's qualities
make it the best value going. Mated
with Quad ESL-63s, it delivers the best
sonic bits of other subwoofers I've
reviewed — the integration of the
Gradient SW-63s, the speed of the
ULD-18, the power of the Bag Ends,
and the pitch definition of the Muse
Model 18 — but at lower distortion.
'That's the reason the ULD-18 is gone,
and why I'm giving my new oranà
hand truck awell-deserved rest.
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Convergent Audio Technology JL-1
•Most Transparent Amplifiers Available
•Astounding Dynamics and EFFORTLESS Power
•Produces Tonally Natural Music with Pure
Triode Operation
• 100 Watts Channel
•Weighs 190 lbs. each

•All Acrylic Plinth
•Free Standing 2000 Series Motor
•Available with 11B-250, RB-300 or RB-900
All with Adjustable VTA
•Special Package Available with the Glider
Cartridge, RB-250 Arm & Table $1,995.00

MS 10i
CLASSIC

•Specially Refined Version of Music Series
•Traditional, Furniture Like Cabinet with
Real Rosewood Veneer
•Small Speaker for Discriminating
Listener
•Rave Reviews
•Only $650.00 Pair

EAR 834P
•All Tube
Phono Stage
•MM/MC
Capable

Convergent Audio Technology
NEW! SL-1 MK III
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& Value
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Argent RoomLens acoustic tuning device

L

hole is smaller. The Inner diameter of
each tube is something just under 2",
"a feedback-controlled, modified and each three-tube Lens assembly is
broadband Helmholtz Resonator that about 8Y wide. The tubes are filled to
effectively damps unwanted room reso- varying degrees with fiberglass packing
nance while positively reinforcing and so as to tune their resonance points.
focusing the polyphonic image pro- "Each has a different stuffing," exduced by an audio system." The plained Ric, "so the air compliance is
RoomLens is the brainchild of sculp- changed. Tied together, they act as asintor/speaker manufacturer Ric Cummins gle broadband resonator."
On closer examination, Inoted that
(Rosinante) and Todd Laudeman
(Argent Cables). In the truth-is-stranger- the three tubes aren't spaced equally
than-fiction world of audio, Ric and apart... which brings us neatly to their
Todd first met 20-odd years ago ... in placement in the listening room. In a
typical installation, a RoomLens is
Morocco.
What exactly is aRoomLens? "It's placed slightly forward and to the side
like abig gourd!" says Ric. Each unit of each speaker in the same plane as the
comprises three tubes standing 58" high baffle. Then they're toed in, outside
and set into aDark Matter base fitted edges angled in toward the listening
with four adjustable sliding feet. Dark position. A third Lens gets plunked
Matter, as used in Rosinante loudspeak- down between the speakers ahalf to a
ers, is adense, polymer-based material third of the way between the rear wall
with avariable acoustical impedance. and the back of the cabinets. Move this
When Iasked Ric what the tubes them- one back and forth to suit. (In our large
selves were made of, he smiled and listening room, we placed afourth Lens
offered, "Very simple materials." (Looks behind the listening chair, but this is
like PVC to me.) The tubes are connect- optional.) The unevenly spaced round
ed by asmoothly radiused bracket at the surfaces of the Lenses act as refractors,
top and arc open at both ends. The bot- breaking up the acoustic waves that
tom openings, fitted into the base, are would otherwise bounce from the point
covered with amesh that functions as a of first reflection and muddy up the
restrictor plate — effectively, the bottom sound at the listening position.
Todd explained: "A hydroacoustic
engineer likened it to the way submarines hide from detection these days.
Description: Acoustic room treatWhat they do is create myriad little
ment consisting of broadband
images of themselves, within which
Helmholtz resonators set into abase.
they become invisible. That's what hapDimensions: 58" H by 8.5" W by
pens with the RoomLens. By refracting
2.5" D, base slightly larger. Availthe acoustic wave in avery specific cirable colors: black and white.
cular pattern, you create awhole lot of
Price: 5399 each; $1195/set of
images of the sound passing through
3. Approximate number of
them. This allows the direct sound from
dealers: 18.
the speaker to predominate, ensuring
Manufacturer: Argent Cable, 69
greater clarity at the listening position."
Truesdale Road, Tioga Center, NY
The RoomLens designers assume that
13845. Tel: (607) 687-5066. Fax:
no
space is perfect. Each environment, as
(607) 687-4452. E-mail: laude
Ric'n'Todd point out, will become excitman@worldnet.attnet
ed in its own unique way depending on
Worldwide
distributor:
Ultra
awide range of variables: equipment,
Systems, Inc., 1Walters Lane #570,
placement, furnishings, room size, matePoint Pleasant, PA 18950. Tel:
rials in the floor and wall, and so on. The
(800) 724-3305; fax (215) 297RoomLens system, they aver allows the
8661. E-mail: ultra@p3.net .
Web:
listener to construct an optimized roomwvwv.roomlens.com .
specific acoustic environment. Although
ees resonate. The subject of this
review is the Argent RoomLens,'
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placement will be as individual as any
room, the criterion remains the same:
"The system is placed correctly when
you like what you hear. We suggest you
start with a basic system of three
RoomLens units, which should optimize most rooms."
Nonresonant sound

Now to their effects on our system.
Kathleen and Ihave spend agreat deal
of time maximizing our listening area's
strengths and minimizing its weaknesses. We've eliminated, as much as possi141
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Music Hall

Argent

bic, the boxiness of the square space difference in the decay characteristics of
behind the speakers. By running the the boys up front and Kelly's voice in
the booth. She sounds atouch more dry
JMIab Utopia speakers well out into the
larger room and listening in the relative and closed-in than the freer acoustic
nearfield, we further reduce the effects "launch" of the rest of the band — not
of the room on playback. Nevertheless, enough to destabilize the recording in
the RoomLens proved awelcome and any way, but nevertheless audible in a
wholly effective means by which to high-resolution system. Iheard it more
knock down whatever was left in the clearly after the Lenses were in place.
way of unwanted standing waves and That's the kind of small acoustic nuance
that yields transparency and detail withside reflections.
Eliminating even more of our room's out etch or hardness.
The bass tightened up atouch and
sonic signature, the Lens, first and foremost, let through more information gained some impact, and the vibes in
about the recorded venue. The byprod- "Sex Without Bodies" floated more
uct of this was aheightened sense of freely before me, more detached from a
articulation, both in the micro and macro more transparent and ambient soundsenses. Pace and timing were somehow field. Monsieur Cantor's amused, ironic
enhanced by the slightly quicker sonic delivery came across with an even
envelope. This matched agreater sense greater ease than usual; you might say I
of ease in the reproduction of music. I understood the words and Cantor himhad asense the speakers were fighting self better. (Don't tell him, okay? I'm
the room even less than is usual chez 10. sure he'd prefer to remain enigmatic.)
Listening to The Ltgaty of Art Blakey,
Transparency was definitely improved,
the great new release by Benny Golson
so the palpability factor was higher. All
the usual audiophile suspects —tightness and the Jazz Messengers (Telarc Jazz
and articulation in the bass; clarity and CD-83407) recorded live at Iridium, I
harmonics in the midrange; extension, felt closer to the actual event after the
linearity, and sweetness in the highs — Lenses were in place. Hey, Kathleen and
Iwere there, along with Head Monster
were nicely served.
Noel Lee and his merry entourage,
A few examples are in order. Let's
consider Sex Without Bodies, the incredi- while Telarc's CEO and chief recording
engineer extraordinaire Jack Renner
bly hip new release from Dave's True
Story (Chesky JD164). DTS primarily manned the mikes. Believe me, being
features Kelly Flint on vocals and David there helps, especially during so great a
Cantor on guitar and vocals. The sonics gig as this. Track 2, "A La Mode," is great
are wonderful, of course, recorded with music, built on afoundation of precise
Chesky's 96/24 High Resolution timing and full-time synchromesh
Technology (lots of dCS and Genex in between the players. With the
RoomLenses in place, every subtle
the recording chain). If you can see
yourself cruising in the East Village, the nuance was clarified and explicated to
lyrics will knock you for aloop — so the nth degree, while dynamics —both
fun, charming, elegant, quirky, cool. Try small- and large-scale —fairly exploded
"Spasm" (" 'Cause this ain't the real from the Utopias' drivers.
thing /It's just aspasm") or "Daddy-0"
("Bay of Pigs, Russian MIGs /It's all A resonant conclusion
quid pro quo /Let it go, let it go /Daddy- I'd say this clarification of nuance and
01. The title track is ariot, and "I'll realistic reproduction of dynamics are
Never Read Trollope Again" and "Rue the elements that audiophiles are talkde Lippe" are my other favorites. Music ing about when they pronounce someis supposed, on occasion, to be fun. Let's thing to be "more musical." That's what
it means to me, anyway. In this regard,
have agood time, shall we?
The recording was done at St. Peter's, the RoomLens works superbly.
And it's easy to check: Just pick 'em
just afew minutes' brisk walk from our
loft. (We always try to drop by when the up, move 'em out, listen for awhile,
then plunk 'em back in. You'll hear the
Brothers Chesky are doin' their thing.)
The recording sounds much as the ses- difference, and, with alittle futzing one
sion did in the flesh, as it were. Dave way and the other, you'll dial them in
Cantor, my new favorite lyricist, and a without any real effort. Ric and Todd
cast of musicians (drums, acoustic bass, tell me that they've found placement of
vibes, trumpet, musette, electric piano, the RoomLens to be very consistent
sax) were arrayed left to right, stage for- throughout avariety of systems. Ric:
ward. Kelly Flint was tucked away "They allow you to standardize your
toward the rear in asmallish recording room just like you benchmark your
booth. There's asubtle but important other reference components. In essence,
Stereophile, August 1998

RoomLens

your room can now become astandard
feature, one you can count on to react in
acertain way. Ithink one of the biggest
problems is most people have no control over their rooms. It's an environment they've been forced to live with
and adapt to. With the RoomLens, I
believe you can turn that around."
By the way, although available only in
black for now, by the time you read this
anew, white version will have been
introduced at HI-FI '98. Kathleen likes
the way they look. Todd: "We've gotten
alot of positive reactions from customers saying, 'Ws finally something that
my wife will allow in the room!' And as
they're so easy to place and so consistent in
their placement, they can be easily
moved out of the way if you're having
people over and High End isn't on the
menu. At my place we have two dogs,
two cats, two kids, and Ihaven't done
any damage yet! And, of course, they'll
never wear out; there's no electronics,
and you won't blow afuse, lose abattery,
or break awire. They do build up astatic charge over time, but spray alittle
Static Guard on arag and you're set."
Highly recommended in black or
white!

The Best in
Home Grown
Audio.
Featuring:
•Quad •Spetzdor
•Creek
•Alon •Von Schweiked •Coda
•OCM •Kimber
•Clayton
•&LK •Accuphase •K0112
•IBA
Also featuring high end used
equipment fully guaranteed!

H1
.- Fi Farm

bIt Plaza, Suite 5, Moneta. Va., 24121
Call For Information Toll Free: 1

1•800 •752 •4018

Online at wwwitiflfantLe
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Hey! AirHead!
Introducing the newest HeadRoom
headphone amplifier, "The AirHead.

If

We've been making portable headphone amps for o while
now, and we get two complaints: it's too big, and it's too
expensive. Well, here's the solution: The AirHead runs for
over 10 hours on two AR botteries; it's the size of ocassette
tope box; it drives high quality headphones with ease and
precision; and it's got our well loved HeadRoom audio image
processing which makes the headphone audio image seem
more natural. $179

Check out the FlirBog. The AirHead amp is in the
lid. The portable CD player is inside Velcroed
to o flop under which you con store up to ten
CD's in 5Cose Logic sleeves included. Additional
features are storage for four RA batteries and
detachable shoulder strop. Optionally available
Extreme Suspension Harness enables radical
activities while listening. $49 ($39 werHead
purchase).

The Brick is ahandy-dandy little bog for oportable tope ployer,
AirHead amp, and three topes. There ore loops in the bock
to attach to a belt, or you con use the comfortable shoulder
strop included. $39

HeadRoom Corporation
521
East Peach St.
Bozeman, MT 59715
phone (406) 587 9466
fax (406) 587 9484

Order direct by phone or fox, and you'll get
our nifty 30 -Doy Satisfaction Guaranty.
Coll today for our famously informative and
absolutely FREE 48-page headphone catalog.

Headphones

You can have high-end
tunes while you ...
jump off cliffs.
We spent the winter testing
prototype RirHead systems at
ski areas like Whistler, Bridger
Bowl (our local hill), and at the
Winter X-Gomes in Crested
Butte, CO. Miserable job, ehh?
But now, thanks to all that
sacrifice, you shredders and
general yahoo types have the
perfect bog full of extreme
tunes.

sweat it off.

$69.00
$95.00
$149.00

Grado 5R225
Grado RS2

$195.00
$495.00

Grado RS1
Sennheiser MX4

$699.00
$24.95

Sennheiser MX5

$39.95
$199.00

Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser

HD265
HD433
HD435
HD445
HD455
HD465
HD475

Sennheiser HD525
Sennheiser HD535
Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser

HD545
HD565
H0580
HD600
HD25 SP
HDC451

Sennheiser HE60/70
Sennheiser Orpheus
Etymotic ER4S
Beyerdynomic DT48
Beyerdynamic DT220
Beyerdynomic DT250

Great tunes con give

you just that. So pump up your
portable cassette ployer with on
RirHeod and Obic tune belt.

Beyerdynomic DT311
Beyerdynamic DT331
Beyerdynomic DT411

enjoy traveling.
Ever hear someone say, "Cool,
you travel on planes for work?"
Well, we know what a grind it
con be, so we've mode plane
travel decidedly more pleasurable. Just get on FiirHead
system and seal up your ears
with o pair of Etymotic EMS
headphones, and you'll hardly
notice the trials of your travels.

Beyerdynomic DT431
Beyerdynomic DT511
Beyerdynomic DT531
Beyerdynomic DT770
Beyerdynomic DT801
Beyerdynomic DT811
Beyerdynomic DT831
Beyerdynomic DT931
MB Quart OP 160
MB Quart OP 220
MB Quart OP 240
MB Quart OP 250
MB Quart OP 400
F1KG K240M
RKG K401
RHO K501
RKG K1000
HeodRoom Amplifiers
The Rirheod
The Little
The Little More Power
The Base Station 1

www.headphone.com

1-800-828-8184

$39.95
$34.95

Grado SR60
Grado SR80
Grado SR125

Sennheiser RS6
Sennheiser RS8

If you really wont to sweat, you've
just got to hove some motive
power.

Koss Porto Pro Jr.
Koss KSC35

The
The
The
The

Supreme
Cosmic
Home
Moxed-Out Home

The Max
Call about other stuff.

$34.95
$59.95
$69.95
$89.95
$109.00
$129.00
$109.00
$149.00
$159.00
$239.00
$279.00
$349.00
$129.00
$229.00
$249.00
$329.00
$1499.00
$14999.00
$299.00
$359.00
$159.00
$179.00
$69.00
$89.00
$99.00
$119.00
$139.00
$159.00
$149.00
$169.00
$179.00
$199.00
$269.00
$69.00
$99.00
$119.00
$139.00
$259.00
$149.00
$169.00
$199.00
$1299.00
$179.00
$249.00
$449.00
$299.00
$449.00
$599.00
$599.00
$999.00
$1333.00

At

David Lewis Audio

We Specialize in
2Channel Music Systems
includes Analog (10 turntables on display)
and Vacuum Tubes (20 tubed amps on display).
including Single Ended & Triode types.
KICK ASS SOUND REQUIRES A
KICK ASS SPEAKER
PRESENTING THE NEW MONTANA KAS
Frequency Range:
X-over Points:
Power Handling:
Efficiency:
Size:
Weight:

20Hz -22000Hz
80Hz/500Hz/4000Hz
900 Watts Continuous, 2700 Watts Peak
94db
67 1
/"h x 19"w x21 1
2
/"d
2
420 lbs/ea. (Shipping wt. 1000 lbs/pair)

MSRP $27,500 pr

New Arrivals

6Montana models from
$2000 to $55,000.
We have them all!

•Acoustic Energy AE-5
•Basis 1400
•Cary CAD-2A3SE
•JM Lab Utopia
•Koetsu Urushi
•\lonitor Audio Studio 60
•Pass Labs DAC

LOLIDSRE ,kKERS

T
HE P
ERFECT RENO or R
AT RHO S
CIENCE

•VPI TNT 4
•\Vadia 830 & 27i/270

Plus LS3/5A Subwoofer
•ACCUPHASE

•FANFARE FM
•GRAAF

•MAGNUM AUDIO
• MAGNUM DYNALAB

•SPENDOR

•GRADO

•NITTY GRITTY
• PASS LABS

•MICHELL
• MICROMEGA

•PLATINUM

•1M LAB
• KIMBER KABLE

•MONITOR AUDIO
•MONTANA
• MORCH

• PROMETHEAN

•SYNERGISITC
•TRANSFIGURATION
•VAC

•CARY

•MORDAUNT SHORT
• MUSE

•VAN DEN HUL
•VPI

• BENZ-MICRO

•KIMBER SELECT
•KLYNE

•REGA RESEARCH
• ROGERS

• KOETSU

•ROGUE AUDIO
•SILTECH

•NAD

•SONUS FABER

•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•AIR TIGHT
•ALTIS
•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
•AUDIOLAB
• BASIS
•BEL CANTO

•GRAHAM
•JADIS

•PLINIUS

David Lewis Audio

•STAX

•WADIA DIGITAL
•WAVELENGTH
•YBA

LTD

8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495

Aural

Robert

Robert

T

here Iwas, trapped in steaming,
Saigon-like heat inside a plane
that was an hour late and showed
no signs of leaving the gate, let alone the
airport. The word from the cockpit was
"Waiting for numbers," whatever that
means. As Ihunched in my seat pondering all sorts of blasphemy about load
factors, ticketless travel, and overhead
compartments, my mind drifted back to
Mel Brooks's Young Frankenstein and
those immortal lines spoken as Gene
Wilder and Marty Feldman stand neckdeep in agrave during abody-snatching
expedition: "It could be worse. It could
be raining." Just then, of course, it began
to pour.
The equivalent for me, sitting in that
immobile fuselage belonging to that
infernal airline, was the nectarous
strains of Andrea Bocelli's Romanza
album that had just then begun to drizzle out of the sound system. Coincidentally, Inoticed that the top entry
in Billboard's Classical (not Crossover)
chart had remained unchanged for the
past eight weeks: Bocelli's Aria—The
Opera Album. In second place was his
Viaggio Italiano, which had charted for
28 weeks. To buoy my rising disgust
even further, Michael Bolton's My
Secret Passion — The Arias was third. As a
final heresy, near the bottom of the
chart was The Beautiful Voice, the latest
album by the genuinely gifted
American-born
soprano
Renee
Fleming. An epiphany —more likely an
explosion —was imminent.
There's an old saying in the entertainment journalism business: If you
really want to hurt 'em, ignore 'em.
Completely ignoring an artist —ie, giving him or her no ink or space in your
publication — is profoundly worse than
a bad review. In that spirit, I have
remained silent — both in this column,
and in assigning features or record
reviews — on the subject of Italian
tenor/sex symbol Andrea Bocelli. But
owing to my recent torment on the tarmac Inow find it impossible not to
express afew feelings on the subject of
Signore Romanza.
Though none of the CDs mentioned
above constitutes avocal landmark, the
ponderously titled Fleming disc is far and
Stereophile, August 1998

away the best of the bunch. She has aravishingly opulent voice, and her new effort
is asuperb vocal outing whose only fault
—and this is nitpicking—is that like
most aria collections, the overall effect
can be cool emotionally on the ears.
While an incongruous bouquet of operatic set-pieces may work in recital, Ifind
discs of this ilk to be less than overwhelming. Still, this is an "A" list soprano
at the top of her game.

There's an old saying
in the
entertainment
journalism business:
If you really want to
hurt 'em, ignore 'em.
To quote acolleague who writes for
this magazine, Bocelli is "Ein Heldenleben
for Dummies." He knows the words, he
probably even knows what emotions
should be present, but that's as close as
he gets. His singing is vapid, skin-deep,
and gorgeous. He's the custom tract
house of opera: clean, new, filled with
"exquisite appointments" and "deluxe
features," but ultimately just abland
drywall box perched on aconcrete slab.
Sitting on that plane, bathed in my
own sweat and frustration, what riled
me most was that vocal music — astiff at
classical radio but afavorite of record
buyers — is being dumbed down so dramatically. After the long delayed takeof,
when temperatures fell into the subHades range, Ialso became apprehensive about what the lasting effects might
be of luring the Yanni hordes into the
classical milieu. Imean, having the sexycover-photo-sells crowd clogging the
aisles, fighting hand-to-hand in Filene's
Basement fashion over budget-priced
Don Giovannis and the inevitable Celine
Dion —The Arias, seems frighteningly
akin to introducing some eternally
radioactive isotope into the environment. It could kill us all slowly and
painfully. Or it could quickly destroy
appreciation for what's good and bad in

Baird

vocal music. Or are both of those fears
elitist and unfounded?
Following the success of The Three
Tenors, the rise of Bocelli was asure
thing, and that returns us to that old
crossroad of classical music: Is it better to
have mass exposure and/or pop-styled
stars and therefore build an audience
that will, in theory, graduate (in this case)
to genuine singers? Or should quality
alone, supported (one would assume)
by the kind of marketing wizardry that
now eludes the classical-music industry,
be the standard?
Needless to say, Philips Classics, at
least, has decided to go for what's
behind Door #1, and it's paying off bigtime. Bocelli may not yet be the equivalent of the Titanic soundtrack, but he's
coming up on the outside. Far be it
from me to begrudge any classical label
still alive today ahealthy bottom line,
but listening to Bocelli has convinced
me that voice and motivation were
minor factors on his path to platinum.
Philips' grand design hinged on one factor: the man is pleasing to look at, particularly when draped in his trademark
white scarf.
To alesser extent, Renee Fleming's
marketing plan on London also depends on her appearance. But while
Fleming can sing, Bocelli's whole
Teddy-Pendergrass-of-classical-music
come-on is built more on appearances
than anything else. Since Leonard
Bernstein's death everyone agrees that
classical music is sorely lacking in star
power. But there are two kinds of star
power: one with talent (Pavarotti) and
one (Helfgott?) without. Is Bocelli the
latter? And, more importantly, now that
he's here and huge, do lightweights
draw listeners in and point them
toward heavyweights? Does Michael
Bolton lead people to Sinatra? Will
Bocelli lead listeners to Corelli, Gigli,
hell, even Caruso? Most of all, does this
man who holds as one of his greatest
accomplishments the fact that his rendition (in a duet with soprano Sarah
Brightman) of the song "Time To Say
Goodbye" served as the theme song for
German boxer Henry Maske, have anything to say besides "show me the
money?" Stay tuned.
147
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XL0 Limited Edition-

For Those Who Demand the Very Best!
It has finally arrived after much anticipation. A series of cables that offer the Worhn finest materials,.
geometry, construction AND perlimtutnce in a cost-no-object design. Bettered only by live, acoustical
music in person Limited Edition is reserved for th ose who must lave the best at any cost. Call for
details about limited Edition and our Home Audition Program on this groundbreaking series of cables.

XL0's SIGNATURE SERIES IS SENSATIONAL
XL0 Sign ttttttt Series cables hare been the refrrence standard finyears S
things nei er rl
ge. Favored by audio reviewers across
the globe. Signature is re ttttt riled
»
for what it DOESNT do not the signal. Simply pm Nothing. Unlike
so-called "reference" cables.
Xl.,0 Sign tttt we imports no sanie coloration onto the signal. It merely "gets out of du» way"
1lets you 'hear through - to the performance.
After all, isn't that what
about? The craies think so!
mar ,ssur

4;;La0lielnielsei
Type 1.1 Interconnect
"Neutral, detailed. very fast, alive. exciting,
with areally big soundstage. plenty of wellcontrolled deep liass. ahumpless midbass, and
asomewhat leaner midrange than sonie cables,
and airy. open highs."
-Jonathan Scull. Stereophile, April 1996

Only $625/meter pair
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Type 4.1 Coax Digital

" P..'

;18111811111118111111.111M

Type 5.1 Speaker Cable

"There was also that as expected X1,0 sense of
"...The entire bass range was as close to perfect
immediacy and those lightening quick leadingas I've ever hears from acable...The upper
midrange and treble., were completed grainless
edge transients-hallmarks of Roger Skoffs
,'alles. The X1.0 Signature is an exciting ruble.. ." and free of brightness or other artifacts."
-Jonathan Scull. Stereophile. April 1996
-Jonathan Scull. Stereophile, April 1996

Only $35Wmeter pair

Only $12041. plus germination

Building on the '
Mge
ELECTRIC

•nsely popular Reference series. Refrrence 2 sets a new standard entirely! S
i
her. more extended
highs. increased &Me; authority. impart and control. improved ' gate, focus
1sound:tuna:ter are all hall
d(5 of
11(1'4.n-tire 2. These sonic improvements have resulted from advancements in c
»er tor desib
Ilei:Wing ge
»It, for
Mien,
et% and improved teflon "fitriners" for speaker rable
gr.st other things. flat& al . ' improrentents at a
very
lest VII•ii inervase EX! ellene ethat 111.1'n of %IA) hate t
•111 expect.

-elailiMbeinaimmaimm

"fflialffleememzelee

Reference JA Interconnect

Lab-grade copper. "Ilumbuck" winding and all
teflon insulation & dielectrics are all hallmarks
of Reference IA. Superb for all analog
connertions where maximum transpareney
is apriority.

Onl

Reference 4A Coax Deal

Ilard to believe, but Referente 4A actually
improves upon the legendary Type 4. Ideal for all
digital audio (Cl) transports, DACs.I.D, DVD, etc)
and digital video (Component Video) connections
where speed. remilution and dynamies ary ke% .

MU/meter pair

Reference 5A Speaker Cable

Performance improvements and enhanced
flexibility over the renowned Type 5, at avery
modest price increase ($10/ft). Arguably the
world's finest value in ahigh performanee
speaker cable.

Only $I
80/meter

Dol., S65/11. plus termination

XL0's AMAZING ULTRA SERIES
Xl.,0 Ultra is quite possibly du.. .finest series of audiophile-grade affordable fables ill ale world.
Utilizing virtually the same ge
»try, insulators and dielectrics as the world f
Reference
and Signature series, Ultra maximizes du. virtues of 99.99,1% copper
1leflon e pare them
lo any other manufacturers cables at 1111 to three times the price and prepare to be
zed!

'
-ffliallimeaugauaammuirinamm
..111U11112un"
Ultra 1Interconnect
Outstanding imaging, transparency and tonal
neutrality at an affia-slal
Only

P

8169/meter pair

0.1611,dim

Uhra 4Coax Deal

1(14.1ilical to the critically acclaimed Type 4
except that it uses 4N copper instead of 6N.
Great choice for all high-tech digital connections.

Only 889/meter

US ON—LINE

www.soundellucoun

Shop for the best names in audd video, car stereo and home theater on the web! Pages
and pages of information and hundreds of. ..ucts to order drey
It's safe and
easy. order from your home or . .- 24 hours aday, 7days aweek!

89 Route 46 East • Denville NJ 07834 • 973-627-0083

Ultra 6/Ultra 12 Speaker Cable

OFI1C Copper. 100% Dupont teflon insulation
& XLO's proprietan geometry provide true high
end performance. Lltra 6is a2-conductor cable.
Ultra 12 is a1-conductor version of Ultra 6
making it ideal for bi-wiring.
Ultra 6 812.50/ft. plus ter
Ultra 12 -$25.00/11. plus germination
Authorized Dealer:

a/d/s/ • Atlantic Technology • ATI
Audioquffla • Bang & (Admen • BDI
B&K • BelPoggetti • Chang Lightspeed
Chico • Bryston • C.A.L. • Carver
Denon • Esoteric Audio • Graaf • Grado
Harinan/Kardon • Infinity •Joseph Audio
M&K • MIT • Mitsubishi • Monarchy Audio
Monitor Audio • NAD • MIT • Onkyo
Pananiax • Partuligin • Parasound
Platinum Audio •ProSean •Proton • PSB
Bunco •Sams •Sala:mauler Designs •Select,
Sennheiscr •Sonance • Sony ES • Stewart
Target • Tice Audio • Thorens
Velodyne • VW

iroN3[1/t
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Sound City is excited to announce the arrival of the incredible PT
Series, an affordable line of audiophile-caliber speakers. The CES
debut of the PT Series was met with jaw-dropping amazement as
consumers could not believe that this level of performance was
attainable for under $2000/pair. At less than $800/pair for any
model, Platinum PT Series sets anew standard in the industry.
Audition these today and prepare to be astounded!
Platimun PT-801
BookshelflRear Surround Speakers

.t.

The smallest of the PT Series, but only in size, not sound quality. The PT-801 is ashorter
version of the PT-806 utilizing one 7' midbass driver and retaining the front port. It is a
perfect mini-monitor or rear surround speaker and also deceptively heavy (anil well
braced) at 22 lbs. each. (Stands optional. Call for pricing)
0111Y

$399/pair

Platinum PT-806
BookshelfiCenter Speakers

No room for afloor standing speaker? No Problem! Using the sanie driver compliment
as the PT-808, the PT-806 provides akiller alternative for those with limited floor space.
Magnetically shielded for dose justement to aTV monitor or for horizontal orientation
as acenter channel speaker. Additionally, the PT-806 is front ported to allow near wall
or shelf placement. (Stands optional. Call for pricing)

Only $599/pair
or $299 each

Platinum PT-808
Floorstanding Speakers

2.5-Way tri-ported speaker utilizing 2-7" midbass drivers and a1" titanium d •. With
incredible transparency and impressive bass capability, the PT-808 makes agreat stereo
pair for musical repriiduction and it, magnetic shielding makes it perfect for home theater.
"Ill three models. including the llooreitmuling PT4Mit. are said
to hare "great transerency and (lv
sacc ompanied by
deep boxti (-arability. "For once. agree completely with a
ttttt nufacturer s
keting e.... ..In all. hound the PT-808
to be an excellent medium-size. med . -price speaker..."
Para! It
I,, .STEREO REI /Elf. fitly /998
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LOV AN

Harmony has brought the
beauty and elurability of titanium
and ríesewood to alevel that's
affordable to everyone. Shelves
available in rosewood or dark grey.
DIMENSIONS:
39.511 x21"W x16"D
Clearance:
NOW
6.75 -11 xI7.5"W x16"D
$179

Sovereign THi Fi

Sovereign Hi Fi

Orig. 1149

NOW $479

(Elm=

4-Shelf modular rack with
individually spiked .helYes and
Lovan's initen
-I
ri-ois)
system. Triangular isolation
coupled with welded steel
cons( met
and MDF Awls es
results in arack with superior
damping. .Available with black
or 18 Kt. gold plated accents and
fillable for improved damping.
DIMENSIONS:
32.511 x23.7"W x19.5"D
Internal Clearance:
6" or 7.8 -11 x20.25 -W x17.25 -D

*All Models are
Available in Satin
Black and Rosewood

mom IF.M.

IL A

4-Shelf
War t, emponent rack.
Audiophile greole rack elembining
heavv gauge 2- ,q. steel tubing with
.5" New Zealand Lake Pine MDF
shelves. The ultimate expression of
lovan's trisolation system provides
damping, support & duraleility .
DIMENSIONS:
3611 x24.25"W x20.5D
Internal Clearance:
7"11 x20"W x18.5"D

Only $799/pair

I-Shelf taller. modal la rrack with
identically sized shelye, Design
and construction are t
he same as
the SOVereign
except for the
taller shelves (IC usable height).
The ultimate rack for tube-based
systems or an situation where
Maximum splice is essential.
DIMENSIONS:
4811 y24.25"W x20.5"D
Internal Clearance:
1011 x20"W xI8.5"D

alummv

Orig. $139

NOW $379

Referenm
Rack
combine:: tile flexibility of
Orig. 81849

NOW $549

4-Shelf taller. modular rack with
identically sized shelves. Design
ami construction are the same
as the Classic II except for the
taller shelves (10" usable height).
Great for tubed amplification
or any other tall components or
those requiring extra ventilation.
DIMENSIONS:
50"H x23.7"W xI9.5"D
Internal Clearance:
1011 x23.7"W x19.5"D

OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE, PLEASE CALLS
Call 1.800.432•0007 To Order
Other Inquiries Cali 97:1•fi27•00113

Some Brands Available In Sine ONLY

an \mho/Video rack with
tlu• 'viably and finish of the
auiliophile Reference Rack.
Height: 21" •Weight: 105 lies
Top shelf: 42"W x22.5"D
Middh• Shelf: 35.5"W x21.5"D
Spacing under middle shelf: 10"

ony $475
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Reference Hack
Tile Reference Rack consists

of 70 fits of heavy metal tell eing.
decoupling for each shelf.
sandfillable pillars, abull's i•i•
spirit level and an exquisite
rosewood or black lacquer finish.
Available in a5shelf version.
DIM ENSIONS:
34 -11 x26"W x19"D
Top -hell: 26"W x19"D
I-Shelf
Middle shelf: Pr x17"D
S1,suu itt, uslick
7"-13.75" 5-Shelf

$525
$625

Pan

Is Your System Starting To Sound A
Little DPoopy Around The Edges?

The word on the street is that alot of people are discovering that their systems have slowly started to droop, even
to the point of becoming just plain boring! Well, if your system is suffering from this problem, there is hope. The
new Audio Magic Apprentice-II sets anew standard for mid-priced interconnect performance. In fact, the new
Apprentice-II is so good, it may just become Audio Magics' own worst enemy! Apprentice-II has an incredibly
smooth top to bottom balance. The lack of "grit" and grain" is something we've never experienced in this price
range before. And voices are reproduced with that seamless "you are there' quality that puts plenty of more
expensive cables to shame. You can be sure that this excellent performance is not an accident. Designer Jerry
Ramsey has gained tremendous knowledge in the use of silver over the last several years through the design of the
popular, but very expensive Sorcerer and Illusion cables. Apprentice-II is agenuine "coax" design made up of
99.9999% copper and Jerry's proprietary silver. Dielectric material is Teflon all the way through, from cable to
But let's get back to the droop in your system
if you want to brin g a li tt l
e exc i
tement
galuct into you listening, check out our Trade-In offer below. It's agreat way to firm-up those droopy edges before
they get out of control. And it won't even cost you much!

Get $65 Trade-In On Your Old Interconnects
Price
$105.00
$125.00
$165.00
$79.00
$89.00
$99.00

Towards the purchase ofApprentice-II

Less Trade-In
$65.00
$65.00
$65.00
$35.00
$35.00
$35.00

Cost After Trade-In
$40.00
$60.00
$100.00 •ALJI
$44.00
.
MA(
$54.00
$64.00
Applies to any cable with aretailprice of$65 or more on Apprentice-II, or $35 or more on Sceptor-II
Apprentice-II .5 meter
Apprentice-II 1meter
Apprentice-II 2meter
Sceptor-II .5 meter
Sceptor-II 1meter
Sceptor-II 2meter

Class A deal on aClass A ower amp!
N.E. W A20.1

$499.95

List Price $1000

(r\l

We just made ahot closeout buy on this fantastic little
Class-A power amp. Don't be mislead by the 20 WPC rating.
This thing can really cook! In fact, it does atremendous job
driving my 82db John Hillg modified Celestion SL600
speakers. Never do Iwish fôr more power and they sound the
best I've ever heard them. Includes 2year factory warranty

w' $259.95

Cr

Audio

For the latest list ofprices on new, used,
demo, and closeout items.
Plus you'll get the latest
on any special
buys.

Your system Is•incomplete without one!
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Agreat deal on agreat package!
The OBH-11Plus consists of the
OBH-11 headphone amp with the
larger high current power supply,
and ahigh quality Mogami
headphone extension cord.

HCM

Please Visit Our Web Site!
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These TD-C-Disc CD players make agreat addition to
any system. It the pertect thing for extended periods
of -background listening .And its great if your children
are using the system. just load it up, use the incl uded
catalog file and let it play. No more searching for the
disk you want. Supply is very limited. Some models
are factory refurbished.
Starting at only

JVC

$199.95 C1D PIONEER'

More deals on the web at www.hanaudio.com

800-222-3465 • 530-345-1341 • Fax 530-345-7269

975 East Ave #192, Chico, CA 95926
e-mail address: hcm@hcmaudio.com

Building

a Library
Steven

Stolder

Swamp Blues: The Excello Records Story
.D. "Jay" Miller believed that the
key to agreat record was to give it a
twist. "I've always found in music,
like any other thing, sometimes you've
got to have agimmick," the Crowley,
Louisiana-based producer, songwriter,
and label head once told British music
writer John Broven. Those were
words he lived by.
e
Miller's singular swampy flair set e
Excello recordings apart from the e
contemporaneous blues emanating 1
from Chicago and the West Coast. e
Like those of Chess Records, imi
Excello's
and gritty,records
but the
were
Louisianans
amplified '
favored alazier pace than their
kinsmen to the north: think
Jimmy Reed in amarsh. While
open to a range of influences
(after all, New Orleans, that most
catholic of cities, is only 150
miles from Crowley), Miller's
artists were hardly jazz-influenced western sophisticates. The
likes of Lightnin' Slim, Slim
Harpo, and Silas Hogan cut a
swath through south Louisiana
with music that was downhome, direct, and boisterous —
qualities that made 45s bearing
the bold Excello Records logo
prized possessions far from the
bayou. Miller's inventive and
vivid production and songwriting skills, when tailored to suit
an eccentric stable of backwater
blues artists, created a sound
that's come to be known as
"swamp blues."
Miller, amusician himself, first
entered arecording studio in 1937
as amember of aCajun string band
called the Four Aces. In 1946, fresh out
of the service, he founded his first
record label, Fais Do Do, based in "The
Rice Capital of the World": Crowley,
Acadia Parish, Louisiana. The fledgling
label head set up astudio and drew on
the Cajun community he'd grown up in
for talent and a commercial base,
recording, among others, his father-inlaw, accordionist Lee Sonnier.
The following year, Miller spun off
Feature Records to take advantage of
Stereophile, August 1998

when aBaton Rouge DJ encouraged
him to check out alocal band. He was
drawn to the group's St. Louis-born guitar player, Otis Hicks, and invited the
man to his studio in Crowley the following day. Through his pal J.P. Richardson,
better known as the Big Bopper, he
recruited abackup harmon- ica player
named Wild Bill Phillips for
the session. Miller loved
what he heard; he would
later contend that his find
was the greatest "lowdown gutbucker bluesman of all time. He dubbed
the slow-talking Hicks
'lightnin' Slim."
Slim proved to be apivotal performer for Miller
on several fronts. His
records, which Miller
issued on Feature, quickly
caught on with black listeners in the region. The
Jackson, Mississippi-based
Ace company made note of
the stir and tried to steal
Lightnin' Slim from Miller,
who responded by forging an
alliance with Ernie Young's
potent Excello label in
Nashville. Young had distribuExcello's
tion and radio connections as
first big star:
well as retail and mail-order outlets and
The slowtalkin', raggedachain of jukeboxes. Miller had studio
but-real Otis
and songwriting acumen and acentrally
Hicks, aka
located recording facility. And Lightnin'
Lightnin' Slim.
Slim soon had asound that moved vinyl
and drew other aspiring recording artists
to Miller like bees to honey.
The closest thing to a definitive
domestic Lightnin' Slim collection availfor the Queen of Country Music, Kitty
able is I'm Evil: Rare and Unissued Excello
Wells. "It Wasn't God Who Made
Honky Tonk Angels" earned Miller a Masters, Val (Excello/AVI CD 3002). A
burly plowhorse of a performer,
contract with Nashville's powerful
Lightnin' Slim favored astripped-down
music publishers, Acuff-Rose. His
approach: harmonica, rudimentary
Nashville connections would come in
drumming, and his own raw-but-right
handy soon enough.
electric guitar. I'm Evil presents 27 of his
By the mid-'50s it was clear to Miller
that the country and Cajun markets Excello sides (14 previously unreleased),
ranging from his first Excello single,
were no longer booming. He tried his
hand at blues, reasoning that local talent "Bad Luck Blues"/ "Rock Me Mama,"
to his last produced by Miller, 1966's
and consumers were underserved by his
'Goin' Away Blues." He recorded for a
established competitors. Miller came
revived post-Miller version of Excello in
across his bedrock bluesman in 1954

the then-burgeoning hillbilly craze.
Doug Kershaw, who would gain fame
in the '60s as the 'Ragin' Cajun," was an
early discovery. Miller's program was
further advanced when a song he'd
written in response to Hank Thompson's country smash, "Wild Side of
Life," became ahit
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Building
the early '70s, then toured Europe
before dying from astomach tumor in
1974. Contemporary fans of the primitive electric blues practiced by the current Fat Possum roster will recognize
Lightnin' Slim as an authoritative ancestor.
The other twin tower in the Excello
lineup was Slim Harpo, one of the most
immediately recognizable and engaging
of bluesmen. Brought into the Excello
fold by Lightnin' Slim, Slim Harpo
(born James Moore) didn't make an
instant fan of Jay Miller, who found his
vocals unremarkable. He encouraged
Harpo (the stage name was
another Miller contrivance;
he dreamed up what he
deemed "commercial" names g
for many of his artists) to sing
through his nose, àla Hank I
Williams. "I'm aKing Bee"
was Harpo's first record for
Excello, and it proved to be a
landmark for the artist, the
producer, the label, and the
genre. Marked by Miller's selfproclaimed "gimmicky" production (heaving bass, stinging
guitar, rock-solid drumming)
and Harpo's nonchalantly lascivious phrasing ("Buzz awhile!"), it
was the kind of record that bridged
blues and rock'n'roll. The verve of such
Harpo tunes as "I Got Love If You
Want It" and "Shake Your Hips" won
him fans among anumber of sprouting
Brit rockers. The Rolling Stones, Them,
the Kinks, the Pretty Things, and the
Yardbirds all covered Harpo tunes early
in their careers. Mick Jagger once wondered aloud, "What's the point in listening to us doing `I'm aKing Bee' when
you can hear Slim Harpo do it?" There
still isn't asatisfactory answer.
Two competing compilations provide ample introductions to Harpo's
work, though Rhino's 1989 set (R2
70169) and Hip-O's 1997 collection
(HIPD-40072) — both titled Best of
Slim Harpo—are very similar, and
offer the essential hits ("I'm a King
Bee," "Rainin' in My Heart," "Baby,
Scratch My Back"). While the Rhino
package contains two more songs, HipO's 16-track overview is more attractively packaged and contains more
detailed liner notes. You won't go
wrong with either CD.
The remainder of the Excello
swamp-blues fellowship is amixed lot
ofjourneymen. While the likes of Silas
Hogan, Lazy Lester, Lonesome
Sundown, and Arthur Gunter may not
inspire chapters in music histories, each
has his own appeal.
Stereophile, August 1998
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including "I'm aLover Not aFighter"
(covered by the Kinks), "Sugar Coated
Love," and his Miller-penned signature
tune, "They Call Me Lazy" ("Goodness
knows I'm only tired," Lester protests).
Lonesome Sundown's /'m a Mojo
Man: The Best of the Excello Singles
(Excello/AVI CD 3004) and Arthur
Gunter's Baby Lees Play House: The Best of
Arthur Gunter (Excello/AVI CD 3011)
chronicle the work of two lesser-heralded Excello vets. Sundown (born
Cornelius Green) specialized in downcast tunes that suited his stage name.
"Lonesome
Whistler,"
"Lonely
Lonely Me," and "Lonesome, Lonely
Blues" are among the laments included in Mojo Man. A versatile vocalist
and piercing guitarist, he may be the
most worthy candidate for rediscovery among Emetic> blues artists.
Arthur Gunter is best known for
"Baby Let's Play House," aregional
hit in 1955 that turned up in Elvis
Presley's repertoire later that same
year. Gunter received a$6500 royalty check from Sun Records that
year, making him arelatively welloff bluesman. (His good fortune returned late in his life
when he won the Michigan
state lottery.) Gunter's workmanlike recordings, however,
pale when compared to those of
many of his Excello associates.
Still, the AVI anthology presents
asolid assortment of singles and
obscurities, including several
easy-rocicin' solo numbers.
A number of excellent Excello
overviews are currently available
for fans looking to reach beyond
the Lightnin' Slim and Slim Harpo
essentials. Particularly notable is
Dark Clouds Rollin': Ewell° Swamp
Classics (Excello/AVI CD 3008), a
superbly sequenced 29-song assortment that includes all the principal
performers as well as the less celebrated likes of Jimmy Anderson,
Leroy Washington, and Whispering
Although Silas Hogan (top) was an important
Smith. The two-disc Blues Hangover:
part of the Excello story, Slim Harpo (bottom)
was its second genuine headliner.
&cello Blues Rarities (Excello/AVI CD
2002) is acharming compendium of
one-offs and oddities from such obscure
Lazy Lester was an Excello mainstay
label affiliates as Early Drane, Little
as both a&outman and sideman. An
Sonny, and Baby Boy Warren, the latter
expert harp player with a mushaMichigan vet working in tandem with
mouthed delivery that can be fatiguing
Sonny Boy (Rice Miller) Williamson.
to listen to, the man born Leslie
It's aworthy companion to Dark Clouds
Johnson nevertheless produced some
intoxicating, jaunty blues for the label. I Rollin'.
Universal purchased Excello from
Hear You Knocking The Excello Singles
AVI in 1996 and is commencing its own
(Excello/AVI CD 3003) is the definitive
Excello reissue program via its Hip-0
Lester anthology, offering 30 boggy
label. House Rockin' & Hip Shakin': The
tracks cut between 1956 and 1965,

Silas Hogan was introduced to Miller
by Slim Harpo. Already 51 when he cut
his first Excello sides in 1962, Hogan
occupied the middle ground between
the label's two main performers. As
solid as Lightnin' Slim, Hogan also possessed amodest pop/R&B flair àla Slim
Harpo. Trouble: The Best of the Excello
Masters (Excello/AVI CD 3005) showcases agenerous 26 songs from Hogan's
three-year stay with the label, including
a handful of previously unreleased
tracks and alternate takes.
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Best of Excello Blues (Hip-0 HIPD40071), the debut title in this series, provides ataste of 13 Excello mainstays,
including Jerry McCain, an Alabamaborn harpist who has continued recording into the '90s, having
released Love Desperado
(I CH
9008)
and
Struttin' My Stuff (ICH
9020-CD) on Ichiban

3007), a25-track collection of protosoul dating from 1958 to 1961. Produced by Ernie Young and show— casing the fervent vocals of Shelton, aformer gospel singer, Sings is asoul sleeper.
Excello's heyday ended when Ernie
Young sold the label
in 1966. The new
regime took Slim
Harpo away from
Jay Miller, prompting the headstrong
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earlier in the decade.
Rhino's Sound of the Swamp:11re Best of
Excello Blues, VoLl (R2 70896) and
Southern Rhythm & Rock: The Best of
Excello, Vol.2 (R2 70897) provide aperspective on Excello's sweep, including a
generous sampling of such swamp-pop
treasures as the Gladiolas' original 1955
version of "Little Darlin' " (the
Diamonds' top-10 1957 remake didn't
venture far from the original), and hysterical novelties like the Blues Rockers'
"Calling All Cows" and Jerry McCain &
His Upstarts' "Trying to Please." The
Excello Story: The Best of Excello Records
(Excello/AVI 3001) is another wideranging collection, gathering 30
swamp-pop and swamp-blues gems on
one disc.
Jay Miller productions ranged from
Cajun to rockabilly to segregationist
screeds — his Rebel Records imprint
was the source of such right-wing diatribes as "A Victim of this Big Mess
Called the Great Society" and "Vote
Wallace in '72" — and agood deal of
Excello's output came from its
Nashville base, far from Miller's
Crowley stronghold. The Heart of
Southern Soul: From Nashville to Memphis
and Muscle Shoals (Excello/AVI CD
3012) is afine sampler of second-tier
soul that came out of Music City. 'While
afew Excello soul artists earned modest
acclaim (foremost being Shirley
Brown), most of those included in
Southern Soul failed to cause much of a
stir in the late '60s and early '70s when
these tracks were cut. Nevertheless, this
is aworthy investment for soul buffs —
as is Roscoe Shelton Sings (Excello/AVI
Stereophde, August 1998

producer to quit Excello,
though he stayed in the studio business.
He died two years ago in Lafayette,
Louisiana, 20 miles east of Crowley, following aquadruple coronary bypass. By
then, most of Miller's stable of artists
had also passed on, though afew swamp
survivors have experienced modest
revivals in recent times.
Lazy Lester released acouple of likable comeback LPs in the late '80s: Rides
Again (King Snake KS 007) and Harp &
Soul (Alligator AL 4768-B). Carol Fran,
whose pleading "One More Chance"
highlights both the Sound of the Swamp
and Excello Story collections, appeared on
1990's Gulf Coast Blues compilation
(Black Top CD BT 1055), and two
years later put out afine album with her
husband, Clarence Hollimon, called
Soul Sensation (Black Top BT 1071).
Most notably, Katie Webster, asession
pianist on anumber of classic Excello
sides, put out asplendid trio of late'80s/early '90s albums for Alligator:
Swamp Boogie Queen (AL 4746), TwoFisted Mama! (AL 4777), and No Foolin'
(AL 4803). A 1993 stroke curtailed her
comeback.
Nothing comes out of the swamp
unsoiled, and alarge part of the charm
of swamp blues lies in its lack of purity.
These motley characters wanted to be
heard, and drew on whatever was within their reach, whether rockabilly, country, rock'n'roll, or pop ballads. Was that
J.D. Miller's gimmick? If so, here's to
gimmicks.
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Recording of the Month
quality, are why this disc rates as
August's "Recording of the Month."
Produced by the extraordinarily
17:50:24
5
gifted string player, well-traveled stuPerformance ****1/2
dio ace, and longtime Alvin collabosonks ****
rator Greg Leisz, Blackjack David is
sunfair as they might be,
in many ways Alvin's Nebraska.
comparisons between Dave
Stripped-down and acoustic like his
Alvin and Bruce Springsteen
last several albums —"unplugged" in
are inevitable. Formerly the star of a
MTVspeak — it features his best
working-clacs mots band (sound famsinging and songwriting so far.
iliar?), Alvin, to amuch lesser degree
Opening with Alvin's arrangement
than Springsteen, set acertain stanof the traditional title tune, the
dard and helped launch (or, more
album then moves on to the tuneful
accurately, relaunch) a genre. And
"Abilene," yet another entry in the
now, just as Bruce has turned to a
canon of emotional, tellingly defolkier, more intimate form of musical
tailed, running-from-the-past songs
expression, so too has Dave, albeit
that Alvin is amaster at writing and
later in his career. About the only
singing. Like "Halley's Comet,"
question left is why Alvin is stalled
on an indic label — why, to use the parlance, he's not astar. Alvin's upbeat yet tragic tale of early rocker Bill Haley on
Most famous as the co-leader, along with his frenetic Blue Blvd., "Abilene" lopes along here at medium tempo. In
vocalist brother Phil, of the now-defunct late-70s/early concert, this one will become an aggressive anthem.
The easy, very Steve Earle-esque blues "New Highway"
'80s roots-rock band the Blasters, the California-born and
-bred guitarist has slowly but surely fashioned an increas- is followed by the inevitable less-than-paradise paean to
ingly rich solo career. Alvin split the Blasters in 1985, then the left coast, "California Snow" — acollaboration with
joined X, replacing departed guitarist Billy Zoom and another criminally underappreciated songwriter and labelrecording one album with the group: 1987's See How We mate, the great Tom Russell. The funky "The Way You
Are, to which he contributed what is arguably his best Say Goodbye," with its short guitar solo, points out the one
song, "Fourth of July." Alvin then moved on to amajor possible fault of Alvin's now three-album-deep acoustic
label (Epic) and released his first solo disc, Romeo's Escape trend: he never plays electric guitar anymore. In live
(UK title: Every Night About This lime), on which he recy- shows, where he plays a greatest-hits set that usually
cled some of his best tunes, including "Fourth of July," includes anumber of guitar heavy Blasters-era tunes, the
"Border Radio," and "Long White Cadillac," the last two lack of fretwork is not aproblem. But in the studio, Alvin
has abandoned his own distinctive way with aTelecaster in
originally recorded with the Blasters.
favor
of placing the songs front and center.
It was on Romeo's Escape that Alvin also flashed the strengths
In the jailhouse lament, "Mary Brown," Alvin takes
and weaknesses that would come to define his career as asolo
performen On the plus side, songs like the exquisite ballad another step toward Woody Guthrie-styled Americana.
"1968" is another tune for the ever-growing subgenre of
"Every Night About This Tune" (later covered by Joe Ely)
showed that he'd continued to grow as asongwritet On the Vietnam-vet sagas. And "From aKitchen Table" is afirstpotential fatal-flaw side was his voice: the kind of ragged class ballad that tells aclassic story (think Bruce) of aworkinstrument that gives credence to opera buffs, amateur musi- ing-class loser dreaming about a girl "from the old
cologists, and jazz snobs who react to rock vocalists with a neighborhood."
Storytelling rather than rocking is obviously where
not-tuijustified roll of the eyes and adisgusted snarl of "You
Alvin's going these days, and fortunately his songwriting is
could ONLY get away with that in rock'n'roll."
After Romeo's Escape failed to chart, Alvin and Epic part- strong enough to make this direction work. Like the chared ways. Since then he's recorded for Hightone, an indic acters who populate Springsteen's lyrics, the subjects of
label based in Oakland, California that has released Blue Alvin's songs arc good-hearted, regret-filled losers who
Blvd., Museum of the Heart, King of California, and Interstate always end up hurting themselves worst of all. Unlike
Highway. As Alvin's career has continued, his singing, still them, however, their creator is on the move, making a
no threat to the aging Pavarotti, has grown deeper, mel- musical reputation for himself and proving with patient
lower, and more nuanced. On Blackjack David, Alvin near- craftsmanship on albums like Blackjack David that he's any-Robert Baird
ly overcomes his vocal limitations entirely. That, and the thing but his own worst enemy.
surprisingly warm and intelligently rendered recording

DAVE ALVIN
Blackjack David
Hightone HCD 8091 (CD). 1998 Greg Leisz,
prod.; Paul duGre, Dave Ahlen, engs. ADD?
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ORDER OR INFO
BY E-MAIL:
ElufaiRegle101.COM
VISIT OUR
WEBSITE:

elusivedisc.com

ORDER
TOLL FREE
800-782-347

* * *A Sampling of the Latest St Honest Les iL CD's For Summer WI! * * *

Vivante Productions 180g LPs
PRESENTS: Al DiMeola, John McLaughin & PacoDeLucia/
Friday Nigh! In San Francisco Live! Ltd. Edition $29.99
(Finest Guitar LP Ever!!! Take your system & ears for the ride of their life!)

$29.
three blind mice LP SALI
WAS $843
25th Anniversa

TBM-6
IBM-2
IBM-19
IBM-63
IBM-25
TBM.39
IBM-35
IBM-24
TBM-43
TBM-30
TBM- 15
TBM-23
TBM-1005
LP
2051
2043
2044
2045
2046
2050
2048
2049
2042
2047

99

Celebration Numbered Ltd. Ed. 1804Ps

Q: Horn section, piano, boss, drums, guitar & xylophone.
Now!: Bluenote bebop at its best! Piano, boss, drums & sax.
Morning Flight: Great standards! Piano trio + 2trombones.
L.'Block Orpheus: Classic piano trio playing great standards!
Blues World: Blues & standards! Guitor, organ, bass, drums.
Green Caterpillar: Mosaru Imada Trio + 2(guitar & congas).
You Are My Sunshine: G. Otsuko Piano Trio plays standards.
Blue City: Iwo Suzuki Quartet + Kazumi Watanabe (guitor).
Conversation: Nakamura Duo. Standards (guitar & boss)
Misty: Yamamoto Trio. Lote night piano trio jarz at its finest!
Blow Upl: Iwo Suzuki Quartet. Standards & originals will leave you breathless!
Midnight Sugar: Yamamoto Trio. An incredible mix of blues and standards. Wow!
Scandanavion Suite: Big bond jazz like you have never heard before!

/Geld
/ 1039
/ 1024
/ 1025
/ 1026
/ 1023
/ 1034
/ 1040
/ 1045
/ 1118
/1119

CD
180. LP's $23.99* / Gold CD's 822.99*
The Eagles: Greatest Hits
The Eagles: Hotel California
Joni Mitchell: Court d Spark
The Doors: Strange Days
The Doors: The Doors
The Doors: LA. Woman
Lindo Ronstodt: Greatest Hits
The Doors: Waiting For The Sun
Roy Orbison: All Time Greatest Hits'
Nat King Cole. The Very Thought Of You
'0... , CD, s te,

Jx

The following DCC Gold CD titles are soon to be OUT-OF-PRINT!

This is your last chance to order these great titles at a low price! Order now!!!
GIS -1031
CCR: Cosmos Factory
GZS-1062
Blondie: Parallel Lines
GZS-1038
CCR: Bayou Country
GIS -1064
CCR: Green River
GZS-1056
Pot Benatar: In The Heat Of The
GZS-1070
CCR: Willie CC The Poor Boys

ouclioquest

's ARE IN SHORT SUPPLY! O RDER Now!!!
1045 Ro. LP
-rt Lucas /Completely Blue
t---s 1044 Terry Evans & Ry Cooder /Come to the Ri ver
L.." 1046 Doug McLeod: Unmarked Road
LPN $17.11110
1047 Bruce Katz Band: Mississippi Moan
CD's: $12.14
1042 Mighty Sam McClain: Sledgehammer Soul 8Downhome Blues

musi

RR-80CD
RR-81CD
RR-77C0
RR-79CD
REFERENCE RR-68CD
RECORDINGS RX-1000

Porls Of Coll
Bruckner:
Symphony
#9uments
Vivaldi:
For
Diverse Instr

$12.99
$16.99
CD'
s/LP's:
LP1
* 180g
*
'De... te , udd..uso ‘ol ,

Mussorgsky: Pictures At An Exhibition
Mozari/E.Istomin: Concertos #21 & #24 (SROM)
RR & XL°, Stereo Test & Bum-In GOLD HDCD -$27.99

AAMLOMEARODUCTIONS
APLP/CD 027
APLP/CD 037
APLP 032
APLP/CD 036
APLP 038
APLP 039

LPS & GOLD CDS: $29.99
Janis Ian: Breaking Silence (Stereophile Recording Of The Month!)
Thelonius Monk: The Riverside Sessions (7 LP or CD Deluxe Box Set $249.99)
Amanda McBroom: Dreaming (Avail. in Gold CD for '24" on Gecko &Alum. CD
Sonny Boy Williamson: Keep It To Ourselves (LP, Gold & Aluminum CD avoiloble)
Gene Ammons: Nice and Cool
41.Gell 03419 Combines These 2New
Gene Ammons: The Soulful Moods I
LP's Into One Great Gold (1)..!

SONYMASTERSOUNEI GOLD CEPS
64413
66226
64368
64408
64426
64274
64425
64401
64407
66404
66817
64767
57184
64646
64415

23.99

All titles now OUT-OF-PRINT! — Order Before The re Gone!!
Janis Joplin: Pearl
64212 Santana: Santana
Carole King: Tapestry
57206 Willie Nelson: Stardust
Frank Sinatra: The Voice
64403 Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
Dove Brubeck: Time Out
53814 Billy Holiday: Lady In Satin
Roger Waters: Amused To Death (40.00) 64411 Bob Dylan: Blonde On Blonde
Duke Ellington: Block, Brown d Beige
64405 Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
Stevie Ray Vaughn: Couldn't Stand We... 52944 Robt. Johnson: King of the Delta Blues...
Aerosmith: Toys In The Attic
66224 Indigo Girls: Indigo Girls
Jeff Beck: Blow By Blow
64412 Billy Joel: 52nd Sheet
Boston: Don't Look Back
64418 Wynton Morsalis: Some
Dances With Wolves: Soundtrack
64404 Meatloof: Bat Out Of Hell
Paul Desmond: Pure Desmond
66220 Van Morrison: Blowin' Your Mind
ELO: Face The Music
66219 Roy Orbison: Sings Lonely 8 Blue
ELO: Discovery
64421 Simon & Garfunkel: Bridge Over....
James Taylor: JT
64427 Weather Report: Heavy Weather

CALL FOR
COMPLETE
LIST

PREMONITION RECORDS -CD: $14.99 &LP: $27.99
PREM-1 91 9

Patricia Barber: Split (CD 8 180g LP) IIEWII! (1ST ALBUM)

PREM-737

Patricia Barber: Cole Blue (CD & 180g LP)
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MOBILE FIDELITY Gold CD's:522.99*
Anadisq 200g LP's Out-of-Print! $22.99 St Up!
Cali For List. Buy Before They're Gone!
697
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
718
719

Blue Oyster Cult: Agt.t.•
Louis Armstrong: Masters Of Jazz
Guns & Roses: Use Your Illusion I
Guns & Roses: Use Your Illusion II
Jimmy Buffett: Son Of A Son Of A Sailor
Steppenwolf: Steppenwolf
Edgar Winter: White Trash
Saturday Night Fever: Soundtrack
The Moody Blues: Seventh Sojourn
Duke Ellington: Jazz Party In Stereo

L

1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

n•eAela

MFSL Out-Of-Print Gold CD Blowo u tSa l
e !!!
Ltd Time Offer! Were $50.00 Now Only $29.90

12
515
519
521
522
526
532
551
522
553
562
563
564
572
574

Moody Blues: Days Of Future Past
Steely Dan: Ajo
Cot Stevens: Tea For The Tillermon
Beach Boys: Surfer Girl 8 Surfin USA
John Klemmer: Touch
Elton John: Goodbye Yellowbrick Rd.
Rod Stewart: Every Picture Tells A Story
Tom Petty: Damn The Torpedoes
Sontono: Abrams
Eric Clapton: Slowhand
Cream: Disraeli Gears
Cannonball Adderly: Somethin' Else
Robert Cray: Strong Persuader
Traffic: Mr Fantasy
Aretho Franklin: INever Loved A Man..

535
536
539
543
545
547
548
555
557
559
565
568
570
577
579

Boz Scaggs: Silk Degrees
Elton John: Honky Chateau
Joe Jackson: Night 8 Day
Elton John: Tumbleweed Connection
Steely Don: Gaucho
John Coltrane: Blue Train
B.B. King: Live At THe Regal
Roy Orbison: Mystery Girl
Keith Richards: Talk Is Cheap
B,S & T: Blood, Sweat 8 Tears
Tom Petty: Hard Promises
Queen: A Night At The Opera
Joni Mitchell: Wild Things Run Fast
Albert King: Born Under A Bad Sign
Steve Winwood: Arc 01A Diver

MFSL Out-Of-Print 200G LP Blowout Sale!!!
Ltd Time Offer! Were $50.00 Now Only $34.99
202
205
206
210
211
213
214
215
217
218
220
221
223

Pink Floyd: Atom Heart Mother
MJC): Modern Jazz Quartet
M1Q: Blues At Carnegie Hall
John Hiatt: Bring The Family
Queen: The Game
Allman Brothers: Brothers 8 Sisters
Duke Ellington: Anatomy Of A Murder
Moody Blues: Threshold Of A Dream
Albert Collins RCro
-Showdown
Emerson, lake & Palmer: Trilogy
Eric Clapton: Eric Clapton
Bob Marley: Exodus
Joe Cocker: Sheffield Steel

235
236
237
238
241
244
249
250
253
256
257
261
263

B.B King: Lucille
Bob Marley: Catch A Fire
Count Basle: April In Paris
Joan Baez: Diamonds .4 Rust
G.Mulligan & PDesmond: Blues In...
Cot Stevens: Teaser Si The Firecat
Boston: Boston
loto: Toto IV
Moody Blues: To Our Childrens....
Queen: A Day At The Roces
Sonic Youth: Goo
REM: Reckoning
The Bee Gees: Trafalgar

European 180_g LP's IWEA. EMI & More $24.99 to $29.99
Pink Flo
Dark Side Of The Moon
Ry C
er: Parrs Texas Soundtrack
Ricky Lee Jones: Ricky Lee Jones
Queen: A Night At The Opera
Talking Heads: Remain In The Light
Randy Newman: Little Criminals
Oscar Peterson: We Get Requests
limi Hendrix. Are You Experienced

Jethro Tull: Stand Up
Paul Simon: Gracelond
Miles Davis: Tutu
Ricky Lee Jones: Pop Pop
Prince: Purple Rain
Eric Clopton: Journeymo
Joni Mitchell: Blue
Doobie Bros.: Slam

Van Morrison: Moondance
Donald Fagan: The Nightfly
Bob James: Double Vision
Quincy Jones: Back On The B...
America: Greatest Hits
James Taylor: Greatest Hits
Littlefeat: Waiting For Colurn...
Phil Collins: Face Value

CS D6001 Men e
n. A Mi .s ummer Mg s.
o aie': ym.#7/Russian
CSCD6006 Argenta: Espana
LSC2323 Tchoikovsky: Capriccio Italien...
CSCD6013 Debussy: Iberia
LSC2336 Sibelius: Finlandia
CSCD6049 Greig: Peer Gynt
LSC2364 Mahler: Symphony #4 in G
LSCD2225 Witches Brew
LSC2398 Kobalevsky: The Comedians...
LSPCD1773 Bob & Ray: Throw A Stereo Spectacular LSC2405 Sibelius: Sym.#5/Karelia Suite
LSPCD2438 Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
LSC2419 Dvorak: Sonic Dances
LSPCD2533 Charlie Mingus: Tijuana Moods
LSC2423 Festival Reiner
LSC2134 Overature: Overature
LSC2450 Schumann: Carnival.... ...
LSC2135 Prokofieff: Cinderella Suites
LSC2456 Lalo: Symphonie Espagnole
LSC2465 Prokofieff: Piano Concerto #2....
LSC2500 Strauss: Waltzes
0001 The JVC XRCD Sampler: Selections from 1st 10 XRCD Titles
C
0012 Mighty Som McClain: Give It Up To Love (SROM)
0034 Art Tatum/Ben Webster: Tatum Group
0036 The Bill Evans Trio: At Shelly Mann's Hole
0027 Doug MacLeod: You Can't Take My Blues
0035 Coleman Hawkins: Good Old Broadway
CD's
29.99
0033 Gene Ammons: Boss Tenor
Buy 4 or more: $25.99
0014 Terry Evans: Puffin' It Down (SROM)
0046 Miles Davis: Bags Groove
0032 Mulligan Meets Monk
0023 Doug MacLeod: Come to Find
0043 Steve Miller: The Joke,
0038 Sarah Vaughan: How Long Has This...
030 Yamamoto Trio: Misty
0026 Mighty Som McClain: Keep on Movin'
0031 Ella Fitzgerald: Take Love Easy
0044 Tina Turner: Private Dancer
0039 Johnny Griffin: Little Giant
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Reviews

classical
J.S. BACH
Six Suites for Unaccompanied Cello,
BWV 1007-1012
Yo-Yo Ma, cello
Sony Classical S2K 63203 (2 CDs). 1998. Steven
Epstein, prod.; Charles Harbutt, eng. DDD.
11: 2:23:25
Performance ***
Sonics ***

N

ice job, Yo-Yo. This probably is
the most beautiful recording
ever made of the Bach suites for
unaccompanied cello: handsome, well
groomed, every hair in place —
Wait aminute. Am Italking about a
person or about music? That's precisely
the difficulty in discussing these performances. As much as Itried to cone my
review to only the music, Icontinually
ran up against the recording's extramusical trappings, which are simply too present and too pertinent to ignore. From
the project's motivating idea — an "interdisciplinary" collaboration involving various creative artists — to its varied recording locations, to the calculated ambiguity
of its packaging, we're left to wonder
about its intended focus: was it the performer, the associated film/dance/
theatrical collaborations, or Bach's
music? And what is it all for, anyway?
Perhaps by now you've heard that this
recording was made in conjunction with
aseries of six films — one for each suite
— and that each film is an attempt at an
artistic representation of a particular
suite. However, the focus of recent publicity seems to be on the cleverness of
Ma's collaborations — with ice dancers,
filmmakers, choreographers, aKabuki
actor, and a garden designer (of all
things) — rather than on the music itself.
The maddeningly, deliberately vague
information on the packaging serves only
to direct attention away from the discs'
contents. Nowhere on the outer cover
are we clearly told that the music on the
discs is the complete, unadulterated
Suites for Unaccompanied Cello by J.S.
Bach. Inside the CD package we find
pages and pages of color photos and
comments by Ma's collaborators, talking
not about Bach's music, but about the
films! Why does someone who has purchased the recordings to listen to the
music need to know about this? Such an
elaborate self-indulgence may go with
the territory in certain sectors of the
entertainment world, but when practiced
by such afine musician as Ma, it comes
off as merely pretentious and wasteful.
Stereophile, August 1998

The toast of the town or Bach without risk? Yo-Yo Ma sets his sights on Bach's cello suites.

The performances themselves are
good but unexceptional. The trouble
lies with one of the project's apparent
assumptions: that the suites are, or can
be made to be, mass-market material.
Tough, gritty, technically formidable,
structurally complex, these pieces stand
as asummation of theoretical practice
inextricably joined to virtuoso technique. Although it would be misleading
to refer to the suites as merely exalted
exercises (as they were regarded in the
19th century), it is easy to believe that, as
he did in some of his other solo-instrument compositions, Bach undertook
the cello suites as akind of grand but
very personal challenge.
The resulting pieces defy beautification in the strict sense of the word. To
simply make them pretty, as Ma and his
producer and engineers have evidently
tried to do, may lend acertain feel-good,
unobtrusive aural sophistication —probably necessary for the film soundtracks — but it misrepresents the
music's true character. It's abody without working inner parts, with no spiritual center. To discover the music's essence
requires a concentrated effort, more

intellectual and technical than emotional, from both performer and listener.
But here the mountains and hills are
made low, and the rough places plain.
Ma takes no risks. We feel no sense of
his personal attachment to each suite's
unique personality. There's an almost
eerie smoothness and homogeneity to
the phrasing, and at times we wonder
how much electronic "enhancement" is
present (especially in Suite 2). It's
strange to say, but occasionally — again,
most evident in the second suite — the
cello sounds as if it's as big as a
Volkswagen, and the listener's head is
inside it while it's being played.
Of course, one cellist's performance
never will be enough to encompass the
intellectual scope and interpretive possibilities of the suites. And, while Ma certainly is proficient and many listeners
will find these versions acceptable, I
prefer approaches in which the performer is not afraid to let us hear and
feel the tension and earthiness in the
music, along with its more lyrical and
serene moments. But to do this, the performer has to have apoint of view and
be able to present it, and Mischa Maisky
161
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Record
on DG and Mari Fujiwara on Denon
accomplish this. Before you get carried
away with Ma's much-hyped rendition,
Isuggest that you give these two performances alisten. The Maisky is not as
warmly recorded and the Fujiwara is
not nearly so resonant as Ma's version
(not necessarily abad thing), but to me,
these more successfully capture the
essence of Bach's achievement.
It was nice for Yo-Yo to spend five
years "re-exploring the Bach suites with
artists from other disciplines...," but
what does that do for the listeners? Do
we gain new insights? Do we have a
recording of Bach's music that supersedes all others in its interpretive eloquence and technical mastery? Idon't
think so.
-David Vernier
MUSIC FOR THE
ELIZABETHAN STAGE
1HE Mar( OF INSTRUMENTS:Hark! Hark! The Ladd
Music for Shakespeare's Company
The Parley of Instruments, Peter Holman, dir.
Hyperion CDA66836 (CD). 1997. Martin Compton,
prod.; Anthony Howell, Julian Millard, engs. DDD.
TT: 70:31
Performance ****
Son ics****
MUSICIANS OF THE GLOBE:
Shakespeare's Musick
Musicians of the Globe, Philip Pickett, dir.
Philips 446 687-2 (CD). 1997. Martha DeFrancisco,
prod.; Roger de Schot, eng. DDD. Tr: 63:24
Performance ****
Sonics ****
MUSICIANS OF THE GLOBE:
The Masque of Oberon
Musicians of the Globe, Philip Pickett, dir.
Philips 446 217-2 (CD). 1997. Martha DeFrancisco,
prod.; Thijs Hoeckstra, eng. DDD. Tr: 49:46
Performance ****
Sonics ****

T

he name of Williain Shakespeare
has always been invoked in earlymusic performance. The Deller
Consort did some fine Bard-oriented
LPs nearly 40 years ago, and the flow of
similar recordings has not abated since.
For once in the so-called music industry,
there are excellent grounds for this custom. Music was essential to the
Elizabethan and Jacobean theater: as
background and incidental themes, for
the dances that often accompanied the
plays, and as part of the entertainment
that preceded and followed the main
event. The average groundling of
Shakespeare's day expected his jigs and
songs along with his high culture, and
complained bitterly when he did not get
them. The upper classes, on the other
hand, while they might tolerate Hamlet
or Henty V, were much happier with
courtly masques written by scholars
with adecent respect for the classical
unities and designed by the great migo
Jones, master of costume and setting.
The three discs under consideration
Stereophile, August 1998
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Three new discs (two by Philip Pickett and the Musicians of the Globe, pictured above) reproduce the
music that was so essential to theater in Shakespeare's time.

here share acommon thread; although
none of them could be called staid or
boring, they do tend for the most part to
avoid the "bold bawdry" that characterized the period. If you're looking for
"Watkins' Ale," you'll have to seek elsewhere; fortunately, there is plenty of
elsewhere in which to hunt. Another
common element in these three CDs is
the participation of Peter Holman as
scholar and arranger. Much of the music
that has survived from before the 18th
century remains only in fragmentary
form, with parts missing or only asingle
melody line; the work of musicianscholars like Holman is invaluable in
presenting these works in something
like their original forms. The Masque of
Oberon is aperfect example: Holman
and Pickett have shaped acoherent performance from fragmentary descriptions and reconstructed music, and in so
doing have expanded our understanding
and appreciation of the masque form.
Of the two discs devoted to the Bard
himself, Iprefer the Hyperion, as much
for its superior sonics as its somewhat
more involving performance. Its material is also abit less familiar, especially
John Wilson's lovely setting of "A
bonny, bonny bird have I." Catherine
Bott sings very prettily here, as on
"Take, 0 take those lips away," and baritone Stephen Varcoe manages to
remind me of Paul Hillier, which is no
small feat. In addition, Holman's crew
does give us the one racy bit, "A health
to the northern lass" ("She that has good
eyes /Has good thighs /And't may be
abetter knack!"). The Pickett disc is
worth having, however, with fine
expressive versions of "The Willow
Song" (which yours truly once plunked
out on quasi-lute for aproduction of

Love's Labour's Lost, and which Ilove
still), and the glorious lute piece
"Tarletones Rissurection" (which, as I
never tire of saying, may be the most
beautiful minute and ahalf of music
ever written).
If Philip Pickett's Shakespeare disc
falls abit short, The Masque of Oberon is
simply wonderful, atruly successful recreation of theatrical history that is also
apleasure to hear. For those unfamiliar
with the period, amasque was acourtly
entertainment on aclassical theme, with
music (vocal and instrumental), dance,
and glorious set-pieces designed by
master artists. Pickett deploys truly large
forces here — 10 lutes play at once on
the "Masque Dances" — to considerable
effect. His musicians play with splendid
animation, truly enjoying the performance, and giving us areal sense of the
Stuart masque style. Those who know
their history will feel atouch of sadness
as well; Ben Jonson's masque was originally written for the young Prince
Henry, son of the loathsome James I,
friend of Walter Raleigh and the great
hope of England. The music used is
principally by Robert Johnson (who set
many of Shakespeare's songs) and
Alfonso Ferrabosco II, both of whom
were members of the Prince's household, along with pieces by contemporary composers and some (quite fine)
Peter Holman originals. The performance is in all respects excellent, and
the disc is avery valuable addition to
our appreciation of the Golden Age of
English music and drama.
It is not generally known, but
William Shakespeare, Swan of Avon,
was... an audiophile! Consider, for
example, his opinion of early digital
recording: "The strings, my lord, are
163
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false" (Julius Caesar, IV,iii). He was also
acutely aware of imaging: "The music of
the hautbois is under the stage" (Antony
and Cleopatra, IV,iii). Given this, aresurrected Bard could not fail to be pleased
with the Hyperion recording, which is
delightfully natural and warm, well balanced and nonfatiguing. (The strings,
dear reader, are true.) Of the Philips
discs, Iexpect that Mr. WS., generous
as he was, would prefer the one devoted to his rival's masque, which has a
more realistic ambience and dynamics.
(I believe that Philip Pickett has abias
toward studio recordings, which may
have colored his Shakespeare CD.)
Fortunately for us, the discs with superior sound also contain the better performances, which is sadly not always
the case.
-Les Beddey
SALIERI
Falstaff
Romano Franceschetto, Sir John Falstaff; Lee
Myeounghee, Alice Ford; Giuliano de Filippo, Ford;
Chiara Chialli, Mistress Slender; Fernando Louis
Ciuffo, Slender; others; The Madrigalists of Milan,
Orchestra Guido Cantelli of Milan, Alberto Veronesi
Chandos 9613(2) (CD). 1998. Michael Siberich,
prod., eng. ODD. TT: 2:22:07
Performance ****
Sonics ****1/2

W

hen he wasn't busy envying
and/or poisoning Mozart, it
seems that Antonio Salieri
was composing rather good operas. A
while ago Iheard his Les Danades on an
EMI set and was knocked out by it, particularly in light of his instrumental
works, which I've always thought were
Age-of-Enlightenment aural wallpaper.
Now, along comes anew recording of
his Falstaff and it turns out to be asheer
delight.
This all-fun Falstaff is based solely on
Shakespeare's The Merry Wives 1
Windsor
(in contrast to Verdi's darker Frdstce,
which incorporates some of Henry IV,
parts Iand II, and therefore has some profound emotions mixed in), and it rolls out
effortlessly. The strictures of its era show
in the dry recitative (although this is kept
to aminimum) and format of the arias,
but there's plenty of action and fine writing for the voice, both in individual set
pieces and in ensembles. And from the
charming overture, with its playful woodwind and brass interruptions, through to
the finale, there's ajoy in music-making
that is nothing if not alluring.
The almost entirely unknown (and
very young) cast is uniformly good,
without any star turns. Franceschetto, in
the title role, uses his lightish bass-baritone with charm and wit, and the others
are as involved as he is. The Madrigalists

0. -
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ing scale exercises for an hour or so. I
had not heard violist David Miller in a
solo role before this, and he too is well
worth the price of the CD. The musicians who comprise the continuo have
worked together for many years, and it
shows in the seamless continuity of
their playing, which is quite the equal
of many pickup ensembles of more
famous names.
Ihave been avoiding long audiophilic
ramblings in my reviews of late; it is certainly time to fix this. Having heard
Philomel many times, and having also
of Milan make anice, lively chorus, and attended concerts at the church of St.
Martin-in-the-Fields in Chestnut Hill,
the orchestra's light touch is just right.
The recording is a beaut — every the recording site, Ican confidently
voice in ensembles is clear without arti- assert that this CD is arelatively faithful
ficiality, and the other balances are ideal. rendering of performance and venue.
This is my first contact with conductor The soundstage is wide and reasonably
Alberto Veronesi, and Ihope it won't be deep (I suspect that back-wall reflecthe last. Forgive me, Salieri, but I'd love tions have been damped abit), and the
to hear this guy conduct Mozart. For characters of instruments are very well
now, I'll happily take this Falstaff and defined. As an example, it is easy to difrecommend it highly.
-Robert Levine ferentiate between the bass strings of
the harpsichord and theorbo, both
tonally and spatially. (Recall that the
TELEMANN
theorbo or archlute was developed to
Concertos
allow the string player to fill the part of
Recorder 8 Bassoon Concerto in F, Viola Concerto in
akeyboard instrument.)
G, Suite in A. Elissa Berardi, recorder; David Miller,
At the same time, the sound does lack
viola; Philomel Baroque Orchestra
Centaur CRC 2366 (CD). 1998. John Ostendorf,
that ultimate resolution that characterprod.; Stephen J. Epstein, eng. DDD. TT: 62:37
izes the best audiophile recordings —
Performance ***1/2
the quality we call transparency, without
Sonics
he usual criticism leveled at being exactly sure what that means, or
Georg Philipp Telemann is that rather that our meaning is the same as
he wasn't Bach. What this often anyone else's. This disc benefits from
means is that he was more popular than being played at alevel louder than my
Johann Sebastian, and not entirely with- usual, where detail is emphasized without reason. Telemann was the master of out losing the beauty of tone. (The
accessibility; if he lacked the transcen- sound of Bruce Bekkees smallish harpdence of Bach or Handel, he was never sichord especially benefits from atouch
without abeautiful melody or astriking more volume.) Please, however, do not
passage of orchestral color, nor did he pass this performance by on account of
ever want for originality. The three such picking at nearly invisible nits —
works performed here with grace and you will be missing out on aworthwhile
-Les Berkley
élan by Philomel are excellent examples experience.
of these qualities. The Concerto in F
VERDI
beautifully exploits the different range
and tonal character of the solo instruDon Carlos
ments while giving ample opportunities
Richard Margison, Don Carlos; Dmitri Hvorostovsky,
for the continuo group to shine, and the
Rodrigo; Roberto Scandiuzzi, Philip II; Robert Lloyd,
Grand Inquisitore; Galina Gorchakova, Elisabetta;
Viola Concerto makes splendid use of
Olga Borodina, Eboli; Sylvia McNair, Voice from
the darker tonality of that instrument,
Heaven; others; Orchestra 8 Chorus of the Royal
especially in the lovely opening Largo.
Opera House, Covent Garden, Bemard Haitink
Ihave to confess to abit of local bias Philips 454 463-2 (3 CDs). 1997. Christopher
Raebum, prod.; Jonathan Stokes, Philip Siney,
in the case of Philomel, which is one of
engs. DOD. TT: 3:28:04
Philadelphia's secret musical treasures Performance *1/2
Sonics ****
and contains some of the nicest people
ith two exceptions, this is a
you could meet. Recorder soloist and
startling
disappointment.
co-founder Elissa Berardi in particular
Using the five-act version,
is someone worth gulping my dinner
but in Italian and without the opening
to go off and hear; like her fellow fipple flautist Marion Verbruggen, I woodmen/hunters/Elisabetta scene,
would cheerfully listen to Berardi play- Bernard Haitink has managed to gloss

...
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over almost all of this great opera's tensions, both personal and political. His
leadership is rhythmically so indecisive
that even the well-known "oath" duet
between Rodrigo and Carlos seems like
afireside chat, and the auto-da-fé scene
is nothing more than a Radio City
Music Hall spectacular, with Carlos'
plea for Flanders and Philip's ire going
for naught. Orchestral attacks throughout are flaccid enough that scenes simply come and go, and the Inquisitor/
Philip confrontation is, for the first time
in my memory, forgettable.
As Philip, Scandiuzzi is weak, beaten
and pitiable from the start, so how are
we to feel for this man when he discovers his wife's infidelity? He's never
strong, he doesn't rail against the heavens or life, and even his despotry is feeble; he stands for nothing. Scandiuzzi
sings well enough, but his voice, like his
interpretation, lacks stature. The same
can be said for Lloyd's Inquisitor. Eboli's
Veil Song, normally asure-fire hit, is
sung by Borodina in amanner so unseductive, so unexotic, that any Eastern
influence Verdi wrote into it has been
bleached out. Elsewhere Borodina's
sound is always alluring, but the characterization is bland. Gorchakova, with
her dark timbre and undeniably major
sound, is mostly interesting, but her
pitch is unreliable, she's mush-mouthed,
and she attacks notes from the bottom
in an annoying manner. She also sounds
too much like Borodina — the listener's
ear gets confused. Sylvia McNair, as the
Heavenly Voice, is too earthbound.
The two worthy performances are
from Canadian tenor Richard Margison
and baritone Dmitri Hvorostovsky.
Margison is clearly not Italian —there's a
whiteness to the sound at times that
doesn't sit right on the ear. But he works
at being ardent and at shading his
dynamics, and his sound is first-rate —
big and clean, with ashining top. And
Hvorostovsky is simply phenomenal.
Not only is the voice gorgeous and the
breath control superhuman (his death
scene is stiering in its beauty and effectiveness), he also seems to care about the
character; and occasionally tries to punch
up Haitink's beat for dramatic effect. He
loses, but at least he tries.
Yes, the Covent Garden forces are
fine, and so is the recorded sound —
clean and honest. But Irecall the old
London recording's auto-da-fé scene,
which really made one shake. Here, it
sounds like very fine music —as does the
whole opera. If only it had some soul.
Any of the competing recordings is
better than this.
-Robert Levine
Stereophile, August 1998
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FLAMING LIPS
Zaireeka
Warner Bros. 46804-2 (4 CDs). 1998. Flaming Lips,
Dave Fridmann, prods., engs.; Scott Booker, asst.
prod. DOD? Tr: 45:34 or: 3:02:16
Performance ****
Sonia ****

y

ou probably don't need an
"excuse" to own four sound systems, but if the wife's not convinced ("Honey, the tile in the master
bathroom actually makes it aperfect
placer), Wayne Coyne has come up
with afresh rationalization. Coyne is
the goofy genius behind the Oklahoma
City band Flaming Lips, and his latest
brainstorm is Zaireeka, a4-CD collection that requires just as many stereos —
ie, the music can be fully appreciated
only when the four discs are played
simultaneously.
Now, anyone can put on four records at
the same time. Make the right choices —
say, Amon Duul, Madonna, Little
Jimmy Dickens, and aSugar Hill Gang
drum track — and you could put out
your own techno single. Coyne, however, goes alittle further, using wholly original compositions, performances, and
samples as building blocks for aquasiquadraphonic rock'n'roll symphony.
"I'm always thinking, 'Someone ought
to be doing something weird,' "says
Coyne, who, with his fellow Lips, has
made seven albums that certainly fit that
description, while also hewing to acertain psychedelic-punk classicism. "Then
Ithought, Well, Ishould!' Ijust do it
because it entertains me." The germ of
the idea first hit him back in the '70s.
"I've thought about it for along time.
You're 12 years old, you're waiting in
line for Led Zeppelin tickets, you're out
there in the parking lot for three or four
days, everybody's got different stereos.
Even then, Ithought, 'Wouldn't it be
crazy if you could organize something
where everybody's tapes played together?!' "
Ultimately, he did just that. Zaireeka is
actually the modest, commercially available fruit of something far more ambitious: The Flaming Lips Parking Lot
Experiment, or simply The Flaming Lips
Experiment. Begun in Oklahoma and
eventually performed in front of nearly
2000 people at the 1997 South by
Southwest music festival in Austin,
Texas, this interactive experiment in
time, space, and sound began with 30
cars and 30 tape decks, all cranking out

Reviews

different harmonies, sound effects,
melodies, and rhythms. The cars were
strategically positioned depending on
their "part" and amp volume; when
Coyne, outfitted with amegaphone and
ayellow raincoat, gave the cue, the drivers popped in their tapes and listened to
the sounds bounce around. The sonic
surprises ranged from traditional
bass/guitar/keyboard/drum tracks to
samples of mosquitoes, a refrigerator
clicking on loudly, and Meg Ryan's
faked orgasm in When Hairy Met Sally....
"It's meant to orchestrate things that
you couldn't orchestrate in aperformance," Coyne says. "What Ienvisioned was...let's say this is an orchestra and the violin players suddenly turn
into insects. Wouldn't that be great? Or
the insects could turn into electric guitars, and then the next second they're
refrigerators!"
The success or failure of the music
itself is less important than the audience
reaction. What's it going to sound like?
What part is going to come out of my
car? Will the tapes play in sync? In the
case of the latter question, no way —
different tape decks engage at different
speeds, and human error is an issue as
well. By design, the work will always be
alittle off-kilter. "I just want people to
go, 'I wonder what this is going to be
like.' You can't predict where the music
is going to come from, or if it's going to
be in rhythm, or out of tune," Coyne
says. "I can't remember the last time I
went to aconcert and was scared that
something unexpected might happen.
The only thing I'm scared about is how
long the bathroom line will be."
In addition to the parking-lot gigs,
Coyne has created apiece for smaller,
indoor settings using 100 boomboxes
and 100 tapes. Of course, translating
that sort of an environment into astudio
project is a near-impossible task. "It
would be like recording aHalloween
party," Coyne says. "When you're there,
it's exciting, but just to hear it out of two
speakers isn't the same thing."
Hence Zaireeka, amore precise, musical take on the concept. k's practically a
regular Flaming Lips album —with all
the oddness, loudness, and pop dreaminess that implies — only you can't listen
to it without friends to help you push
those Play buttons. "What I'm picturing
is maybe everyone will get together on
aweekend and bring their CD players
over and sit there and listen to it and go,
'Oh, that's wild.' "One must listen with
care, however — according to the liner
notes, track 6, "How Will We Know
(Futuristic Crashendos)" contains
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"extremely high and low frequencies
that can cause aperson to become disoriented, confused, or nauseated." Still,
if you overlook those 7Hz and 14kHz
emissions, as well as the logistics of playing the thing, Zaireeka is an eminently
listenable record. That, too, is by design.
"The thing that bores me about socalled experimental music is that, for
the most part, it's not very entertaining,"
Coyne says. "When is the last time you
put on aStockhausen record? I'm not
saying that it's not inventive and it's not
interesting, but when people say something is 'experimental,' or they say, `It's
like nothing you've never heard,' usually what they mean is, 'You've heard it,
you just don't like it.' Or 'It sounds like
some shit you would never listen to.'
"I don't want people going 'Oh yeah,
that was cool, but it was boring,'" he
continues. 'I want them to go Wow,
that was really adifferent type of music,
but atype of music that was entertaining at the same time.' It's different. I
don't expect it to blow anybody's mind
to the point where they think all other
music is bogus. I
just wanted to make an
experimental record that my sister could
listen to."
—Jason Cohen

Reviews

pathic empathy. Listening to this album,
you get the feeling that the music's
improvised twists and turns surprise and
delight the players as much as they do
the listeners.
Though the power trio is one of the
most ubiquitous formats in rock history — the province of genius for
Hendrix, Clapton, Beck, and Page —all
too often it's just acliché. The measure
of what Haynes, Woody, and Abts have
accomplished in Gov't. Mule is that
they've made the fonnat sound as if it
were invented for them. —John Swenson
THE POSIES
THE POSIES: Success
Popllama PLCD-3232 (CD). 1998 The Posies,
Johnny Sangster, Conrad Uno, prods., engs. MD ,
TT: 48:32
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2
KEN STRINGFELLOW: This Sounds Like Goodbye
Hidden Agenda ANA !004 (CD). 1998. Ken
Stringfellow, prod., eng. MD? Tr: 32:35
Performance ***
Sonia ***

T

he year is 1993, and grunge is
both at the height of its powers
(Wal-Marts in Iowa are fretting
over cover art) and beginning to show
signs of growing stale, devolving from
the inside. Nirvana's In (itero has just ,
come out, as has Mudhoney's Piece of
GOV'T. MULE
Cake, Pearl Jam's Vs., and Alice in
Dose
Chains' Jar of Flies. 1993 was also when
Capricorn 314 536 504-2 (CD). 1998. Michael
the Posies, Seattle's surprisingly potent
Barbiero, prod., eng. DDD. TT: 65:12
entry in the pantheon of power popPerformance *****
Sonics
pers, released their second Geffen disc,
Frosting on the Beater.
he merry crowd that showed up at
Unabashedly Beatle-obsessed and
Pete's Tavern in New York to help
blessed (or cursed) with guitarist/vocalGov't. Mule celebrate the release
ists Jon Auer and Ken Stringfellow —
of Dose included more than the usual
whose harmonies remind almost everyThe return of the power trio: Gov't. Mule.
number of musicians. Jimmy Vivino,
one of the Honks — the Posies are a
one of the most respected guitarists on
refreshing change for the grunge-chalMule") to Felix Pappalardi ("Game
the New York scene, sought out Govt.
Mule guitarist Warren Haynes for a Face"), Woody's sound is his own, a lenged, not to mention the best band in
Seattle. The key to the band's allure on
blunt instrument handled with the
series of celebratory secret handshakes.
Frosting, as well as on their debut (Podia()
touch of aprofessional athlete.
"Man, that reminds me of all the
and their other Geffen records (Dear 23
Haynes, who for atime did an amazfavorite albums Igrew up with," Vivino
and Amazing Disgrace), are the sturdy
ing job replicating Duane Allman solos
shouted as "Blind Man in the Dark"
songs that Auer and Stringfellow conroared out of the background.
in the Allman Brothers Band, is athorcoct together. That, and their undeniable
oughgoing virtuoso, incorporating the
"Hendrix, Cream, Mountain, Sly,
ethereal beauty of a Hendrix chordal
feel for the lyrical enthusiasms and joythere's all kinds of stuff going on there."
structure on "Towering Fool" and "I
ous guitar roarings that are the mark of
'Nuff said. Gov't. Mule may well be
any power pop worth its weight in tooth
Shall Return," using astatement from
the best power trio to ever heft bass,
Fresh Cream as aquote inside asolo here,
decay. The pair's credentials were conguitar, and drum. The proof is all over
deconstructing "Blow by Blow" there,
firmed later in 1993 when they stood in
Dose, beginning with the dense, powerand phrasing his unique slide work
with Alex Chilton and Jody Stephens in
ful "Blind Man." Matt Abts smacks out
the briefly reconstructed Big Star.
against thick pyramidal blocks of sound,
the downbeat on the drums, powerfully
Flash forward to Sucesç, billed as the
his voice itself aguitaristic texture in the
metronomic àla Joint Bonham, yet with
band's planned swan song. Off Geffen
arrangement. Haynes isn't just letting
the subtlety and precision of apercusand back on the Popllama label where
the fingers fly; his playing is composisionist schooled in Elvin Jones and Tony
they began, the Posies titled their latest
tionally structured in always logical and
Williams. Bassist Allen Woody lays
disc to bookend their original Popllama
sometimes breathtaking ways.
down bass lines that might as well be
album, Faihire. As an exclamation point
Most important, the three elements
leads. Despite referencing touchstones
to the quartet's advertised demise, Success
of Gov't. Mule play together with telefrom Willie Dixon ("Birth of the

*****
T
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BILL WYMAN &
was followed almost immediately by
THE RHYTHM KINGS
Stringfellow's solo disc, the equally portentously titled This Sounds Like Goodbye.
Struttin' Our Stuff
Failure is more of what made the
Velvel VEL-79708-2 (CD). 1998. Bill Wyman, Terry
Posies special in the first place: one
Taylor, prods. AAD? Tr: 44:14
absolutely memorable melody after Performance **
another, imaginatively arranged with a Sonics ***
omeone out there may still be
Britpop sheen, energized by those
expecting an ass-kicking when
world-class harmonies, and fleshed out
they hear the Stones, but most are
by tasteful touches of ballsy, growling
guitars ("Looking Lost" and "Placebo," just hoping for apleasant surprise when
among others), moments of quiet "the boys," collectively or individually,
singing ("You're the Beautiful One" and release an album. The prospects for just
"Every Bitter Drop"), and sheer cut- such asurprise from Wyman, the forloose-and-run pop wallowing ("Some- mer Stones bassist, are mostly brightened by the titles of the new album and
how Everything").
group. They hold out hope of agenuine
The Posies have always sweated the
return to the roots music that first fascidetails, and that hasn't changed here. On
"Fall Apart With Me," the rising, almost nated Wyman and his former band.
Stnutin' Our Stuffis the first installment
overreaching choruses arc smashing.
"Start aLife" begins with avoice and in aplanned trilogy to include "early
clip-clopping drum machine before rhythm & blues through to jitterbug,
adding aspace-opera, see-saw keyboard boogie, bayou blues, and vintage Rolling
figure. There are no obvious farewell Stones from the '70s," according to the
liner notes. So it makes sense to hear
songs, although, as always, there are
lines along the way that can be inter- "Tobacco Road" here, along with acoupreted as expressing enough frustration ple of Willie Dixon numbers, the
Richards/Jagger tune "Melody," and a
or exhaustion or wanting to get on with
it that they could be taken as throwing Willie Mabon song, beside six tunes
in the towel: "Try to start alife /Try to written or co-written by Wyman. Unfortunately, most cover bands could strut
make apoint / It's harder than you
think" (from "Start aLife"). As indic this stuff with more heart, if not polish,
releases go, Success's recording quality than the group convened for this project.
As he's done on other solo ventures,
varies from good to excellent. And
although it lacks the anthemic block- Wyman has tapped some familiar
busters like those found on Frosting on names to help out, including Eric
the Beater ("Dream All Day" and "Solar Clapton ("Melody"), Peter Frampton,
Sister") or Amazing Disgrace ("Ontario"), guitarist Albert Lee, former Procol
Success is still atelling display of what Harum keyboardist Gary Brooker, and
Mike and the Mechanics' frontman Paul
made the Posies so essential.
Rougher and more bare-boned is Carrack — professionals all. But it's
Ken Stringfellow's self-recorded, nine- obvious these guys can't crank up any
cut solo album. This Sounds Like Goodbye roadhouse fever — the atmosphere and
has moments of brilliance, chiefly the production are sterile, and there's boolead track "Here's to the Future," but is gie-by-numbers where there should be
ultimately weighed down by the classic smoke and soul. Two exceptions are the
flaw of home-recorded solo discs: nood- Dixon covers, "I'm Mad" and "Down In
ley instrumental nonsense, always the Bottom," with heretofore unknown
defended as "exploring textures and Geraint Watkins giving good, growling
sounds." At least in one case, it's truth- vocal turns.
Creedence Clearwater Revival's
fully titled: "A Short Drum Break."
Enamored with keyboards (hence those "Green River," oddly enough, is the first
pesky textures), Stringfellow indulges in song on Wyman's first post-Stones
all sorts of noisemaking, even allowing album. It seems astrange choice to kick
himself amoment or two of Phantom- things off, but, as you listen, it becomes
of-the-Opera-style leaning on the keys apparent that it was chosen as the lead
track for the usual reason — it's the best
in "Unfortunate Threnody."
Overall, This Sounds Like Goodbye is a of the batch. In this song, Wyman's
disc for fans only. In the closer, "Take whispery vocal recitation style works
Care," Stringfellow sings "This sounds well —it's even cute when he sings "I
like goodbye /In away it is Iguess." If can hear the bullfrogs calling me" in his
it truly is the end of the Posies, then British accent —but thereafter it quickthey've gone out on top. But I, for one, ly wears thin. Obviously, there wasn't a
lot of creative energy flying around the
am hoping (to paraphrase Groucho)
that this is only au revoir. -Robert Baird studio when acover of aCreedence
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He has Bette Davis eyes ...Former Stones bassist
Bill Wyman fails to raise any eyebrows on his
latest disc,

standard is the finest song on the album.
Unlike the musicians Wyman corralled for his first solo release, 1974's
fine Monkey Grip, the Rhythm Kings
have little chemistry. You wait for afire
from the assembled talent, but one
never builds. The few sparks here may
not even wann the hearts of the most
ardent Stones fans — forget about those
just hoping for apleasant surprise.
—Michael Metzger

TRISHA YEARVVOOD
Where Your Road Leads
MCA/Nashville MCAD-70023 (CD). 1998. Tony
Brown, Trisha Yearwood, prods.; Allen Reynolds,
prod. on Where Your Road Leads!' DOD?
Tr: 41:56
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

T

risha Yearwood is anear-perfect
contemporary country singer.
She's photogenic, personable, has
a warm but sophisticated rural aura,
and, oh yeah, she can wail with one of
the sweetest voices in the business. She's
not asongwriter, but has the uncanny
ability to find great songs. With her
longtime producer, Garth Fundis,
Yearwood would listen to hundreds of
demos before settling on the 10 songs
that would ultimately and cohesively
make up each album.
Although Yearwood was successful on
radio from the moment "She's in Love
With the Boy" hit the airwaves in 1991,
her growth from hitmaker to big star was
gradual. During that time she accumulated several signature songs: "The Song
Remembers When" uses the everyday
occurrence of hearing an old song on the
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relationship that has clearly seen better
days. Still, the singer holds out against all
hope that things will get better, fearing
that once she says it's over, it will be, and
that shred of hope will disappear forever.
And even the album's punchiest song,
co-written by the ever-reliable Al
Anderson, lapses with lyrics like "There
never has been and there never will be /
Nothing like the power of you and me."
Still, with harmonies by Anderson and
Nashville's ultra-classy singer/songwriter Kim Richey, the song adds muchneeded tempo to the proceedings.
Taken one song at atime, Where Your
Road Leads (which takes its name from
the album-closing "duet" with Garth
Brooks, wherein the superstar's voice
anemically shadows Yearwood's), is a
respectable showcase for asinger who is
valiantly maintaining her country edge
despite bland lyrics and pop production.
But as awhole, there's far less here to
gnaw on than we've come to expect
from aTrisha Yearwood album.
—David Sokol

Is Trish Yearwood shedding her country skin for a
less scaley pop gloss?

radio to evoke the enduring power of
music in our lives. "Believe Me Baby (I
Lied)" is amusical janglefest with Trisha
admitting her sins and begging forgiveness, but with atwinlde in her eyes. And
"How Do ILive," the Diane Warren
song from Cm Air that Yearwood took to
the upper reaches of both the country
and pop charts, was apop song that she
glazed with the drama but not the
schmaltz of LeeAnn Rimes's version.
On Where Your Road Leads, Yearwood
is as full of down-home passion as she's
ever been, but for the most part, the
material trades in the twinkle and the
compelling stories for aglossy pop edge.
MCA bigwig Tony Brown, known for
his studio expertise with Vince Gill,
George Strait, Reba McEntire, and others, has assumed the co-production
duties, and the record sparkles with
shimmering dimensional sound and
full-bodied, layered harmonies. But the
songs are steeped in ballad mode and
lyrically stuck in the no-man's-land of
"If you say that you love me /I'll still
love you more" ("I'll Still Love You
More") and "How could Ihave alove so
strong /And not know what it's worth"
("There Goes My Baby"). Rather than a
few memorable images, Yearwood sings
of subtlety-free extremes: the joy of glad
love and the agony of love gone bad.
The Paul Brady/Carole King cowrite, "I Don't Want to Be the One,"
evokes the album's most vibrant reallife situation: the dilemma of alongtime
Stereophiie, August 1998

shorties
THE CONNELLS: Still Life
TVT 9030-2 (CD). 1998. Jim Scott, prod., eng.; Tim
Harper, asst. eng. MD? TT: 43:47
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2

Possibly the only force in North
Carolina bigger than Jesse Helms, the
Connells are living examples of the
unfortunate truth that paying dues doesn't always pay off. Here again, 11 years
after their debut album, they've made
another tuneful, intelligent, well-played
album full of jangle rock, agenre of
which they are undoubtedly the most
unjustly ignored founders. Though the
band was criticized early on for excessive gloominess, here that has mostly
been expunged. "dull, brown and gray,"
"glade," and particularly the lovely (and
Imean that as acompliment) title cut
are all examples of the brothers Connell
and the rest of the band at their best.
Possibly alittle too precious for some,
Still Life again proves that soft southern
guitar rock starts here.
-Rs
MIKE MORGAN &THE CRAWL:
The Road
Black Top CD BT-1143 (CD). 1998. Hammond Scott,
Mike Morgan, prods; David Farrell, eng. MD? It:
47:51
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2

Dallas blues guitarist Mike Morgan,
who's been in and out of the music
business at least once that Iknow of, is

Reviews

back again, and as usual he and
singer/harpist Lee McBee make apowerful playing and songwriting team.
Here they revisit familiar territory, in
upbeat numbers like "The Road" and
"Bad Luck and Trouble," and in ballads
like "Cold Wind" and "No More
Clouds." McBee takes the harmonica
for aride on his own jumpy "Born to
Boogie." A cover of Chuck Berry's Bo
Diddley-beat "No Money Down" is
fun too. It's the kind of solid if unspectacular blues record that the world
needs more of.
-RB

jazz
SONNY ROLLINS
Global Warming
Sonny Rollins, tenor sax; Clifton Anderson, trombone; Stephen Scott, piano; Bob Cranshaw, electric bass; Idris Muhammad, Perry VVilson, drums;
Victor See Yuen, percussion
Milestone MCD 9280-2 (CD). 1998. Sonny Rollins,
Lucille Rollins, prods.; Troy Halderson, eng. AAD?
17: 50:00
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

A

lot of folks think Sonny Rollins
hasn't done anything of real
interest since the late '60s, but
I'm not one of them. There have been
lots of choice moments from the jazz
great since he was ayoung monster,
both in person and on recording. Global
Warming is one.
Rollins is notorious for being uncomfortable in the studio and preferring
performing in public, but, shock of
shocks, here's astudio recording that
darn near captures the flavor of alive
show — the tenorman is relaxed, conversational, and cooking — but with
good audio, whereas often in concert
he's amped to the max by arock-era
crew who distort his tone.
And on Global Warming, Rollins'
sound is as sweet as it has been in some
time, with scores of soft, wide notes on
anything from the tender original of
"Echo-Side Blue" to avibrant "Change
Partners," with only the occasional
harsh, thin utterance. That, plus amore
than modest soundstage and abright
but not overly so piano, are the sonic
pluses here. Bob Cranshaw's electric
bass is sometimes painfully puny —
though it can be fat, too—and the
drums weave in and out of presence.
The program is standard '90s Rollins:
the thacka-whacka beat of "Island
Lady," the jubilant title track (a dandy
Calypso), a two-chord groover called
"Clear-Cut Boogie," and two solid
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swingers: "Change Partners" and the
sassy "Mother Nature's Blues."
Throughout, Rollins is persuasive
though not effusive. There are few
oodles-of-notes moments; instead, the
master is assured, calm, making the
most of what he plays. There's strong
continuity, as the ideas lead from one to
the next —"Blues" is simply one example. Even when he plays pointedly dissonant stuff, he wends back quite subtly
to more tuneful statements in amanner
that might be called organic.
Scott, definitely acomer, is arock
here, offering fluid, engaging solos on
many numbers. J.J. Johnson-informed
trombonist Anderson continues to
improve, making agood front-line foil
for Sonny and delivering some solid
improvs. The contributions of Cranshaw, Muhammad, and the others are
first-rate.
-Zan Stewart
SONNY STITT
Just in Case You Forgot How Bad He Really Was
Sonny Stitt, alto &tenor sax; Richie Cole, John Handy,
alto sax; Bobby Hutcherson, vibes; Cedar Walton,
piano; Herbie Lewis, bass; Billy Higgins, drums
32Jazz 32051 (CD). 1998. Herb Wong, prod.; Phil
Edwards, eng. MD? Tr: 65:37
Performance ****
Sonics ****

flowing. Handy is anice addition, and
his original style is in good contrast to
the leader and the more prosaic Cole.
Endgame Brilliance
Hutcherson gets in afew uniquely ringIncludes Tune Up! &Constellation
ing tones, and the rhythm section is
Sonny Stitt, alto &tenor sax; Barry Harris, piano; Sam
Jones, bass; Roy Brooks, Alan Dawson, drums
absolutely first-rate; Walton is in partic32Jazz 32009 (CD). 1998. Don Schlitten, prod.; Joel
ularly fine fettle.
Dom, reissue prod.; Paul Goodman, eng. MD. Tr:
78:02
The sound is surprisingly sharp, with
Performance
alarge if somewhat shallow soundstage,
Sonics ***1/2
and good details (though Higgins' cymonny Stitt was asaxophone-play- bal sizzle does cover his drums).
Endgame Brilliance is probably the
ing son of a gun, a Charlie
Parker-influenced jazz great, and finest Stitt of his last decade. Coma stunning improviser. These two prising two Cobblestone LPs that later
albums show various sides of his came out on Muse — Constellation (1971)
prowess. Just in Case was recorded live and Tune Up! (1972) — this music is
in San Francisco in 1981, about ayear what Stitt was all about. And while he
before he died of cancer and just after probably doesn't play afresh lick on any
he had had some successful dental of these tracks, it's the way he employs
repairs. Ies essentially ajam session with his own familiar language that is charmadevil-may-care looseness that can be ing, exciting, and, ultimately, surprising.
Stites tone is bright and buoyant on alto,
quite appealing.
The program is abit helter-skelter. warm and centered on tenor, and he
Four of the selections are ballads, one a plays everything with amazing crispness. His solos, one after the other, are
neatly swinging version of "Lover Man"
in which Stitt offers asnip of melody songlike, whether at breakneck tempo
before unleashing gorgeous garlands of on such items as "Constellation" and
notes, the other amedley that he closes "Tune Up!," on a medium-speed
groover like the enchanting "Casbah," or
with apoignant look at "Serenade in
Blue." There are two blues, one strange- on acomely ballad such as "It's Magic."
ly called "Solo Excerpt" (it does start in The fact that he's backed by Barry
the middle of nowhere). Stitt lays out on Harris, one of the few pianists who was
able to present Bud Powell's style in a
"Star Eyes" (it's just the other altoists)
and bats cleanup on the closing "Wee," personal, contemporary way, is abonus,
and Jones, Brooks, and Dawson round
after everyone else has had his say.
Through it all, Stitt is in good form, out two timeless recordings.
Sonically, the results are somewhat
swinging hard, his tone solid, ideas

S
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disappointing: the Constellation tracks
sound fairly small and speaker-bound,
with few emerging details. Things get
better on Tune Up!, with amore than
modest soundstage, good instrument
placement, and better imaging.
—Zan Stewart

shorties
DAVE BINNEY: Lan Xang
Dave Binney, alto sax, wood flute, Tunisian horn;
Donny McCaslin, tenor & soprano sax, shaker;
Scott Colley, acoustic bass, bells; Jeff Hirshfield,
drums, percussion
Mythology 91022 (CD). 1998. Dave Binney, prod.;
Joe Marciano, eng. DDD? Tr: 58:09
Performance ****
Sonics ****1/2

Alto saxophonist/composer/arranger/
sound painter Dave Binney possesses
one of the most original minds in contemporary music. His The Luxury of
Guessing on AudioQuest was a fresh
wind that blew through jazz three years
ago. His new album, Lan Xang, employs
four of the eight players and the engineer
(Joe Marciano) who made that 1995
recording so special. The two-reed front
line of Binney and Donny McCaslin
trace 15 jagged, elegant, freehand shapes
in soaring unisons. Then they erupt, individually or together, inciting one another.
Unlike most outcats, Binney has an
unerring instinct for form and proportion. Lan Xang is awild ride, but it is also
asuite, threaded together by recurrent
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motifs. Order it at (888) 684-2968, or at
www.MythologyRecords.com
—Thomas Conrad

THAD JONES/MEL LEWIS
ORCHESTRA: Basle 1969
Swiss Radio Days Jazz Series, VoL4
TCB 02042 (CD). 1995. Peter Schmidlin, Philippe
Dubath, Willi Bischof, Peter Bürli, Jürg Jecklin, engs.
MD? TT: 53:11
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***1/2

Newly distributed in this country by
Allegro, this sparkling big-band set
combines the chronically underrated
talents of drummer Mel Lewis and
trumpeter Thad Jones, along with an
all-star big band that includes trumpeter
Snooky Young, trombonist Jimmy
Knepper, saxinen Pepper Adams and
Joe Henderson, and pianist Roland
Hanna, to name just afew. Filled with
Jones compositions like the smoking
opener, "Second Race," or the sopranosolo showpiece "The Waltz You Swang
for Me," not to mention agorgeous version of Ellington"s "Come Sunday"
(with agreat Pepper Adams solo), this
very heavy, very svvingin' set has firepower to burn. It's alive recording, so
there are moments when the quality
slips anotch or two — most notably in
Joe Henderson's solo in "Second Race,"
when he bumps the mike several times.
But in general the sonics are rich and
full, displaying none of the clipped
tones or overall boxiness so common
with radio broadcasts. Better warn the
neighbors before you turn this one up.
—RB

BEN NEILL: Goldbug
Antilles 314 557 085-2 (CD). 1998. Eric Calvi, prod.,
eng.; Ben Neill, prod.; Ftyoji Hata, asst. eng. ODD?
TT: 52:18
Performance ***
Sonics ****

Given its improvisational nature and
ethos of exploring sounds and structures, jazz is anatural partner for the
continued creeping (some would say
creepy) invasion of electronica. Here
trumpeter Ben Neill has programmed
his way into aset of dancy, vocal-free
tracks that veer between genuinely
funky jams like "Route Me Out" and
spacey adventures like "Tunnel
Vision." Neill has definitely made
strides in perfecting the art of programming to accompany his horn, and
the addition of DJ Spooky on one track
doesn't hurt. One of the salient points
about electronica, at least for audiophiles, is that most of it, this disc
included, is beautifully recorded. The
downside is that if you're at home — as
opposed to out shakin' your groove
Stereophtie, August 1998
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thang — this kind of thing can get alittle empty and cool. Still, the machines
are here, folks, and this is one of the
more interesting jazz-meets-man-andmachine collisions so far.
-RB

etc.
CASABLANCA
Original Soundtrack by Max Steiner
Rhino R2 72911 (CD). 1997. George Feltenstein,
Bradley Flanagan, prods.; Julie D'Angelo, project
supervisor; Doug Schwartz eng. MD? Tr: 57:21
Performance ****
Sonics ****

uch has been written about
Casablanca—how an obscure,
unproduced
play
called
Everybody Goes to Rick's was transformed
into one of the most often-quoted filin
scripts of all time, how the movie progressed without everyone involved
knowing what the ending would be, and
how Ann Sheridan, Ronald Reagan, and
Dennis Morgan —not Ingrid Bergman,
Humphrey Bogart, and Paul Henreid —
were the original casting choices for the
star roles. Critics point to all of this as
proof that happy accidents can be as
much afactor as careful planning in creating afilm classic. Certainly Casablanca
is one of the most swaKeringly confident of all 1940s Hollywood movies,
and much of that confidence radiates
from its musical score by Max Steiner.
Warner Bros.' 1943 drama of love
and intrigue on the World War II
refugee trail is agenuinely heroic story,
and for once Steiner's music doesn't
engulf the action. Wonderful as the
script by Max and Julius J. Epstein and
Casey Robinson is, it may well be that
the music is remembered with equal
frequency by the film's legion of fans.
Bits and pieces of the score have
cropped up in compilations from time
to time, but only now has the complete
soundtrack been made available.
Steiner's score contributes enormously to Casablanca's relentless pace.
Throughout his career, Steiner had a
bad habit of overscoring his films; many
moments that might have had greater
impact without music were buried in
noisy Steinerisms until the scenes
themselves seemed quaint and cloying.
But in Casablanca Steiner showed
restraint. True, the "Main Title" is a
rackety evocation of the title city that
sounds as if it might just as easily have
introduced a Maria Montez Arabian
Nights epic. But then comes a long
stretch, set mostly in Rick's Cafe, in

which Steiner for the most part
eschews underscoring. Even the murder of the slimy visa broker, Ugarte
(Peter Lorre), passes unscored.
Most of the music in the first half of
the film grows organically out of the
story: the cafe entertainer, Sam (Dooley
'Wilson), singing "It Had to Be You,"
"Shine," and "Knock on Wood." The
score kicks in only with the appearance
of Rick's long-lost lover, Ilse Lund
(Bergman), and her husband, Victor
Laszlo (Henreid). Here, Wilson sings a
few bars of the old Herman Hupfield
song, "As Time Goes By." (The song
was not ahit when it bowed in 1931 —
it took the success of Casablanca to make
it astandard.) Steiner picks up the tune
and works orchestral wonders with it
during the after-hours confrontation of
Rick and Ilse, then threads it through
the long Paris flashback sequence, in
which the mood of impending doom is
achieved almost entirely by the music.
The song, and the way Steiner treats it,
catch just the right sense of yearning for
the past; it works so well that it's hard to
believe that, at one point, Steiner considered replacing "As Time Goes By"
with acomposition of his own.
The song returns memorably in the
taut "Airport Finale," in which Rick
arranges for the escape of Ilse and Laszlo.
Steiner brings Casablanca's score to its
confident, unapologetic climax with atriumphant
interpolation
of
"La
Marseillaise." (We might well wonder
what the sound of "La Marseillaise"
meant in 1943, when the outcome of
World War II was anything but certain.)
The Warner Bros. Studio Orchestra is in
peak form throughout the soundtrack,
and there's aliberal sampling of some of
the movie's most famous dialog.
Supplemental material includes several
outtakes of Dooley Wilson's numbers.
There's also an excellent booklet, with
Rudy Behlmer's informative notes on
both film and score.
—Brian Kellow
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Adcom GFA 535
GFA 545
GFA 5500
ARC VT150's
VT150 SE's
100.2
BAT VK-1000's
Bell 1001 MkIII
Carver TFM-15
TFM-25
C-J MF -2200
Classe DR-9

Aragon D2A2
$495
$495
$225 CAL Delta
$325
$295
Sigma
$795
Tempest
C-J
DR-1/DA-3
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$5195
$595
$8495 Marantz LV520
$2195 Micro Mega Stage Il $649
$6995 Parasound DAC 1000 $449
$1495 Proceed CDT/POP $1095
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SCall
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V

E plus
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Linn LP-12
$Call
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Technics SP-10
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TD166
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van den Hul
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SCall
SCall
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$1795
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13.5W P-4
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Clements RT-7 Ref. $1795
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1.5 m RCA
10' spkr
UHOR Telarc etc.
$195 Valid Pts. Kit
5475 XL0 1.1 .5m XLIR
Sig 2.1 2m XLR
$449

$1295
SCall
SCall
SCall
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$595
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RAYMOND SCOTT
Soothing Sounds for Baby
von:

1-6 Months
Basta 30-9064-2 (CD). AAD? Tr: 31:55
Vol.2: 6-12 Months
Basta 30-9065-2 (CD). MD? Tr: 31:56
Vol.3: 12-18 Months
Basta 30-9066-2 (CD). AAD? Tr: 38:51
All three: 1998. Gen-Jan Blom, reissue prod.; Theo
van der Schaaf, exec. prod.; Peter Brusee, eng.
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

I

nthe four years since his death at
age 85, Raymond Scott, aman who
was notoriously isolated in life, has
become awidely revered musical icon.
Born Harry Warnow, Scott (who
picked his nom de électronique from the
Manhattan phone book) is most famous
as the composer of many of the themes
and sound effects adapted and used by
Carl Stalling in the soundtracks of the
classic Warner Bros. cartoons.
A man of many interests — most of
them musical —Scott also led atelevision big band, his own Quintette (sic),
and the first racially integrated radio
orchestra; wrote commercial jingles;
and even composed aBroadway show,
Lute Som. But what was closest to Scott's
heart was his ceaseless quest to build
ever more complex electronic instruments, reportedly because he despised
the foibles of human musicians. Along
with Bob Moog, he pioneered the electronic music revolution that is today in
full blossom as "electronica."
What Scott also created, although he
never knew it as such, is ambient music.
The Soothiiq Sounds fin. Baby series, created as "aural toys" in partnership with
the Gessell Institute of Child Develop—
ment, is, in essence, primitive ambient
music. Originally issued by Epic, it's
now been remastered and reissued by
the Dutch label Basta (distributed here
by Allegro). The unbelievable thing is
that these often eerie discs, recorded in
1962-63, were meant to be "pleasantly
stimulating" and "quieting" to babies —
ideas that mirror Brian Eno's definition
of ambient music as "intended to induce
calm" and "ignorable as it is interesting."
Listening to these repetitive blurps,
pops, clicks, and plops — usually backed
by simple melodies and waves of keyboard textures played on Scott's own
proto-synthesizers — makes you wonder not about the composer/inventor
(who was merrily experimenting
along), but about the state of child psychology in the early '60s and why more
of the survivors of those heady days of
Dr. Speck and the Gessell Institute
(myself included) haven't hoisted rifles
and headed for abook depository. A
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soothing
sounds
for baby

electronic
music
by

RAYMOND
SCOTT

steady dose of this stuff piped into your
crib and you were guaranteed to start
talking backward and spinning like a
top. As Iplayed these discs, two of
which have just three long cuts, my cats
flew into terrors and my girlfriend asked
me to turn off the alarm clock — not
exactly the calming effect Scott or the
good people at the Gessell Institute
intended.
Taken as ambient music for adults,
however, it has its charms, not to mention being useful as an aural primer on
the history of the ambient genre. Cuts
like "Toy Typewriter," from 6-12
Months, presage much of the clicketyclack rhythmic mode that is part of the
repertoire of almost every ambientbased group, from The Future Sounds of
London to Stereolab. "Little Miss Echo,"
from 12-18 Months, is typical of the
more melodic sides of electronica today.
The sounds grow in complexity as
they move from the newborn disc to
the volume meant for toddlers, but
Scott's restless intelligence is everywhere on all three. Among the strangeness are moments of whimsy —"The
Playful Drummer" on 12-18 Months, for
example, where it's easy to hear why
Carl Stalling found Scott's music such a
perfect fit for Bugs, Daffy, and the rest.
Not all of Scott's inventions — the

6 ,0 12 MONTHS

rhythm synthesizer, the pitch sequencer,
the serial doorbell, the bass-line generator, the synthesized Chinese gong, the
rhythm guitar sequencer, and the granddaddy of 'em all, the Electronium (a
large, nonkeyboard instrument that
composed and played original music
through random generations of tones,
timbres, and rhythms), get in on the
action. However, there are enough
mad-scientist vibes here to make even
Boris ICarloff — the namesake of one of
Scott's early synthesizers — tremble.
As in most of today's electronica,
high-quality recording was an integral
part of Scott's art. Gleamingly clean to a
fault, if hamstrung by the fact that, in
1962, inducing space and depth in electronica hadn't evolved further than the
echo chamber, these discs do have an
enhanced dynamic range thanks to
Basta's recent remastering. Even the
remastering was an otherworldly experience. When the Basta engineers
received the tapes from Epic/Sony, the
persistence of clacks and rumbles
caused them to assume that they were
listening to tapes of near-mint vinyl LPs.
After further exploration, they realized
that the noises were the sounds of relays
clicking in Scott's homemade synthesizers. Needless to say, they left some in.
—Robert Baird
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Triplaner tonearm
Elton
The February issue of Stereophile contained
areview of the Triplaner Model V tonearm (p.131). This is the third time Michael
Fremer has written about this arm in what
has been described as a "shootout"
between the Triplaner and Graham tonearms. (The first two reviews appeared in
The Absolute Sound.) On the first occasion,
he preferred the Graham over the
Triplaner, the second time he gave the nod
to the Triplaner. The third effort in
Stereophile indicated that he considered
both the Graham and the Triplaner to be
the best toneanns of his experience.
Ihave no complaint about his opinions
of these tonearms' sonic qualities. Ido
have aserious complaint about the comments published in the April issue's
"Recommended Components" (p.107).
In his February review, MF highlighted
two important points: The name of
"Wheaton Triplaner" was to be known as
Triplaner, not "Triplaner (Wheaton)." The
name "Wheaton Triplaner" was conjured
up by reviewers. The second and more
important point is that the Model V arm is
wired with Discovery cable, not Cardas
cable. When Idiscussed the sound of the
Triplaner V with MF, Ipointed out that
the utilization of Discovery wire was the
reason for the arm's improved sound.
Whoever wrote the copy for the April
"Recommended Components" should
have been aware of this. What appeared,
however, was based on Steven Stone's
1994 review of the Triplaner IV, with two
additions: the naming of the arm
"Triplaner (Wheaton)"; and, taken completely out of context, the phrase "nor is
it the last word in dynamic expression." Is
it asking too much of Stereophile to publish
areasonably accurate summation of the
review copy in "Recommended Components"?
Herb Papier
Triplaner
Our apologies, Mr. Papier. Iinserted the parenthetical "Wheaton" to make it clear to readers
that the arm being discussed was the one we had
previously called the "Wheaton." As to the wire
used not being updated, we dropped the ball on
that. Thanks for the clarification.
—JA
Chario Academy 1
Editor:
I'd like to thank Stereophile for Larry
Greenhill's review of the Academy 1loudspeaker (March '98, p.105).
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When Igot there, the TNT setup was
gone, and bingo, the Studio II moved to
the side wall. (Well, since the Studio II
weighs 180 lbs, "bingo" may be abit generous, but we moved it to the point Ihad
originally wanted.) After that, setup went
quickly. In his review, Wes mentions several weeks of minor adjustments to the
crossover and gain to further dial-in the
Studio II. When Ileft his house, Ifelt that
the integration of the Studio II with the
B&W Silver Signatures was correct, with
the Studio performing as intended. I'm
curious to see how Wes's final crossover
and gain settings differ from mine. My
guess is not by much.
Two things to make note of:
1) Using our recommended setup CD,
REL Studio II
the soundtrack to Sneakers, we find that cut
Editor:
4is the best choice for the task, as it has a
We'd like to thank Wes Phillips for the
repetitive bass drum throughout.
account of his experience(s) with the REL
2) In the "Setup Made Simple" sidebar,
Studio II sub-bass system in the July issue
(Vo121 No.Z p.114). Integrating low bass
Imention that the distance of the woofer
from the wall may extend from several
pressurization into a high-performance
two-channel or cinema system has been a inches to several feet. Iwould like to interdifficult, if not frustrating process in the ject that, typically, the woofer is rarely farpast. If one were to take Wes's account of ther than 8" from either the side or back
walls. Only in odd instances will it be sevhis experience with the Studio II at only
eral feet from either wall; in fact, I've
face value, it would appear that his experiencountered this only once, in an
ence was typical. Idid in fact need to visit
extremely large room.
him twice in order to achieve representaYes, at $8000 the Studio II is one of the
tive results from the Studio II, but, as he
more expensive woofers on the market,
points out, his room layout is unique.
During my first visit we placed the
but if one is going to succeed in integrating
Studio II between the speakers, which can
low-frequency pressurization with stateof-the-art loudspeakers, only the highestresult in generally satisfying results. But in
performing woofer should be considered.
Wes's case this centered placement located the woofer very close to an overhang
We believe the REL Studio II delivers on
that requirement.
on the left side of the room. This presentStirling Thryle
ed anice little megaphone for the Studio
Sumiko
to vent into on one side, with arelatively
open room on the other. Wes is correct in
his assessment that the results were not
Source Components
entirely uniform.
Harmonic Recovery System
Why didn't we site the Studio differently in the room at that point? RememThank you for Sam Tellig's very positive
bering that Wes has no corner to work
review of our Harmonic Recovery
from (see his notes on setup in the
System (H RS).
review), Iwould have liked to have placed
HRS is the culmination of many years
the woofer so that it at least had evenly
of research and listening. It is also the reopen areas above it. The only available
area in the room was already occupied by
sult of the combined efforts of many people dedicated to musical truth. Technical
aturntable stand with aVP! TNT. We
papers are in the works and should be
agreed to have Wes live with it in that
ready by late fall. New six-channel homeconfiguration, allowing for the possibility
theater (slated for October, $795) and
that Imight need to come back and
fully balanced audiophile (November,
rework the setup. Wes, being the diligent
reviewer he is, called and asked that I $795) units will add to consumer awarecome to Santa Fe again, as his long-term
ness of our products.
HRS's improvement to vinyl is more
results were not what he had hoped for.

In particular, the technical analysis and
the measurements made by John
Atkinson are really the most correct and
intelligent that have ever been published
by any of the international magazines. The
Academy 1has received great praise from
many international [reviewers], but sometimes has been properly blamed because of
its low sensitivity. A technical analysis that
revealed perfect knowledge of the specific
field appeared only in Stereophile... and
you have written it very clearly.
On behalf of the Chario staff and
myself, I'd like to thank both JA and LG.
Carlo Vicenzetto
General Manager, Charlo Loudspeakers
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subtle but still compelling. The key here
is that improvement is dependent on
[the quality of] the record. The better
the record, the more HRS improves the
final result.
A great deal of time and money goes
into the development of these products.
The fact that they appear in Stereophile
provides added incentive to develop new
and innovative ones.
John Sollecito
Managinq Director, Source Gmmottents LLC
Bow Technologies ZZ-Eight
Editor:
We write this letter in haste, as we've just
finished participating in the spectacular
HI-FI '98 Show in Los Angeles. The
attendees responded to the Bow
Technologies ZZ-Eight CD player with as
much positive enthusiasm as Mt Fremer
has expressed. Thank you to Mr. Fremer,
Mr. Atkinson, and everyone else at
Stereophile who took the time to thoroughly evaluate and audition our ZZ-Eight.
With regard to the minimal remote
control mentioned in the review, at HI-FI
'98 we had the pleasure of introducing the
full-function ZZ-Series remote control,
referred to as the ZZ-Wand. It is asculptural piece of milled, black-anodized billet
aluminum that bears amuch more familial
resemblance to the feel and aesthetic of the
ZZ-Series. CD functions can be accessed
by radially mounted gold-plated buttons.
We were flattered when Michael
Fremer, author of the witty and insightful
"Analog Corner" column, approached us
to review our ZZ-Eight. A few of our colleagues thought it would be foolish to
attempt to please the "Analog Maven" (as
he so playfully refers to himself) within
the 16-bit digital medium. Well, the
design and marketing teams at Bow
Technologies celebrate the achievement
of their goal, as Mr. Fremer so eloquently
states: "But always, Isensed that Iwas
hearing the truth of the production, not
the CD player's interpretation. There was
no area of sonic 'sameness' that Icould
hear on every disc.... the ZZ-Eight came
as close as I've heard CD-standard digital
come to sounding like pure analog. In
doing so, it allowed me to really enjoy the
things digital does better."
Again, thank you to Mr. Fremer and
the entire Stereophile staff for their time
and attention. Happy listening.
Jeremy Bryan, Maier Shadi
Bow Technologies USA
dCS responds to Wadia
Editor:
In a "Manufacturer's Comment" from
Wadia on p.182 of the May '98 Stereophile,
they express surprise that Stereophile's
Digital Component of 1997, our dCS
Elgar offered "nearly 19 bits of genuine
resolution." The Elgar in reality offers full
24-bit resolution. This is proven by the
fact that a24-bit LSB squarewave digital
182

input signal will be reproduced at -144dB
relative to afull-scale squarewave. Thus,
contrary to their assertion, it is our 24-bit,
64x-oversampled dCS Elgar that offers
more genuine resolution than any other
competing consumer product, the excellent ones from Walla included.
On the upgrade front, all dCS Elgars
now being shipped come with 192kHz
capability as standard, no extra charge. At
the AES Convention in Amsterdam in
May of this year, we demonstrated DSD —
the new format proposed by Sony for
their Super Audio CD —using our professional 24/192 converters, the dCS 904
ADC, and the dCS 954 DAC. The dCS
954 and the Elgar share the same processing hardware, and thus it is possible for us
to add DSD capability to the Elgar in the
future, if and when the market requires.
Our current and future customers should
feel comfortable that the Elgar has this
potential built-in now, rather than being
dependent on suitable off-the-shelf parts
becoming available from third-parry IC
makers.
Yours tongue-in-cheek,
Robe? Kelly
Marketirte Manager, dCS Ltd
Theta responds to JA
Editor:
I'm perplexed and disturbed by statements John Atkinson made in "As We
See It" in the June '98 issue of Stereophile.
He praises the sound quality of the new
96/24 recordings you've heard, then says,
"... if 96/24 sounds this good from an
integrated DVD-Video player, what
would it sound like if the 96/24 datastream was fed to a separate processor
with high-end pretensions? That, unfortunately, isn't currently possible."
Theta's DS Pro Generation V 96k
receives and processes these datastreams.
We have been doing this since October
1997, as we demonstrated both at the
January CES and at HI-FI '98 in Los
Angeles. We have been advertising
Theta's 96/24-capable products in
Stereophile and Stereophile Guide to Honie
Theater for the last few months.
Theta's Voyager and DaViD transports
play 96/24 DVD discs and provide appropriate datastreams for 96/24 decoding. So
do many Pioneer players, and possibly
other brands as well, although most currently do not.
Yes, there have been components
offered with "96kHz/24-bit" simply silkscreened on their faceplates, from manufacturers who are wildly optimistic about
either their future capability to live up to
the designation or about the gullibility of
the public. This sort of misinformation
muddies the waters, and could have led
you to believe that all such claims are nonsense. Our transports truly will play this
material at 96kHz.
To clarify further, as misinformation

surrounding DVD and 96kHz/24-bit
technology seems to be so thick: The fact
is that "24-bit" is misleading when it
comes to music recording and decoding.
The maximum yield you can get today
from an AID converter approaches 20
bits. Therefore, 20 bits is the full extent of
what there is to decode from any digital
audio signal. Theta's products provide
every bit of that resolution.
There is not aperception in the recording industry, either in film or in music, of
any need for atrue 24-bit yield (other
than for bit-lossy editing processes).
Twenty bits gets you about 120dB of
dynamic range, which is ample for recording afull orchestra and even apretty good
explosion. A full 24 bits would give you
about 148dB of dynamic range. This
would be able to capture explosions severe
enough to not only destroy your hearing,
but also to damage other living tissues, if
those sounds were reproduced. Of course,
speakers and amplifiers can't handle
dynamic range like that any better than
human beings can.
Therefore, we are not really agonizing
over the possibility that we will have to
provide a24-bit yield in our units. The
Generation V uses atruly superb 20-bit
DAC, with true 20-bit yield.
Strangely enough, the DAC chips and
discrete DACs currently designated as 24bit (because they take in a24-bit signal
and process it at 24 bits internally) do not
yield atrue 20-bit output. None of them
actually offer the full range as output that
Theta's Generation V 96k does.
We are fully aware that standards are in
astate of flux. We expect technology to
change and expand in scope.
We want to offer Theta owners as
much comfort as we can, given the unforgettability of what the future will bring.
That's why we're giving a technology
guarantee with our DaViD and Voyager
DVD transports. If other types of applicable discs appear, we guarantee to give our
users the capability to play those discs at
the lowest possible (factory-direct) prices.
As we still like to occasionally point out,
"official" standards have not actually been
set yet for 96kHz/24-bit audio DVDs. It
has been predicted that when those standards are agreed upon by the alliance of
major record labels and multinational electronics companies, there will be some form
of encryption to control copying of discs.
Ican understand how you got the idea
that encryption is presently a reality,
although that is not the case.
You wrote, "It will be possible to transfer the 96/24 datastream from one box to
another in encrypted form via something
like aFireWire link, but at the time of
writing that still lies in the future." 'Ms is
true enough, but it does not alter the fact
that the recordings currently available are
free of encryption that could hinder Theta
components from playing them.
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Ihad aconversation about this with
David Stebbing, the RIAA's senior vice
president of technology Ihad called to
make sure that Theta was in compliance
with any protocols they may have established. He told me that, while he appreciated my concern, there was no need for us
to worry about the discs we were reading.
Once the official DVD-Audio standards
are set at some time in the future, recording companies would begin to employ
stringent copy protection that would not
allow us to inadvertently decode it. We
would have to comply with the new
encryption in order to play the new discs
he's predicting. At that time, he told me,
there would be aFireWire interface necessary to connect transports with separate
component D/A converters.
Implementing this coming high-speed
interface will be possible on the Generation
Vjust as AES/EBU, AT&T, balanced outputs, HDCD, etc. have been implemented,
in accordance with the inherent upgradeability of Theta components.
Granted, abrand-new interface is not
something aconsumer who had recently
purchased ashiny new (non-Theta) 96/24
component would want to face. This is
one very good example of why Theta's
technology guarantee is of value to those
who want to be able to experience current
technology as it emerges, without paying
a heavy penalty in abruptly outmoded
equipment.
Is Theta dedicated to making this kind of
nonobsolescence come true? Look at our
track record: The new DS Pro Generation
V 96k is the latest iteration of the first and
longest-standing component DIA converter on the market. It is in the direct line of
the unbroken upgrade path started 10 years
ago. ft's still up&table to the state of the art
in digital audio reproduction.
Please check with us next time there's
something we aren't supposed to be able to
do, because we might already be doing it!
Neil Sinclair
Theta Digital
Walker at CES
Editor:
First, I would like to thank Michael
Fremer for his continuing interest in the
Walker Proscenium Gold Signature
turntable, and for including our room in
his picks for great sound at the Consumer
Electronics Show (CES) (April '98, p.53).
When Michael visited us, the room
was crowded and our time was short (not
to mention the fact that we both had the
flu!), so acouple of points may not have
been communicated clearly. Iwould like
to clarify afew details from Michael's
report on the Proscenium Gold turntable.
1) The platter air bearing is ahuge 10"
in diameter, providing excellent support
and stability for the 70-lb platter. It
requires less than 1
psi pressure and is
extremely quiet. And it is atrue air bearStereophile, August 1998

ing in the vertical load. Horizontal load is
extremely low due to special materials
and ultra-low belt tension.
2) When Idesigned the Proscenium
Gold turntable, Iconsidered and rejected
vacuum hold-down. Ido not care for vacuum hold-down. The pulses from avacuum pump, even when well filtered, and
small leaks applied to the platter and
record create noise that affects the sound.
The Proscenium Gold platter and record
clamp are designed to hold down as well
as avacuum, without the expense and
worry. And they sound better.
3) Yes, we do offer an automatic air
suspension. We use aunique tri-air suspension configuration that is pressured at
45psi and requires no extra pumps or
hoses. The air suspension is extremely
stable and totally quiet.
4) The Proscenium Gold comes with a
number of options, including:
•Automatic air suspension
•Power-isolated motor drive with speed
control
•Dedicated top shelf for turntables, or a
full stand and rack
•Removable rear RCA assembly with
optional male RCAs fitted to the tonearm
wires for direct connection to astep-up
device or phono amp placed behind the
turntable
•Choice of brushed or high-polish finish
Once again, thanks to Michael for his
positive comments about the 'table. Also,
I'd like to thank the very nice people at
Lamm Audio for coming to our aid at the
CES when our amps were damaged.
Lloyd Walker
President, Walker Audio
SAP horns at CES
Editor:
Ihave just read John Atkinson's opinion
on the sound of my 1Horn system at
CES (April '98, p.65), and I'm not so
happy with it. Some reasons for this
being:
•JA wrote, on p.64 of the same issue, "with
Show sound ...the exhibitors are at the
mercy of the individual room acoustics."
My booth was on the second floor, its loft
not even horizontal (bent up close to the
side walls); it was vibrating due to the central air-conditioning system compressor
(possessed of some horsepower!) in the
roof right above it. (My source was analog
only, according to my philosophy.)
The 1Horn is asensitive device and
therefore may suffer for the limits of the
ancillary equipment as well as for the
acoustic environment. They last even
more than other systems, due to the energy they are capable of emitting over a
wide band with 1W and 0.5W only.
•The 1Horn is the result of our experience and study aimed exaaly at avoiding the
hornlike ect you described (which Iknow,
and your opinion of which I share).
Opinions may be (and fortunately are) dif-

ferent, but not that much.
•Idemonstrated during the last CES —
for the first time — the "genio 4" model,
which is an even further step to gain efficiency (100dB/W/m) without getting
into other (more) serious problems, with
the plus of compact size (120cm by 20cm
by 32cm). Listening to them on avery
sensitive system might have canceled even
ashadow of prejudice.
But the main reason for my fax is that —
in my opinion — the editor of the most
influential high-end magazine in the
world may hurt my people and my personal hard work of years by using the 1
Horn as anegative example after hasty listening under Show conditions. Won't it?
Doesn't JA think it was abit of an unfair
comment?
Unfortunately, Inever met JA, and as
he did not introduce himself when he visited my booth, Idid not have the chance
to demo the genio 4and to describe my
products.
Iwould be very glad if you would agree
to listen to one of my systems in more
controlled conditions. I'm fully willing to
ship you either aset of 1Horns or — even
better — aset of genio 4s to give you all
the needed time to verify what and how
they really compare for their sensitivity.
We have amotto in Italy: "Any beetle is
beautiful... for his mommy." But this is
not the reason why Imake this proposal.
The mission of my company is to give voice
to the best tube amps (which normally are
a-few-watts single-ended designs), and I
think we are on the right path to accomplish our mission. Iuse for myself aCary
Audio CAD 300 SE Signature (a gift
from Dennis Had before we left the last
CES), which is really agreat partner to
my systems.
I'd like very much to hear your opinion
of the speaker after acontrolled listening
test.
Vincenzo Fratello
President
Strutnenti Acustici di Precisione (SAP), Italy
Consumer's Union and Bose
I felt that a brief response to Ralph
Perrini's letter (June '98, p.12) was in
order. Mr. Perrini may be too young to
remember, but there was atime when
Consumer Reports "told it like it was"
regarding the sound of audio components.
When CR published areview of the Bose
901 that Dr. Amar Bose found unfavorable, he sued the magazine, claiming
diminished sales as aresult of the review.
To everyone's astonishment, Bose initially
prevailed. Though the Supreme Court
eventually found in Consumer's Union's
favor, since that time, CR has kept avery
low profile when it comes to reviewing
audio components.
Tory Rosen
Westrex3D@aoLcom Cà
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ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400
Hartselle
NSS Electronics
(205) 773-0534
ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
(907) 272-9111
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Speakers Etc.
(602) 272-6696

Boca Raton
Better Sound
(561) 338-8898

Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ltd
(818) 359-9131

Tustin
The Digital Ear
(714) 544-7903

Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299

Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740

Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018

Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
The Audible Difference
(650) 328-1081
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767

Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961

Redding
Pro Electronics
(916) 222-5933

Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd
(602) 326-4662

Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019

CALIFORNIA

Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
S. San Francisco
Laser City
(650) 794-9664
Sacramento
Audio FO
(916) 929-2100
Audio Gallery
(916) 447-2100

Music Lovers Audio
(510) 841-7166

Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 971-3600

Opel Audio
(510) 848'2545

San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311

San Francisco Stereo
(510) 586 1055
Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895

Stereophile

Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796

Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(619) 776-1616

Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
dB Audio
(51) 548-8733

B uy

Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(650) 323-1000

Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128

Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312

to

1.PD. Distribution Services
(619) 481-5928
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044

Culver City
Audio Video City #2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
The A/V Room
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Goleta
Custom Hi-Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162
Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352
Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Robertson Magazine 8
Bookstore
(310) 858-1804

Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Sawyer's News
(707) 542-1311
Studio City
Dave's Video, The Laser Place
(818) 760-3472
Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771

Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
COLORADO
Boulder
fads News 8Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Audio Visionaries
(719) 532-1518
Listen Up #3
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434
Listen Up #2
(303) 444-0479
MoonDance Audio
(303) 777-4449
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Pueblo
Chorus Audio Video
(719) 542-1980

Margate
Good Sounds
(954) 969-2550
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(8131 784-1911
Pinellas Park
Speakerworld
(813) 544-3819
Sarasota
Laser's Edge CD 8DVD
Exchange
(941) 377-4419
GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Lilburn
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
(706) 863-9143

Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823

Roswell
AM Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120

CONN ECTICUT

Home Theater 8Sound
Concepts
(770) 642-5557

Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Hartford
The Stereo Shop
(860) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(860) 442-5314
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Auburndale
Blow It Out Your Amp
(941) 967-0202

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
(808) 732-9625
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348
ILLINOIS
Arlington
Columbia Audio-Video
(847) 394-4770
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828

Chicago
Avant Garde Home
Entertainment
(773) 248-1104
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Paul Heath Audio Ltd,
(773) 549-8100
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Van L. Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773
Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770
Franklin Park
Mobile Hi -Fi
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
The Little Guys
(708) 754-8844
Lisle
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Rock Falls
Sterling Electronics
(815) 626-4200
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000
INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460
Ft. Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601
Portage
Who's Your Entertainment
(219) 762-7027
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
Stereo/Video
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

KANSAS
Great Bend
Custom Sound and Video
(316) 793-3399
Kansas City
Masterpiece Audio
(913) 321-2020
Salina
Acoustics Sounds
(913) 825-8609
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
KENTUCKY
Lexington
Barney Miller's
(606) 252-2216
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
Slidell
Home Theater Concepts
(800) 357-6684
MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Bethesda
IS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Rockville
Needle Express
(301) 279-5511
Silver Spring
Graffiti Audio-Video
(301) 589-3444
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras
(781) 648-8111
Stereo Shop
(617) 648-4434
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
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Where

to

Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
Lawrence
Ma'co Electronics
(508) 685-4383
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Kalamazoo
The Audio Kiosk
(616) 384-5787
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
Traverse City
The Sound Room
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio &Video
(248) 737-0005
Superior Sight 8. Sound
(810) 626-2780
MINNESOTA
Edina
Master Media
(612) 941-0474
Hopkins
Transportation Electronics
(612) 933-7357
Minneapolis
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
MISSISSIPPI
Ripley
Extreme Sound Lab
(601) 837-2345
MISSOURI
Gladstone
Buzzz's Hi Fi
(816) 453-3808
Sedalia
Creative Audio
(660) 826-8280
St. Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Audio Systems 8Design
(402) 483-4511
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Buy
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NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image &Sound
(702) 876-3401
The Upper Ear
(702) 878-8212
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777
NEW JERSEY
DuneIlen
The Home Theater Shop
(908) 424-8680
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Jersey City
Worldwide Distribution Services
(201) 332-7100
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen's
(201) 744-2399
Ridgewood
The Sounding Board
(201) 445-5C06
Trenton
Hal's Stereo and Video
(609) 883-6338
Upper Montclair
(SA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One
Newsstand &Bookstore
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
The Candyman
(505) 988-8933
NEW YORK
Binghamton
J.S.G. Audio Video
(607) 721-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Clifton Park
Edie's CD's
(518) 373-9089
Flushing
Ultra Hi-Fi
(718) 461-4848
Upgrade NV Center
(718) 886-1700
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi-Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Bus
Burt 'Electronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600

Little Neck
Hi Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900
The Magazine Store
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
The Sound Concept
(716) 442-6050
Stereo Shop
(716) 424-1820

Clark

446-7020
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-1005
OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi-Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
St. Marys
Fowler's Magnavox Home
Theater
(419) 394-5316
Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571

Paragon Sound
(419) 882 1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
The Sound Station
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300
OREGON
Beaverton
The An of Audio
(503) 643-5754
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510
Eugene
Bradford's Iii Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
Salem
Hear No Evil Home aCar
(503) 363-3633
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
(215) 886-1650
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Jazzman
(215) 735-7444
Pittsburgh
The Audio Gallery
(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Radio aTelevision
(412) 561-1115
Selinsgrove
Village TV aStereo Shop
(717) 374-9210
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Willow Grove
SOundex
(215) 659-8815
RHODE ISLAND
Portsmouth
Paul's Ultimate Audio/Video
(401) 683-4400

TEXAS
Arlington
Pioneer Television 8Audio
(817) 640-3018
Austin
Audio by Design
(512) 458-1667
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
lobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Audio Home
(972) 247-1487
Audio Partners
(972) 930-9862
Krystal Gear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
(806) 792-7299
UTAH
Orem
Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918
VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Richmond
Audio Visions/Stereo Trading
Post
(804) 346-0876
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993

TENNESSEE
Cordova
Sound Visions
(901) 754-7111
Johnson City
Mn. Toads Stereo
(423) 929-1121
The Soundroom
(423) 928-9233
Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710
Memphis
Modern Music Audio &Video
(901) 682-6557

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Olympia
Dew} Audio &Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio &Home Theater
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
Classic Audio
(106) 706-1561
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

Opus 2Audio &Video
(901) 684-5461
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Delta Electronics
(864) 229-3949

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wausau
Electronics World #1
(715) 845-4504
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910
PUERTO RICO
Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745-7805
Rio Piedras
Stardust DVD Distributors
(787) 274-0146
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870
CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW/ Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay I
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #MI63
Coquidam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books &Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson S1
NEW BRUNSWICK
Monkton
Ernie's Newsstand
(902) 454-8381
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morns St
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ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Kingston
Just Hi-Fi
239 Pnncess St

De Hifistudio
Tel: 31 (0) 591-611111
Fax: 31 (0) 591-612345
De Hifminkel
Tel: 31 (0) 24 684 2091
Fax: 31 (0) 24 684 2602
BRAZIL

London
London Audio
716 York St

Blumenau, SC
Sound Image
Fax: (047) 322-0305

Nepean
Euphonies Audio 8Video
1480 Menvale Rd

BRUNEI

Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Songe St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Elayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
L'Atelier Grigonan
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S
Q UEBEC
Montreal
Opus Audio
5154 Boul. Douane
Son Or/Filtronique
9343 lajeunesse
Quebec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC electronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
Ri. Martinez
Tel/Fax: (54) 1-585-1413
AUSTRALIA

Jalan Geelong
Auvisual Haven
Fax: (011) 024-48841
COSTA RICA
Curridiabat San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax: (506) 225-8231
CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel (385) 21-343-213
Fax: (385) 21-40-376
CZECH REPUBLIC
Borivojova
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel/Fax 42-2-90001181
DENMARK
i
r
tMen
Tel (459) 722-4941
FINLAND
Turku
ElifiMesta Dy
Tel (358) 2-2504-888
Fax (358) 2-2504-808
FRANCE
Paris
Rensaissance Sarl
Tel/Fax: (331) 6004-6006
GERMANY
National Distributor
GeisenheimStephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel: (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067
GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
Axiss Corporation
Tel: (81) 3-5410-0371
Fax: (81) 3-5410-0622

SWEDEN
National Distributor

MACEDONIA
Skopje
T.P. Kodi Export-Import
Tel/Fax: (389) 91 11 83 66

SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Hi -Fi Portier
Tel: (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904

MALAYSIA
Notional Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The SoundStage
Tel: (60) 3-717-6969
Fax: (60) 3-719-4188
MARTINI QUE,
FRENCH WEST INDIES
St. Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel: (596) 42 71 00
Fax: (596) 57 96 39
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
O.R. Bntton
Tel: (64) 4-5688-066
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065
NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax: (47) 55-25-62-14
PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel: (63) 2-931-37-42
Fax: (63) 2-741-28-93
POLAND
Warsaw
Hafi Sound Studio
Tel/Tax: (48) 22-774-8154

RUSSIA
National Distributor
Moscow
RG Sound
Tel: (095) 256-5091
Fax: (095) 259-2742
ATTrade
Tel: (310) 271-9191
Fax: (095) 291-5871
Esoterica
Tel: (095) 196-9931
Fax: (095) 917-8762

Kowloon Branch
Tel (852) 2392-6368
Fax: (852) 2392-6328

Nabereznay
Tel: (095) 233-1442
Fax: (095) 248-3352

INDONESIA

SAUDI ARABIA
Jeddah
Hill House
Fax: (99) 62-68-24-098

Jakarta
MOS Electronics
Tel 6221-692-7840
Fax: 6221-625-1133

BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
AT Trade
13th of January Street 13
Tel (3712) 211-688

IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackrock. County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-8477
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887

BENELUX
National Distributor
Durob Audio BV
Dept. DC Publishing
Tel 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax: 31 (01 73 511 7583

ISRAEL
HRS Home Entertainment
Tel: 972-9-9575-596
Fax: 972-9957-7060

De Hifiwinkel
Tel: 31 (0) 40 211 3388
Fax: 31 (0) 40 211 7734
The HifiShop
Tel: 31 (0) 13 544 3444
Fax: 31 (0) 13 580 1529

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115

THAILAND
National Distributor
Music World Co.
Tel: (662) 276-5190
Fax: (662) 276-2456
TRINIDAD
Curepe
Sand) Electronics
Tel (868) 663-1384
Fax: (868) 645-2205
TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Muzik
Tel: (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673

QUANT UM
A

....

V

- Ultimate

and High-End Home

Entertainment

Notional Dealer Distributor
Wollaton Audio
Tel 0115 928 4147
Fax: 0115 928 Ce25
Berkshire
Audio T
Tel: 01734 585 463
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
Edinburgh
Music Mill
Tel 0131 555 3963
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UNITED KINGDOM
National Newsstand
Distributor
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel 01895 433 800
Fax: 01895 433 801

IDEO,LEAP-.
LTD .
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lrade-Jits Accepied!
Owned and Operated by a Medical Doctor

(517) 337-8362
Fax (517) 351-3508

London
PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Amadora
Aiasom
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367

HONG KONG
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel (852) 2524-8775
Fax: (852) 2845-0746

Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
Tel: (617) 3368-3566
Fax: (617) 3368-3813

Stockholm
Hi -Fi Art
Tel (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207

The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
The Adelphi
Stereophile Audio
Tel/Fax: 6533 42 106

Kamla Hit
Tel 0171 323 2747
Musical Images
Tel 0171 497 1346
Sound Organisation
Tel 0171 403 2255
Milton Keynes
Audio Insightffechnosound
Tel: 01908 604 949
Nottingham
Castle Sound and Vision
Tel 0115 958 4404

rega
Planet

Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel 01865 790879
Suffolk
Bun/ Audio
Tel 01284 724 337
West Thurrock (Lakeside)
Rayleigh-Dansk
Tel 01708 680551
VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Show Room
Tel'Fax 848651868
YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel (381) 11-222-4322
Fax: (381) 11-140-689

FREE $175

Synergistic Research

Alpha Sterling interconnect with
Rega Planet purchase .. $799
•Atlantis •Audio Power Wedge •Audio Research
•Billy Bags •CAL •Chito by Kinergetics
•Definitive Technology. Dunlavy •EAD
•Grado •HK •lolida •Krell •Losan •Magnan
•Martin Logan •Magro •McCormack •MIT
•Monster Cable •NBS• Panamas •ProAc •PSB
•Rega •Sanus •Sound Anchors •Standesign •Sunfire
•Synergistic Research •Thiel •Van den hul cartridges
•VPI •Wadia •Wilson Audio .., and more.

SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Merton, Gauteng
Hi -Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Tel (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254

Audio-Video
L•0•0•1•C

The .11idweses Ultimate Stereo Store
3702
Beaver Ave.
Des
Moines, IA 50310
515-255-2134
Specials on our Website: http://swismaudio-logic.com
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Mart

GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA
—Franchised dealer for Nairn, Pink Triangle, Quad,
Spendor, Roksan, Creek, Regs, Epos, ReVox, JPW,
Dynaco, 0C-9, Goldring, Revolver, Target, Sound
Organisation, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
AUDIOPHILE 8t SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acutus, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research, B&K, CAL, Creek, EAD, Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, Martin'
Logan, Micromega, NEAR, Paradigm, Purist Audio,
Regs, Runco, Spica, TARA, Thiel, Totem, Vandersteen,
Von Schweikert, YBA. (608) 284-0001.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Zoethecus, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT, PowerWedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van
den Hut, Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence
Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/AmEx/ Discover.
SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
tonearm. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
Owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated Series II Improved, Series Ill. and Series "R" models. New SME headshells, Fluid Damper Kits, manuals,
and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplirs,10 P.O. Box 187;
San Anadino, CA 94979. (415)457-7878.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAI ), Cary, Nakunichi,
Acurus, Kimber, KEE, Parasound, Kinergetics, Quad, PS,
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target, Carver, many
more. Free catalog! Read Bnylurs Steno, 591 King St,
Charleston, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276.
NAIM NAP 250, $1500. (5/6) 334-1111.
HI-FI EXCHANGE—Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell, and
trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-04CKI, or visit our
showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.
MBC AUDIO: Klyne, BEL, Gradient, C.E.C.,
Densen, Diapason, Audio Magic. Iknver, CO. (303)
399-5031, MST
ATTENTION QUAD AND SPENDOR OWNERS!
Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold. ESL/
ESL-63 updates, stands, and suhwoofer systems available. For further details, contact Mike or Randy, QSCID,
33 McWhirt Loop #108, Fredericksburg, VA 22406. (540)
372-3711, fax (540) 372-3713.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Suite= Products, Inc.,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, Sennie
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase,
Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Avalon
Acoustics, Audio Artistry, Audio Craft, Audio Note,
Basis, Benz-Micro, Chang, Coda, Ensemble, Fanfare,
Graaf, Graham, Koetsu, Kuzma, LAT, Magnum
1)ynalab, Meret, Micromcga, Micro-Seiki, Musical
lksign, Music Metre, Muse, Odeon, 011à, Rega,
Samadhi Acoustics, Spcndor, Symphonic Line,
Systemdek, Tannoy, Totem, Transfiguration, Wheaton
Triplanar, XL°, YBA, Zoethecus, and more. Call/fax
John Barnes at (303) 691-340Z 2341 W Yale Ave.,
Englewood, CO 80110
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FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
web site at httpliunvularthrecom .See the latest FM
antennas (the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM
reception. Download our product literature. Not on
the Net? Call for our Stem) Pilot newsletter at (800)
268-863Z also (716) 683-5451, or fax to (716) 683-5421.
E-mail to infirenhnecorn ,or write to FarrPtre FM, Box
455, Belo, NY 14225-0455.
ACTIVE COMPONENTS: Made-to-order crossovers, subsonic filters, summers, and boost-amps with
optional level controls, for bi-, tri-, and quad-amp configurations. Includes power supply. For brochure:
DeCoursey Engitwering Leib, 11828 Whjjerson Blvd., Culver
City, CA 90230. (310) 397-9668, fax (310) 397-8498,
impchurch@aolcom
SIGNAL GUARD RESONANCE ATTENUATION PLATFORM. Dimensions, 19" by 16" by 3";
weight, 27 lbs; supports 200 lbs. Wide-band attenuation, 14Hz-55khz, $349. Shannon I)icicson's review
upcoming in Stenvphile Unequaled build quality, elegant aesthetics. Call for information, dealer nearest you,
or order factory-direct to open areas. (914) 496-1067
Dealer inquiries invited.
BUY FACTORY-DIRECT. Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better perfomiance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. Tice Audio
Products, teL (561) 575-7577, fax (561) 575-0302.
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE —"nose lucky folks
with really high-end FM tuners should throw away any
lesser antenna ... and install an APS-14 immediately" —
www.wb2vvv.com APS-14, smaller brother APS-9 for
attic or rooftop mount, and the elegant indoor FM InTama — the finest FM-reception products on the planet. See Stenvphile "Recommended (omponents," April
1998. APS, (860) 643-2733, e-mail antptentplxnet ,
IPek
site wwwanmuraperfOnnancecom .
HANI)MADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire, Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance, low-inductance design. Interconnects, S150/
meter pair; speaker cable, $100/running meter.
Money-back guarantee. Don't pay more! (770) 4578748 bdore 10pm EST

RATES:
Private,
$1.25
per
word;
Commercial, $4.15 per word, $166 minimum
on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as
one or more characters with apace, dash, or
slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order, either by
check or credit card: MasterCard or Visa.
MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529. FAX: (505) 983-6327. Online:
dassifieds@stereophile.com .DEADLINE:
Ads are duc on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in
which your ad will appear. For example, if you
want your ad to run in the October 1998
Srereophile, you must submit it by August 3,
1998. Please Note: Phone-in ads are not
accepted. Please plan on faxing or mailing in
your ads on the form provided at the end of the
section. No refunds.

WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI! Noise-fighting accessories ($0.50 up),
power-line conditioners ($85 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone. $30. Write for catalog! Virtual Mode, IOld
Comm Rd, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876.
PLACETE AUDIO PREAMPS. The most transparent
available today. Uses only the finest Vishay® S-102
resistors in all signal paths, including the 128-step volume control. Full IR remote control. Passive or
buffered. Five line inputs plus two tape decks. Custombuilt for your system. From 112000. No-risk trial. Call
(208) 342-6140;u details.
PLACETE AUDIO: available now, 126-step remotecontrolled dual-mono line-level attenuators that use
only Vishay® S-102 resistors. From 51000. (208) 3426141 or Placete@aolcom
AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 —Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Krice/fax (804) 358-530a
WE'RE HERE ANI) YOU'RE NOT! So, call! Tube
audio specialists. New/NOS tubes. Alón, Anthem,
Audio Research, CAI, Cary, Diapason, JMIab, MS,
ProAc, Townshend, Wilson Benesch, WireWorld,
more! Ask about our Bass Notch Filter! Arizona Tube
Audio, (602)921-9961. www.tubeaudio.com
DIG1FLE)C DVD CABLE KIT, featuring the Diecx
Gold I, "... my first choice in adigital cable at any
price." —Corey Greenberg, Stereophile, Vol.16 No.Z
July 1993. And Vidifkx Gold-S professional S-video
cable. Special price for both, $114.95. Also: Plus Series
analog interconnects, video projector and speaker
cables, and more. Free catalog fiom your Canare
source: Sound Fr Video, (518) 822-8800.
NEW AGE AUDIO —offering the best in high-end
audio for Georgia and the Southeast. Accuphase,
Audire, AudioPrism, Musical Design, Music Reference,
Presence, Muse, Rogue, Quicksilver, Sim Moon Series,
Altis, Musical Concepts, Timbre, G&I) Transforms,
Regs, EAD, Alón, Clements, ESP, Fuselier, Green
Mountain, Merlin, Quintessence, Totem, Music Metre,
Synergistic Research, TARA Labs, XLO, Osiris,
Chang, Audio Magic. (770) 487-0103.
WILSON WATT 5WITH Gibraltar stands, ($9000)
$5500; Meridian 508,
($3000) 52000; ConradJohnson PV12 preamp, ($2000) $1200 OBO. All perfect. (206) 286-3992.
THE ABSOLUTE SOUND is back and better than
ever. Many of the writers you have come to trust over
the years are back, ensuring the excellent journalistic
integrity you have come to expect from The Absohrte
Sound. Subjects to be covered over the coming months
include: the new digital hardware and software, DAI),
changes in speaker technology, cartridge design, and, of
course, our thorough perspective on music. Subscribe
today by phoning (888) 732-1625, ore., to our web me. at
wrowtheabsolutesound.com .
USED AND DEMO SALE: Adcom GDA-600; B&W
Signature 30, CDM-7; Classé CA-100, CP-45;
Convergent Audio SL-1, JL-1; Conrad-Johnson PF2;
Counterpoint SA200; EAD DSP-7000; Hales Concept
2; Infinity Beta; Krell SDP-32; Mark Levinson No31,
No38, No20.6; McIntosh MC7300; Proceed PDP 3,
PCD 2; Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 Mk2, SFD-2 Mk2;
Theta Pro Gen.III; Symphonic Line Kraft 400;
Velodyne ULD-18; Wadia 8; more. Audition Audio,
(801) 467-5918, fax (810) 467-0290.
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NOT JUST ANOTHER MAGAZINE ... The
Ultimate Audio magazine. Each issue features the hottest
new state-of-the-art audio equipment and recordings.
The talented ensemble of leading writers includes:
Myles Astor, Lisa Astor, Sid Marks, Elliott }Callen,
Richard Foster, Dan Davis, Dayna B., Scdrick Harris,
Matt Wimmer, and Steve Rochlin. Subscriptions
payable by check, money order, or credit card
(Visa/MC/Amex/Discover). Half year (3 issues),
$7.95; full year (6 issues), $14.95; two years, $29.95.
Canada, $24.95; overseas, $39.95. Ultimate Audio, 1NY
Plaza, Suite 214, Nov lie, NY 10004. (718) 796-2825.
NAIM NAT 03 tuner, $900 OBO. (516) 432-4588.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFL2 PREAMP, excellent,
black face, 2-box system, boxed, S1850; Radford STA25 tube amp (EL34) and preamp 5(22, will not separate, original, perfect. $1100. Call (760) 789-4880
evenites and meektmds, San Diego.
TWO GREAT NEW BUY/SELL SERVICES! 1)
Transparent Audio Pre-Owned Hotline (33-70%
below retail). 2) King of Konsignment: preowned/demo at great savings. Virtually every high-end
audio brand available. Both: (517)351-0390, noon- lOpm
EST Must leave message
MEDICAL DOCTORS. PROFESSORS, DENTISTS, attorneys, executives, entrepreneurs, other
professionals: Free monthly newsletter by/for members of your profession. Send name, address, phone,
profession: Professionals Audiophile Newsletters, University
of Michioan Union, 528 South State #523, Ann Arbor, MI
48104-2421.
PURIST AUI)10 DOMINUS interconnects and
speaker cable. Roil, mint condition, ($19,000) now
for $13,500. (905) 508-6916.
QUAD ESL-63 USA MONITORS, black wood finish, Arcici stands, just serviced, OBM. $2275 or best
offer. (860) 828-1270.

WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warranty: Anna-Sphere, Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson,
Gershman Acoustics, Krell, Levinson, Martin-Logan,
mbl, MIT NBS, Sonic Frontiers, Transparent, Wadia,
and many more high-end components. Call for inventory list, or visit our showrooms at 35-62 166 St,
Flushite NY 11358. Tel. (718) 961-8842, fax (718) 8869530. High End Audio.
DO YOU HAVE A CLASSIC THORENS TURNTABLE? Bring it back to tip-top working order. We
have acomplete inventory of parts on all models from
the 11)124 series to present. We also have upgrade parts
made of RDC acrylic for models 11)318, 11)320,
TI)520, TT)200L and 126 Ill series. RDS acrylic platter. RDS acrylic HD shell. RDS acrylic mains bearing kir
11)320 and 2001. RDS acrylic arm-mounting collar for
TP90 arm. Call or e-mail for prices. Therm of America,
(718) 847-4289. E-mail: thorensusa@aolwm Also, check
out our line of current turntables and electronics on the
web at audiolit,comithowns
WADIA 27 DAC, excellent, OBM $4700. Todd, (602)
866-1404.
JMLAB GRAND UTOPIA, (US retail $70,000) only
US$39,500. Jacques at (514)731-1737 or (514) 286-3546
(Montreal).
AUDIO MATIÈRE EQUILIBRE tube power amplifier. II months old, large selection of high-quality tubes
included: $5200. (813)876-3059.

KRELL MD-10 TRANSPORT with acrylic top,
$3600; Sonic Frontiers SFD-1 Mk.II DAC, $1300.
David, (415) 804-2284.
PROACUESPONSE 3.5, yew, mint, ($8000) 54500;
Vandersteen 2W subwoofcrs (pair), $600 each;
Magnan Type Vi XLR-XLR. $200. (908) 273-0338.
FRIED C6-04 PAIR, 2-way monitor/subwoofers, full
transmission line, handmade, highest-quality cabinets
and exterior crossovers with sixth-generation Mars
interlink, voiced by Bud Fried, excellent, ($8000 standard production) $2500. Fried Studio V speakers, 3way transmission line. ($3600) $1500 with $1000
upgrades. Cardas, Kimber, Solen, Mars interlitdc, excellent. Cary 300 SEI with upgrades, excellent, ($3695)
$2000. Kimber KCAG, 1m and 0.5m, several pairs,
call. Steve, (718) 265-7046.
PHONO CARTRIDGES — LOWEST PRICES!
London Deceit. Ortofon, Shure, Discwasher, more...
7-day free honte trial. Telephone credit-card orders.
Money-back guarantee. Free brochure. We ship everywhere. Call now toll-free, (800)634-0094 or (925) 6739393, fax (925) 673-0538. Wirral Gregoire and Associates,
www.warrengrigoire.comicardtm
DEALERS AND OEMS: Attention: The best prices
for the highest-quality fiber-optic interconnects; plastic
TosLink and glass ST for audio/video. CD, and DVD
microprocessor digital world. Harmony single-mode
and multimode and Harmony POF. Call (514) 2277068, fax (514) 227-708Z fotelw@totaInet
PARASOUND DAC 1600, ($1500) $750; Yamaha
CDC 755, ($349) $175. (218) 879-5673.

WARNING !!!

PLINIUS M12 PREAMP, ($3995) $1800; Aesthetix
cartridge demagnetizer. $100; Echo Busters, 50% off
list. (425)836-5464.

Be careful with inal-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure—pay by credit card.

COUNTERPOINT NPS 200, silver amp, $1200; HC
818 preamp, $500. Both brand new or best offer. Call
(619) 695-0548.
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Huge Selection At Low Prices. Hundreds of name-brand
high-end audio products including hard-to-find accessories,
analog and digital audio, audio cables, loudspeakers, speaker
stands, power conditioners, acoustic treatments, equipment
racks, replacement vacuum tubes, audio books, and more!

How To Get Your FREE Copy 01 The High-End Audio Catalog.
Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445, and give us your name and
address. The call is free, and so is the catalog. This catalog
request hot-line is open 24 hours aday, 7days aweek, so
call anytime. Why not call now? Call 1-800-451-5445
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Get This Catalog Before You Make
Your Next High-End Audio Purchase!

Learn What You Need To Know Before You Buy. Get complete
information—product descriptions, specifications, buying
tips, colorful images, detailed comparison charts, revealing
cut-away illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and
designer, and much, much more!

Mart
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Call Now!
1-800-451-5445
Established in 1930. Audio Advisor, Inc., is the worlds
largest seller of high-end audio products by direct mail
Address 4649 Danvers Drive SE, Kentwood, MI. 49512

AUDIO
ADVISOR

Phone 616-975-61W. Fax 616-975-6111.
http strew audloadvlsor corn
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HI-FI CHOICE —Audio Note, Linn, Arcam, Plinius,
BEL, Exposure, ReVox, Roksan, Avantgarde, Spendor,
Quad, Sequerra, Wilson-Benesch, Synergistic, Bybee,
and more. (305) 891-9540, EST; www.hifichoirecom
JADIS JA 30 AMPS, new, $5100 OBO; CAT SLI
Signature Mk.III, $4000. (208) 587-1214.
TUBES FOR SALE: NOS, Ampere; 6922, 7308.
Fully tested and matched. $25. (925) 735-3124,Jark.
THIEL CSI.5 SPEAKERS, black, excellent condition,
boxes and literature, ($2200) $1250. Call (650)591-2057
THRESHOLD FET ten/e and DACie, mint, boxes
and manuals, black, low hours, ($3200 each) both
$1900; Forte SIX and F45, Denon DCD-1520, aid/s/
SAT7, boxes and manuals, low hours, ($4835 system),
all for $2500; free Lovan stands, shipping included.
(419) 470-3970 days, (734) 495-0963 evenings, or
gomezjemdinc.com .
SPECTRAL DMC-I2 PREAN1P with phono, mint,
($3695) $1850; MIT MI-350 interconnect, Im, ($995)
$500. Mark, (202) 205-6679.
WADIA 20 TRANSPORT, $2000; Artemis EOS,
rosewood, $3850; Goldimmd SRM monoblocks, new,
$3350. All mint. (509)326-0566.
ESOTERIC AUDIO'S SUMMER CLEARANCE
sale now in progress. Demos from: Theta, Rowland,
Parasound, Vandersteen, Transparent. Many
used items too. Some items below cost! Call for details
and prices. (602) 946-8128.
SMALL SIGNAL TUBE CHECKER (Srereophile
review, June 1994), $549+$15 shipping. Repairs/modifications for Moscodes, any OTLs, most other tube
gear. Moscodc or tube designs available for licensed
manufacturing. George Kaye Audio Labs, Inc, (212) 7793713, 8Broadway Alley, New Ibrir, NY 10016.
CLEANING HOUSE, selling my personal stash of
audio gear and parts. Send SASE or your fax number
for list: George IQ»; 368 Third Ave, New lbde, NY 10016.

Nigh End...
Not High Price
Marant

Rega

Audioquest
Sonic Frontiers

Monitor Audio
Audio Truth

Vandersteen
California Audio Labs

McCormack

Taddeo
Creek

Sumiko

Golden Tube

Grado Reference
Anthem

Krell
Magnum Dynalab
138K
Tice

Hales

Transparent Audio
Cary Audio
Sharpvision
Well Tempered

DUNLAVY SC-fits, $2197; PSB Alpha SE, $129;
Stratus C-6 center, $499; Parasound HCA-2003 amp,
$1050; P/LD-I000, $550; P/LD-2000. $699;
PowerWedge 113, $399; 114, $350; Runco Cinemapro
750, $2695; Draper Clarion 100" screen, $595; JoLida
JD-502A interconnect, $659; JD601A CD, $325. All
new. Contact Gary, (602) 488-4455.
dCS ELGAR 24-biv96kHz DAC/preamp, new, the ultimate digital processor, ($12,000) $9500. (310) 659-7599.
WILSON WATT/PUPPY VO, black, $9500 OBO.
Mark Levinson No.33I amp, $3700 OBO; No38S
preamp, $4100 OBO; No36 DIA, $3200 OBO.
No.37
transport,
$3000
OBO.
Transparent
MusicWave Ultra 8' speaker cables and Puppy Tails,
$975 OBO, Madrigal MDC1 digital interlink, $225.
Pioneer Elite CLD 95 laserdisc player, $825 OBO. All
excellent with boxes, manuals, etc. Private party, must
sell. Mark, (512)371-0288, 'X
TARA LABS Master Gen2 speaker cable, 1pair 6'
$250; 1pair, 5', $225. PowerWedge 116, $295. Kimber
Kable AGDL digital interconnect, 1m, $95; 0.5m, $75.
All mint. (305) 296-6056.
STRIKE GOLD IN COLORADO! Phenomenal
opportunity to own premier audio store, fantastic
Colorado location, $1M sales, $150k net, exclusive
lines. Call Stan Hailide, (303) 499-6008.
JOULE LA 200 MK.III, $2500; Naim CD3.5, $1500;
Merlin V5 MRC, $2250; VAC 100W monos, $1800;
Aronov 9601, $1600; and 960, $1200. (702) 320-8362.
CLASSÉ DAC-1, mint, ($3995) 12550; Sonic Frontiers
SFL-2 preamp, latest, as new, ($3800) $1500: all with
boxes and manuals. Dare (718)279-223Z NI' leave memo»:

ATMA-SPHERE MA-1 s, mint, new tubes, ($7995)
$2800 OBO; Soundlab A-4 stats, mint, with many
upgrades, koa wood; these are beautiful all around,
($5500) $2000 OBO; AudioQuest 700Onsit, low hours,
5600; X1.0 5.1 phono, $375. (520) 795-9351 days, (520)
298-8315 evenings, AZ.
GENESIS LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM — Genesis
Vs, ($15,000) $7500, mint condition, hardly used, rare
biwire edition, local pickup. Jadis JP-80 MC two-chassis preamp, mint condition, includes red-dot
Telefunkens, ($16,000) $5500. (917) 727-3258, please
beg) or lealy message.
CAT SIGNATURE MK.II with phonostage, $3675;
Cary 300 SE monoblocks, $2675; Thiel CS2 2speakers, $1675; TARA Decade, 1m, $375; TARA Gen2,
18', $775. (606) 581-3763.
B&W 802 Series 3speakers ($4000) with North Creek
crossovers ($1500) and Sound Anchor stands ($350), all
for $2900. (650) 948-0286.
WILSON GRAND SLAMMS Series 2, serious
inquiries only. Thiel CS1.5 demo, $1699/pair, Audio
Research LS8, used one month, $1099; Audio Research
VT60, used, $1099; McCormack DNA-1 deluxe
demo, $1999; McConnack TLC-1 demo, $699;
Aragon 8002 demo, $999; Sunfire tube preamp, demo,
$999; Sunfire stereo amp, demo, $1599; Dunlavy SC-I.
used, 5599/pair. John Win Audio Video Logic, 3702
Beaver, Des Moines, IA 50602, (515) 255-2134, fax (515)
255-2348.
THE GOOD BOX. If you own or are considering
acquiring avintage amp, you definitely must have The

AVALON RADIAN HC, as new, $8500; Threshold
SA-2 amps, original owner, very good condition.
$2950. (303) 756-9158.

Good Box by Ralph Baker 1)esilm. It will allow use of
large high-end speaker cable! Model ST-1, $109.95;
model MO-1, $129.95/pair; plus shipping and handling.
Ralph Baker Design, 3 Cross Street 144.seeld, MA 010853807 Plwite/fax (413) 5624438, unowatulierni.coni

TRANSPARENT REFERENCE speaker cable, 8',
latest, ($4300) $2100. (303) 320-3921.

JMLAB UTOPIAS —Brand-new in box, ($29,900)
$19,500. (972) 404-8334.

Want it? — NOW?
You've made your decision.
You've heard the perfect component
for your system.
You

want it

-NOW!

One thing is stopping you -money.
We can help -now.
Stereo Trading Outlet pays
cash -top dollar guaranteed! -for used
equipment, like yours -and

we

pay now.

Since 1984, we have been buying and
selling the finest in new and used
audio equipment.

Why not call now?
Dealer for
AudioQuest. Denon, HarmonKardon,
Authorized

Ilea
f e`-

Marantz, Nad, NHT, Niles, Panamax,
Paradigm, Paradigm/Reference,
Sherwood New Castle. Sunfire

Stereo Trading Outlet

STORADISUI

HOME THEATER SHOWROOMS

MUNEWORKS
3400

roe Ave. Rochester, New Y

116 264.0410

320 Old York Road
Jenkintown, PA 19046
1-215-886-1650
24 HR FAX 215-886-2171
Cash Paid for Audio & AV Eqpt.
WEBSITE-Catalog www.tsto.com
E-Mail tstoetsto.com

Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds a
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods & textured

finishes. Custom sizes
available.

Write or call:

and finishes also
1-800-848-9811

Davidson-Whitehall Company
555 WhIteholl Street Atlanta. Georgoo 30303
(404) 524-4534 fax (404) 659-5041
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CARY CAD-300 SEI with remote, $2600; Cary CD301, $1500. Both 3 months old and perfect. Green
Mountain Diamante Mk.Ii speakers, ($4700) $1950.
(800 272-1259.
KRELL KRC-HR, $3895; KRC-3, $1995; KSA-300S,
$4695; VAC Renaissance 70/70 Mk.I I, $3995; Audible
Illusions Modulus 3A with Amperex 7308 golds,
$1395; McIntosh MC275 C.onimemorative, $2095;
Conrad-Johnson Premier 12 monoblocks, $3895;
Bryston 4BNRB, $1295; Bryston 3BNRB, $895; Theta
Data Basic II, $1195; Genesis Digital Lens, $1095.
Offers, trades, credit cards. (914) 216-1497
PASS ALEPH 1.2, $8300; Aleph
remote, $2800;
Aleph 5, $2600; Cary 300SE Signature, latest, Western
tubes, $3150; 805C, latest, $5900; Voce Divina Tenore
floorstanding monitors, ($8350) $5200. (801) 226-1018.
AMPS: Adcom GFA-5503, 5months, $850; GFA-555
II, $550; Audiolab 8000PX, new. $850; Harman/
Kardon PA5800, new, $700; Mondial Palladium 11
monoblocks, 1.5 weeks, $3300; PS Audio 200 Delta,
$900; VTL 50 Stereo, $600. Preamps: Adcom GFP565, $540; Audio Research LS7, $750; LS9, remote,
$1300; l'H3, phono, $1100; Conrad-Johnson PV10AL,
$550; Spectral DMC5a, phono, $700. Audio/Video:
Pioneer Elite SP99D, $925. Processors: Audio Research
DAC2, $1100; EAD DSP-9000 Pro III, $3300; Genesis
Lens, $1200; ICrell Reference 64, $6300; Museatcx
Mclior I)/A, $400; Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 II, $2500;
Theta DS Pro Gen.V, balanced, single mode, $3200.
Transports: Krell KPS-20r. $5000; Theta Data Basic.
balanced. $775. Speakers: Aloi, Petite, rosewood, 6
months, ($1200) $720; Boston VRS Pro surrounds,
$300; Dunlavy SC-IV, $3500; Dynaudio Contour 2.8,
1.5 months. $3500; Linn Kcilidh, $675; Mach IAcoustics DM 10 Signature, ($18,000) $7200; Vandersteen
VCC1 center. $300; Wilson WATT/Puppy 2, $5000.
Many more items, cables, list available. Trevor, (302)
737-2606, oales@voicater.com.

SPECTRAL DMA-90 power amplifier, ($3300)
$2300, never used. (901) 726-1504.
VTL MB-250 SIGNATURE mono amps with MIT
upgrades, ($7250) $4495; CAT Signature Mk.III,
($6000) $3720; Basis 2500, ($5500) $3300; Graham
2.0, ($3000) $1975; C.E.C. 2transport, ($3000) $1600;
Srereophile, Vol-3 to Vo120 (1972-1997), 185 magazines,
$325. All items new in box with warranty. Bob, (810)
254-6671.
INFINITY IRS V, ($60,000) $23,000. Worldwide
delivery available. Brian, (805) 527-9739, fax (805) 5279808, southem Calffontia, US, e-mail: hellohrfl@aotrom .
VINTAGE EL34s —The Absolute Philips EL34
(1970s), branded Mullard, unique construction. NOS,
all specs available, limited quantities. Pairs, quads possible. Rare opportunity. Also EL34 metal base: LAdzarn,
Amperex. Rogers. KT88: Goldlion,
Genalex,
Mullard, new/used. Yves (Canada, (819) 686-9698, fax
(819) 425-2193, e-mail y.lafortraine@ritqc.ca
McINTOSH 275, ORIGINAL with tube cage (rare),
perfect condition, $3995 firm. Y LalOntaine, (819) 6869698, fax (819) 425-2193, e-mail: ylafinraine@iitqcra
APOGEE DIVA, $3500; Due= Signature, $1700;
Krell KSA-100, $1450; VAC PA-90C monoblocks,
$2900; Theta Gen.Va, $2600; Muse 1preamp, $1100;
Wadia 20+27; ARC LS22 with remote, $2600; LS2B
Mk.II, $1500; Sonic Frontiers Line 3, new, $3300; NBS
Serpent II, speaker cable, 8', $700; Sony CDPR1+1)AS-R 1, ($8000) $1900; Levinson No.333,
$5900; Jadis JPL, ($6300) $2900; Mission 767, rosewood, ($6000) $2700; Spectral 1)MA-150, $4300. (909)
627-3869.
POLK LS90 1" triLumnate. four 6.5" Dynamic Balance, nice sound, ($1600) $650; Parasound DAC 1600,
($1500) $600; Yamaha 755 CD player, ($350) $125;
Kimber 8TC bi-wire, bi-amp, ($500) $200; 2 sets
AudioQuest Quartz, ($300) $50. Other cables free.
(218) 879-5673, Brad.

FREE CATALOG
It you like
to "do-ityourself"
then the
Parts
Express
catalog is
for you!
It is packed
full of products like
raw loudspeaker
drivers from Audax, Aura, Morel.
Dynaudio, Vita, and more. We stock
premium crossover parts, speaker
kits, cabinets, accessories, wire/
cable, and everything you need to
create your own high end speakers
Build your own and save big!

You are invited
to audition

The
Eggleston
Speakers

Evanston
847-864-9565
H insdale

Libertyville

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-338-0531
SOURCE CODE: SPM

725 Pleasant Valley Dr.
Springboro. OH 45066-1158
Phone: 513/743-3000 • FAX: 513/743-1677
E-mail: sales@parts-express.com
Web Site: www.parts-express.com
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ALTIS REFERENCE DAC and CDT III transport,
excellent reviews, world-class, $4400. XLO Type 2,
balanced, 10m, $600. All mint, ohm. OBO. (510) 4593660, PDT
BRYSTON 7B-ST monoblocks, rated Slavophile Class
A (April 1998), ($4795) $2995; 413-ST, ($2265) $1595;
BP-20, ($1495), $995; 10-B balanced crossover, ($1550)
$995; 20-year warranty, complete biampcd system.
Mesa Baron, ($3995) $2495; Lamm ML-1 rube
monoblocks, incredible musicality, ($20,000) $12,995.
(860) 677-7618.
AYRE V-3 AMPLIFIER. updated, $2050; Dynaudio
Contour 1.8 Mk..11 speakers, $1750. (205) 426-4549.
FOR SALE: HALF PRICE ON CABLES OBO, very
little use. Speaker cables: Cardas Quadlink 5C, 12';
AudioTruth Argent, 20'; Krell 250M amplifier, only 20
hours, ($5000) $2900 plus shipping; Dynaudio
Confidence speakers, ($10,000) $6000 OBO, plus shipping. Ask for Tim Shaw, (573) 686-4800.
HALES SYSTEM TWO SIGNATURE speakers,
$2400. (816) 795-0654.
CALL FREE (888) 427-8124 for special$, brand$: Krell,
Wyetech; Sunfire, $1595, Accuphasc DP75, $4995;
Alón, Bryston, Denon; Polyfusion 920805, $4550;
Fanfare FM, Meridian, B&W; Pass Labs Aleph 5,
$2595; Aleph P, $2695; Dynaudio; Nordost SPM,
$750/m; Celestion, Straight Wire, Mission; Plinius
SAI00, $2795; and dozens more... just call.
HARMONIC RECOVERY SYSTEM: Ye musick
lovers, hearken! You must hear the HRS in your audio
or headphone system: the most exciting musical
improvement offered in the last 20 years. Call us for an
audition and customers' comments! Also: EarMax,
EarMax Pro, Etymotic, March, Panasonic, Sennheiser,
Sony, Top Hats, Verdier, European LPs/CDs! Audio
Advancements, Box 100, Lincoln Park, NJ 07035. (973)
633-1151. Order roll-free: (888) 59-musik, wuneaudioad1
,
011CeMMIS.(0111 .

hce Is Not Enouh.

Ieally am not interested in making
the quick, one time sale. Rather,
Iwant you as along-time repeat
customer. Earning your confidence
is the key to this philosophy. Ido
this by offering honest, knowledgeable
service tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the equipment
occupying space on the floor.
-Calen Carol

We also Feature:

630-789- I990

ELECTRONICS 8. MORE

Mart

847-362-5594
Chicago
312-642-5950

Angstrom, Ayre,
Bryston, Goldmund,
Magnepan, Mark
Levinson, MartinLogan, Micromega,
Pass Labs, Proceed,
Revel, Sonus Faber,
Thiel, Threshold,
Well Tempered,
Z Systems, and
many more.

auolo consuuranTs
the finest in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists Since 1967

Wilson Audio, Convergent Audio, Pass, Aerial, Mesa,
Reference Line, (AD, VAC, Totem, Air Tight, Celeste,
Quicksilver, Genesis, CEC, Conrad-Johnson, Cary,
Alan, Von Schweikert, VPI, Meridian, BEL, Accuphase,
Audible Illusions, Graham, Basis, Encore, Arcam, CAL,
Rego, Merlin.., and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines as well!!

P.O. Box 17562 San Antonio, TX 78217
Fax:(210) 805-9928
email: golen@gcaudio.com

(210) 805 9927

www.gcaudio.com

GALEN CAROL
A•U•D•I•0
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CELLO PERFORMANCE H AMPLIFIERS, lifetime warranty, latest model, original owner, manual
and boxes, mint, ($25,000) $12,900; Cello Strings interconnects, two pairs; two Fisher-to-XLR jumpers. (309)
682-1233.

SNELL CV SPEAKERS, pick up only, $1600. (215)
567-4626, PA.

THRESHOLD S500, 250Wpc, E updates, black,
mint, $1675 OBO. (317) 580-1244.

STEREOPHILE VOLS.6-10, Vols.18-20, $75 plus
shipping. Rirk, (541)938-6735.

SONIC FRONTIERS LINE 3preamp, black, mint
condition, as new, original packaging, ($4995) $3495
OBO; Monitor Audio Studio 20SE speakers, black,
original packaging, mint, ($3495) $1950, 0130. Lou,
(818)991-4942 Infon ,10pm PDT

PARASOUND HCA-2200, $900; PLD-2000 preamp, $650; Classé C.A35, $600; Classé CA100, $900;
Aragon 4004, $700; Aragon 18K preamp, $1300;
Vandersteen 2Cc, $1000; ProAc Studio 150, $1400. MI
negotiable. Lenny, (718) 646-0595.

ICMAL RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE. The
one by which all others are measured. Needs tune-up,
but in good condition, $750 0130 plus shipping, or S.
Jersey pickup. Will consider trade for Sony D8 or Sony
D5 in excellent condition. sliplenot@bellatlantitnet

DEMO EQUIPMENT, AS NEW: Mark Levinson
No3I transport, $4700; BAT VIC60 monoblocks,
$5500; Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 preamp, $2100; SFD-2
MC. $2350; Audio Research LS2, $1200; Hales
Concept V, $3100; miscellaneous high-end interconnects. Call Joe, (602) 371-4641 x206, (602) 572-9302.

WILSON 5.1, gloss black, ($17,300) $10,900; Sonic
Frontiers Processor 3, black, ($7500) $4600; Sonic
Frontiers Power 2, black, ($5000) $3400; NBS 15'
Master II AC cord, ($2500) $1400; NBS 1.5m
Mine/Serpent II, RCAs, (1375) $215; NBS 4' King
Serpent II, XLRs, ($1250) $750; NBS 1.0m King
Serpent II, AES/EBU, ($400) $260; NBS 14'
Statement, XLRs, ($13,500) $inquire; NBS 6-outlet
Signature Power Strip, ($800) $335; EVS Ultimate
Attenuators, ($350) $180; PowerWedge 1, similar to
116, 10 outlets, $325; PowerWedge 2, similar to 116, 9
outlets, $325; FirstSound Passive Reference II, si
15992948, ($2200) $1025; ListenUp Maughanbox for
B&W 801, ($1500) $550; Counterpoint SA-11 linestage, 17 tubes, 72 lbs. ($8000) $3888; Accuphasc T109, ($3000) $2200; Genesis Time Lens, small scratch,
($1800) $979; Lexicon CP-3+, ($3350) $989. COD
with shipping deposit, Ventura, S. California. Brian,
(805)
527-9739,
fax
(805)
527-9808,
emaithelloheaolcom.

KRELL ICSA-2005, $3450; Mark Levinson No.28,
$1400; Dunlavy SC-IVs, $3400; Sonic Frontiers SHY2, $1775; ARC CDT1, $1000; Transparent Ultra speaker cable, 10', $1275; balanced interconnect, 10m, $925;
lm, $550. (978) 683-6099.

VPI ARIES TURNTABLE with 12" JMW tonearm,
new with warranty, ($5000) $3295. Benz Ruby 2cartridge, new, $2295. (706) 638-0577

PASS ALEPH P (Stereophile Class A, April 1998),
$2500; Pass Aleph 3, $1400; also Pass Aleph 2,
$4400/pair. (505) 259-3696.

PURIST COLOSSUS REVA interconnect, 7m,
XLRs, $650; 1m, $475. Mint with boxes, manuals. (510)
832-0844

SONOGRAPHE by Conrad-Johnson. SC26 and
SA250, both for $900. (630)858-6876, Glen Ellyn, IL
VINTAGE AMP REPAIR specializing in Threshold/Forte. Factory-trained experience. Black SA3 for
sale. (916)721-9611, Vintage_Amp@rsolortlinenet
THETA DATA BASIC with Theta Pro Basic II, $1300.
(412) 521-6490.
VINTAGE McINTOSH: MC60, $1500; MC75,
$1500; C20, $1000; MC2100. MOO; all very good condition; MC75, fair condition, $1000. John, (609) 3453800, jhose@ix.netcom.com

Audio Mart Order Form

for

0 Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.
CI Iprefer to pay by U Visa U MasterCard

words.

.

My card fis
Signature

Exp. date

U General

a CDs/LPs/Tapes

WANTED: QUALITY USED CLASSICAL LPs.
Randall Goldman, Box 1, Rancho Mirage CA 92270.
Tel./fitx (888) 872-6929.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000,
London ffss bluebacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British
Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax (212) 4960733. Harmy Gilman, 243 W 76th Sc. Apt. 1B, New York,
NY 10023.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
OToole, PO. Box 138, Beaming NY 12409, tel./fax (914)
679-1054.
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CD & LP collections. No
collection too large! Classical, opera, jazz, rock, alternative, audiophiles (SIVLSC/EMI-ASD), more. 150,000
titles in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record Exchangg
20 Tulane St, Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881,
littp.i/unowprex.com.

WANTED: TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube
theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Alter, ElectroVoice,
JBL, Jensen. McIntosh. Quad. lYynaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Marantz,
Western Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, ConradJohnson, I:
speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar
amplifiers. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest
City, OK 73110. (405) 737-3312,* (405)737-3355.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not,
mono/stereo): Tannoy, JBL, Aker, old tube Marantz,
McIntosh, Leak, Futterman, Quad, REL., Fisher, Alter
speakers, Sequerra tuners, Krell, Cello/Levinson.
ARC, turntables, amis, etc. Also, used wristwatches:
Rolex, Audernars, Omega. Rado, etc. (used watch parts
and tools). Traveling often, midwest and east coast.
Trade welcome. (718) 387-7316.
WANTED: AUDIO RESEARCH and Marantz tube
equipment, Sequerra tuners. Top prices paid. (818) 2413344,.(av (818) 242-4433.

Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

CDs, LPs, Tapes

Wanted

NEW 1998 RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Commercial, $4.15 per word; 8166 minimum on
all commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side. (Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stertvphile, Classified Ad
Depamnent, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Ft, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT
ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and c-mailed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads
are due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the October 1998 Stereophile, you must submit it with
payment by August 3, 1998. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue.
No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411.
U Enclosed is payment in the amount of $

THE ABSOLUTE SOUND BACK ISSUES, Vol.8
No.31 to Vo120 No.109 (September'83 to Winter ;96,
66 issues); Sterrophile, Vol.7 No.4 to Vo120 No2
(August '84 to February '97, 91 issues); The Sensible
Sound, Nos.14-43, (Spring '82 to Summer '91, 31 issues).
Sell each set separately or combined, BO. (616) 3497963, HendersonPostherjamily@worldnetattnet

U Wanted

[..] Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

WANTED: CELESTION DLP 600. (610) 650-0199,
swampspamno@non.com
WANTED: 45/78 RECORDS, mastering lathes,
turntables, Litman PD-555, Technics SP-10 Mk.III;
Fairchild, Westrex, Neumann, Pultec, Urei, Nakamiclu
TA-4A, etc. (612) 869-4963.
WANTED: MOBILE FIDELITY AUDIOPHILE,
Japanese LPs, boxed sets and UHQRs, mint condition
or sealed. (416) 488-0153, etynings;fax (416) 485-5337
WANTED: AURELLE DYNAMICS interconnects.
(504) 288-5451, Mts417@aolcom

Name
Street
State

192

WANTED: MIRAGE CENTER-CHANNEL speaker, model SC-I si (match to M-Isi). (219) 947-5879.

Company
City
Zip

Tel.

Fax

WANTED: TECHNICS: SU-A4, SU-A6 preamplifiers; SU-V98. SU-G90 integrateds. (916) 354-1990, email: recycled@parleriet
WANTED: CARVER C4000 preamplifier, charcoal,
mint condition. (319) 366-4844.
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Advertiser
Audio Plus (Audio Refinement)

Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise
that the merchandise and services
as offered arc accurately described,
and are available to customers at
the advertised price. Advertising
that does not conform to these
standards, or that is deceptive or
misleading is never knowingly accepted. If any Stereophile reader
encounters noncompliance with
these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

22
Audio Plus (Cambridge Audio)
18
AudioQuest
Audio Research
Audio Solutions

Audio Trading Times
176
Audio-Video Logic.... 129,187
AudioWaves
155
Avantgarde Acoustic
30
A/V Ensemble Music
158
B&W Loudspeakers .. 11,13,15
Balanced Audio Technology
38
Billy Bags
93
Cable Company
120,132

Accutronics
178
Acoustic Image
166
Acoustic Sciences
112
Acoustic Sounds ... 130,156-157
Adcom
26
Advanced Audio Technologies
78
Alpha-Core/Goertz
68
Ambrosia Audio
162
Analog Shop
140
Antique Sound Lab West
60
Arcam
48
Audience
53
Audio Advisor
118,158,189
Audio Connection
Audio Consultants

California Audio Labs
Cary Audio
Celestion

58
4-5
24

Cherry Creek Audio
Cisco Music
Classic Records
CSA Audio
David Lewis Audio
David Lucas

174
170
108
164
146
85

170
191

Audiolab Stereo &Video Center
162
Audio Influx
119
Audio Magic
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet

196
32
155

93
172
136

Davidson-Whitehall
Dynaudio
Electrocompaniet
Elusive Disc
Energy Loudspeakers

190
66
36,80
128,160
42

Fairport Soundworks
Front Row Center
Galen Carol Audio
Gallo

190
164
191
56

Index
124
2
150

Goodwins
Hales Design Group
HCM
HeadRoom
Hi -Fi Farm

144-145
143

Pass Laboratories
Platinum Audio
Polk Audio

72,76
59
54

Progressive Audio
PSB

154
16

166
65
168

Quantum Leap Audio Video
Quintessence Audio

187
176

168

Reference Audio Video

180

JPS Labs

112
76

Reference Recordings
Seneca Group

174
65

JS Audio
JVC Music
Kharma
Kiefs
Kimber Kable
LAT International
Lyle Cartridges
Magnepan
Magnum Dynalab
Mark Levinson (Madrigal)
McIntosh
Mobile Fidelity

180
106
104
125
34
180
61
51
102
.20
52
110

Sound by Singer
Sound City
Sound Connections
Soundex
Sound Images
SoundWorks
Stereo Exchange
Stereo Shoppe (The)
Stereo Trading Outlet
Straight Wire
Synergistic
Tannoy

86-87
148-149
112
134
119
138
152
176
190
64
62
72

Mondial
Muse Electronics
Musical Surroundings
Music Direct
NBS Audio Cables
Needle Doctor
Nuts About Hi Fi

46
104
74
126
114
142
172

TARA Labs
Thiel
Totem Acoustic
Toys From the Attic
Transparent Audio
Tubes by Design
Vandersteen Audio

28
40
78
178
23
80
60

Overture
Paradigm
Parasound
Parts Connection
Parts Express

117
8
25
104
191

Vidikron of America
VTL
Wadia
Western Electric
Wisdom Audio

50
74
195
102
178

Holm Audio
Impact Technology
Innovative Audio
In The Groove
Joseph Audio

Subscribe NOW!

M8HS-8

U.
S.& CANADIAN RESIDENTS

1year, $35
($2.92 ¡issue)

J 2 years, $60
($2.50/issue)

J 3 years, $75
($2.08/issue)

Call toll-free to order by credit card (800) 444-8908. or mail check, money order
(US dollars only). or credit-card number to: Stereophile. P.O. Box 469027.
Escondido. CA 92046-9027

Foreign subscriptions, $120/year
Call 760-745-2809. or Fax this form with credit-card
information to 760-480-8079.
Name

U Check/money order enclosed

Address
City
Card No.
Signature
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J Bill me
State
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Exp.

U Visa
U MasterCard
_I American Express
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The

Final

Larry

Archibald

yheart leaps up when Ibehold
letters like the ones published
this month. Even from subscribers who are canceling their subscriptions — at least they thought Stereophile
important enough to write to! It's the latest installment of the twelfthly conversation this magazine consists of (twentytwothly if you include Stereophile Cuide to
Home Theater, whose letters section is similarly meaty).
Most magazines Iread constitute forums in which those who know transmit
knowledge and opinions to those who
don't. I'm grateful that the dichotomy at
Stereophile is between those who write frequently (us) and those who write intermittently (you). We a// know—and we're
all still learning (I fervently hope).
The biggest, most intense annual conversation just took place in Los Angeles at
HI-FI '98, and most participants thought it
was the best one ever. Appropriately, the
hottest topics were great sights and great
sounds. Some past HI-FI Shows have
belied their name with widespread
mediocre sound and insensitive hometheater demos. Not this one: there were
many rooms -with better sound than I'm
used to hearing in at least some of our
reviewers' listening rooms. That may not
sound like the most ringing endorsement,
but it is. Our reviewers have months to
tweak their rooms to afare-thee-well, but
our exhibitors have just aday or two to
turn the noxious acoustic environment
found in most hotels into the background
for great music and movies.
Ihad been wary of the Westin LAX
hotel this time around. Though we've
used this hotel twice before (as aStouffer
in 1992, as aDoubletree in '95), our last
two Shows took place in hotels that represent the grand old hotel tradition: the
Waldorf=Astoria in New York and the St.
Francis in San Francisco. Beautiful old
hotels feature old-fashioned plaster walls,
high ceilings, and generously proportioned rooms. Modern hotels have great
supplies of electricity built in, but their
room sizes are modest, their ceiling
heights minimal. Ifeared that the Westin
would show at adisadvantage when compared to our two previous venues.
Please don't think we take the choice of
hotel lightly. As the Show has expanded,
our choices of hotel have narrowed. The
750 rooms offered in LA represent the
smallest number of rooms we can fit in;
1200-1500 is more suitable. Additionally,
194

Word

the high hotel-occupancy rates in most
popular cities (New York, Chicago, San
Francisco, Los Angeles) have further narrowed the range of choice; if they can, lots
of hotels avoid the stress and strain our
Show guarantees them.
Part of our decision to continue at the
Westin LAX was economic. My sense of
the market was that prices should be kept
down; the Westin, alone of Los Angeles
hotels, afforded that opportunity.

portion to the dollars and hours expended.
No, they want to know what you think.
Market research in the high-end industry
hardly exists — outside of our Shows.
Direct contact between manufacturers
and consumers hardly exists — outside of
our Shows. The opportunity to make an
all-out, balls-to-the-wall great sound in a
public forum for no other reason than the
delight in doing so doesn't exist — outside
of these Shows.
We were fortunate that this Show also
rewarded exhibitors on the trade front.
This year's best presenters Press attendance was sensational, and we
had amuch larger retailer turnout than in
put out heroic efforts to
the past (trade attendance was up 27%),
thanks to the participation of and seminars
achieve good sounds in
offered by The Academy Advancing High
End Audio and Video (the Organization
difficult circumstances.
Formerly Known as AAHEA). Exhibitors
responded with more new-product introNevertheless, exhibitors rewarded
ductions than ever before, including
attendees with the best-sounding Show I numerous world premieres you'll read
think we've ever had. And make no misabout next month.
take, the exhibitors arc responsible. Some
Those are some of the facts of the
of these rooms can sound horrific, as has
Show, but nothing substitutes for seeing
been demonstrated at past Shows.
the sights and hearing the sounds. My role
Ironically, it seems that the bigger the
of introducing my new boss from Petersen
room and the more amazing the system,
Publishing, Jackie Augustine, to key guys
the greater the likelihood of sonic disaster.
and gals in the industry kept me from visThis year's best presenters put out heroic
iting nearly as many rooms as Icustomarefforts to achieve good sounds in difficult
ily do, but two experiences stood out. I
circumstances.
was sitting in aterrible seat, and the source
They wouldn't do it but for the fact that
was two-channel rather than multi-, but
they care what you think. In alot of ways,
one of the clips in Sony's DSD demo —
our Shows don't make sense—but they
Yo-Yo Ma rehearsing for his latest version
give each exhibitor aunique opportunity
of the Bach cello suites — sounded like
to interact with the public. After all, what
live music. Sure, Sony was using their terare the chances that amanufacturer will
rific SS-M9 speakers, and they'd acoustirecoup the $10,000-50,000 he spends
cally treated the room to beat the band,
appearing at aShow from the profit porbut that's an experience I've had from a
tion of sales that directly result from
sound-reproduction system only ahandful
exhibiting?
of times before. I'm looking forward to
Retailer participants have a better
getting used to it.
opportunity to profit from the Show, since
The other demo Ifound profound was
they can at least make sales there (even
the ABC 720-line progressive-scan video
though no product is delivered on-site).
in the Revel room, featuring footage from
But dealers also do the Shows out of a the Preakness and Indianapolis 500 races.
desire to expand their overall market,
It was scary good, easily validating Joe
rather than from the expectation that
1Cane's opinion that 720p is the way to go
money will flow into their coffers in pro(though I'd have to rephrase that as "one of
the ways to go"). And the Revel sound
was sensational, too, if not in the liveID 1998 by Petersen Publithing Grrupmty, LLC—VoI21
music category.
No.8, August 1998, Issue Number 223. Stereophile (ISSN
#0585-2544) sindelishrd monthly, $35 perytur_err US nsiA recent letter from areader recomdents, by Prima: Publishing Cootirany, LLC, 6420114/shire
mended humility to us at Stereophile. Icon¡lid.
N
Los A,
ne C4 90048. Periodkah poste paid at Las
cur. The achievements of our exhibitors at
Angelis, C4 and additional mailing errs. Canada and GSTrtg. no. R12468-3855. POS17r1A.STER: Send address
this Show commanded humility in me. It
changes w Stereophile, PO. Roy 469027 Esamdido, C4
was
agreat Show. See you in Chicago at
92046-9027
Printed in the U.S.A.
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Wadia Digital
Tel 715-426-5900

624 Troy Street, River Falls, WI 54022
http://www.wadia.com Fax 715-426-5665

Exceeding Assumed Limits of the Digital Art
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